




Language Contact in the Early Colonial Pacific

This volume presents a historical-sociolinguistic description and analysis of
Maritime Polynesian Pidgin. It offers linguistic and sociohistorical substan-
tiation for a regional Eastern Polynesian-based pidgin, and challenges con-
ventional Eurocentric assumptions about early colonial contact in the eastern
Pacific by arguing that Maritime Polynesian Pidgin preceded the introduction
of Pidgin English by as much as a century. Emanuel J. Drechsel not only
opens up new methodological avenues for historical-sociolinguistic research
in Oceania by a combination of philology and ethnohistory, but also gives
greater recognition to Pacific Islanders in early contact between cultures.
Students and researchers working on language contact, language typology,
historical linguistics, and sociolinguistics will want to read this book. It rede-
fines our understanding of how Europeans and Americans interacted with
Pacific Islanders in eastern Polynesia during early encounters and offers an
alternative model of language contact.

Long interested in non-European pidgins, emanuel j. drechsel is the
author of a well-received case study entitled Mobilian Jargon (1997) of greater
Louisiana; his recent research has focused on the eastern Pacific. He is a senior
faculty member of Interdisciplinary Studies at the University of Hawai‘i at
Mānoa, and has regularly taught courses in linguistic anthropology, ethnohis-
tory, and related topics.
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Series editor’s foreword

The series Cambridge Approaches to Language Contact (CALC) was set up
to publish outstanding monographs on language contact, especially by authors
who approach their specific subject matter from a diachronic or developmental
perspective. Our goal is to integrate the ever-growing scholarship on language
diversification (including the development of creoles, pidgins, and indigenized
varieties of colonial European languages), bilingual language development,
code-switching, and language endangerment. We hope to provide a select
forum to scholars who contribute insightfully to understanding language evolu-
tion from an interdisciplinary perspective. We favor approaches that highlight
the role of ecology and draw inspiration both from the authors’ own fields
of specialization and from related research areas in linguistics or other disci-
plines. Eclecticism is one of our mottoes, as we endeavor to comprehend the
complexity of evolutionary processes associated with contact.

We are happy to add to our list Emanuel J. Drechsel’s Language Contact in
the Early Colonial Pacific: Maritime Polynesian Pidgin before Pidgin English.
The reader is provided with historical documentation of the languages of com-
munication between, on the one hand, Polynesians and, on the other, Western
explorers, merchants, beachcombers, and other “adventurers” in the Pacific. He
or she will learn about the important ethnographic function of Maritime Pidgin
English (MPP) as a lingua franca in these interactions during the second half
of the eighteenth century until it was replaced by Pidgin English in the second
half of the nineteenth century.

This is an analysis consistent with the hypothesis that Hawaiian Pidgin
English also emerged no sooner than the late nineteenth century, owing largely
to usage of Pidgin Hawaiian between the local populations and the contract
laborers, before the former would replace the latter, concurrently with the spread
of English on the islands and the emergence of Hawaiian Creole English. The
reader will also learn about the role of interpreters on board the ships that sailed
the Pacific, a special set of individuals that facilitated communication between
the Islanders and the Westerners, why it was so easy for them to learn (to
speak) MPP, and how they developed variable competence in English and other
European languages. I would be remiss not to mention the meticulous analyses

xiii



xiv Series editor’s foreword

cum reconstitutions that Drechsel provides of the structures of attestations of
MPP that he has painstakingly documented from various historical sources.

The book is thus a precious source of information about the extent of commu-
nication between Westerners and Natives during their encounters in the Pacific
since the second half of the eighteenth century and the kind of simplification
that Tahitian, among other languages, appears to have undergone during the
pidginization process. An important question arises as to why Tahiti emerges
as so prominent in these encounters. Furthermore, who were the agents of the
restructuring processes, on which the reader is equally invited to speculate?
What was the specific role of the European explorers, merchants, and seamen
in the emergence and spread of MPP and similar varieties elsewhere in the
world? What was the role of the native actors and what stratum of the indige-
nous populations did they represent? How were they selected and/or recruited?
What specific kinds of interactions did the Europeans and Natives have in these
encounters that may be considered the hallmark of pidginization? These and
several related questions arise from the wealth of historical documentation that
this book makes available for the first time regarding the exploration of the
Pacific and its trade colonization by Westerners.

salikoko s. mufwene, University of Chicago



Preface and acknowledgments

Language Contact in the Early Colonial Pacific reflects the direct influence
of three prominent creolists: John E. Reinecke (1904–1982) with his early
historical-sociolinguistic study of the Hawaiian Islands; Frederic G. Cassidy
(1907–2000) with his lexical-philological research of Jamaican Creole and
American English; and Derek Bickerton with not only his systematic analysis
of linguistic variation in pidgins and creoles, but also an interest in Hawai‘i
Creole English (“Pidgin”) and the preceding Hawaiian Pidgin. For a broader
historical perspective, my book even carries the marks of my former long-
time mentor William W. Elmendorf (1912–1997), an Americanist linguist and
anthropologist in the tradition of Alfred Kroeber and Edward Sapir with an
interest in another, unrelated, indigenous pidgin of the Pacific, Chinook Jargon
of northwestern North America.

This book has been in the making for some time, like a large puzzle. Aside
from drawing on earlier studies of mine, I began writing this book before
completing my basic research, and later added new parts to the “puzzle.”
Whereas this course of action would not be advisable in a project requiring a
large block of initial commitment such as fieldwork, it worked surprisingly well
in this case. I had already gathered enough data for an overall framework. Filling
in blanks with subsequent findings, then, proved structurally more consistent
than I had originally expected.

I first toyed with the notion of a Hawaiian-based contact medium when,
together with my wife T. Haunani Makuakāne-Drechsel, I explored Hawai-
ian loanwords in two Native American pidgins, Chinook Jargon and Eskimo
Jargon, in the early 1980s (Drechsel and Makuakāne 1982). Questions by Bick-
erton about the history of Hawai‘i Pidgin and Creole English raised the issue of
Pidgin Hawaiian in no uncertain terms (Bickerton and Wilson 1987), and even-
tually led to a project entitled “Language Contact in Hawai‘i and the Pacific,
1778–1930, with Particular Reference to Hawaiian,” funded by the National
Science Foundation (NSF Grant No. SBR-94–06763) in February 1994 and
completed under my direction in January 1995. That project also supported the
first in-depth analysis of Pidgin Hawaiian by Sarah J. Roberts (1995a, 1995b),
at the time an undergraduate student at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. I
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was already interested in the applicability of theoretical concepts of pidgin and
creole studies, developed primarily on the basis of European-based cases, to
non-European instances. However, my research still focused on North Amer-
ica, to culminate in a book on the Muskogean-based Mobilian Jargon of the
greater Mississippi River valley and an accompanying vocabulary (Drechsel
1996b, 1997). Only in time did the National Science Foundation project lead
to publications on Maritime Polynesian Pidgin (Drechsel 1999, 2007a, 2007b,
forthcoming). This early research constitutes the foundation upon which Part II
of this book draws, although at a substantially wider geographic range, time
span, and thematic scope.

In pursuing this project, I recognize with gratitude the grant by the National
Science Foundation (NSF Grant No. SBR-94–06763, February 1994 to Jan-
uary 1995). I also acknowledge with much appreciation and love the input of
my wife T. Haunani Makuakāne-Drechsel, who has patiently answered numer-
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Roberts, Simon Kaliko Trapp, and William (“Pila”) H. Wilson for essential con-
tributions to my research on Pidgin Hawaiian over the years. Acknowledgment
likewise is due to Vaipuarii Tapiero for helping identify and interpret reduced
forms of Tahitian in historical records, and to Jack Ward for answering some
remaining questions. I am moreover indebted to Yuko Otsuka and Gabriele H.
Cablitz for identifying and helping to interpret early samples of non-standard
Marquesan, to Mary Boyce for assisting me in sorting out historical instances
of irregular from standard Māori, and to Ameli‘a M. Pasi for evaluating inci-
dental references to contact with Eastern Polynesian languages in Tongan and
the question of whether Maritime Polynesian Pidgin extended to the Tonga
Islands. I also appreciate the critical comments by Anthony P. Grant, Suzanne
Romaine, and anonymous readers to drafts of my earlier publications, which
have improved my current project. I further owe recognition to Robert A. Blust,
Michael Forman, Paul Lyons, Peter Mühlhäusler, and Albert J. Schütz in my
interpretation of Polynesian languages, on questions regarding Pacific pidgins
and creoles, in my assessment of Herman Melville’s linguistic data, and for
valuable suggestions in the discussion of methodological-theoretical problems.
I am especially grateful to Al Schütz and Pila Wilson for taking the time to
read a first draft, making indispensable corrections, and offering alternative
interpretations.

I take this opportunity to recognize the late Renée Heyum, Curator of the
Pacific Collection, Eleanor Au, former director of the Hawaiian and Pacific
Collections, the late Karen M. Peacock, Head of Special Collections, as well
as her staff, especially Stuart Dawrs, Joan Hori, Dore Minatodani, Andrea
Nakamura, and Wesley Poka, all at Hamilton Library of the University of
Hawai‘i at Mānoa, for their generous support over the past several years. Credit
is also due to Ross A. Christensen and Jodie H. Mattos, Humanities Librarians,
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1 Introduction

1.1 Maritime Polynesian Pidgin

Entitled Alii on the Shore Greeting Tall-Masted Ship, the artistry on the cover
of this book is by the Armenian-born American painter Arman T. Manookian,
who in the Hawaiian Islands focused his work on native themes and came to
be known as the Islands’ Gauguin for his use of vibrant colors. This painting
surfaced later as Early Traders of Hawaii on the cover of the magazine Paradise
of the Pacific in November 1950, and reappeared in an article entitled “Fragile
Paradise” by John Seed (2001: 87) in the successor Honolulu Magazine in
November 2001. We do not know the painting’s current location according to
Seed; however, the Honolulu Museum of Art holds a gouache version, dated to
around 1927 and reproduced here by courtesy of the Museum.

What distinguishes this and similar paintings by Manookian from colonial
depictions of the Pacific is a perspective from a Pacific island onto the sea
rather than the reverse from the sea onto an island, as was customary for most
images of the period by Europeans or Americans (Smith 1989). Manookian’s
painting, then, conveys some of the control and power that Hawaiians still
retained in their encounter with European newcomers, however one may wish
to interpret the threatening sails of the encroaching tall ship or ominous clouds
lingering on the distant horizon. In other words, this cover illustration repre-
sents early colonial contacts between Pacific Islanders and colonists in a quite
different referential and interpretive frame – in accordance with the alterna-
tive model that this book offers about language contact in the early colonial
Pacific.

Art emulates political and linguistic realities in that the few Pacific-centric
representations in art (such as Manookian’s) replicate a small number of studies
in language contact with a primary Pacific focus. In a seminal article entitled “In
Search of Beach-la-Mar,” the New Zealand linguist Ross Clark (1977: 27–38;
1979: 24–35) discussed South Seas Jargon as a forerunner of Beach-la-Mar.
Significantly, he recognized a portion of the Jargon as “broken” Polynesian
before relexifying into English-based Beach-la-Mar or Sandalwood English in
the early nineteenth century, with Pidgin Māori (Pākehā Māori) in New Zealand

7



8 Questions, theories, and methods

replicating the process by similarly transforming into Pidgin English by 1840
(Clark 1990: 100–108). Clark acknowledged no more than a short life span for
the Polynesian-based portion of South Seas Jargon and interpreted attestations
by John L. Nicholas of 1814 and Herman Melville of 1842 in terms of English
grammar (Clark 1977: 29–30). At closer inspection, his arguments for an early
Anglicization do not hold up and require revision in terms of a Polynesian-based
South Seas Jargon, as the present study will show (see 7.4 in particular). Clark
(1977: 24; 1979: 23–24; 1990: 104–108) also expressed legitimate caution
about the use of early documents, but surprisingly did not address in any
depth problems of accuracy or stereotyping in early historical documentation
of Pidgin English. Much less did he raise other pressing yet unresolved concerns
such as those about Europhone–Europhile hypercorrections and translations as
part of early observers’ poetic license. Had he pursued either, he might have
recognized an even greater portion and a longer life span for the Polynesian
portion of South Seas Jargon (see 3.3 below).

Sadly, Clark’s point of a Polynesian foundation often appears altogether lost
in subsequent discussions of South Seas Jargon. For example, Jeff Siegel (1987:
34) described the Jargon as “an English-based, pre-pidgin continuum . . . which
arose in the Pacific in the first half of the nineteenth century, mainly as the result
of whaling and sandalwood and bêche-de-mer traders.” Roger M. Keesing
(1988: 13–34) recognized the broader sociolinguistic context for early colonial
contact between Pacific Islanders and Europeans, and reprimanded Clark for
remaining “excessively conservative in interpreting his own data” and “under-
estimat[ing] the importance of substrate grammars in shaping the emerging
pidgin” (Keesing 1988: 13). In rejecting its interpretation in terms of a vari-
able jargon, he identified the so-called South Seas Pidgin with English-based
Beach-la-Mar rather than with a Polynesian or some other indigenous medium,
although he displayed awareness of the European bias by most authors of early
historical sources (Keesing 1988: 24–25, 32–33, 41). Similarly to Siegel, Terry
Crowley (1990: 369) defined South Seas Jargon as “macaronic, non-stable
pre-pidgin English-lexified speech.” Evidently, he acknowledged not only “a
plausible breeding ground for the development of a contact language based
mostly on Polynesian vocabulary” but also the existence of “some kind of
contact language with a large proportion of Polynesian-derived vocabulary”
(such as Pidgin Māori of New Zealand) until the 1850s. Moreover, Crowley
identified a mixed Polynesian-Southern Oceanic vocabulary and even some
“typically Polynesian structural features” such as modifiers following nouns
and occasional verb-subject orders for intransitive constructions (1990: 58, 60,
61, fn. 4).

Whereas Keesing (1988: 77–132) still argued for subject-verb-object (SVO)
within the range of experience by speakers of Austronesian languages as
a basic word order or a less marked variation of VSO in an apparent
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inconsistency with his earlier identification of South Seas Pidgin with English-
based Beach-la-Mar, Crowley considered SVO of transitive constructions in
South Seas Jargon as a non-Polynesian pattern. A follow-up study by Crowley
(1993) presented almost 250 entries of English- and French-derived cultural
words in South Seas Jargon, manifestly identified as “Pacific Jargon English,”
by means of European loanwords in Polynesian languages as a major source
of information. Significantly, Crowley (1993: 138) could not recover the core
vocabulary of South Seas Jargon, presumably consisting of some 750 indige-
nous terms. In using a Wörter und Sachen (‘words and things’) approach, he did
not actually address fundamental questions about its applicability in the case
of a supposedly highly variable jargon; nor could he reconstruct the Jargon’s
grammar, although by his own reasoning most of these European loanwords
typically exhibited phonological and syllabic patterns characteristic of Pacific
rather than European languages.

In a nutshell, the discussion of South Seas Jargon appears fraught with
multiple contradictions in its definitions as a Polynesian- or English-based
medium and as a (variable) jargon or (stable) pidgin. Evidently, this state of
affairs reflects an intrinsically Eurocentric interpretation rather than an option
with a Polynesian concentration, as originally suggested by Clark. Conceivably,
we could understand South Seas Jargon as a multisystemic jargon and pidgin,
including a Polynesian substratum and European loanwords, as perhaps most
closely reflected in Crowley’s thinking. However, such a model would still
have to recognize Pacific languages as the prime linguistic foundation with an
explicit, major historical function, and to my knowledge has not been offered
until today.

That very historical-sociolinguistic background applied to the Hawaiian
Islands, as we have come to learn over the years. With his conception of
hapa haole ‘half foreigner’ or a makeshift medium of Hawaiian and English in
the 1830s and 1840s, John E. Reinecke (1969: 34–38, 87–92, 102, fn. 20, 109–
110) already anticipated what we have since come to accept as Pidgin Hawaiian
(Bickerton and Wilson 1987: 62; Day 1987: 167), although he showed some
reluctance to admit so (see Bickerton and Wilson 1987: 61, 69, 74–75). Richard
R. Day (1987) likewise argued for a Hawaiian Maritime Pidgin with Hawaiian
as the major source, which Derek Bickerton and William H. Wilson (1987)
characterized as pidginized Hawaiian or ‘ōlelo pa‘i‘ai, the Hawaiian name for
‘pidgin’, whether the Hawaiian- or English-based variety, literally meaning
‘pounded but undiluted taro speech’ or ‘hard-taro speech’. More than anybody
else, Sarah J. Roberts (1995a; 1995b; 2005: 51–128) has since confirmed with
her in-depth linguistic and historical research the existence and persistence of
Pidgin Hawaiian in the nineteenth and into the early twentieth century, serv-
ing as the underlying foundation for the emerging Hawai‘i Pidgin and Creole
English in subsequent decades.
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During recent years, historical research has also pointed to a regional non-
European contact medium in the Pacific, with which Bickerton (2008: 213)
evidently toyed at the time:

So I turned once again to the National Science Foundation and wrote up a proposal
for a study of the use of non-European languages, in particular Hawaiian, as contact
languages, not just in Hawaii but in the rest of the Pacific.

The Pacific end of it never really got off the ground, in part because the Hawaii stream
became a torrent.

Where Bickerton and Roberts left off, I have resumed the historical-
sociolinguistic study of this regional Polynesian pidgin across the eastern
Pacific by embracing not only the Hawaiian Islands, but also the Marquesas, the
Societies, and New Zealand on the basis of strikingly similar sociolinguistic
patterns and functions and including its use on board European and Ameri-
can ships (Drechsel 1999; 2007a; forthcoming). Inspired by Day’s reference
to Pidgin Hawaiian as Hawaiian Maritime Pidgin (Day 1987), I have named
this regional pidgin Maritime Polynesian Pidgin (MPP) in explicit recogni-
tion of its Polynesian linguistic base rather than Polynesian Maritime Pidgin
suggesting a Polynesian maritime context but without any necessary linguistic
consequences. In pursuance of my initial survey (Drechsel 1999), I considered
much of Polynesia and neighboring regions as a potential geographic range for
MPP, although I first presumed its original home to be in the Hawaiian Islands
because of the significance of Pidgin Hawaiian in the history of Hawai‘i Pidgin
and Creole English. My early selection of sources inadvertently suggested a
Hawaiian bend to my study, as the most recent assessment by Roberts (2013:
119) still does in maintaining that Pidgin Hawaiian developed in the Hawaiian
Islands in the 1790s before “eventually spread[ing] in the 1820s and 1830s to
Eastern Polynesia, Tonga, and California.” However, if excursions in search
for evidence have so far proven largely unsatisfactory for the western Pacific,
including Tonga, my study has in due course switched its focus to the South
Pacific, as early as the 1760s. My research has even incorporated Pidgin Māori
or Pākehā Māori – an expansion to which I had initially been ill-disposed for
the simple reason of keeping my ever-growing project within some manageable
limits.

Beyond a few phonological and lexical differences well within expected
range, a preliminary review of Pidgin Māori has revealed many surprising
linguistic parallels to Pidgin Hawaiian and other varieties of MPP, as already
suggested by Clark. Linguistic correlations emerge not only in a closely cor-
responding vocabulary of mostly identical or nearly identical terms for Pidgin
Māori and the other varieties of MPP, aside from the fact that much of the
latter’s vocabulary without corresponding forms in Pidgin Māori would have
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been intelligible to a speaker of Māori (see Drechsel 2014). Linguistic parallels
also become evident for grammar in actual examples for New Zealand (see
(3), (14), (17), (18), and (23) in Chapters 4 and 5 below), just as, in reverse,
linguistic attestations by the American novelist Herman Melville for the Mar-
quesas and Society Islands with distinctive Hawaiian characteristics (see (32)
through (40) in 6.5 below) served for Clark as an argument in support of South
Seas Jargon, including Pidgin Māori. These striking linguistic parallels then
justify – indeed call for – the inclusion of Pidgin Māori in the discussion of
MPP. If some remaining phonological or lexical differences of Pidgin Māori
still leave doubts about whether or not to include it as a variety of MPP, there are
other, sociohistorical considerations for a regional perspective. Early English
and French visitors to New Zealand originated in the Society Islands, employed
Tahitian-speaking interpreters in contact with Māori, and introduced an early
version of MPP in New Zealand (Clark 1990: 111, fn. 3; see (3) and (23) in
4.3 and 5.6 below). Europeans and Americans also used Māori-derived words
with their distinctive phonology, such as the velar nasal ŋ, in local varieties
of MPP in the Hawaiian and Society Islands (see (8) and (25) in 4.5 and 5.8,
respectively). In short, speakers of one variety closely interacted with those of
another and constituted a regional contact speech community, as the economies
of the colonial Pacific overlapped and interlocked with each other almost from
the beginning of European and American expansion into the region.

Such a regional interpretation inadvertently infuses new life into Clark’s
concept of a Polynesian-based South Seas Jargon-Pidgin, although with some
major differences from its original conception. Most importantly, MPP was a
truly regional medium that extended in geographic range from the South Pacific
to the Hawaiian Islands and beyond by its use on board European or American
ships. It also had a much longer life span than surmised by most creolists in
the past, from early English and French explorations in the late 1760s until
the second half of the nineteenth century and even later, and by all indications
stabilized early as a pidgin rather than remaining a variable jargon, with the
effects of delaying and reducing its eventual replacement by (Pidgin) English
or French. Such an areal viewpoint ultimately shifts the early center of gravity
in the Pidgin’s history from the Hawaiian Islands to the South Pacific, with the
Society Islands as its place of origin, where emerged peripheral varieties such
as Pidgin Māori at an early stage and Pidgin Hawaiian at a later one. The greater
time depth resulting from a regional perspective also has major methodological
and theoretical consequences in that its analysis must depend on the systematic
examination of original colonial documentation of how indigenous peoples
interacted with European or American visitors in early encounters. Because of
these substantive differences, I have retained the name of Maritime Polynesian
Pidgin (MPP) with an implicit allusion to Clark’s concept.
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1.2 Three enduring paradoxes of pidgin and creole linguistics

During the past decades, linguistic research has accumulated a growing pile
of evidence for other non-European pidgins in the Pacific such as Pidgin Hin-
dustani next to Pidgin Fijian in Fiji (Geraghty 1978; Moag 1978; Siegel 1987;
1992; 2008: 11–18), Police/Hiri Motu, pidginized Yimas, and other indige-
nous pidgins in Papua New Guinea (Dutton 1983, 1985; Foley 1988: 167–175;
2006: 7–32; Williams 1993, 2000; Jones 1996), and Pidgin Ngarluma in west-
ern Australia (Dench 1998), among others (see Siegel 2010: 816–819). From
a broadly defined comparative perspective, Keesing (1988) made a case for
a distinct Eastern Oceanic Austronesian substrate pattern in Melanesian Pid-
gin, although Peter Mühlhäusler (1997: 114, 123, fn. 30, 143) and others have
disputed Keesing’s hypothesis for such a substratum. In the meantime, many
of these and other indigenous contact languages have received some atten-
tion in a regional linguistic survey of the Pacific with maps of distribution by
Mühlhäusler et al. (1996), and a few Pacific instances likewise figure in a global
survey of non-European pidgins by Kees Versteegh (2008).

Quite a contrary perspective emerges from the recent survey Pacific Pidgins
and Creoles, subtitled Origins, Growth and Development, by Darrell T. Tryon
and Jean-Michel Charpentier (2004). The authors duly review early colonial
contacts from 1788 to 1863 with attention to whaling, sealing, trading, farming,
and herding, all of which involved native people in key positions. Still, they
make only incidental mention of non-European influences in European-based
pidgins, although Tryon and Charpentier (2004: 14–18, 145–149) recognize,
for example, a substantial Ngatikese element in Ngatikese Pidgin on Pohnpei
(Caroline Islands, eastern Micronesia) and many borrowings from the Papuan
language Merriam Mir in Broken (sic) of the Torres Strait. Of even less interest
to the authors appear to be non-European jargons or pidgins, which evidently
receive marginal mention in their discussion of early European-Pacific contacts
(Tryon and Charpentier 2004: 85, 87, 112) and again later (see, e.g., Tryon and
Charpentier 2004: 191, 248).

Significantly, Tryon and Charpentier (2004: 32–37) espouse what we could
call a reductionist interpretation of Clark (1979) by regularly characterizing
South Seas Jargon as an English-based medium rather than a jargon with vari-
able underlying Oceanic and English grammars, much less as a Polynesian-
based pidgin. Worse, Tryon and Charpentier (2004: 13) write off the issue of
a non-European, Polynesian pidgin in the Hawaiian Islands: “This is not the
place to discuss the merits of the arguments advanced with respect to Hawai-
ian Pidgin English origins.” The two authors summarily dismiss well-attested
Pidgin Hawaiian as insignificant in comparison to the English-based Hawai‘i
Pidgin and Creole English, on the basis of mostly unfounded counterarguments
by Morris F. Goodman (1985) and John Holm (1988: 63–68; 1989: 518–521).
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They also disregard substantive documentation offered by Bickerton and Wil-
son (1987) and especially by Roberts (1995a, 1995b), which is of a quality
and quantity unsurpassed by most other historical studies of Pacific pidgins
and creoles so as to leave no doubt about it. By embracing Holm’s historical
model with few or no foundations in contrast to the much better documented
one by Bickerton, Wilson, and Roberts, Tryon and Charpentier thus neglect to
address key issues raised by Pidgin Hawaiian for our understanding of the his-
tory of Hawai‘i Pidgin and Creole English (Roberts 1998). While arguments for
Pidgin Hawaiian have challenged aforementioned Eurocentric biases in pidgin
and creole studies, they have also become entangled in adverse responses to
Bickerton’s language bioprogram hypothesis (Veenstra 2008: 176).

Nor do Tryon and Charpentier raise the next obvious questions: In what
ways did any of the other indigenous jargons or pidgins serve as linguistic
forerunners for modern Pacific pidgins and creoles by providing the initial
sociolinguistic infrastructure? Does the historical-sociolinguistic model for the
Hawaiian Islands transfer to other locations in the Pacific, if not in whole then
in part? Mysteriously, Tryon and Charpentier (2004: 155, fn. 38, 168, 173–298)
do not even pursue the issue of why, by their own account, reliable historical
attestations of Pidgin English have not become available on a substantive scale
until the second half of the nineteenth century, specifically after 1863, that is
a century after James Cook’s first explorations of the South Pacific! Instead,
Tryon and Charpentier (2004: 19) leave the reader surprised at the end of
Chapter 2 that, notwithstanding an encompassing title, their book of some
500 pages addresses solely “English-lexifier pidgins and creoles of Melanesia
and its close neighbors.” Actually, even such a narrower focus would have
warranted a full, in-depth discussion of the non-European portion in the history
of Pacific pidgins and creoles, as the discussion on South Seas Jargon in its
variable interpretations reveals.

Much the same historical portrait transpires from a recent collection of essays
entitled Oceanic Encounters: Exchange, Desire, Violence, explicitly concerned
with presenting a less Eurocentric, more Pacific-focused perspective of cross-
cultural encounters in the Pacific (Jolly, Tcherkézoff, and Tryon 2009), which
includes a current review of language contact in the South Pacific by Tryon
(2009). The author mentions pre-European language contact between Papuan
and Austronesian languages in Polynesian Outlier languages, recognizes an
indigenous foreigner-talk register by Fijians in contact with Tongan neigh-
bors, and even makes reference to Pidgin Fijian and “Parau Tinito, simplified
Tahitian” (Tryon 2009: 43–48, 51). However, he remains remarkably silent
about other non-European languages of encounter, and again focuses on Pidgin
English as prime interlingual medium in colonial times (Tryon 2009: 37, 42,
49) – only to find in most pidgins the vocabulary “drawn from the language
of the colonisers” or Europeans and the grammar “based on the language or
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languages of the colonized people” (Tryon 2009: 49). These recent assessments
of the Pacific then offer at best a mixed message about non-European pidgins,
acknowledge little in terms of their overall linguistic or sociohistorical impact
in terms of a longitudinal, areal perspective of colonial language contact, and
at worst leave the impression of indigenous peoples as being little more than
submissive recipients of European ways of speaking and colonization.

Barring a few exceptional instances, such a paradigm reveals three enduring
paradoxes of method and theory in pidgin and creole linguistics: (i) unconscious
cultural blinders against foreign influences in the study of European pidgins
and creoles; (ii) a bias against non-European instances in the creolists’ overall
selection of cases; and (iii) a paucity of longitudinal research and, with it, the
lack of an explicit historical methodology. Thematically, the first two paradoxes
prove closely interrelated to each other, and in turn feed on the third to the
extent that most non-European pidgins and creoles did not survive into modern
times. What some creolists might simply interpret as a European focus in their
selection of data is to Peter Mühlhäusler (1997: 313) an unequivocal Eurocentric
bias:

in the early days of Pidgins and Creoles, the distinction between expatriate foreigner
talk and indigenous versions of a language was considerably less than it is today, the
former being perfectly acceptable as a means of communication. Thus the language of
early writings is usually the version of the socially dominant group. Genuine data on
how the other parties spoke are much rarer.

It is perhaps for this reason that the opinion that Pidgins and Creoles are European-
based has persisted so strongly. Once the bias of the data is realized, however, a different
view, advocated in earlier chapters of this book, is likely to emerge.

Until today, Mühlhäusler’s “different view,” acknowledging the major role
of non-European elements in many European-based pidgins and creoles, has,
however, not received due recognition on any significant, systematic scale
beyond well-attested West African influences on Atlantic pidgins and creoles
and a few other exceptions such as Chinook Jargon.

Bickerton (2008: 212–214) has recognized this discrepancy in his recent,
semi-autobiographical book Bastard Tongues by raising the issue of cultural
blinders, that is a tendency by early observers to hear and record what was
already familiar to them at the expense of exotic patterns or even to perceive
strange utterances in their own terms and to ignore most of what remained
unintelligible:

It soon became obvious why people had thought that the dominant contact language in
early [colonial] Hawaii was some kind of English. The citations from English sources
almost all consisted of English words, occasionally with a few words of Hawaiian thrown
in. But when we turned to the Hawaiian sources, there was an equal imbalance; here
Hawaiian expressions predominated, and English was the rarity. Obviously people were
recording only what they best understood, and ignoring the rest. And though we did not
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find in either the Hawaiian or the English sources sentences that were predominantly
Japanese or Chinese or Portuguese, when we got to the few newspapers published in
these languages (yes, newspapers in at least five languages were published in Hawaii,
which had the first literate sugar workers in history) a handful of these turned up as
well. (Bickerton 2008: 213–214)

Bickerton has even provided an explanation for such cultural blinders:

History’s mostly written by white folk. It’s not so much that they’re racist as it is they
naturally tend to see things through the spectacles of their own culture, and it requires
a constant effort to get past this.

The history of language is no exception. Accordingly, when people think about pidgins
they immediately think of Pidgin English, Pidgin French, Pidgin of some European
language or other. The idea of the big white guy on top, and all the little nonwhite guys
under him struggling to cope with the sophisticated complexities of his language, is so
firmly fixed in our minds that the idea of a pidgin based on a language of nonwhites,
clumsily and haltingly spoken by the master race, seems almost inconceivable.

That’s one reason why, throughout Hawaii’s history, Pidgin Hawaiian was Hawaii’s
best-kept secret. It didn’t fit the prevailing picture, scholarly as well as popular, of
how people with different skins were supposed to behave linguistically when they were
brought together. (Bickerton 2008: 209)

Cultural blinders affected not only early observers in describing and analyz-
ing pidgins and creoles, inadvertently rendering them more European than they
really were; but they also had an effect on creolists in their failure to recognize
non-European influences or varieties when studying pidgins and creoles. By
that reasoning, the case of Pidgin Hawaiian raises a more fundamental issue
about pidgins and creoles: Have creolists blindly overestimated the extent and
significance of European-based pidgins and creoles, foremost Pidgin English,
with little or no regard for non-European ones, ironically on the basis of suspect
historical attestations, and with cultural blinders of their own? Does this over-
estimation apply especially to the early colonial period, when the newcomers
largely depended on the indigenous population for their survival, when the
colonists had not yet drawn clear lines between themselves and natives, and
when there still existed indigenous contact media?

When surveying the topics covered by the Journal of Pidgin and Creole
Languages during its first seven years of publication, Pieter Muysken (1994:
104) wryly observed to no one’s surprise: “Not a whole lot on non-European-
based Pidgins and Creoles, while many of the possible advances in our field
will need to come from that area.” Almost a decade later, Sarah G. Thomason
(2003: 268) recognized some progress with five articles in the Journal on non-
European-lexifier pidgins and creoles as the principal subject, three of which
constituted new case studies and focused on the Pacific. Thomason (2003:
271) still agreed with Muysken that “advances in our understanding of the
histories of pidgins and creoles will depend to a great extent on information
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from non-European-lexifier languages – especially pidgins, since pidgins are
considerably more numerous than creoles in this category.” She attributed the
comparatively small amount of research on non-European pidgins and creoles
to several factors: the (nearly) extinct state of many of these languages, their
limited historical documentation, and “the need to know quite a bit about the
lexifier languages as well as the (other) structural input languages in order
to understand their historical development” (Thomason 2003: 271). These
circumstances often require considerable expertise in what Thomason (2003:
271–272) has described as the investigations of languages “far from the standard
West Africa-to-Caribbean beat, with no familiar European lexifier to ease the
research burden” – an argument that equally extends to non-European pidgins
and creoles of the Pacific.

For another factor, Thomason as a professed historical linguist might have
added the lack of an explicit historical methodology that allows creolists to
reconstruct earlier or other forms of pidgins and creoles, which constitutes the
underpinning of the third paradox. Creolists have often made strong theoret-
ical claims about their subject matter but have been short in understanding
the formation and development of pidgins and creoles, and have been even
more sparing in offering ways and means by which to study them. Until today,
students of pidgins and creoles have demonstrated surprisingly little interest
in cultivating explicit historical research methods on such a plainly histori-
cal subject as their own. This fact has related directly to their preoccupation
with field research and with recording surviving speakers for linguistic data.
Accordingly, creole studies cannot draw on an actual historical methodology,
as, for example, historical linguistics can rely on the comparative method.
What Mühlhäusler (1997: 127) bemoans as “a lack of systematic longitudinal
studies for any span of the Pidgin–Creole continuum” and, with it, as the lim-
ited applicability of conventional methods of linguistic reconstruction extends
equally to an enduring shortage in the linguistic diversity of their descriptive
materials. As opportunities for conventional field projects with pidgins and cre-
oles continue diminishing, in years to come creolists will necessarily develop
a growing appreciation for historical documentation and, with it, means by
which to interpret and analyze it.

In the meantime, this observation has manifested itself philosophically in
widespread problems of presentism, that is the anachronistic projection of cur-
rent or recent historical conditions into the past as if no changes had since taken
place, as distinct from historicism defined as an appreciation of the past in its
own terms (Stocking 1965). In spite of methodological and theoretical reser-
vations about “backward” projections, social scientists (including historians)
and linguists have frequently assumed that simply because they can observe
a widespread social or linguistic characteristic at the present time, it must of
necessity have existed in the past; they fail to recognize that this characteristic
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may have spread or even come about but recently, and have only a short history
in spite of its pervasive nature. As Mühlhäusler (1997: 8, 20, 29, 103, 122, 127,
209, 225–227, 236–241) and others such as Sarah G. Thomason and Terrence
Kaufman (1988: 200–213) have repeatedly cautioned, recent attestations of
linguistic features in a pidgin or creole do not, then, lend reliable clues about its
earlier stages because of major intermittent structural and functional changes
or even actual discontinuities between its former and later stages.

These facts consequently entail basic, systematic research with primary doc-
umentary sources, as already observed by Reinecke in his interview with Bick-
erton (Bickerton and Wilson 1987: 75), as acknowledged by Crowley (1990:
399) in reference to the “historical vacuum” in pidgin and creole studies, and as
illustrated by Roberts (1995a; 1995b; 2005: 51–128) for the Hawaiian Islands.
Similarly, Bickerton has since come to recognize the need for in-depth his-
torical research, if in his own words he never possessed sufficient Sitzfleisch
(persistence or perseverance) to follow through with archival studies of his
own:

I’d suspected from my first year in Hawaii that Hawaiian had played a much larger
part in Hawaii’s history than had been supposed, but my reluctance to dive into the
stacks (“Library research? Our students will do that for us!”) had prevented me from
following up . . . What we didn’t know, what we couldn’t know without a far longer and
deeper dive into history, was just how widespread, in its heyday, Pidgin Hawaiian had
been. (Bickerton 2008: 211, 212)

This change in perspective should have direct methodological and theoretical
consequences by which the study of the emergence of pidgins and creoles
can eventually define and establish itself as a truly historical discipline. On
the one hand, Bickerton’s demand for “a far longer and deeper dive into his-
tory” will introduce a wider non-European dimension and make evident the
urgent need for the systematic integration of non-European elements and even
non-European pidgins, including any accompanying conceptual challenges,
in creole studies. On the other hand, non-European pidgins will ensue in an
enriched, multidimensional appreciation of language contact and colonial his-
tory, as already suggested by Pidgin Hawaiian. By no means does recognition
of these circumstances, however, demand a categorical acceptance of Bicker-
ton’s other theories of pidginization and creolization, as already illustrated by
Roberts (1998, 2005) with her arguments for a partially gradual creolization of
Hawai‘i Pidgin and English in contrast to arguments for a precipitous process.

1.3 Scope and objectives of the current study

These three paradoxes mentioned above constitute major themes of this book.
Language Contact in the Early Colonial Pacific focuses not only on Pacific
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infrastructural foundations of what would become Pidgin or Creole English,
but also on a non-European pidgin “far from the standard West Africa-to-
Caribbean beat” (Thomason 2003: 271–272). Moreover, it attends to the ques-
tion of cultural blinders in analysis and takes into consideration sociocultural
dimensions of language contact as both subject matter and a factor in linguistic
analysis. Most importantly, this study offers an alternative historical recovery
of the pidgin by means of philology and ethnohistory or historical ethnography
as part of a historical sociolinguistics.

The case in point is Maritime Polynesian Pidgin (MPP), a grammatically
reduced Polynesian-based medium, which by all indications originated from
contacts between Society Islanders and French or British explorers on their first
voyages to the Pacific in the 1760s. MPP proved a convenient lingua franca
on other islands of eastern Polynesia, foremost New Zealand, the Marquesas,
and the Hawaiian Islands as well as aboard European and American ships with
Polynesian crews as part of European and American explorations, trade, and
colonization into the late nineteenth century. Like many other non-European
pidgins and creoles, MPP has not survived into modern times except perhaps
in the form of Parau Tinitō, in use between Tahitians and Chinese immigrants
in Tahiti in the 1970s (William H. Wilson, personal communication, 14 June
2002). By all indications, this contact medium belongs to the past, specifically
the colonial period with no more than isolated attestations surviving in subse-
quent decades, and does not permit linguistic fieldwork with living speakers
on any large, systematic scale. This fact patently makes evident the historical
nature of MPP in particular as well as pidgins and creoles at large. In place
of field research, this study relies exclusively on a blend of philological and
ethnohistorical analysis with the ultimate goal of demonstrating the feasibility
and systematic application of both in the Pidgin’s historical reconstruction as
part of an exemplary ethnohistory of speaking of the Pacific.

This book thus is a direct response to the call for a longitudinal linguistic
and sociohistorical study of MPP in explicitly regional terms, including Pid-
gin Hawaiian and what Clark recognized as the Polynesian variety of South
Seas Jargon. Reasonably detailed philological and ethnohistorical data offer a
comprehensive linguistic and sociohistorical portrait of reduced Eastern Poly-
nesian, based on closely related Māori, Tahitian, Marquesan, and Hawaiian, that
European explorers, traders, and settlers adopted in interactions with native peo-
ples of the eastern Pacific in early colonial times. The following chapters aim
at: (i) documenting MPP at historical depth and, with it, geographic range; (ii)
reconstituting early attestations and describing patterns of its grammar and lin-
guistic variations; (iii) sketching its sociohistorical contexts; and (iv) evaluating
these findings for their wider linguistic and sociohistorical implications.

To deal with problems of MPP’s grammar, variations, and functions, we
first need to address some fundamental questions of theory and methodology.
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At issue are, for one, questions of a theoretical framework for understanding
the Pidgin. Answers come from the very study of pidgin and creole languages
with particular attention to applications of the concepts of pidgin and creole
to non-European cases. Pidgin and creole linguistics does not only provide
the conceptual tools to help describe and analyze MPP and to understand it
in its own terms rather than on the basis of underlying, lingering patterns of
some source languages or as an incomplete target language, that is solely by
criteria of either substrate or superstrate influences. It also affords a defined
measure by which to diagnose the sequential and regional variations of MPP
as part of a single linguistic system, ranging across much of eastern Polyne-
sia from the late eighteenth century until the end of the next, a framework
for the discussion of its extralinguistic context, and a model of its origin
(Chapter 2).

My discussion then turns to the challenges of historical methodology that
indigenous pidgins constitute for modern linguistics, specifically the question
of what alternative sources are acceptable for the study of MPP in light of the
fact that field research with living speakers is no longer an option. The answers
to this and related methodological questions are in an ethnohistory of speaking,
which integrates philology and ethnohistory (historical ethnography), that is a
systematic reconstitution of early non-European attestations by triangulation
with contemporaneous or modern comparative linguistic evidence enhanced
by the historical interpretation of extralinguistic contexts by criteria of modern
ethnology. Available historical attestations prove sufficiently consistent with
internal as well as external comparative data to lend convincing evidence for
the linguistic restoration of MPP. Extralinguistic information on the Pidgin’s
use and functions confirms sufficient regularities, frequently overlooked in
conventional philological analyses, so as to make a systematic consideration
of the broader context by ethnohistory possible and even to lend occasional
cues for linguistic analysis. Hence, these methodological resources not only
sustain research on non-European pidgins, but also distinguish it from that on
European-based pidgins and creoles in its unenviable position of still having to
address unresolved problems of hypercorrected, stereotypical interpretations
of Europhone–Europhile historical documentation (Chapter 3).

Part II offers historical attestations of MPP over a period of some 120
years from the late 1760s until the late nineteenth century in three, some-
what arbitrarily divided, chapters on its emergence, persistence, and survival
(Chapters 4 through 6). The discussion of particular instances appears in short,
chronologically ordered vignettes, including original attestations at some length
(with translations of quotes in languages other than English appearing in accom-
panying footnotes) and enhanced by corresponding reconstituted forms as well
as analytical notes about its linguistic pattern and history. The philological and
ethnohistorical data from the accompanying reconstitutions then provide the
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foundation for a systematic historical and sociolinguistic analysis of MPP in
the subsequent part.

The linguistic analysis of MPP ranges from its phonology, morphology (as
evident in reduplications and compounds), and lexicon to its syntax and linguis-
tic variation. My discussion pays special attention to the Pidgin’s grammatical
patterns: the SVO word order as a distinctive semantactic feature; sequential
linking equivalent to complex constructions in the Pidgin’s source languages
(parataxis); and the nature and range of its linguistic variations, including its
relationship to emerging Pidgin English. What originally appeared as a compi-
lation of three or four distinct Polynesian pidgins actually emerges as a single,
regional contact medium in slightly variable local manifestations in eastern
Polynesia, as also suggested by the speakers’ participation in a single network
or contact speech community of European explorations, trade, and coloniza-
tion as well as by the varieties’ fundamentally common grammar and largely
shared vocabulary – with Pidgin English assuming no more than a minor role
in interethnic communications in the Pacific until the mid-nineteenth century
or even later (Chapter 7).1

The heterogeneous nature of the linguistic and sociohistorical data regret-
tably does not permit their presentation in a synthesized fashion correlating
linguistic with sociocultural features in the point-for-point fashion of modern
sociolinguistics. Thus, extralinguistic aspects of MPP receive attention in a
separate chapter, which addresses questions about its communicative, social,
and historical functions as an interlingual medium of the early colonial Pacific.
While more diffuse than linguistic data, the extralinguistic information on the
Pidgin proves regular enough to permit a cohesive description of early European
explorations, the service by Pacific Islanders on European or American ships,
the trade of various goods, whaling-sealing, and the foreigners’ early attempts
at colonization, including religious conversion by missionaries. Significantly,
MPP emerged in Tahiti or other Society Islands, from where it subsequently
spread to New Zealand before eventually becoming established in the Hawai-
ian Islands. Repeated documentation of the Pidgin’s use by speakers of Eastern
Polynesian languages rather than exclusively by foreigners demonstrates also
that it was linguistically and socially real to Pacific Islanders; they themselves
had adopted and used this medium as an acceptable, even preferable form of
foreigner talk when interacting with visitors in clear distinction from their own,
grammatically more complex vernaculars. All the more surprising proves the

1 This book comes with an etymological vocabulary and index of MPP (Drechsel 2014), accessible
online at www.cambridge.org/drechsel. The vocabulary begins with general observations on
the lexicon of MPP, including organizational criteria. The major part consists of more than
300 reconstituted entries of MPP, supplemented by early attestations, comparable modern forms
in their source languages, plus other relevant information such as geographic distribution. The
final sections list the reconstituted forms in an index to their English glosses.
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fairly early, close association of the Hawaiian variety with the maritime fur
trade of northwestern North America with trade goods exogenous to the Pacific
(Chapter 8).

The next chapter returns to a discussion of MPP in a broader linguis-
tic, sociopolitical, and historical context. The presence of second languages,
including pidgins, customarily echoes sociopolitical realities inasmuch as their
speakers did not usually adopt such a second language, however successfully
or ineffectively, unless they held some position of economic, social, or political
significance. On these grounds, the present discussion examines the significance
of MPP in a wider sociohistorical context and, with it, that of eastern Polyne-
sian peoples in the early colonial endeavors by Europeans and Americans in the
Pacific, as often overlooked by linguists, historians, and even anthropologists.
Conversely, this chapter also explores the importance of MPP in relation to
Pidgin English, which came about on a large scale only when eastern Pacific
Islanders lost their political control to Europeans or Americans in the second
half of the nineteenth century. As a regional indigenous contact medium with a
thoroughly Polynesian-based, if structurally reduced, grammatical pattern and
with social norms of acceptability, MPP first was a barrier for any European
medium – eventually to ease the way for subsequent Pidgin English by lending
a linguistic and social infrastructure. How did the Polynesian forerunner then
influence its European-based successor? By its syllabic pattern, lexical bor-
rowings, semantactic structure, and still other linguistic features, which give
greater recognition to Polynesians for their historical role in early encounters
with colonists than conventional, Eurocentric studies of Pacific pidgins and
creoles.

By focusing on MPP, Language Contact in the Early Colonial Pacific
addresses the role of a native institution notwithstanding its colonial origin.
Although construed within the framework of pidgin and creole linguistics and
drawing on the established historical methods of philology and ethnohistory,
the present study challenges conventional, Eurocentric assumptions about lan-
guage contact in the early colonial Pacific, by which Pacific Islanders suppos-
edly adopted European languages and especially English, whether in reduced
or standard form. It further casts doubt on simplistic, unidirectional models of
acculturation in early contact between Pacific Islanders and Europeans.



2 Maritime Polynesian Pidgin and pidgin and
creole linguistics

2.1 Pidgin and creole linguistics as conceptual-theoretical
framework

The need for an explicit, suitable conceptual-theoretical framework in study-
ing MPP becomes immediately evident from early assessments. Their authors
described the Pidgin as “viel kinderhafter” (Chamisso [1835] 1856b: 63) or
‘much more childlike’ than Tongan, were at a loss for an analysis (Kuykendall
1924: 49–50), or derided the available linguistic evidence without good reason
(Fletcher 1964; for further discussion, see Part II below). An alternative frame-
work is available in pidgin and creole linguistics, offering the same fundamental
philosophical principles of analysis that have emancipated modern linguistics
from the restrictive norms of Latin, Greek, or Hebrew grammar. That episte-
mological emancipation came about by examining non-European languages in
their own right and introducing emic analyses, as first developed in phonology
and successfully extended to other levels of grammatical description. Simi-
larly, the study of pidgin and creole languages not only provides the necessary
theoretical tools for understanding contact languages as linguistic systems in
their own rights in place of their source or target languages but notably avoids
often misapplied problems of derivation and hypercorrection that can inadver-
tently come with their analysis in terms of related source or target languages
by substrate or superstrate criteria. Just as it has been misleading to describe
Hawai‘i Pidgin and Creole English as a “corrupt” form of English, it would be
inappropriate to present MPP as a “run-down” form of Polynesian. However
closely related to its primary source languages MPP may eventually prove to
be, it is only on the basis of an analysis in its own right that we can compare it
with its sources or any other contributing languages and demonstrate the nature
and extent of its relationships, as will become evident for its word order.

These relativistic underpinnings vindicate pidgin and creole linguistics by
itself, but they also offer an opportune foundation beyond its current focus
on European instances to include other “languages of encounter” (Silverstein
1996b) in their own rather than Eurocentric terms. These foundations fur-
ther provide a truly comparative foundation in response to a conceptually

22
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constrained analysis of European-based pidgins and creoles, emulating lin-
guistics and anthropology (Versteegh 2008: 161–162). They lead to critical
questions about language contact by offering a viable agenda of linguistic and
sociohistorical problems. Albeit its major analytical-conceptual focus, pidgin
and creole linguistics need not impose an uncritical, a priori acceptance or
reinterpretation of historical evidence in terms of pidgins or creoles, which still
requires careful verification in terms of conceptual requirements by comparable
linguistic phenomena. A prime example illustrating this point is Michif, a mixed
medium of Algonquian verb phrases and French nouns developed by Métis Cree
or descendants from unions of Native Americans of the northern Plains and
European, chiefly French, traders. Whereas its analysis has benefited from the
very study of pidgins and creoles as the most suitable conceptual framework,
it ultimately proves to be neither a pidgin nor a creole (see Bakker 1997).
A comprehensive theoretical framework, however, proves crucial to historical
analysis. Not unlike field research, documentary research, be it philological or
ethnohistorical, must address fundamental questions about already established
categories in historical attestations; it should also remain open to alternative
interpretations and, if necessary, new definitions in some methodical fashion,
and must reinterpret and reconstitute early documentation to meet modern stan-
dards of linguistic description and analysis. A comparative perspective indeed
suggests diagnostic tools (“discovery procedures”) and conceptual support for
the historical analysis of key grammatical and sociohistorical features without
undermining any relativistic principles of description or analysis.

Philological-ethnohistorical research of contact languages then calls for an
analytically sophisticated but integrated review of the literature in pidgin and
creole linguistics as an epistemological framework. A most promising model
would be Jeff Siegel’s recent book The Emergence of Pidgin and Creole Lan-
guages (2008) with its overt focus on the Pacific, although it concentrates prin-
cipally on creoles and creolization to the virtual exclusion of pidginization –
with merely one chapter of some thirty pages out of a total of 300 plus pages.
Insofar as Siegel also pays some attention to non-European elements, it is lim-
ited mostly to Fiji and Papua New Guinea. He barely mentions South Seas
Jargon or Pidgin Hawaiian. Nor does he offer any review of the analyses of his-
torical attestations on pidgins and creoles, specifically their philology, or much
systematic discussion on the extralinguistic contexts of pidgins and creoles,
both central to the present study. Siegel’s book principally addresses the devel-
opment of creoles “in the Australia-Pacific region within the last 150 years”
(2008: 1), that is after the primary historical period of Maritime Polynesian
Pidgin of about a century earlier. By and large, his discussion does not attend
to early contact by Europeans with Pacific Islanders with quite different socio-
historical and sociolinguistic circumstances such that we cannot apply most
linguistic developments of the past 150 years to the early-contact period or at
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least cannot do so in the same form. Other recent surveys of pidgins and creoles
likewise turn out disappointing for similar reasons, and in addition concentrate
primarily or exclusively on Atlantic cases, whose sociohistorical-evolutionary
scenarios are different from those of the Pacific.

For a review of pidgin and creole formation, I instead draw primarily on Peter
Mühlhäusler’s revised, expanded book Pidgin and Creole Linguistics (1997),
and do so for five principal, mutually supporting reasons. Like Siegel, he pays
special attention to the Pacific rather than focusing on the Atlantic; but he also
takes into account examples from early colonial contact and non-European
instances for their historical and theoretical significance, unlike most other
creolists who consider such as exceptions or, worse, ignore them altogether.
Significantly, Mühlhäusler offers a comprehensive, integrated, and theoretically
sophisticated appraisal of pidgins and creoles, including an extended discussion
of pidginization largely transferable to the analysis of historical data. His book,
moreover, provides a perspective that encompasses a balance of substrate (or
socially subordinate), superstrate (or socially dominant), and universal factors,
and displays a refreshing skepticism toward any excessive reliance on substrate
models, so fashionable with creolists without wider comparative, long-term
historical perspectives. Finally, Mühlhäusler draws on philological resources,
often neglected or entirely abandoned in other discussions for no good rea-
son, and incorporates a systematic discussion of the sociohistorical context
of pidginization and creolization. These reasons in combination still make his
book the single most fitting assessment of pidgins and creoles for the study of
MPP notwithstanding its date of publication, which is not to say that I agree
with Mühlhäusler in all respects or ignore recent contributions. For supple-
mentary sources, I also draw on Siegel’s previously cited book Emergence and
the recently published Handbook of Pidgin and Creole Studies (Kouwenberg
and Singler 2008), and primarily several survey articles of immediate relevance
to the grammatical analysis of Pacific pidgins and creoles and non-European
instances (Crowley 2008; Meyerhoff 2008; Versteegh 2008), which have, how-
ever, sustained Mühlhäusler’s views remarkably well.

2.2 Jargon formation and pidginization

In evaluating historical documentation for MPP, we first need to address the
question of whether and how it meets the requirements of a definition of pidgins
as understood today:

Pidgins are examples of partially targeted second language learning and second lan-
guage creation, developing from simpler to more complex systems as communicative
requirements become more demanding. Pidgin languages by definition have no native
speakers – they are social rather than individual solutions – and hence are characterized
by norms of acceptability. (Mühlhäusler 1997: 6)
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This multisystemic definition allows for the incorporation of “qualitatively
different stages in the development of a Pidgin,” ranging from pre-pidgin
interlanguage stages of a highly variable jargon (consisting of multilingual
idiolects and secondary or bilingual hybrids) to a stable pidgin (including
established basilectal forms qualitatively different from its source languages)
and possibly to an expanded pidgin (Mühlhäusler 1997: 6).

Stages with variable proportions of substrate and superstrate influences con-
stitute a vertical social dimension; however, discussion will also attend to the
question of the Pidgin’s horizontal or geographic range. When considered by
the close linguistic as well as sociohistorical relationships among its Eastern
Polynesian source languages, MPP did not consist solely of Pidgin Hawaiian
or ‘ōlelo pa‘i ‘ai (Roberts 1995a, 1995b); it also embraced South Seas Jargon
as “broken Polynesian” (Clark 1977: 27–37; 1979: 24–35), Pidgin Māori or
Pākehā Māori (Clark 1990: 100–103), and Pidgin Tahitian, including Parau
Tinitō (Mühlhäusler et al. 1996: 449–450), and extended to the Marquesas.
Aside from introducing a wider range of sociolinguistic variation, the expan-
sion of spatial horizons for MPP then introduces an alternate focus in the
discussion of its origin and early history.

Secondly, we should appraise the available historical evidence for MPP in
terms of its stages of development. In earlier assessments, Clark (1977: 27–37;
1979: 24–35) considered the Polynesian portion of South Seas Jargon or the
southern variety of MPP as a highly variable, “macaronic” jargon. I likewise left
open the question of whether MPP met the definition of a true pidgin or a jargon
(Drechsel 1999: 89; see Meyerhoff 2008: 50), that is a highly variable early
stage reflecting the underlying substrate influences from the diverse speakers’
first languages similarly to what Michael Silverstein (1972) argued for Chinook
Jargon. Additional historical evidence for MPP has since suggested sociolin-
guistic patterns sufficiently regular and qualitatively different from their source
or target languages so as to warrant their interpretation in terms of a basic,
fairly stable pidgin with its own grammar and from an area-wide perspective
of the eastern Pacific (Drechsel 2007a: 235; forthcoming). These findings have
not kept Roberts (2003: 307–309; 2005: 51–128; see Siegel 2010: 815) from
interpreting Pidgin Hawaiian as little more than an intermediate, highly variable
pre-pidgin or jargon in the incomplete process of second-language learning by
outsiders, mostly Europeans and Americans, through the nineteenth century –
only to find 80 to 90 percent of her data through 1895 to be grammatically con-
sistent (Roberts 2013: 120). The following discussion should then clarify, in as
full historical detail as possible, the question of the extent to which speakers
of MPP, especially those who spoke Eastern Polynesian languages themselves,
recognized the Pidgin as an acceptable medium in interactions with foreign-
ers. Attestations by Pacific Islanders in and about MPP then will carry special
historical weight as a measure of its institutionalization.
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Interlingual communication at the makeshift jargon stage consists principally
of holophrastic and two-word expressions as most rudimentary constructions
in a usually rich context of extralinguistic communication for clarification
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 129). For a grammatical-pragmatic pattern of jargons,
Mühlhäusler (1997: 130) points out “a very strong tendency to give the overall
time reference paragraph-initially” and “for narrative sequencing rules [to be]
iconic of the sequence of real events reported” such that, for instance, con-
ditional constructions (“if”-clauses in English) typically appear as juxtaposed
sentences. Inasmuch as Mühlhäusler (1997: 130–131) acknowledges the pres-
ence of substratum influences in the pronunciation of jargons, he recognizes
mishearing and other perceptual difficulties as well as universal tendencies in
articulation. Significantly, single texts reveal variant pronunciations, suggesting
that a jargon speaker uses several different communicative strategies.

Although it is obvious that jargon-speaking individuals develop strategies for identifying
sound systems, we do not know whether this is done for phonological reasons or for
the more likely (though difficult to define) reasons of phonetic similarity. The view that
jargon pronunciation merely constitutes the most simple or natural way of pronouncing
another language certainly is not borne out, for instance, by data from Chinook Jargon
where Thomason (1981) [1983 in the revised form] observes that we have considerable
evidence pointing to the fact that English speakers of the Jargon recognized its complex
phonology, including glottalized stops and dorsal fricatives, and in at least some cases
made a considerable effort to learn them . . . At the same time, some English speakers
considerably distorted the pronunciation of Chinook Jargon forms. It appears that mutual
understanding between whites and Indians could be attained, however, once the latter
had become accustomed to the mispronunciations of the former, a situation comparable
to many other jargon contexts. (Mühlhäusler 1997: 132)

Another prominent feature in the development of jargons is the reduction of con-
sonant clusters in words through vowel epenthesis, often ascribed to substrate
influences (such as the alternating consonant–vowel patterns of Polynesian
languages), or the omission of a consonant (usually identified with a natural,
universal phonological strategy). Either explanation ultimately makes the ety-
mological identification of many words difficult, if not impossible (Mühlhäusler
1997: 133–134). According to Mühlhäusler, the governing principles of jargon
syntax are pragmatics and “some transfer of substratum grammar” to account
for its apparently grammarless characteristic. Based on a “widespread absence
of syntactic rules and an almost total lack of morphology,” Mühlhäusler (1997:
134, fn. 7), however, considers the role of syntax in jargons as overrated and as
little more than “the spare wheel on a car, that is, it is used for communication
only if other ‘wheels of communication’ are punctured.”

For these arguments about jargon grammar and pragmatics, Mühlhäusler
(1997: 132, 137) apparently draws foremost on Silverstein’s analysis of
Chinook Jargon (1972), in disagreement with traditional as well as recent
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analyses. This interpretation of Chinook Jargon suggests different underlying
grammatical patterns depending on the speakers’ first languages but convergent
surface structures, and not only influenced Bickerton’s understanding of Pidgin
Hawaiian and Hawai‘i Pidgin-Creole English but also offered a broad frame-
work for modeling processes of linguistic replacement such as relexification.
In reality, Chinook Jargon – just as its namesakes of Delaware and Mobilian
Jargons along with South Seas Jargon in Keesing’s terms (see 1.1 above) – was
not a jargon in a technical sense, but a true pidgin by any modern definition,
including a customary lexicon, a grammar of its own, and established sociolin-
guistic conventions with less linguistic variation than suggested by Silverstein
(Thomason 1980, 1983; Drechsel 1981, 1997; Versteegh 2008: 165–166, 171).
The grammatical analyses by Silverstein and Thomason, although mutually
incongruous, do not, then, bear out a minimalist perspective about jargon syn-
tax by Mühlhäusler, unless he were to understand Chinook Jargon not only as
a jargon but also as a pidgin, as suggested by the inclusion of references to
Chinook Jargon in his discussion of the stabilization of pidgins (Mühlhäusler
1997: 139, 145, 152, 159, 160). Hence, Mühlhäusler might argue for a double-
track interpretation of jargon and pidgin for Chinook Jargon in a fashion similar
to what he in fact describes for Tok Pisin (Mühlhäusler 1997: 133–134, 139–
142, 146–149, 152–158, 161–162); but he does not do so explicitly, and I am
not aware of any other such double-track analysis. Any portrayal of jargon
grammar in terms of Chinook Jargon necessarily remains on weak grounds
without better descriptive-analytical evidence, which, however, does not mean
an outright rejection of a Silversteinian model (as I shall argue for MPP below).

On barely better grounds than the discussion of jargon syntax, our under-
standing of jargon lexica similarly is not without problems. According to
Mühlhäusler (1997: 135), the lexicon at the jargon stage emerges in two ways,
as “random macaronic mixtures of two or more languages” or deriving prin-
cipally from a single language. Mixed lexica apparently are “restricted to the
very first stage of contact between two partners, in particular situations where
neither is socially dominant,” and “the usefulness of such mixed jargons is very
limited when one of the partners is mobile,” which encourages its replacement
with “varieties based on the dominant language, with the occasional substratum
word thrown in” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 135). Then again, Mühlhäusler considers
the lexicon rather than any aspect of grammar as the initial source of stable con-
ventions in jargons, and finds evidence in words “spread by the highly mobile
traders, whalers and sandalwood cutters” (1997: 136) in Pidgin English.

In addition, members of this group used whatever other words of their own language
[in most instances English] appeared useful for establishing contact with new groups.
In cases of multiple contacts of one group with many others, the most mobile language
naturally became the lexifier language of a jargon.
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In the case of trade jargon in border areas between groups that are not mobile, the
change-over from a lexically mixed to a more lexically uniform language appears to be
associated with factors such as the relative cultural or political dominance, and in whose
territory the language is predominantly used. (Mühlhäusler 1997: 136)

In the second case, Mühlhäusler makes reference to military pidgins and tourist
and pilgrim jargons as particular examples, and in appreciation of sociolinguis-
tic complexities recognizes the coexistence of multiple jargons next to each
other in a small area and over an extended period, which without doubt con-
tributed to their linguistic variability.

For illustration of mixed lexica, Mühlhäusler (1997: 135) surprisingly offers
three examples of South Seas Jargon from Clark’s essay “In Search of Beach-
la-Mar” (1977: 30; 1979: 29), the original sources of which were the semi-
autobiographical novels Typee and Omoo by the American novelist Herman
Melville (1968a [1846]; 1968b [1847]). The first instance is clearly identifiable
as MPP and in fact does not meet the standards of a “macaronic” vocabu-
lary, with sabe/sawe1 ‘to know’ as a single foreign loan in a vocabulary of
Eastern Polynesian-Hawaiian words (see the second to last example in (40)
in 6.5 below). The other two examples illustrate some form of Pidgin English
with much Polynesian vocabulary or, rather, MPP constructions translated into
Pidgin English with illustrative Polynesian vocabulary, and also suggest a
dominant Polynesian vocabulary (Drechsel 2007b). Alas, Mühlhäusler did not
consider strong indications for an earlier MPP or its historical precedence over
Pidgin English in the Pacific when citing a short vocabulary of the latter by
“highly mobile traders, whalers and sandalwood cutters” in the mid-nineteenth
century, as already suggested at the time by Pidgin Hawaiian (Bickerton and
Wilson 1987; Day 1987) or Pidgin Māori (Clark 1990: 100–103). Inasmuch
as Clark’s Polynesian portion of South Seas Jargon is identical with MPP and
proves a full-fledged pidgin rather than a jargon (see 1.1 above), Mühlhäusler’s
discussion about the lexica of jargons, then, remains in doubt and raises new
questions in need of clarification. Moreover, the composition of the South Seas
Jargon lexicon is no longer simply a matter of the range and nature of its lin-
guistic variation; it becomes an issue of relexification, intervening between two
pidgins, and of depidginization (see 2.4 below). Most importantly, the Melville–
Clark data constitute a prime example of what Mühlhäusler (1997: 73–74) has
already outlined as a major historical scenario of classic pidgin development –
the emergence of a European-based pidgin from a prior indigenous pidgin,
whether or not of pre-European origin. In its social history, South Seas Jargon
then appears comparable less to Pidgin English than to another non-European
jargon or pidgin of the Pacific, namely Police/Hiri Motu of Papua, which also

1 For the use of bold print and italics in transcription, see 3.6 and Chapter 4, note 5.
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serves as a possible exception to the principle of the most mobile language
becoming the lexifier language (Mühlhäusler 1997: 136, fn. 8).

A legitimate question remains as to the size of jargon lexica. Mühlhäusler
(1997: 136–138) finds as sufficient some 300 entries and a small number of
types of words, most of which distinguish themselves by a general mean-
ing in place of a specific one and, with it, a dependency on their context for
interpretation or on pragmatic rules rather than grammatical ones. In other
words, jargon speakers employ the same form not only with different meanings
in different contexts, but also in multiple grammatical classes and functions
(“categorial multifunctionality”), which gives them greater freedom in the use
of each vocabulary entry than in the source languages with their restrictive lex-
ical specifications. For support, Mühlhäusler (1997: 137) draws again on Sil-
verstein’s analysis of Chinook Jargon (1972), which, by the above arguments,
would suggest the feature of categorial multifunctionality to be characteristic
of pidgins rather than jargons. According to Mühlhäusler (1997: 137), jar-
gon speakers, however, recycle their limited vocabulary regularly in the form
of circumlocutions to expand to a broader range of reference; but these cir-
cumlocutions often are structurally erratic and do not seem to follow stable
rules of word formation or syntax, which leave a good portion of interlocution
to guessing, distortion, and misunderstanding rather than comprehension by
strictly linguistic means. For these reasons, Mühlhäusler (1997: 138) considers
jargons as unstable with respect to both their linguistic structure and their social
functions, and finds them not to be “transmitted in any consistent way from
speaker to speaker or generation to generation.”

In the end, the description of basic jargon patterns has remained desper-
ately short of exemplary evidence, as already recognized by Mühlhäusler,
and instead appears fraught with analytical problems characteristic of their
stabilized progeny or pidgins, as epitomized for the Pacific by both Chi-
nook Jargon and South Seas Jargon. Surprisingly, Siegel (2008: 11–42) does
not even address these problems or pay attention to Silverstein’s model of
Chinook Jargon in his chapter on pidgins or elsewhere in his book. These
limitations need not altogether question the concept of jargon (or with it the
idea of the jargon–pidgin–creole life cycle) because of its very use as part
of the names for non-European pidgins or absent operational criteria beyond
those of interlanguage as understood by students of second-language learn-
ing, as suggested by Salikoko S. Mufwene (1997: 43–44). Not only does the
bilingual notion of interlanguage fail to capture the multilingual dimensions
of a jargon, as suggested by creolists, but the concept still has a heuristic-
epistemological legitimacy, worthy of further exploration in early historical
documentation.

If MPP does not meet the definitional requirements of jargons as understood
by creolists, discussion should alternatively explore it in terms of a pidgin or
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what Siegel (2008: 3) and other creolists have called a “restricted pidgin” in
contrast to an expanded one.

As a result of stabilization, a jargon’s extended linguistic variation and prag-
matic way of speaking yield to increased grammaticalization and an expanding
lexicon, by which speakers develop strategies independent of their first lan-
guages and thus a stable grammar of its own. These developments also permit
regular transmission, recognized social norms, and an established speech com-
munity – to meet the definitional standards of a pidgin. Mühlhäusler (1997:
138) expects a qualitative difference between early and later stages in a pid-
gin’s development in the form of prevailing universals at later stages “in the
absence of sufficient overlap and agreement among the speakers of the various
jargons in such a situation.” Mühlhäusler’s claim is still subject to empirical
verification, with a major contribution to come from the study of non-European
cases such as MPP.

Those parts of pidgin grammar that exhibit the greatest range of variation
among speakers and speech communities are articulation and phonology, due
to ample structural and contextual redundancy with few conditioned variations
and infrequent phonological rules (“derivational shallowness”). The elimina-
tion of marked sounds and reduction of phonological contrasts then leaves a
small inventory of distinctive sounds as a salient feature of pidgin phonolo-
gies, which may, however, include tonal distinctions. This observation does
not translate into “the lowest common denominator of the phonologies of the
languages in contact” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 139), but it recognizes sounds or
sound distinctions not present in the source languages. Instead of relying on
substratum influences in the perception or production of speech sounds, pidgin
speakers generally choose phonotactic patterns of open syllables and alter-
nating consonant–vowel irrespective of the syllable structure of their jargon
predecessors or their substrate or superstrate languages. In addition, speakers
of pidgins apparently select bisyllabic over longer words, the result of which is
a restraint on processes of composite-word formations, such as compounding
and derivation, in early stabilization. Pidgins also seem to exhibit a slower
rate of articulation as compared to any related vernaculars (Mühlhäusler 1997:
138–142).

Characteristically, pidgins lack inflectional morphology, explainable by two
interrelated factors: (i) “the principle of ease of decoding, or one form = one
meaning” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 142), which makes pidgins easier to learn than
morphologically richer source languages, whether or not the process includes
a register of reduced foreigner talk, and which discourages the borrowing of
inflectional morphology; (ii) “the relatively low level of grammaticalization”
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 143), which in early stabilization presents words in free
rather than in any inflected form. Prime victims of elimination are number, tense
and aspect; if expressed at all, these grammatical categories appear in distinct,
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independent forms rather than as affixes. As already observed for Chinook
Jargon, Pidgin speakers, moreover, permit easy categorial shifts from one word
class to another such as from that of nouns to that of verbs (“categorial multi-
functionality”), and thus cannot usually rely on morphological encoding. Select
exceptions to this generalization are primarily nouns that can serve as affix-like
agent classifiers (such as -pela ‘man’ < English fellow in various forms of Pid-
gin English of the Pacific) or the morphological markings of transitive verbs
(such as -m, -im, or -it in various English-derived pidgins of the Pacific), both
of which suggest a considerable time depth for contact (Mühlhäusler 1997:
142–144).

For their scarcity of inflectional morphology, speakers of pidgins must deter-
mine the grammatical functions of words by their position in a sentence. Thus,
they rely primarily on syntax and specifically on word order for clarity of
expression, even if so often varying their word order leads to a loss of infor-
mation, augmented by textual or pragmatic information. The most widespread
word-order pattern appears to be that of SVO in spite of very different word
orders in the pidgins’ source languages. Still, linguists have documented other
word orders, such as OSV and SOV, especially in non-European pidgins. Gen-
erally, pidgin grammars evidently display the same word order for questions
and commands as for statements, in which case speakers distinguish between
different kinds of constructions by their intonation patterns. Such word-order
patterns, however, do not prevent qualifiers of propositions expressing possi-
bilities, contingencies, and similar functions appearing sentence-externally at
the periphery or the exterior of propositions, as is the case with initial or final
tense-aspect markers, grammatically equivalent to temporal adverbials, or any
negatives attached to the verb and occurring in initial position (Mühlhäusler
1997: 144–147).

Nouns in pidgins rarely display any distinction of number, which, when
present, is limited to optional differentiations between the singular and plu-
ral, expressed by indefinite quantifiers equivalent to ‘few’, ‘some’, ‘many’,
and ‘all’ or else specific numerals. Nouns frequently take the place of pro-
nouns, which, if used at all, appear in many variable forms and only with
minimal semantic distinctions such as mi, yu, and em for the first, second, and
third person plus their plural forms mi-pela, yu-pela, and em-ol (< English
“him” + “all”) in Tok Pisin. Grammatical words, such as prepositions, tend to
be even rarer in pidgins, and included, according to Ross Clark (1979: 10–11,
13, 14), no more than the prepositions long with spatial, dative, and instrumen-
tal functions, among others (< English “along”), and belong ‘for, possessive
or purpose’ (< English “belong”) in the early stabilization of Pacific pidgins
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 147–150).

Syntactically, pidgins reveal little derivational depth in that they display few
or no grammatical operations such as rearrangement, deletion, addition, or
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agreement, characteristic of the grammars of their source languages; nor do
they encourage complex sentences, which occur only if they do “not impinge
on the direct mapability of deep structures onto surface structures.” Much less
do pidgins show embedding at this stage. “Rules of grammar tend to be few,
and those that are found are context-independent rather than context-sensitive”
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 150). By simply conjoining sentences or phrases by sequen-
tial linking or parataxis, pidgin speakers can, however, express a continuous
action, a condition (“if-then”), a temporal relationship (“when”), a causative
relationship (“because”), and even relativization, as will become evident from
numerous examples throughout this book. Pidgins also generate the equiva-
lents of English “Wh”-question words (“Who?” “What?” “Where?” “When?”
“How?” etc.) by combining one or two question pronouns for ‘what’, ‘which’,
and/or ‘what’ with nouns referring to ‘person’, ‘thing’, ‘place’, ‘time’, ‘man-
ner’, etc. Moreover, pidgins frequently share with each other the regular use of
anaphoric pronouns, even when their source languages do not use pleonastic
pronouns (Mühlhäusler 1997: 150–152). An illustrative instance of the latter
feature is t’alap’as pi lilú łaska məłayt ixt-ixt łaska xaws, ‘Coyote and wolf they
live one-one they house/[with] their houses side-by-side’, in Chinook Jargon
(Terrence Kaufman in Thomason 1983: 847).

Analogous syntactic patterns are evident for non-European pidgins. Not only
did word orders in non-European pidgins vary from those of their source lan-
guages, but Kees Versteegh (2008: 167–168) has found only a few instances
of transitive sentences in which both overt subjects and overt objects occur.
This observation leads to the reinterpretation of an absolutive noun followed
by a verb as an object and that of any intermittent overt pronoun as a subject
with the OSV word order as in Mobilian Jargon yama eno anõpole ‘Mobilian
Jargon I speak.’/‘I speak Mobilian Jargon’ (Drechsel 1997: 121). Like pidgins
based on European languages, non-European cases exhibit a predisposition
towards analytic grammatical patterns over synthetic ones, the regularization
of paradigms at the expense of redundancy, and a general reduction of grammat-
ical and semantic distinctions. Non-European pidgin speakers manifest these
tendencies in the reduction or loss of the following features: marked sounds;
the case system if existent in the source language(s); noun classes or grammat-
ical gender; grammatical agreement between sentence parts; tense marking on
verbs, although at times replaced by independent markers of tense; semantic
distinctions such as between alienable and inalienable possession; allomorphy
replaced by a generalized variant; and bound forms for negation, subject and
object pronouns, and possessives for their free equivalents. Free pronouns in
reference to either a subject or an object are not unique to European languages,
but developed even from the pidginization of non-European languages, replac-
ing pronominal affixes (Versteegh 2008: 168–171).
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Stabilization in pidgins has major structural and organizational consequences
for their lexica as well. For one, it brings about the emergence of norms about
an acceptable vocabulary, the demarcation of explicit preferences about lexical
variants, and the development of semantic fields; for the other, stabilization
entails implicit demands for one form equal to one meaning, pressures to take
full advantage of a limited lexical inventory, and the limitations of an absent
derivational morphology. Jargon speakers feel free to draw on a small stable
set of core words and a large variable vocabulary, the latter of which recedes
in stable pidgins in favor of lexica with standards of pronunciation, a fixed
range of meanings for words, conventions about their grammatical status, and
standards of their social acceptability. This change often results in significant
differences in meaning for words in stable pidgins from those of their cognates
in the pidgins’ source languages. In contrast to jargons, pidgins also reveal
a “tighter field-like organization of lexical material, particularly in domains
that are dominant for the users of a Pidgin” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 156) such
as numbers and kinship terms. Whereas pidgins allow for some homophony,
usually resolvable by textual or contextual information, synonymy or near-
synonymy cannot endure in a limited lexicon except at a high price. To make
the best use of a minimum vocabulary, pidgin speakers frequently use recurrent
semantic components in combination with other words such as the negative in
antonym constructions, words for ‘man’ and ‘woman’ to express the gender of
humans or the sex of animals, or ‘man, human (n.)’ to indicate the semantic
feature of +HUMAN. In addition, speakers of stable pidgins rely increasingly
on the use of syntactic components in place of morphological or lexical ones,
specifically syntactic paraphrases and circumlocutions (often in phrase-like
formulas), grammatical categories (such as ASPECT) to distinguish meanings,
the same word in multiple grammatical functions, and the derivation of verbs
from nouns to compensate for the shortage of the first. However, pidgin speakers
do not seem to make use of all mathematically possible forms – apparently
a substratum restriction inherited from their source languages (Mühlhäusler
1997: 153–160).

One way to make up for some of these limitations is by lexical borrowing,
which is also subject to structural barriers: a preference by pidgin speakers
for bisyllabic or short words; greater phonotactic constraints on borrowings
with consonant clusters; and diverging boundaries between the lexicon and
syntax of the pidgin and those of its source languages. Mühlhäusler, moreover,
raises the problem of access to new lexical sources. The stabilization of pidgins
usually occurs when their speakers introduce linguistic and social distance to
their source languages and at the same time operate in an environment of much
linguistic diversity among themselves, preventing any single language from
becoming the prime source of borrowings except perhaps that of a socially
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dominant group. The core vocabulary characteristically derives from a single
main source, while less frequently used, more specialized terms usually orig-
inate from substrate languages, as evident primarily from European pidgins.
Mühlhäusler also notes a strong trend among recent pidgins to have been lex-
ically affiliated with one source language or another, but recognizes possibly
others and earlier ones with mixed lexica (Mühlhäusler 1997: 160–162). Prime
examples of the latter kind were Native American pidgins such as Mobilian
Jargon (Drechsel 1996b) and Chinook Jargon (Lang 2008) with linguistically
variable vocabularies.

While efficient, pidgins remain restrictive forms of communication with
limited stylistic flexibility, “incapable of filling the needs of first-language
communicators and inadequate even for some of the requirements of their
second-language users” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 162). On the other hand, pidgins
develop grammatical norms independent from their source languages to become
unintelligible to speakers of the latter. What Keith Whinnom (1971: 104–107)
suitably termed “tertiary hybridization” constitutes the very reason why the
study of pidgins must proceed in their own terms rather than following the
grammatical standards of their source languages.

Although in “the unenviable position of having to argue about developments
from the perspective of a platform or endpoint reached” rather than as a process,
Mühlhäusler (1997: 162–163) observes that

Pidgins with no shared history exhibit amazing similarities in their structural make-up.
Such evidence provides necessary, but by no means sufficient support for the view that
people appeal to innate linguistic universals when under pressure for communication,
such as is found in a Pidgin situation. An alternative view would seek to relate Pidgins
to more general pragmatic and problem-solving capacities found with human beings.
In the absence of more detailed observations, particularly longitudinal studies, we shall
have to postpone judgement on this matter.

By Mühlhäusler’s reasoning, pidgin and creole studies then have been – and
still are – very much in need of long-range historical studies.

Jeff Siegel (2008: 11–42), however, associates pidgins primarily with mor-
phological simplicity, the discussion of which has changed surprisingly little
since the review by Mühlhäusler (1997: 4–5, 128, 234–236; see Siegel 2008:
18). On the one hand, morphological simplicity displays “the absence of inflec-
tional morphology, a low number of marked grammatical categories, and a
small lexicon,” assessable quantitatively; on the other, it manifests itself in
“the regularity of rules, semantic transparency, and ease of perception and
production,” defined qualitatively (Siegel 2008: 19). Questions also arise as
to the standards of evaluating morphological simplicity – “by some indepen-
dent measure or only by comparison to another variety” – and, by extension,
about whether such comparisons apply to the entire language or solely to single
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aspects (Siegel 2008: 20–21). In time, the topic of morphological simplicity
raises the broader issue of a reduction in linguistic complexity versus a lack
of linguistic development. Although sympathetic to the notion of psycholin-
guistic simplicity, Siegel (2008: 22) focuses on quantifiable surface structural
features and “indicators that allow for an independent or absolute determina-
tion of simplicity as well as a comparative one.” Similarly, he prefers modular
over overall comparisons of simplicity in languages, and interprets simplicity
in most pidgins and creoles as a lack of expansion.

To compare the amount of inflection quantitatively, Siegel (2008: 23) draws
on “the cline of grammaticality” by Paul J. Hopper and Elizabeth Closs Trau-
gott (1993: 7): content item > grammatical word > clitic > inflectional affix,
reflecting lexical or content morphemes on the left and grammatical morphemes
on the right on a scale. According to Siegel (2008: 23), “lexicality is an absolute
indicator of morphological simplicity, while increased grammaticality corre-
sponds to greater complexity” between languages. Not only does this approach
avoid any implications of linguistic inadequacy or deficiency of one language
in comparison to another, but it also mirrors three stages in second-language
learning, in which over time learners of one language come to use grammat-
ically more complex forms of another (Siegel 2008: 24–25). Grammatically,
jargons (or “pre-pidgins”) and pidgins, then, are early interlanguages without
productive bound morphology or grammatical markers, and instead rely on the
grammatical order of words.

Such contact-induced linguistic simplicity is interpretable as the result of
“foreigner talk” registers as part of the altered model theory. In this instance,

the people of different ethnolinguistic backgrounds in contact situations are generally
interested not in acquiring the language of the other groups but rather in constructing a
new “medium for interethnic communication.” Thus, in most cases there is no existing
second language target as such; instead the groups in contact unconsciously draw on
the range of available resources as well as come up with innovations in order to create
a solution to communication problems. This includes the participants adapting features
of their own languages for easier communication (e.g. by dropping inflections) so
that no one gets exposure to the normal varieties used by the native speakers. (Siegel
2008: 27)

Other features, on the other hand, appear to be misinterpretations by learners
rather than adaptations by native speakers, and Siegel (2008: 27) ultimately can-
not find much evidence for the use of foreigner talk or other simplified registers
in the development of pidgins. Alternatively, second-language studies suggest
as part of the imperfect learning theory that in an early stage of language devel-
opment “adult learners in naturalistic contexts produce varieties of language
very similar to pre-pidgins and restricted pidgins in terms of morphological
simplicity” (Siegel 2008: 27–28).
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To explain the formal simplicity of early interlanguage and pidgins, stud-
ies of second-language acquisition have drawn on universal grammar, that is
“the set of abstract general linguistic principles that are believed to under-
lie the grammars of all specific languages” (Siegel 2008: 31). A substantive
instance includes the ordering of the head and complement or the distinction
between lexical categories and functional categories (such as grammatical mor-
phemes and heads of phrases, both of which are absent in early second-language
learning). In opposition to universal grammar, so-called constructivist theories
explain linguistic structures in terms of communicative functions of language;
“acquiring [a second] language is constrained not by an innate language-specific
cognitive module, but by general human systems of perception and cognition”
(Siegel 2008: 34), as illustrated by the perceptual salience of content words
(lexical categories) unlike that of functional categories. Still other explana-
tions emphasize the development of language processing in second-language
learning. The so-called processability theory recognizes not only syntactic
and semantic differences (or distinct lemmas) between languages, but also
language-specific processing procedures, although presumably occurring in a
universal hierarchy. Moreover, what students of second-language acquisition
know as the 4-M Model recognizes four different types of morphemes, distin-
guished partially by when and how speakers learn them as part of the production
process. This explanation, however, depends on several stages through which
learners of another language eventually pass in learning a second language
and does not apply to pidginization, the earliest stages, when the learners have
not yet acquired that knowledge of distinct types of morphemes (Siegel 2008:
38–39).

In the end, Siegel (2008: 40) recognizes mixing and leveling, with the choice
of linguistic features “affected by a combination of environmental factors (such
as frequency) and linguistic factors (such as linguistic transparency)” following
the ecology of language evolution by Salikoko Mufwene (2001). The result is
a more or less variable contact medium, as attested for pre-pidgins (or jargons)
and restricted pidgins.

2.3 Expansion and creolization

Other issues concern the questions of whether MPP eventually developed lin-
guistically and socially to become an expanded pidgin or even underwent
creolization, that is a structural-functional expansion from a second language
at the jargon or pidgin stage to “the first language of a new generation of
speakers” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 7) with increasing communicative demands.
For breadth, I follow here a conventional definition of creole and creolization
rather than more restrictive ones of creoles as mixed languages, reflections of
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a natural bioprogram, or advanced forms of metropolitan languages, notwith-
standing methodological problems with distinguishing native from non-native
speakers and with delineating boundaries between second-language pidgins
and first-language creoles (Mühlhäusler 1997: 7–11).

Expanded pidgins, of which there are only a few known instances (with
Tok Pisin, Nigerian Pidgin English, and Cameroon Pidgin English serving
perhaps as the most prominent examples), reverse the processes of linguis-
tic reduction characteristic of pidginization by enhanced grammaticalization,
including phonological distinctions, inflectional morphology, and grammati-
cal innovations (Mühlhäusler 1997: 163–169). Over time, expanding pidgins
further develop embedding, marked by such formal measures as relativizers
and complementizers and by a less marked word order, which helps explain
structural parallels among historically unrelated cases by independent devel-
opment (Mühlhäusler 1997: 171–175). While adding to a pidgin’s referential
potential in new semantic domains or functions, lexical expansion addresses
broader-ranging stylistic needs; it appears in the form of not only borrow-
ings (e.g. by European-based pidgins from non-European vernaculars or by
non-European pidgins from European languages), but also various language-
internal processes of word formation for expanded stylistic flexibility, including
poetic expressions in diverse forms (Mühlhäusler 1997: 175–186).

“What distinguishes expanding Pidgins” from other languages is, according
to Mühlhäusler (1997: 186), “the enormous speed at which such qualitative
changes occur.” Significantly, the major factor in expansion is not “[the] repair
of referential deficiencies . . . but the introduction of stylistic flexibility, varia-
tion and choice.” He also finds that “the overall process of expansion is narrowly
constrained by a number of developmental principles (such as the one which
says that less marked constructions should precede more marked ones),” but
cautions against any interpretation in terms of a simplistic “unidimensional
progression from less complex to more complex systems” or any interpretation
with primary emphasis on borrowing from substrate or superstrate languages,
especially at the early stages of expansion (Mühlhäusler 1997: 186).

Our understanding of creolization has similarly remained limited in light of
its conceptual significance within pidgin and creole linguistics by “rely[ing]
on the comparison of the endpoints of creolization rather than the ongoing
processes” in the absence of longitudinal studies and without “any reliable
documentation of the transition from a rudimentary Pidgin to a first-generation
Creole” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 187). Siegel (2008: 43) still recognizes “no con-
sensus on a precise definition of creole languages.” Although most creolists
would agree for creoles to have emerged from a language-contact situation,
to have “communities of native speakers,” and to display greater grammat-
ical complexity than pidgins, it remains far from clear as to whether they
are less complex than their lexifiers (Siegel 2008: 43). Moreover, accounts
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of the creolization of non-European pidgins have remained rather rare other
than in African instances (such as Sango, Lingala, Kituba, and Shaba Swahili),
“because most of these varieties were and still are used as contact languages
that are not supposed to be transmitted to one’s own children” (Versteegh 2008:
166). Another prominent if still unusual case has again been Chinook Jargon on
the Grand Ronde Reservation, Oregon (Hymes and Hymes 1972; Zenk 1988).
All the greater, then, remains the need to document the creolization of MPP if
it occurred.

Counter to suggestions for substrate influences in sound sequence, phonotac-
tic restrictions, or even phonological rules (as often claimed in earlier studies),
creoles reflect “a strong tendency towards both phonological and morphological
naturalness,” even if older children suppress or “filter out” many natural pro-
cesses of early language acquisition when adopting the standards of grammar
by adult second-language speakers (Mühlhäusler 1997: 191). In due course,
creole phonologies become subject to continuous change from either internal
systemic pressures or outside borrowing (Mühlhäusler 1997: 191–192). If Tok
Pisin serves as a model for creole morphology, “creolization merely continues
and generalizes ongoing changes” of expanding pidgins with only minimal
qualitative differences in the developments of the second-language and cre-
olized versions (Mühlhäusler 1997: 192). Rules exhibit a clear tendency “to
become more productive (and less restricted by environmental conditions),”
but they have yet to reach maximum simplification in creolization. Surpris-
ingly, creolized Tok Pisin displays no greater redundancy than Tok Pisin as an
expanded pidgin (Mühlhäusler 1997: 194). For Mühlhäusler (1997: 195), “the
emergence of inflectional morphology does not appear to be a necessary feature
of creolization, although the fact that it subsequently emerges in many Creole
studies suggests considerable interspeaker variation in the use of condensed
and affixed grammatical markers.” Similarly, the development of derivational
morphology or word formation in creolized Tok Pisin reveals a generalization
of existing derivational rules to become fully productive, the recursive applica-
tion of derivational processes, and some borrowing of derivational morphology
from local vernaculars – with the lexical expansion again relating primarily to
the introduction of new linguistic styles rather than an increase in referential
power (Mühlhäusler 1997: 195–196). Creoles often exhibit still other common
morphological features such as multifunctionality and reduplication, the latter
of which Mühlhäusler (1997: 197) finds to be “neither a necessary nor sufficient
typological property of Creoles” or, if it indeed occurs, not to derive from their
pidgin ancestors.

Creole lexica strike Mühlhäusler as “neither very regular nor very power-
ful”; instead, he tentatively prefers to think of them in terms of “numerous
competing developments, a high degree of lexicalizations or semi-productive
processes, and a continued reliance on borrowing from outside sources.” On
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the other hand, he considers preceding pidgins to be unlikely sources for the
direct expansion of creole lexica because of qualitative structural differences
between pidgins and creoles, suggestive of discontinuities in transition, just
as it is not obvious whether creole speakers have “the syncretic capacity to
borrow derivational morphology from substratum or other outside systems”
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 198). Instead, Mühlhäusler prefers “a gradual develop-
ment out of internal resources, comparable to that encountered in Tok Pisin,”
by which “new derivational regularities would result from surface analogy,
reanalysis of pre-existing structures and rule generalization” by subsequent
generations across an extended period. According to Mühlhäusler (1997: 198),
major substrate influences came about primarily in creoles with an extended
history, that is as “the result of prolonged language contacts rather than the
process of creolization or even Creole development over time,” as evident in
calques.

As for their syntax, creoles reportedly differ from each other depending
on whether they developed from stable, expanded pidgins or else emerged
from highly variable jargons and, accordingly, whether they underwent sub-
sequent developments in syntax or incurred grammatical changes as part of
the original process of creolization. The first exhibit a substantial range of
syntactic variation within even small speech communities, apparently “symp-
tomatic of the gradual transition from second to first language”; however, the
second “acquired, within a very brief time, a relatively complex Creole syn-
tax” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 198–199) not voiced by and apparently inaccessible
to speakers of the preceding pidgin in what Derek Bickerton (1981, 1984)
has proposed as the bioprogram theory of creole syntax. Mühlhäusler (1997:
200–202) has examined the grammatical features identified by Bickerton from
Hawai‘i Creole English and select Caribbean creoles – rules to move focused
constituents to sentence-initial position, use of the definite article, the presence
of a tense-modality-aspect system, distinction between realized and unreal-
ized complements, relativization and subject copying, negation, existential and
possessive, copula, adjectives as verbs, question forms, question words, and
passive equivalents – not only for New Guinea Pidgin German, Tok Pisin,
and Unserdeutsch, a German-based creole of Papua New Guinea, but also in
contrast with English and German. These findings led Mühlhäusler (1997:
201–202) to draw the following conclusions:

Unserdeutsch differs drastically from Bickerton’s ideal Creole, whereas Tok Pisin, as
used by second-language speakers, exhibits considerable overlay with his diagnostic
features. At the same time, it reveals major structural differences between Unserdeutsch
and the two input languages – Pidgin and “standard” German. Similar differences are
also found in Pitcairnese . . . Finally, in the light of such findings, the questions of origins
for Creole syntactic structures must be asked again. The fact that both Pitcairnese and
Unserdeutsch developed out of Pidgins unrelated to those that have been the base of
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most other Creoles could be taken as an indication that the structure of a Creole is
linked, in an as yet ill-understood fashion, to its Pidgin precursor.

This line of reasoning, moreover, ignores the complications arising from the
fact that, beyond their shared superstrate heritage of English, Hawai‘i Creole
English and Pitcairnese or Pitkern-Norf’k shared a common Central Eastern
Polynesian substrate in the preceding Hawaiian- and Tahitian-based pidgins
(Roberts 1995a, 1995b; Mühlhäusler 2010; Siegel 2010: 826–827).

Until today, creolists have voiced major misgivings and even disagree-
ments about the diagnostic features of such a bioprogrammatic creole syntax
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 200–201) to the extent that some creolists have accepted
the bioprogram hypothesis only with revision (Roberts 1998, 2005; Veenstra
2008) and others have rejected it altogether (Siegel 2008: 66–78, 91–104,
133–134, 277–279). Still, if pidgin and creole linguistics cannot confirm bio-
programmatic features for certain kinds of creoles, it must come up with a
suitable alternative model to explain striking grammatical parallels between
several creoles apparently unrelated historically. For this purpose, Mühlhäusler
(1997: 201–203) recommends a return to addressing problems of origins for
creole syntactic patterns, such as questions about the historical relationships
of creoles to the preceding pidgins, contact and borrowings, and access to
target and substratum languages, while drawing attention to the urgent need
for longitudinal research of the creoles’ developments. Longitudinal studies of
creole expansion may eventually help sort out original diagnostic features from
characteristics of subsequent and later developments, which evidently exhibit
many of the same patterns as those of expanding pidgins (Mühlhäusler 1997:
203–205).

Alternatively, Siegel in his Emergence of Pidgin and Creole Languages
(2008: 63–147) argues for striking similarities between creoles regarding sub-
strate calquing during second-language acquisition at the time of their stabi-
lization and expansion: “Most often the form of a new grammatical morpheme
originates in the lexifier, while its function or meaning appears to be derived
from a grammatical morpheme or morphemes in one or more of the substrate
languages” (2008: 83). According to Siegel (2008: 121), transfers came about,
“as learners (or former learners) fall back on their L1 [first-language] knowl-
edge when their knowledge of the L2 [second language] is inadequate to express
what they want to say or interpret what is being said to them,” both of which cre-
ate situations of linguistic stress. This reasoning then reflects transfers not as the
retention of the first language or the first stage in second-language learning, but
rather as a compensation and resource in linguistic predicaments. Such adver-
sity arose from growing communicative needs when speakers used restricted
pidgins as second languages in new environments rather than attempting to
learn their lexifiers (Siegel 2008: 147).
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To explain why certain substrate features transfer over others, Siegel (2008:
148–174) finds availability constraints on transfers, specifically that “the sub-
strate languages whose speakers first shift to the expanding pidgin are most
likely to provide features that get transferred and enter the pool of variants,
and thus the most likely to influence the structure of the creole” (2008: 151).
This so-called “Shifter Principle” accordingly favored Portuguese, Chinese,
and Hawaiian over Japanese as sources of influence in early Hawai‘i Pidgin
and Creole English. Among several possible linguistic constraints on transfer,
Siegel (2008: 169) determined the perceptual salience of lexifier forms and
the congruence in structure between lexifier and substrate forms “to account
best for both the particular substrate features that were transferred and the
kinds of forms from English that were reanalysed to fit substrate patterns.”
Substrate transfers, however, depend not only on availability constraints, but
also on reinforcement principles, which with the stabilization of the pidgin
or creole select certain linguistic conventions from a pool of available fea-
tures (Siegel 2008: 175–202). Ultimately, Siegel (2008: 203–234) argues for
his model to predict many constraints for the time-modality-aspect marking
of Tayo, a French-lexified creole of New Caledonia, and the verb phrase of
Roper Kriol, an English-lexified creole of Northern Australia. This model can-
not, however, explain the presence or absence of other features (Siegel 2008:
224–225, 233–234).

Similar, although less serious, arguments extend to studies of the semantic
domains of creoles, most of which address the lexical composition of individ-
ual creoles and neglect to draw on a comparative or longitudinal perspective.
As is evident from both Atlantic and Pacific instances, much research on cre-
ole lexica has focused on “the relative proportion of substratum and other
‘foreign’ lexical material” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 205), which has inadvertently
reinforced a predominant European basis. Other studies have, however, brought
to light major non-European influences not immediately obvious to an outside
observer by addressing “peripheral” semantic domains such as body parts,
native kinship terms, traditional forms of food preparation, local fauna and
flora, diseases, magic and native religion in several creoles (Mühlhäusler 1997:
205–210). For example, speakers of Hawai‘i Creole English regularly use var-
ious terms of Hawaiian origin, which suggest non-European influences in the
Creole’s recent history, if not also at an earlier stage: aloha ‘love, affection,
compassion, a greeting’, imu ‘earth oven’, heiau ‘pre-Christian religious site’,
hula ‘Hawaiian dance’, keiki ‘child, children’, koa ‘kind of native forest tree’,
laulau ‘meat or taro tops cooked in ti leaves’, lei ‘flower garland’, liliko‘i ‘pas-
sion fruit’, mahimahi ‘dolphin fish’, nēnē ‘Hawaiian goose’,‘ohana ‘extended
family’, ‘ōkole ‘buttocks’, pı̄kake ‘jasmine plant’, poi ‘pounded taro’, pūpū
‘party snacks, finger food’, and wahine ‘woman’ (Sakoda and Siegel 2003: 16,
110–115).
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Recognition of multiple etymological sources (or so-called “multi-level syn-
cretisms”) then traces syntactic–semantic links to possible substrate influences
of non-European origin so as to leave present characterizations of European-
based creoles as lexical continuations from European languages simply as
misleading and to render insufficient traditional methods of lexical comparison
with a primary focus on European languages (Mühlhäusler 1997: 205). On
the other hand, some native terms may reflect recent developments as part of
indigenized varieties rather than original forms (Siegel 2008: 4, 124–126).

2.4 Depidginization or decreolization

Independently of whether MPP ever creolized, another concern will be to
describe and analyze how it interrelated with its Polynesian languages as
sources and targets (depending on whether they were native or second lan-
guages) and with English-based pidgins that followed in its path. Did it form
a depidginization (or decreolization) continuum with different but overlapping
ranges between a basilect (or a variety closest to the original pidgin), mesolects
(or intermediate varieties), and an acrolect (or a variety closest to the standard
vernacular, be it some Polynesian or a European language) similar to other
known instances (Mühlhäusler 1997: 12)? Depidginization and decreolization
occur when pidgins and creoles “come under renewed vigorous influence from
its original lexifier language, involving the restructuring and/or replacement of
earlier lexicon and grammar in favour of patterns from the superimposed ‘tar-
get’ language,” producing a continuum between the basilect and the acrolect
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 211).

At this time, we can find no reliable indications for such a pidgin or creole
continuum for MPP on a large scale. Nonetheless, there are some sociolinguis-
tic indications for its hypercorrection or depidginization under the influence of
Polynesian vernaculars as illustrated by Archibald Campbell in (15), Jacobus
Boelen in (26), and John Slade in (27) in Chapter 5 below. Similar arguments
extend to a gradual relexification of MPP into Pidgin English after the mid-
nineteenth century, including reportedly Anglicized versions of Pidgin Hawai-
ian known as hapa haole ‘half foreigner’ (Reinecke 1969: 34–38, 87–92, 102,
fn. 20, 109–110), South Seas Jargon or “broken Polynesian” (Clark 1977, 1979),
and Pidgin Māori or Pākehā Māori (Clark 1990). If a prime concern remains
the nature and extent of stereotyping of pidgin speakers by Europeans or Amer-
icans, we expect these linguistic processes at closer inspection to reveal some
of the same implicational scaling as observed in modern creole continua (see
Mühlhäusler 1997: 40–44), worthy of closer documentation and examination
in terms of philological analysis (see Chapter 3). Questions, however, remain
about the locus of depidginized or decreolized grammars, whence, similarly
to his interpretation of jargon formation, Mühlhäusler (1997: 211) prefers to
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consider depidginization and decreolization as “individual solutions, reflecting
the speaker’s social mobility and social aspirations rather than shared social
norms.” On the other hand, variationist linguists have demonstrated decre-
olization to be implicational, with some innovations presupposing others at
intermediate, mesolectal levels (Bickerton 1975) – a conclusion that probably
also holds true for depidginization and that would contradict any interpretation
in primarily individualistic terms.

Phonological changes in depidginization and decreolization apparently come
about primarily as a result of “lexical borrowing and innovations restricted to
recently borrowed lexical material,” to a lesser extent also due to rule gen-
eralization and hypercorrection (Mühlhäusler 1997: 212) – with mesolectal
forms developing pronunciations distinct from either basilect or acrolect and
with highly marked sounds appearing late in the process (as in the case of the
new consonant clusters in Tok Pisin). Morphologically, depidginization and
decreolization boil down to the bilingual situation of a pidgin or a creole in
contact with a target language; they even include the adoption of morpholog-
ically long and complex forms and the productive use of derivational affixes
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 215, 216). Similarly, studies of various selected syntactic
features of depidginization and decreolization continua so far reflect a “rather
unsystematic appearance of new constructions” in contrast to “the ordered
grammaticalization of Pidgin expansion and initial creolization” (Mühlhäusler
1997: 219) – with intermediate forms again differing from either basilect or
acrolect and suggesting a mesolectal competence (Mühlhäusler 1997: 217).
Ultimately, lexical borrowing on a large scale can substantially affect the gram-
mars of pidgins and creoles, “because many of the processes that are encoded
lexically in their target languages are encoded by means of regular grammatical
processes in Pidgins and Creoles” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 220–221).

Currently available data reject the idea of “a simple unidimensional con-
tinuum between a Pidgin or a Creole and a related target language, even if it
was possible to separate neatly internal and external factors of development”
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 221). This finding leaves room for several options. Not
only did the internal variation of creole continua possibly originate before cre-
olization with pidginization in some instances, but the linguistic variation could
also proceed in the reverse direction from the lexifier for increased basilectal-
ization. Still, other creolists have questioned the notion of creole continuum
along a single dimension. Others prefer interpretations in terms of two linguis-
tic systems, the creole and the lexifier, plus possibly an intermediate mesolectal
level, between which speakers code-switch (Siegel 2008: 237). For instance,
Siegel (2008: 237–257) finds little evidence for restructuring in Melanesian
Pidgin (including Tok Pisin) from English and explains the attested linguis-
tic variation primarily as a result of internal developments rather than contact
with English. Any contact-induced changes from English apparently relate to
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various degrees of bilingualism, foremost among educated speakers. In con-
trast, Siegel (2008: 257–266) recognizes a full-scale continuum for Hawai‘i
Creole, including long-term linguistic variation and covert decreolization. The
latter concept refers to a process in which “the form of the creole remains, but
its function, or the way it is used, has changed from what it was originally,
and the change seems to be in the direction of the lexifier, English” (Siegel
2008: 259), as illustrated for the indefinite article wan (< “one”), the past-tense
marker wen (< “went”), the copula ste(i) (< “stay”), and the completive aspect
marking pau (< Hawaiian pau ‘finished’) in the Hawai‘i Creole continuum
(Siegel 2008: 259–266).

As suggested for all stages of analysis, considerable attention will thus go
to linguistic variation in MPP, whatever its source as well as its direction and
however great its range. Its analysis calls for some minimally defined variation-
ist approach that accounts for – or at least recognizes – the variability of such
data on a large, intersystemic scale whose analysis takes linguistic variation
and interferences to be a reflection of open systems in place of descriptively
constrained, monosystemic approaches by conventional structural or genera-
tive approaches (Mühlhäusler 1997: 36–41). The linguistic variation expectedly
extends a range beyond that of two lects, for which the variable rule proves
conceptually and methodologically inadequate, and inadvertently favors impli-
cational scaling, which accounts for a broader range of linguistic variation
(Bickerton 1975: 18–20). By relying on philological data, however, we cannot
expect such an analysis to meet the standards of modern sociolinguistic or other
variationist analyses that draw on systematically gathered field data.

2.5 Sociohistorical contexts, uses, and functions

Recognition of linguistic variation entails the overt consideration of socio-
historical factors affecting the forms and functions of pidgins and creoles, of
primary concern to anthropological linguists with their attention to the study of
language in culture and society (Mühlhäusler 1997: 35–36). Pidgin and creole
linguistics indeed proves of immediate relevance by suggesting an agenda of
extralinguistic contexts (e.g. explorations by European colonists, early trade
with indigenous peoples, and first proselytizings by Christian missionaries) for
ethnohistorical description and analysis. What Mühlhäusler (1997: 49) pro-
motes as “a better understanding of Pidgin and Creole languages as cultural
production and cultural products,” then, becomes a central part of their eth-
nohistory of speaking. Theoretically, such an agenda may even provide the
foundation with which to consolidate linguistic and sociohistorical data for
lack of a better integrated methodology (see Chapter 3).

Of interest are not only initial attempts with non-verbal communication
(e.g. gestures and facial expressions) that preceded the first interlingual verbal
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communications, but also the earliest stages of pidgin development, both failed
and successful ones (Mühlhäusler 1997: 51–53). For this purpose, Mühlhäusler
has introduced the distinction between the formation of pidgins and creoles on
the one hand and their development on the other.

The formative period of Pidgins and Creoles embraces their development up to the point
where a socially accepted grammar emerges, that is, a grammar which is transmitted
without significant restructuring, to a subsequent group of speakers. As a rule, formation
occurs within a single generation of speakers. By development I mean the subsequent
history of the language over a number of generations.

. . . For a Pidgin, the formative phase ends with stabilization. For a Creole, it ends
once the first generation of speakers have attained adulthood. (Mühlhäusler 1997: 54)

Notwithstanding its implications for breaks in transmission, Mühlhäusler’s
distinction between the formation and development of pidgins or creoles differ-
entiates “language-formation processes without a model from others where a
model has been transmitted by a previous generation” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 54),
and complements our multisystemic understanding of a pidgin as stages from a
pre-pidgin jargon to a stable and expanded variety. “At the jargon stage, in the
absence of social norms of linguistic interaction, individuals are free to adopt a
number of different strategies for cross-linguistic communication,” influenced
by individual personality, educational background, membership in particular
social or cultural groups, and exposure to other pidgins or creoles; also sig-
nificant are “culture-derived stereotypes, typically associated with foreigner
talk registers” such as the use of repetitions, reduplications, particular gram-
matical elements (including a unique word order), or a distinctive vocabulary
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 56).2 For another factor in the structural development of a
pidgin, Mühlhäusler (1997: 57) considers the presence or absence of a lexically
related standard language that pidgin speakers emulate as target language; but
it is not obvious that this factor necessarily applied to non-European pidgins.

The principal external influence in the formation of creoles is “the linguistic
input that children are exposed to”; another factor is “the size and composition
of the community in which Creoles emerge,” as is evident from non-traditional
rural communities (such as plantations) or populous urban areas “with frequent
intermarriage between speakers from different linguistic backgrounds and no

2 In light of the fact that these communicative strategies clearly represent sociocultural solutions
for crosslinguistic communication, it seems curious, even contradictory, for Mühlhäusler to
consider jargons as individual solutions in an alleged absence of social norms for linguistic
interaction. Jargons cannot principally be individual solutions if at the same time they reflect
cultural options at any substantial level. Cultural strategies for interacting in multilingual contact
situations presumably limit the range of individual expressions by the fact that we can expect
different individuals of the same linguistic backgrounds to behave in a similar fashion when
interacting with speakers of other languages; by merely channeling individual speakers in certain
directions, these cultural strategies already reflect social norms.
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dominant local language” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 57–58). Creole innovations,
however, can hardly survive under socially hostile conditions. Mühlhäusler
(1997: 59) recognizes that “the development of viable Creoles (with socially
sanctioned grammars) depends on their functional usefulness and social via-
bility,” for children without sufficient linguistic input from their parents have
had other choices than the creolization of the surrounding pidgin, foremost
language shift and a range of bilingual arrangements. The creole grammar may
still reflect considerable influence by “the nature and availability of linguistic
input from the lexifier language” as well as substrate languages, and can do
so by borrowing in the formative period or at the later, developmental stage
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 59). Access to these resources in turn relates to “other
external factors, including the numerical relationship between speakers of each
language, whether or not the socializers (caretakers, not necessarily parents) of
creolizing children had access to the lexifier language, whether there was any
formal teaching, and prevailing linguistic attitudes” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 59).
On this occasion, Mühlhäusler (1997: 59) reminds us that

access [to the lexifier language] does not necessarily mean acceptance of the model.
Pidgin and Creole speakers are not passive recipients of the crumbs that fall from the
linguistic tables of speakers of “more civilized” tongues, but active makers and users of
languages. Differences from the “model” may well reflect the wish to be linguistically
different, that is, it could refer to the indexical rather than the referential/grammatical
functions of these languages.

Pidgins and creoles themselves display sociolectal variation, especially when
they extend across continua of interrelated lects, ranging from a basilect to an
acrolect through various mesolectal varieties. Different ranges of these often
mirror educational, social, economic, and political differences more or less
directly – with villagers, plantation workers, and colonizers in direct contact
with rural people (such as plantation owners, administrative officers, and mis-
sionaries) usually speaking more basilectal forms than domestic servants or
colonial officials at urban centers (Mühlhäusler 1997: 64–65). Pidgins and
creoles often reveal still other social dimensions among their varieties, as is
evident in the case of special church varieties, “often standardized by expatri-
ate missionaries and used for evangelizing purposes” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 65).
They also appear characteristic of cargo or millenarian religious movements
in Papua New Guinea by the introduction of “backslang, changes in mean-
ing, and new coinings” to the exclusion of outsiders, especially Europeans
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 66). Another, increasingly significant, sociocultural factor
that bears on the linguistic variation of pidgins and creoles is the geographic
dimension, including regional differences in pidgins and creoles, the relocation
of some speech communities, and a growing urbanization in several instances
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 67–69). Mühlhäusler acknowledges stylistic variations,
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that is “varying degrees of formality and monitoring of speech . . . determined
by factors present in the immediate situation of an utterance, but not by factors
internal to a speaker such as his or her sex or age” and including backsliding or
a “recourse to developmentally earlier stages,” borrowings from other dialects
or languages, and variant forms by new media such as print and broadcasting
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 69).

Use of a pidgin or creole can also mirror the relative cultural or political posi-
tion of a native group in relation to their neighbors and their visitors, that group’s
central role in economic and political endeavors (such as the explorations and
trade by Europeans or Americans), and the visitors’ growing colonial aspi-
rations, which directly reflect on the geographic distribution of indigenous
jargons or pidgins (Mühlhäusler 1997: 73). Alternatively, pidgins in particu-
lar, but also creoles in relation to decreolizing varieties, may reflect learners’
apathy toward the target language and an overt expression of social distance
from its speakers. If pidgin and creole speakers do not wish to identify with
or even to be seen associating with members of the target-language commu-
nity, the pidgin or creole becomes the medium by which speakers express their
identity, as has indeed been the case for Hawai‘i Creole English (Siegel 2008:
41–42). Moreover, pidgins have sometimes operated in ways beyond or even
counter to their conventional communicative functions. For example, Native
American speakers used Delaware and Mobilian Jargons as sociolinguistic
buffers from foreign influences, behind which they concealed their language
and traditional culture (Thomason 1980: 182–186; Drechsel 1997: 264–270).
Apparently, similar functions applied to Hiri Motu of Papua New Guinea and
quite possibly other non-European pidgins (Dutton 1985: 21; Versteegh 2008:
158–159). Any such metacommunicative function would, however, indicate a
reaction to colonial expansion, and apparently was a secondary rather than an
original development.

Drawing on both linguistic and external, sociocultural factors, Mühlhäusler
(1997: 72–73) builds on earlier, although less than satisfactory, social typolo-
gies of pidgins and creoles, which are inadequate because of remaining dis-
agreements about the parameters essential for their classification. The first
distinction that the author makes is between indigenous and European-derived
pidgins-creoles, which he, however, posits on purely linguistic grounds with-
out sociohistorical considerations. “The principal problem with a linguistic
distinction is that Pidgins or Creoles based on non-European languages often
developed in response to European colonial expansion . . . In contrast, a num-
ber of Pidgins and Creoles associated with European languages arose with
only minimal contact with European colonizers” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 73). The
conclusions by Mühlhäusler would appear hardly debatable short of cases that
are clearly identifiable as pre-European in their origin. Other indigenous and
European-derived pidgins and creoles notwithstanding, any colonial origin may
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still reflect significant differences in the power relations between native peo-
ples and colonizers. The first manifested central economic functions by native
peoples in such enterprises as the fur and sandalwood trade or whaling and
sealing, whereas the second replicated the colonizers’ political dominance over
native peoples as either indentured labor or even slaves on plantations largely
outside of native control. Then again, the amount of direct contact with col-
onizers does not necessarily provide a reliable indication of the extent of the
colonizers’ influence over native peoples. Colonizers often embroiled native
peoples of interior regions in colonial ventures through intermediaries (such
as native go-betweens or neighboring groups) and without much or any direct
contact, as in the case of the early trans-Appalachian and trans-Mississippian
fur and hide trade by Europeans in North America (Wolf 1982: 158–194). A
central concern then will be to shed light on these issues for MPP by means
that are not exclusively linguistic.

To distinguish indigenous from European-based pidgins and creoles,
Mühlhäusler (1997: 74) has proposed three questions as discovery procedures:

1 Has the language resulted from European colonial expansion?
2 Has the language been used, to a significant degree, in communication between

indigenes and Europeans?
3 Is the language indigenous to an area or has it been transported?

Mühlhäusler, however, acknowledges that European colonial expansion was not
the only sociohistorical context for pidgins and creoles to arise from; indeed,
he questions it as a kind of principal historical threshold to pidginization and
creolization. He even considers it possible for some preexisting indigenous
pidgins to have paved the way for subsequent European-based contact media
by a gradual relexification over an extended period, ultimately leaving few or
no linguistic traces of the original media. What further complicates the intrica-
cies of such historical-sociolinguistic reasoning are changing, even conflicting,
attitudes by speakers of different generations about whether their pidgin-creole
was an indigenous or European phenomenon.

Kees Versteegh (2008: 164–165) has since reinterpreted Mühlhäusler’s three
questions as follows:

In many cases there is a clear distinction between clients/visitors and hosts. The speakers
of the host group sometimes intentionally disguise their own language in order to
facilitate acquisition by the visiting group, who are led to believe or assume that what
they are learning is really the language of their hosts . . .

When the visitors learn a reduced version of the language of their hosts, they may
for a long time use it in their trading relations with them, as the Motu did on their
expeditions. The arrival of European traders does not necessarily change this situation,
since they may acquire and retain the reduced variety and, once they have established
themselves as the new power, use it as a master–servant talk [in a reversal of the host–
guest or patron–client roles] . . . In time, social and political developments may lead to
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the adoption of the lingua franca at a national level, in which case it is likely to become
the L1 [first language] of some children.

In a second scenario the European “visitors” eventually replace the existing means of
communication by their own language, which in a restructured form becomes what is
usually called an endogenous pidgin . . . These are used at first in contacts with Europeans
and indigenous populations but may end up as a general means of communication
between indigenous heterolingual groups among themselves.

The predominant sociocultural context of pidgins for a patron–client or host–
guest association was regional or long-distance trade, which in turn depended
on the availability of a substantial surplus of goods or services to explorers
and occurred predominantly in sociopolitical contexts of chiefdoms or states
(William Croft in Versteegh 2008: 160), as I have similarly argued for Native
American pidgins of North America (Drechsel 1996a). Analogous crosslin-
guistic encounters also took place in military conquests with the difference
that participants changed their patron–client roles sooner than in trade relations
(Versteegh 2008: 165).

There are at least three related, but critical, considerations necessary to
determine whether a pidgin arose in a truly indigenous, pre-European context.
First, was the linguistic diversity of the indigenous populations sufficiently
great to prompt the emergence of a pidgin, or did contact with Europeans
introduce the critical factor? Secondly, did members of the indigenous com-
munity already have an infrastructure of accompanying sociocultural insti-
tutions for the development of an indigenous pidgin (such as long-distance
intertribal networks of trade and multilingual paramount chiefdoms)? Thirdly,
did native languages form any linguistic convergence area (Sprachbund),
which by itself does not provide any evidence for grammatical reduction,
but lent a basic grammatical skeleton of substrate features for any indigenous
pidgin? Answers to these questions would likely prove positive for Native
American pidgins such as Chinook, Delaware, and Mobilian Jargons (Hymes
1980: 405–418; Thomason 1980, 1983; Drechsel 1984; 1997: 274–294; Sil-
verstein 1996a), but would prove negative in Polynesia for lack of linguistic
diversity.

Other attempts at classifying pidgins have focused on their specific domains
of communication, including trade, military campaigns, migrant labor, tourism,
and domestic labor, and have highlighted migrant labor on plantations tradi-
tionally as the most significant contexts (Mühlhäusler 1997: 74–76; see Jourdan
2008 and Singler 2008 for recent reviews). The available historical documen-
tation for MPP suggests an explanation in terms of the explorations and early
colonization of the eastern Pacific by Europeans and Americans, including their
trade of fur between northwestern North America and Asia, their quest for san-
dalwood, sea cucumber, and pearls, and their hunting of whales and seals in the
Pacific (see 3.5 below). All these endeavors engaged the service of a growing
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number of Polynesian sailors as pilots, interpreters, and crew in replacement
of those who had jumped ship (Chappell 1997) and who as beachcombers,
interlopers, or renegades similarly faced Pacific Islanders in close interactions
ashore (Campbell 1998; Bentley 1999; Milcairns 2006). Then, there remains
the question about indentured migrant laborers in the Pacific, among whom
Roberts (1995a: 22–27) has documented the Pidgin as an early interlingual
medium on plantations in the Hawaiian Islands in a secondary or even ter-
tiary function. MPP would thus display many features of a classic trade pidgin
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 76–78), if it apparently revealed wider use and greater
sociolinguistic flexibility.

By their communicative functions or at a microsociolinguistic level, pidgins
have exhibited several distinct functions, as indicated by their differences in
communicative roles and linguistic patterns (see Table 2.1). Aware of the con-
ceptual limitations of such a classification, Mühlhäusler (1997: 81) cautions
against interpreting this scheme as more than “a pre-theoretical classification.”

Although functionally reduced and focused on the propositional role as pri-
mary one, pidgins can acquire additional functions early in their life cycle;
they customarily follow the sequence given, including the heuristic function
with the propositional one, as is evident from early jargons with “the pur-
pose of exchanging simple information in a restricted domain” and without
negative effects on the power relations between the colonizer and colonized
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 81). Whereas these early functions survive in later stages
of a pidgin, power relations substantially change with the acquisition of the
directive function, as Mühlhäusler (1997: 82) suggests for orders given in a
colonial context. This conclusion would hold true for European-based pid-
gins with those in command retaining access to their related lexifier languages
as superstrate targets; but this conclusion does not necessarily apply to non-
European pidgins, whose indigenous speakers could draw on linguistic models
of their own rather than European lexifier languages. With an indigenous pid-
gin in use as major contact medium, Europeans and Americans probably could
not manipulate native peoples as easily or to the same extent as when using a
European-based contact medium. While most colonizers would literally have
been at a loss for words beyond basics, native peoples could easily have escaped
their orders by answering back, faking misunderstandings, or simply ignoring
the newcomers.

On the other hand, pidgin speakers could compensate for any divisive fac-
tors in their community by recognizing the pidgin also as a medium with a
common bond beyond their linguistic or other social differences. Mühlhäusler
(1997: 82) considers the expansion associated with the integrative function as
a major factor in a pidgin’s stabilization, growing further by the introduction of
expressive and phatic functions in new domains and new media. Crowning this
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Table 2.1 Correlation of a pidgin’s functional, communicative expansion, and
its linguistic growth (integrated from two separate tables by Mühlhäusler
1997: 81, 86)

Functions Role in communication Linguistic structure

Propositional
(referential, cognitive)

The message itself, the
information exchanged by
it, and its truth value

Simple sentence structures, but no
grammar beyond the sentence,
list-like lexicon

Directive and integrative Getting things done,
manipulation of others;
creation of social bonds,
use of language as an index
of group membership

Development of systematic
aspects in the lexicon, e.g.
address system forms that mark
politeness, emergence of
socially determined lexicon,
and grammar, some syntactic
variants for requests

Expressive Expression of own personal
feelings toward the
message or interlocutors

Additions to lexical inventory,
beginnings of word formation,
emergence of devices for
focalization, distinct patterns of
discourse

Phatic Keeping open channels of
communication,
counteracting socially
undesirable silence,
creation of rituals

Increase in stylistic variation at
the lexical and syntactic levels

Metalinguistic Use of language to discuss
language

Emergence of lexical items for
speaking about language,
hypercorrection

Poetic Use of language to focus on
the message for its own
sake, to play with verbal
material

Socially determined variation of
earlier stages of a
developmental continuum
[possibly becoming] stylistic
devices, productive word
formation providing lexical
synonyms, stylistic syntactic
transformations, development
of conventions for metaphorical
expansion

development is the addition of metalinguistic and poetic functions, which per-
mit speakers to reflect on their medium and to explore its creative dimensions
in contrast to its related vernacular (Mühlhäusler 1997: 83–84). In reverse,
developmental scales such as these then provide useful historical guidelines to
understand not only the functional diversity of MPP, but also its linguistic and
sociocultural stability.
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Mühlhäusler (1997: 86–90) reviews classifications of pidgins and creoles
using still other social criteria, foremost (planned) standardization, historicity,
vitality, autonomy, and oral versus literate modes of speaking. Most crite-
ria, however, presume conventional colonial settings, whence they raise more
questions than they can answer for the discussion of non-European pidgins
and creoles. Mühlhäusler (1997: 90–91) also considers cases with a substan-
tially reduced number of linguistic and social variables in so-called “desert-
island speech communities.” A primary example is the mutineers of the Bounty
and their Tahitian and Tubuaian spouses on Pitcairn Island in 1790 with their
English-based creole-like speech. At the outset of their mutual encounter, mem-
bers of the Bounty crew and their Polynesian consorts likely spoke MPP, as
apparently corroborated by a short vocabulary of Tahitian by one of the muti-
neers, Matthew Quintrell (Ernst 1993: 30, 42); but English came to prevail over
any Tahitian-based medium to retain only some 10 percent of its vocabulary as
unquestionably Tahitian and to reflect directly the social differences between
oppressive British men and suppressed Polynesian spouses (Mühlhäusler 2010).
Another comparable instance is the English spoken on the Bonin Islands, which
from 1830 through the mid-nineteenth century similarly drew on the languages
of Hawaiian, Tahitian, Micronesian, and apparently other Pacific Islander set-
tlers, especially those of “Kanaka” women, as primary resources for its early
vocabulary (Long 2007: 27, 28, 40–46, 53, 65–69). Again, the earliest intereth-
nic medium on the Bonins likely was MPP rather than some English-based
pidgin-creoloid, as suggested by the author of this study, Daniel Long (2007),
who does not even consider a Polynesian linguistic foundation. Probably, there
were other comparable desert-island conditions for MPP ashore or even on
board ships. In every respect, the sociolinguistic situations on Pitcairn and
Bonin Islands remained rather unusual compared to those of other pidgins and
creoles in that these desert-island communities lost out before time by their
reclusion from contact with their home communities on other Pacific islands
(see Siegel 2010: 826–827).

2.6 Structural parallels among pidgins and creoles

A key issue in pidgin and creole linguistics has been the recurrent question of
striking structural parallels among pidgins and creoles. To explain these similar-
ities, creolists have proposed various hypotheses on their origins, foremost those
invoking a nautical-jargon ancestor, baby and foreigner talk, quasi-monogenetic
relexification, universals, a common core, or a common substratum.

Of prime interest for the study of MPP would be the nautical-jargon theory
in light of its seafaring context and because of the prime role of sailors. Still,
Mühlhäusler has voiced considerable reservations about its validity:
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First, nautical English is not a stable monolithic language, but a highly variable and
developing one. Second, there is very considerable overlap between nautical English and
other forms of non-standard English. Finally, even if nautical English was the model, it
was not imitated in full, but acquired by the non-British interlocutors of these sailors in
a more or less modified form. The precise learning contexts, the time of exposure and
other social variables remain unknown. (Mühlhäusler 1997: 95)

These very questions of sociolinguistic context do little more than draw
attention to the role of sailors on European or American ships, to foreign
beachcombers on Pacific Islands, or to harbor areas in the eastern Pacific
with increased interactions between natives and visitors. The nautical-jargon
theory, then, does not recognize Polynesian crews; much less can it explain
a Polynesian-based maritime medium in place of an English-based one – an
option that to my knowledge proponents of this model have never even consid-
ered thus far. Indeed, making allowance for a substantial non-European portion
within the nautical jargon would undermine the very Eurocentric creed of those
promoting the nautical-jargon theory.

Theories of baby talk and foreigner talk, often mutually confused in their
conceptions because of alleged similarities between them, do not fare much
better in explaining pidgins and creoles. Mühlhäusler has found no empirical
support for the identification of baby talk with foreigner talk or pidgins, and
recognizes “baby- or foreigner-talk [to be] governed by cultural conventions
as well as natural tendencies towards input simplification,” whence neither can
serve as “an optimal model for second-language learners” (Mühlhäusler 1997:
98):

First, foreigner talk tends to be a mixture of cultural conventions and genuine natural
intuitions on language simplification. It probably involves a good deal of speakers’
regression to developmentally early stages of their own language. Second, because of
its mixed nature and considerable inconsistency in its use, foreigner talk is not the ideal
simple model some structuralist linguists imagined it to be. Finally, the importance of
foreigner talk in Pidgin formation appears to be restricted to relatively early stages of
development. (Mühlhäusler 1997: 102)

If foreigner talk served as one among several contributing factors in early
pidginization, Mühlhäusler has rejected any imitation or rote learning on any
large scale and would still expect major structural differences among diverse
pidgins.

Problems further abound with the relexification theory, which in its zeal-
ous version maintains that “most ‘European-based’ Pidgins and Creoles are
related via a special process involving the maintenance of grammar and the
replacement of lexical units” (or relexification) to sixteenth-century Pidgin
Portuguese or perhaps even the earlier Lingua Franca of the Mediterranean
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in a quasi-monogenetic model (Mühlhäusler 1997: 102–103). This paradigm
reveals three fundamental problems:

1. The possibility of non-European predecessor languages to European-based Pidgins
and Creoles is never raised;

2. No proper distinction is drawn between its role in the formation of Pidgins and
Creoles and in their subsequent history;

3. The question of discontinuity in development is not considered. (Mühlhäusler 1997:
103)

Significantly for the study of MPP, arguments for a monogenetic relexification
theory cannot account for the independent development of numerous non-
European pidgins and creoles, and again prove blatantly Eurocentric. Nor does
this hypothesis allow for the reverse arrangement: “some Pidgins and Creoles
which have strong lexical affinities with English may in fact have been modeled
on pre-existing indigenous lingue franche” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 103). This very
paradigm evidently applied in the case of Hawai‘i Pidgin and Creole English
with its original roots in Pidgin Hawaiian and may prove an increasingly
attractive model for other forms of Pacific Pidgin English with historical ties
to MPP.

If conventional relexification theory proves too powerful in its applications
to offer a comprehensive model for the formation of pidgins and creoles,
Mühlhäusler (1997: 104–105) appreciates relexification as a local linguistic
process without the theoretical liability of monogenetic reasoning: “Relexi-
fication in many cases may have been an individual strategy for learning a
more useful Pidgin. It is not clear to what extent it was a social strategy, nor
what its relative contribution was in the formative years of various Pidgins”
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 106). Whereas Mühlhäusler (1997: 108) accepts relexifi-
cation “at different stages in the development of Pidgins and Creoles” and in
both gradual and abrupt form, he recognizes other cases in which relexification
cannot explain the formation of pidgins and considers it of minimal relevance
in the formation of creoles.

On the other hand, proposals for linguistic universals in pidgins and creoles
reveal some shortcomings of their own and must satisfactorily address two
essential questions (Mühlhäusler 1997: 108–109). First, how does one identify
and empirically verify linguistic universals, be they in the form of implicational
hierarchies as inferred from a comparison of many languages’ surface features
following Joseph H. Greenberg or, alternatively, in the form of postulations for
underlying abstract universal principles following Noam Chomsky and other
generative linguists? Secondly, at what point do universal forces enter in a
creole’s emergence from a jargon, as raised by Bickerton (1981, 1984) for the
creolization of jargons in his bioprogram hypothesis? The second question in
turn “involves two separate issues: the ability to resort to linguistic universals;
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and the susceptibility of emerging or developing languages to such forces”
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 109). Moreover, Mühlhäusler (1997: 110, 111) realizes that
proposed universals for pidgins and creoles, whether at the surface structure in
the form of Greenbergian hierarchies or at an underlying level of the generative
kind, are static in nature and thus cannot do justice to the developmental nature
of these languages.

Following Bickerton (1981), Mühlhäusler (1997: 111) articulates concerns
about conventional universalist comparisons of “languages consisting of mix-
tures between cultural and (biologically founded) natural grammar, that is,
systems which are strictly speaking not comparable”; he finds direct access
elusive because of the major changes that these languages have endured since
their origin:

The initial hope, then, that because of their relatively young age, Creoles would not have
developed far enough away from their natural base to make them useless for surface
comparisons of the Greenbergian kind, is not fully justified. Creoles, and in all likelihood
Pidgins as well, may be closer to such a universal base, but they do not provide direct
access. (Mühlhäusler 1997: 112)

In actuality, creolists should then focus on “the development leading to a Pidgin
or Creole, rather than the endpoint of such a development . . . as the basis for
comparison in universals research” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 112). Still, Mühlhäusler
(1997: 112) considers linguistic universals as “the most satisfactory explana-
tion of the origin of Pidgin/Creole structures,” even if comparative data have
remained meager for the early histories of pidgin and creole development.
Non-European instances of pidginization such as MPP then present especially
interesting test cases because of their different linguistic histories.

By comparison, Mühlhäusler (1997: 113) shows far less sympathy for so-
called common-core theories, according to which pidgin grammars consist
of “the core common to the grammars of the languages in contact.” Speak-
ers of pidgins supposedly identify common grammatical elements across
language boundaries as “one component in their grammatical development”
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 113), as they may have also done with lexical items;
but Mühlhäusler raises multiple legitimate objections of a more fundamental
nature:

First, the areas of facilitation may turn out to be those parts of grammar that have
least communicative relevance. Second, the common-core model is totally static and
ignores the fact that at different points of linguistic development a different core would
obtain . . . Third, this view assumes that the speakers of the Pidgin resulting from such
language contacts are perfect bilinguals (that is, have equal access to all systems
involved), as what is common to two languages can only be established once they
are fully known . . . Finally, there is a growing body of factual counter-evidence. The
available literature on Pidgins and Creoles abounds with examples of constructions that
cannot be assigned to any identified parent language. (1997: 113)
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A prime example is the semantactic pattern of Mobilian Jargon, which with its
OSV word order has no manifest model among its historically known source
languages of the lower Mississippi River valley. This pattern, however, is trace-
able to constructions in Muskogean languages consisting of a nominal object
followed by a verb with a pronominal prefix, the latter of which Mobilian Jar-
gon replaced with etymologically and grammatically independent pronouns to
function as true grammatical subjects in the same position. Structurally ana-
lytic, but fundamentally Muskogean in grammar, Mobilian Jargon ultimately
remained unintelligible to speakers of Muskogean vernaculars, unless they
had received considerable prior exposure to the use of larger constructions in
the pidgin (Drechsel 1997: 113–156). Common-core models appear even less
promising in the analysis of creoles for the simple reason that “the fact of
withdrawal of model languages excludes a common-denominator explanation
for their grammatical structures during their formative years” and “identifica-
tion of structures across languages may be a factor [only] in their subsequent
linguistic development” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 113–114).

Mühlhäusler reveals little more inclination to substratum theories, which hold
that “Pidgins and Creoles combine the lexicon of one language (typically the
superstratum – that is, the socially dominant one) with the grammar of another
(typically the substratum or socially subordinate one)” (Mühlhäusler 1997:
114). The author notes not only disappointingly little progress in substratum
research over the years, but also “the almost total absence of a well-designed
model for language mixture” at the time (Mühlhäusler 1997: 114). Because
cases of grammatical syncretism have created major challenges to linguistic
description and analysis, Mühlhäusler (1997: 114–115) casts doubt on any
capability to isolate features of a substratum in any unambiguous fashion and
instead prefers the analogy of a “metamorphosis of pre-existing material.” If the
transfer of grammatical patterns characteristic of the speaker’s first language
occurs at the jargon stage as part of his or her strategies for crosslingual
communication, it ultimately proves of limited use because of the jargon’s
unstable nature and appears to be of minimal significance during its stabilization
when individual solutions yield to social norms as part of tertiary hybridization
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 118–119).

In some cases these [different substratum languages] may be typologically similar
or indeed belong to a single Sprachbund, influencing the emerging Pidgin. This
fact may account for some of the structural differences between developmentally
comparable Pidgins such as Chinese PE [Pidgin English], West African PE or Melane-
sian PE. The more different their [the pidgin speakers’] areal linguistic background,
the less likely is [their] substratum influence, and the more speakers rely on universal
strategies. (Mühlhäusler 1997: 119)
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Speakers borrow “only those constructions that fit into the developing grammar
of a Pidgin” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 119).

What Mühlhäusler finds for stabilizing pidgins also applies to their expanding
phase: Pidgin speakers are less likely to borrow with a growing grammatical-
ization. By extension, we expect creolizing pidgins to have “little carry-over
of substratum influence” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 120). At that formative stage,
creolizing children accept their parents’ input only when it is consistent with
their own expanding grammar and disregard it like children acquiring other lan-
guages. Much better candidates for borrowings are established creoles, whose
speakers draw on foreign elements – primarily on the lexicon, phonetics and
phonology, much less on morphology or syntax – and do so for indexical and
especially social reasons. Substratist creolists have frequently overrated the
role of substratum influences in pidgins and creoles for no other reason than
a flawed methodology based on hasty comparisons, a static perspective rather
than a developmental one, and a missing distinction between the formation and
the subsequent stages of development (Mühlhäusler 1997: 121–122).

In the end, Mühlhäusler rejects any single-cause explanation for the forma-
tion and subsequent development of pidgins or creoles as simplistic. Instead, he
prefers a multi-causal model consisting of substratum, superstratum, and uni-
versal influences following a well-established tradition going as far back as the
late Hugo Schuchardt (1909, 1914) in his studies of the Lingua Franca and Sara-
maccan and redefined as “the complementary hypothesis” in slightly varying
forms (Baker and Corne 1986; Hancock 1986; and especially Mufwene 1986).
While sympathetic to substrate interpretations, Miriam Meyerhoff (2008: 63),
too, cautions repeatedly against simplistic models in favor of “a convergence
of many factors – some linguistic, some instrumental, and some interpersonal”
to include explicit sociocultural factors such as language use. “Their respective
influence is dependent on the developmental stage of a Pidgin and Creole as
well as on a number of social factors” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 125), whose precise
interplay has become the renewed interest in ecological approaches to language
change (Mühlhäusler 1996; Mufwene 2001). Anything less than such a multi-
causal model would indeed seem premature in light of a non-representative data
sample for pidgins and creoles, consisting mostly of European-based instances
with limited exposure to cultural diversity and with only a short time depth.

2.7 Chinook Jargon as paradigm for Maritime Polynesian Pidgin?

A first model for MPP might serve the original research on Pidgin Hawaiian,
South Seas Jargon, and Pidgin Māori by Reinecke, Clark, Bickerton, Wilson,
and Roberts (see 1.1 above). Whereas their earlier studies have indeed lent
much incentive for the current book, they have so far had a limited impact in
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terms of either theory or methodology and thus have failed to provide a broader
paradigm for the study of language contact. Pidgin Hawaiian has played only a
supportive if significant role in Bickerton’s own language bioprogram hypothe-
sis (1981, 1984). Roberts’ research on Pidgin Hawaiian, although impressive in
terms of its quality and quantity of descriptive-analytical data, has not addressed
broader methodological or theoretical questions beyond challenging Eurocen-
tric approaches to the emergence of pidgins and creoles. Pidgin Hawaiian did
not even figure significantly in her own doctoral dissertation on Hawai‘i Pidgin
and Creole English beyond her review of the social history of early language
contact in the Hawaiian Islands. Its historical significance apparently is lost
in Roberts’ interpretation of the Pidgin as a jargon (2005: 89–128; see Siegel
2010: 815).

For all practical purposes, the discussion on Pidgin Hawaiian has received
little attention beyond a rather narrow circle of creolists interested in the lin-
guistic history of the Hawaiian Islands, just as Pidgin Māori has raised little
interest beyond New Zealand. The discussion of Clark’s South Seas Jargon has
ended in considerable conceptual confusion about the nature of Pidgin Māori
(see 1.1 above). Research on other non-European pidgins of the Pacific such
as Pidgin Fijian, Police/Hiri Motu, or still other indigenous pidgins of Papua
New Guinea has not fared much better in that it, too, has described what some
linguists consider sociolinguistic curiosities without major methodological or
theoretical consequences. Siegel’s Language Contact in a Plantation Environ-
ment remains an exemplary historical-sociolinguistic study of Pidgin Fijian
(1987: 74, 99–100, 115–125, 230, 252–256, 281–283), but it does not submit
the text materials to philological analysis (see Siegel 1987: 98–100). Research
on Police/Hiri Motu of Papua New Guinea (Dutton and Voorhoeve 1974; Dutton
1985) has similarly relied on recent field data rather than philological-historical
evidence. None of these studies has raised broader questions about language
change or colonial history, using non-European instances as the foundation of
their arguments. Overall, the research of non-European pidgins has indeed had
but a limited impact in the Pacific until recently (Versteegh 2008: 173–176;
Siegel 2010: 815–819).

As prime alternative example of a Pacific non-European pidgin emerges the
already mentioned Chinook Jargon, which has remained the hemisphere’s best-
studied non-European pidgin, although located outside of Oceania. Not only can
research on Chinook Jargon draw on a comparatively long history, going back
to the mid-nineteenth century and relying on contributions by major linguists
and anthropologists such as Horatio Hale (1846: 635–650; 1890), Franz Boas
(1888, 1933), Melville Jacobs (1932, 1936), Michael Silverstein (1972), Dell
Hymes (1980: 405–418; 1990), and Sarah G. Thomason (1983) among numer-
ous others. In addition, Chinook Jargon has lent a unique, while debatable,
model for pidginization (Silverstein 1972; Thomason 1983), and has served as
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a paradigm for the study of other Native American pidgins, foremost Delaware
Jargon (Thomason 1980) and Mobilian Jargon (Drechsel 1996b, 1997), in spite
of quite distinct and historically unrelated source languages of northeastern
North America and the greater Mississippi River valley.3 There even exists
evidence for the creolization of Chinook Jargon, as documented on the Grand
Ronde Reservation, Oregon (Hymes and Hymes 1972; Zenk 1988). Moreover,
Chinook Jargon and other Native American pidgins have provided the first com-
parative basis for research with findings of some striking structural-functional
parallels (Silverstein 1996a [in circulation since the early 1970s]; Drechsel
1981) and have given rise to new models of pre-European origin (Hymes 1980:
405–418; Thomason 1980, 1983; Drechsel 1984, 1997: 274–294). Drawing on
historical links to Nootka Jargon, William Samarin (1988) has reexamined Chi-
nook Jargon in the larger context of the Pacific region, including the Hawaiian
Islands, and has encouraged a regional, macrohistorical analysis. Significantly,
fundamental problems in compiling and interpreting historical data for Chi-
nook Jargon (as for other Native American pidgins) have suggested alternative
historical and sociolinguistic approaches such as those of the ethnohistory of
speaking, integrating philology and ethnohistory (Silverstein 1996a, 1996b;
Drechsel 1983, 1996b, 1997, 2008; Thomason 1983). These studies should,
then, be of no less than a methodological interest to the historical study of
non-European pidgins in the Pacific.

Although research on Chinook Jargon lent a convenient model for research
on other non-European pidgins within North America without suggesting any
historical relationship to either northeastern or southeastern North America,
its peripheral location in the Pacific has not kept it from captivating the atten-
tion of Pacific creolists, foremost Roger M. Keesing (1988: 89–91, 102) and
Mühlhäusler (1997: 132, 137, 139, 145, 152, 159–160). Their interest has
focused on Silverstein’s analysis of Chinook Jargon as the convergence of dif-
ferent underlying grammatical patterns of the speakers’ first languages emerg-
ing in similar form on the pidgin’s surface structure (Silverstein 1972). Keesing
(1988: 89–91, 102) has applied it to explain similarities between Melanesian
Pidgin and its lexifier, English. However, Keesing (1988: 91) also recognized
some significant differences between Oceania and northwestern America that
we can similarly extend to MPP: (i) a subgroup of a single language family

3 A conspicuous example here is the lateral fricative or [ł], which occurs in both Chinook Jargon
and Mobilian Jargon, although it occurs in phonologically different environments in native
languages of northwestern and southeastern North America. Exposure to this marked sound in
my earlier study of Chinook Jargon came in handy in my field research on Mobilian Jargon. It
allowed me to avoid the common trap of pronouncing Mobilian Jargon words with the lateral
fricative (such as łało ‘fish’) in their less marked versions characteristic of non-Indian speakers
(such as [slašo] or [šlašo]); I also could conveniently engage in conversation Native American
speakers who had first been suspicious toward me, but then became curious about where I had
learned the “Indian-style” pronunciation (Drechsel 1997: 44–45, 62, 65–66).
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of the Pacific, “characterized by a striking retention of a common grammatical
structure,” rather than the multiple, structurally diverse, even unrelated lan-
guages of northwestern North America; (ii) less extensive linguistic “pushing,
bending, simplifying, and rearranging necessary for English and Oceanic Aus-
tronesian speakers to meet in the middle” than necessary between speakers of
European languages and Native American languages of the Pacific Northwest.
As Keesing (1988: 91) further observed, “much of the accommodation . . . was
of speakers of (particularly Eastern) Oceanic languages to one another, rather
than to English speakers,” with no need for “complete concession” or “sim-
plification down to universal, unmarked patterns.” Keesing (1988: 102) even
offers a link between Silverstein’s analysis and more recent interpretations of
pidginization that focus on transfer as a form of compensation and resource in
linguistic predicaments (see 2.2 and 2.3 above):

It is not that English and Oceanic speakers were using the grammar of their native
languages to produce and understand the pidgin. Rather, their respective grammars of
pidgin were achieved by modifying, simplifying, and extrapolating from the grammars
of languages spoken natively, drawing upon the repertoires of alternative constructional
possibilities in these languages.

Conversely, the Americanist Thomason (2003: 110–116) has shown little hes-
itation in using Chinook Jargon for contrast with Police/Hiri Motu or other
pidgins without following Silverstein’s model.

For the same reasons, we may similarly consider Chinook Jargon as a model
for other non-European pidgins-creoles of the Pacific, including MPP. Such
a contrast need not ignore different grammatical structures between Chinook
Jargon and MPP or obvious sociohistorical differences between northwestern
North America and the Pacific Islands. Nor should using Chinook Jargon
as a paradigm for MPP presume any historical relationship between the two
pidgins, notwithstanding the analysis of Chinook Jargon in a regional Pacific
context by Samarin (1988), my earlier analysis of (Pidgin) Hawaiian loans in
Chinook Jargon and Eskimo Jargon (Drechsel and Makuakāne 1982), or my
arguments for MPP’s historical links to the maritime fur trade of northwestern
North America and obliquely to Chinook Jargon (see 8.4 below). Instead, any
contrast between Chinook Jargon and MPP remains at this point typological
in full recognition of the linguistic and sociohistorical differences between
northwestern North America and the Pacific Islands.

Whereas such a typological contrast suggests an agenda of similar ques-
tions, issues, and possibly models of pidginization and creolization between
Chinook Jargon and pidgins of other areas of the Pacific, it does not preclude
alternative options originally not addressed in the study of Native American
pidgins, such as distinct grammatical categories, unique usages and functions,
or idiosyncratic histories. Nor does any such comparison for theoretical or
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methodological implications necessarily entail any identical or similar find-
ings. Indeed, matching questions may lead to quite different results in distinct
cases, as we would expect for example for models of origin. Unlike hypotheses
for the pre-European origin of Chinook, Delaware, and Mobilian Jargons based
in part on their linguistically highly diverse environments, research on MPP
draws on different arguments for its origin because of the limited linguistic
diversity among eastern Polynesians and their neighbors, and it must probably
forgo any model of pre-European origin (see 8.2 below).

Significantly, Chinook Jargon together with other Native American pidgins
raises a historical enigma of relevance to the Pacific at large: the apparent
predominance of indigenous pidgins in North America, whose development
appeared curious to Salikoko S. Mufwene (2005: 12–14; 2008: 229) from a
macroecological, global perspective, when pidgins on the African coast and
in the Pacific reportedly drew principally on European languages as linguistic
resources. We can, however, resolve this discrepancy with models of pre-
European origin for Chinook Jargon, Delaware Jargon, and Mobilian Jargon
as argued by Hymes (1980: 405–418), Thomason (1980, 1983), and myself
(Drechsel 1984; 1997: 274–294). In that case, pre-European indigenous pid-
gins of North America simply preempted the stage for later European competi-
tors. Alternatively, taking into consideration socioeconomic factors, we might
associate the establishment and spread of North American pidgins with the
all-pervasive fur and hide trade, which, unlike plantation economies, depended
on close cooperation between Europeans and native hunters, as various authors
have already surmised for Chinook Jargon (Howay 1943; Samarin 1986; Lang
1995, 2008) and others might similarly argue for Delaware and Mobilian Jar-
gons. These pidgins’ very link to the fur and hide trade attracted the attention
of early American anthropologists and linguists as in few other places.

In recent years, evidence for other non-European pidgins and creoles has
made clear that North American instances are not special cases after all, as rec-
ognized by Mufwene (personal communication, 14 September 2009) as well.
Indeed, there exist no a priori sociohistorical, theoretical, or other conditions
by which indigenous pidgins came about on the North American continent, but
could not do so elsewhere on the globe. The comparative richness of informa-
tion on Chinook Jargon and other indigenous pidgins of North America instead
appears to be a direct reflection of the development of the linguistic description
and analysis of Native American language areas of high diversity and language
contact with particular attention to those of northwestern North America. This
very condition led to the debate between Franz Boas and his eminent student
Edward Sapir on “diffusional cumulation” versus “archaic residue” in language
change (Swadesh 1951), in which Boas (1888, 1933) had already recognized
Chinook Jargon as a major medium of linguistic and sociohistorical diffusion in
northwestern North America. However, Chinook Jargon has also furnished an
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important component for recent discussions on incorporating linguistic diver-
gence and convergence in an integrated model of language change, as perhaps
most clearly articulated by Thomason and Kaufman in their book Language
Contact, Creolization, and Genetic Linguistics (1988: 29–30, 182–183, 256–
263).

If any prominent form of linguistic convergence would still seem contradic-
tory to models of linguistic diversification by the comparative method, historical
linguists have since come to acknowledge the need for a model of language
change to integrate convergence with divergence and, for that purpose, to take
into consideration extralinguistic factors. The scholarship on Chinook Jargon
thus makes evident the fact that this variety was not simply an isolated case
of pidginization, but a major areal institution with far-reaching linguistic and
sociohistorical implications. In contrast, the study of the Austronesian language
family, including Polynesian, has not experienced any comparable tradition of
research on language areas or linguistic convergence (language contact) to date;
for good geopolitical reasons, research on this language family has focused on
language diversification and, with it, the tree (Stammbaum) model of language
change (Marck 2000).

Addressing familiar issues as raised by the study of Native American pid-
gins and creoles can redirect attention to important questions long neglected
in the Pacific and other areas, foremost about the role of native peoples in
early contacts with Europeans or Americans. By no means does the borrow-
ing of any models based on Chinook Jargon make native peoples of Oceania
into Native Americans, as colonial explorers did when calling Pacific Islanders
“Indians” or “Indios” well into the first half of the nineteenth century (see the
original quotes by Esteban José Martı́nez, James Colnett, and David Porter,
among others, in Chapters 4 and 5). Polynesians, Micronesians, and Melane-
sians clearly are peoples without roots in the Americas. Nor does such reasoning
endorse any understanding of the Pacific as a western extension of the American
West en route to Guam, the Philippines, and continental Asia, as occasionally
promoted by American expansionists for the Pacific in macrohistorical terms
(Drinnon 1980). Much less need students of Pacific languages fear any aca-
demic patronizing by Americanist linguists, conventionally preoccupied with
linguistic diversity rather than global linguistic models (Goddard 1996; Camp-
bell 1997; Silver and Miller 1997; Mithun 1999). While the present study draws
inspiration from research on Chinook Jargon as well as the analysis by Silver-
stein (1972) and its application by Keesing (1988) in the Pacific, MPP proves
distinct from Chinook Jargon in both form and function so as to leave no doubt
about its distinct Polynesian identity.



3 Ethnohistory of speaking as a historical-
sociolinguistic methodology

3.1 An alternative to postmodernism

Questions of cultural blinders about pidgins and creoles would almost read
like a call to arms for postmodernism, whose advocates have increasingly
scrutinized the study of pidgin and creole languages – like sociolinguistics
and linguistic anthropology – for its colonial heritage and liability (see, e.g.,
DeGraff 2005). If socially sensitive scholars have raised perfectly legitimate
questions about objectivity, racism, colonialism, globalization, and related con-
cerns in their attempts at “deconstructing” academia, many issues have not been
exactly new and had already been the subject of discussion by earlier anthropo-
logical linguists (Sapir 1921, 1949; Boas 1940; Hymes 1961) and by creolists
(Dillard 1972; Labov 1972a). On the other hand, many questions of how to
“deconstruct” particular “modernist” problems have remained comparatively
ill-defined and vague, leaving a methodologically as well as theoretically unsat-
isfactory condition for their investigation or resolution.

For the most part, the recent academic discussions under the label of post-
modernism, so fashionable with many literary scholars and social scientists,
have barely affected linguistics at large or reduced its confidence in the relia-
bility and credibility of its methods or theories. Notably, postmodernist debates
have seldom involved linguists, notwithstanding their very focus on language
as a social or political medium, and dubious postmodernist assumptions about
language and discourse have not grabbed the attention of linguists other than
Noam Chomsky (1995) and Kevin R. Gregg (2006) as sporadic if exemplary
critics. Much less have linguists apparently cared to challenge their postmod-
ernist colleagues on their outdated models of language(s), principally drawing
on Ferdinand de Saussure, along with their discursive approach to history, which
leave little more than shallow “stories” and few foundations of substance for
action, be it focused on research or political in nature.

At closer inspection, postmodernist analyses sadly reveal fewer benefits than
they lead the reader to expect, if the recent collection of essays under the title
of Deconstructing Creole (Ansaldo, Matthews, and Lim 2007) serves as any
measure. Not only did the editors find great difficulty in defining the crucial
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concept of deconstruction (Ansaldo and Matthews 2007: 1) and thus raise ques-
tions about the relevance and applicability of this concept to linguistics, but
they also achieved little more than lending support to what Michel DeGraff
(2005) calls “creole myths,” foremost those of creoles’ simplicity, decreoliza-
tion, and exceptional diachrony, as they interpret “creole exceptionalism” as a
reflection of neocolonial interpretations (Ansaldo and Matthews 2007). Instead,
what the contributors to this collection offer as alternative interpretations are
surprisingly conventional models of language contact no more above suspi-
cion for colonialist prejudices than those that they reject (see McWhorter
2008 for similar, elaborate arguments). Conversely, conventional conceptions
of creoles have returned pidginization as an essential step in the life cycle
of creoles. According to orthodox creolist theory, a strictly syntax-internal
model of creole genesis as favored by DeGraff cannot explain such disrup-
tive processes as the obliteration of ergativity, inalienable possessive marking,
overt marking of inherent reflexity, evidential markers, grammaticalized ref-
erential marking, or consonant mutation of the preceding source languages
(McWhorter 2002). In the meantime, Peter Bakker et al. (2011) have accumu-
lated systematic typological data for the structural distinctiveness of creoles in
contrast to non-creole languages (“creole exceptionalism”) by employing sta-
tistical modeling and quantitative typology by means of phylogenetic trees and
networks.

Whereas linguistics must indeed address legitimate postmodernist concerns,
I suggest an alternative way for the historical study of pidgins and creoles. If
creolists are truly concerned about “deconstructing” their field of specialization
from its colonial heritage or European biases, they must first and foremost
investigate the application of their theories and methods to non-European cases,
and do so on some systematic basis, as I have already argued for Mobilian
Jargon (Drechsel 1997). If we can demonstrate that pidginization and possibly
creolization occurred in non-European sociolinguistic contexts, these processes
no longer remain theoretical prey to ideologies of European colonization or at
least to conventional models of it, as postmodernist creolists would suggest.
Ultimately, a switch in linguistic environments is not sufficient, as Salikoko
S. Mufwene (personal communication, 22 August 2012) has reminded me;
what matters equally is the incorporation of the principles and insights of
cultural relativism, including those of anthropological linguistics, which are
fundamentally consistent with those of postmodernism (Barber and Berdan
1998: 33–47; Galloway 2006: 1–108; 175–244). This line of argument, then,
need not validate a return to a neo-Boasian anthropology, as the contributors
to a recent “In Focus” collection of the American Anthropologist (Bashkow
et al. 2004) have suggested in reaction to postmodernism, practically throwing
the baby out with the bath water. Nor is the inevitable consequence of any
postmodernist-critical response the adoption of positivism, that is a philosophy
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and methodology that recognizes observable phenomena to the exclusion of
the non-observable and theory.

I then take a track contrary to recent postmodernist thinking about creoliza-
tion, whether defined as a linguistic process, sociohistorical event, or even
“racial miscegenation” (see Stewart 2007b), but in full awareness of the colo-
nial heritage of pidgin and creole studies by examining the linguistic and social
conditions of their subject matter by established historical methods. This book
does so beyond a programmatic statement and theory with an explicit method-
ology distinct in two different, yet closely interrelated ways: It focuses on
a non-European and specifically Polynesian pidgin rather than on a medium
of European dominance and on its historical reconstruction by means of an
ethnohistory of speaking, i.e. philology and ethnohistory. Mostly ignored by
postmodernists, these methodological resources have not received any explicit
attention in recent discussions of the history, ethnography, and theory of cre-
olization (see, e.g., Stewart 2007a; Knörr 2010); however, they permit us to
avoid many of the very colonialist pitfalls in theory and methodology that
postmodernists have legitimately raised.

3.2 Call for an ethnohistory of speaking

For an alternative to the conceptual constraints and methodological limita-
tions of conventional European-focused history, I propose an ethnohistory of
speaking, which integrates language- and culture-specific (“emic”) categories
of analysis on a comparative sociocultural scale and with an explicitly relativis-
tic perspective, notwithstanding the colonial heritage of these data. If at first
sight such a statement seems contradictory, a reinterpretation of early colonial
records in language- and culture-specific terms is feasible precisely by drawing
on external contrastive standards available through complementary historical
resources through philology and ethnohistory in tandem.

Philology pursues the systematic restoration (reconstitution) of early attes-
tations by triangulation with contemporaneous or modern comparative linguis-
tic data, as developed in historical linguistics and extended to the study of
non-European languages with a substantial body of early documents such as
Algonquian linguistics (Goddard 1973: 731–740) as well as to pidgins and
creoles (Hancock 1977; Baker and Winer 1999). On the other hand, what most
Americanists know as ethnohistory and some other social scientists as historical
ethnography aims at compensating any ethnocentric bias of historical records
with their critical interpretation by ethnological criteria, which in the United
States emerged with a strong practical rather than theoretical bend from stud-
ies of frontier colonial North America and as part of land-claim litigation by
Native American communities, especially east of the Mississippi River, against
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the federal government due to the Indian Claims Act of 1946 (Axtell 2001;
Harkin 2010).

Whereas over the years ethnohistory has significantly contributed to Native
American studies, it is not identical with it, nor is it a history focused on indige-
nous peoples at large. No longer bound to its original roots, ethnohistory has
since extended to other culture areas, including the Pacific (see Dening 1980 and
Sahlins 1992 for exemplary case studies, and Howe 1984 for an ethnohistorical
survey), and has extended even to industrialized societies. Principles of ethno-
historical analysis have expanded too from conventional spheres of history and
ethnology (foremost subsistence, economy, and social-political organization in
culture contact, as favored by most early ethnohistorians) to other topics and
new resources such as symbolic aspects of culture and folklore (see Krech
1991 and Harkin 2010 for recent reviews). Remarkably, language did not come
to figure as a key issue until recently, and then did so only intermittently,
although Gregory Dening (1966: 34) had already drawn attention to “[t]he
innumerable vocabularies of early explorers and missionaries [as] practically
an untouched field” in the ethnohistory of Polynesia almost half a century ago.
What, therefore, has distinguished ethnohistory from Eurocentric history is its
focus on culture contact and sociocultural conflict, requiring explicit notions
of other societies, concepts of cultural relativism, and ethnological models of
crosscultural interactions. Unlike conventional historians, ethnohistorians have
been interested in the relations and exchanges between members of different
societies (Barber and Berdan 1998: 8–13; see Wolf 1982), thus offering a con-
venient sociohistorical framework for the study of not only language contact
in general, but also pidgins and creoles in particular.

Neither philology nor ethnohistory is novel per se. What is innovative here
is a concerted effort at a systematic integration of both approaches in a histori-
cal sociolinguistics termed the ethnohistory of speaking and its application to
language contact in the Pacific. To address “a gap between linguistics, sociol-
ogy (including social anthropology) and history,” Peter Burke and Roy Porter
(1987: 1) already edited a collection of essays entitled The Social History of
Language, drawing on historical documentation as primary sources of linguis-
tic information in place of synchronic field data. Alas, its contributions cover
only European historical-sociolinguistic themes except for the discussion of
the Treaty of Waitangi and its implications for oral culture and literacy in early
colonial New Zealand by Don F. McKenzie (1987). If textbooks of ethnohistory
provide any general measure of acceptance, linguistic topics have at best fig-
ured minimally in ethnohistorical discussions and have not addressed issues of
philological analysis per se (see Barber and Berdan 1998: 97–147; Axtell 2001:
46–75; and Galloway 2006: 175–244). According to a recent review, linguistic
anthropologists indeed have barely “rediscovered” philology (Monaghan 2011:
223–224) and must still establish an explicit connection to ethnohistory.
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Although not always identified as such, the ethnohistory of speaking has
recently begun defining some research of Native American contact languages,
foremost as per Michael Silverstein’s survey “Dynamics of Linguistic Contact”
(1996a, in circulation as a manuscript since the early 1970s), a follow-up
essay on “languages of encounter” (1996b), Sarah G. Thomason’s analysis of
Delaware Jargon (1983), and my own research of Mobilian Jargon (Drechsel
1983, 1996b, 1997, 2008). Analogous questions transpired in original studies
of Polynesian-based South Seas Jargon, Pidgin Māori, and Pidgin Hawaiian
(Clark 1977: 27–38; 1979: 24–35; 1990; Bickerton and Wilson 1987) as part
of regional MPP (Drechsel 1999); but in-depth philological-ethnohistorical
studies have still remained few and far between for the Pacific (Roberts 1995a;
Drechsel 2007a, forthcoming). Recently, the American Society of Ethnohistory
committed a special issue of Ethnohistory to the philological study of Nahuatl
as a quotidian tongue and lingua franca in New Spain (Schwaller 2012). What
distinguishes all these studies is not only a focus on language contact and
historically attested linguistic variations, but also a close attention to their
sociohistorical contexts of occurrence.

At first glance, we might not expect sociohistorical factors to figure signifi-
cantly in philological reconstitution, because an early historical document can
provide a detailed, unusually sophisticated linguistic description without much
understanding of the wider sociohistorical context, as has so often been the case
with pidgins and creoles. A prime example is Adelbert von Chamisso’s early
portrayal of “Hawaiian” with several interesting linguistic details, but devoid
of much understanding of its social context, which led to its misinterpretation
as vernacular Hawaiian rather than Pidgin Hawaiian (see the discussion pre-
ceding (20) in 5.4 below). In most instances, the restoration of early linguistic
attestations cannot, however, proceed in an extralinguistic vacuum; instead, it
regularly draws on their wider sociohistorical context by employing criteria
of modern cultural anthropology for its interpretation, specifically by raising
questions of who spoke – or did not speak – what languages, dialects, or other
varieties to whom, where, when, how, and in what other circumstances. The
analysis of philological information, then, relies on extralinguistic data in more
than just an anecdotal manner and even reaps significant clues on the identifica-
tion and restoration of the pidgin’s historical documentation, as the examination
of non-linguistic sociohistorical data can in turn benefit from linguistic analysis
in a give-and-take relationship.

For example, philological reconstitution and linguistic analysis permit us to
identify as unmistakable MPP four questions that the British fur trader James
Colnett submitted to Spanish colonists on behalf of his “Hawaiian” servant-
sailor Matatore (“Matutaray”), imprisoned in Mexico in 1790. The reconstitu-
tion of a short phrase, teni noni or tini noni for ‘small chief’, from Tahitian
would remain in doubt were it not for the Tahitian name of Matatore and
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historical documentation for Tahitians among the most active native voyagers
of the Pacific Islands in the early colonial period as far away as northwest-
ern North America (for details, see (10) in 4.6 below). In a second instance,
the British military surgeon John Savage recorded his Māori friend “of some
consequence,” Moehanga (“Moyhanger”), speaking in Pākehā Māori on their
voyage to England in 1805. His linguistic evidence confirms a close structural
and lexical relationship between Pākehā Māori and Pidgin Hawaiian, thus jus-
tifying the notion of a regional MPP; it also demonstrates the Pidgin’s use by
a Polynesian, and one of rank at that, on board a European ship and as far
away from New Zealand as England (for details, see (14) in 4.9 below). For
a third case, the American writer Herman Melville included multiple samples
of pidginized Polynesian in his semi-autobiographical novels Typee and Omoo
about his adventures on Nuku Hiva (Marquesas) and his subsequent visit to
Tahiti and neighboring Mo‘orea in 1842. By all internal and external indica-
tions, his linguistic attestations are genuine and even display r-coloring for low
central vowels of MPP. However, his recordings also exhibit a predominantly
Hawaiian-derived lexicon, which reveal that he picked up his samples from a
Hawaiian crew member on board a ship or possibly even during his visit to the
Hawaiian Islands after his encounters on the Marquesas and the Society Islands
(see Drechsel 2007a and (32) through (40) in 6.5 below).

Philosophically, such a historical sociolinguistics is in full accordance with
the holistic, if predominantly synchronic, ethnography of speaking (Gumperz
and Hymes 1972; Hymes 1974; and Saville-Troike 1982), and adds an explic-
itly diachronic perspective as inspired by Uriel Weinreich, William Labov,
and Marvin I. Herzog (1968) in their position paper on language variation
and change. The ethnohistory of speaking, then, focuses on language use and
function over time, that is language variation and change (including language
contact), as primary areas of research concern. Realistically, proponents of
ethnohistorical-philological research cannot hope to accumulate but an incom-
plete set of linguistic and extralinguistic data. As already argued by Silverstein
(1996a, 1996b) in his survey and historical study of Native American “lan-
guages of encounter” and as demonstrated in my own in-depth research of
Mobilian Jargon (Drechsel 1996b, 1997), ethnohistory, however, shows con-
siderable promise in the historical study of language contact by focusing on
changing interactions between speakers of two or more languages (or dialects).
Of special interest are compromise forms of speech emerging from “the trans-
ference of a linguistic form or rule from one person to another – more specifi-
cally, from one linguistic system to another” (Weinreich et al. 1968: 155). Such
linguistic acculturation need not be a one-way process, as this definition might
suggest. Rather, it often operates in both directions, may reveal multiple dimen-
sions with several alloglossic participants interacting with each other, and can
manifest itself in diverse but interrelated sociolinguistic phenomena, ranging
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from single loanwords, linguistic interference at all grammatical levels, and
areal features to pidginization, creolization and decreolization, bi- and mul-
tilingualism, linguistic divergence, language replacement and extinction. The
diversity of these interrelated phenomena indeed suggests that language con-
tact is more complex than frequently recognized by social scientists (including
historians) or linguists. Accordingly, we should also expect it to manifest itself
at the extralinguistic level in more diverse, extraordinary ways than simplistic
models of language contact suggest (Drechsel 1997: 40; Drechsel 2008).

3.3 Philology of pidgins and creoles: linguistic reconstitutions

Although philology still stands for historical linguistics and even for the com-
parative method (see Mühlhäusler 1997: 31–35), it bears an alternative con-
ception, followed here, in that it refers to the study of literary sources as
historical linguistic documents. Philology in this second sense receives atten-
tion in Peter Mühlhäusler’s Pidgin and Creole Linguistics (1997: 303–313)
as part of his chapter on “Pidgin and Creole Literature” notwithstanding its
frequently stereotypical characteristics. For a kind of discovery procedure in
philological research with pidgin and creoles, Mühlhäusler (1997: 313) argues
for five major considerations: (i) the significance of first-hand experience by
the writers with a pidgin or creole; (ii) the writers’ sensitivity to geographically
or socially different variants in their portrayal of “literary characters from dif-
ferent locations”; (iii) quantitative analyses of available data to help identify
potential inconsistencies; (iv) “criteria such as naturalness and implicational
order” to serve as guides to authenticity; and (v) “a common core description”
when a body of materials by distinct writers is available. Mühlhäusler does not
elaborate on these guidelines or how to implement them in actual philological
research – presumably, when most or all of his five criteria apply, he finds early
records to be quite reliable.

Among the few creolists to address questions of philology in any depth are
Philip Baker and Lise Winer (1999) in their essay “Separating the Wheat from
the Chaff; How Far Can We Rely on Old Pidgin and Creole Texts?” For Baker
and Winer (1999: 103), “the use of old texts in historical studies of Pidgins and
Creoles is not without its hazards. To mention but three, there are examples
of dialogue invented by people without first-hand experience of the language
concerned, of plagiarism, and of the language of one territory being attributed
to another.” The authors raise the problem of early observers having to “[use]
the publications of others in order to include samples of local speech or, worse,
either adapted such material or invented fictitious data in order to ‘salt’ their
text with examples thought likely to appeal to readers” (Baker and Winer 1999:
105). They also consider problems of possible mishearings or misinterpretations
and the limitations of early transcriptions, raising further questions about the
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accuracy and representative nature of such historical recordings (Baker and
Winer 1999: 104–105). These very concerns have similarly been on the mind
of the Māori scholar Mary Boyce (personal communication, 21 May 2009),
who argues that Europeans failed to recognize grammatical particles of Māori
in their early transcriptions and made it appear structurally simpler than it
really was. At variance, any such inadequacy in transcription not only was a
reflection of what Europeans failed to perceive, but in turn enhanced or even
led to linguistic reduction, including pidginization.

In response to descriptive deficiencies, Baker and Winer (1999: 104)
acknowledge length of residence as a key factor, with “the text of authors
who had lived in a territory for at least five years prior to publication merit[ing]
consideration on a par with insiders.” They distinguish information collected
by insiders for insiders from that collected by outsiders for outsiders, the latter
of which usually consists of shorter quotations (so as not to lose their read-
ers) and proves less reliable than insiders’ observations. To gain control of
historical attestations, Baker and Winer (1999: 105) recommend internal and
external checks, that is inspections for the internal consistency of any sufficient
samples among themselves as well as of “a newly found old text with earlier
and later ones from the same territory, looking both for features not evidenced
in the other texts and, conversely, for the absence of any features which occur
frequently in other texts” and for “the experience, competence, attitudes and
motivation of their authors” as external criteria. As the authors acknowledge,
however, texts with discrepancies are not necessarily fraudulent, as there may
be good reasons for variations such as regional or ethnic varieties. “Rather,
checking consistency helps to identify those features for which explanations
should be sought when making external checks” (Baker and Winer 1999: 105).
While relying on the observers’ length of stay as a measure of the accuracy
of their observations, Baker and Winer also recognize considerable variations
in individuals’ skills in recording foreign sounds and alternate grammatical
patterns.

What attracts creolists’ attention are not so much observations of awkward
sounds and bizarre words as descriptions of “less striking items – verbal par-
ticles, possessives, word order, articles, relativizers – which provide a more
reliable guide to an author’s competence as a reporter. Such items are more
difficult to hear and interpret accurately, much less to invent. The more of these
that are used consistently, the more reliable the text” (Baker and Winer 1999:
106). This argument does not fully apply to non-European pidgins, whose
analysis must inevitably address “awkward sounds and bizarre words,” as,
for instance, the highly marked lateral fricative [ł] and loanwords of Algon-
quian origins have provided important clues in the structural and historical
analysis of Muskogean-based Mobilian Jargon (Drechsel 1997: 62–67, 83–98,
158–159). The argument by Baker and Winer regarding linguistic descriptions
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nonetheless extends to the use of complex sentence constructions, whose occur-
rence in historical recordings suggests more experience, better competence,
and – by extension – higher reliability for their sources than simple text materi-
als only. Then again, Baker and Winer (1999: 112, 117) have some reservations
about “placing heavy reliance on lyrics as Creole data” because of the writer’s
likely imposition of external poetic standards on original accounts.

Early recordings do not necessarily prove of lower quality than recent ones,
including those by anthropologists and other professional social scientists,
as their worth depends on the observer’s “good ear.” To evaluate his or her
recordings, Baker and Winer (1999: 106) consider “the political or ideological
attitudes of an observer,” which can vary depending on whether he or she
is an insider. If ideological positions provide a measure of the attitudes and
motivation for the author’s writing and indirectly for its accuracy, they need
not lend any clues, however, about his or her skills in reporting linguistic
observations, which may still contain valuable information. Hence, we need
not reject outright accounts by observers with attitudes, prejudices, or dubious
objectives toward the native population. Beyond obviously biased opinions,
so-called “hostile witnesses” sometimes offer valuable sociolinguistic clues
and details, as illustrated by the British fur-trader James Colnett, who exhibited
outright prejudices toward Pacific Islanders but left a set of prime philological
data (see (10) in 4.6 below). Conversely, a contemporary of Colnett’s with
empathy for native peoples, the Spanish captain Esteban José Martı́nez, proves
a less satisfactory historical source for sociolinguistic information than his
British counterpart (see (9) in 4.6). These facts then require a careful evaluation
of each document in its own terms.

Baker and Winer remain more skeptical about accepting linguistic observa-
tions by outsiders, although they do not promote a blanket condemnation of
such data. That condition would presumably apply especially to pidgins, whose
European speakers usually remained outsiders, as was also the case for most
examples cited in the present book. “Limited experience of the local vernacular
and a readership largely without knowledge of the latter may sometimes have
led them to invent data in support of their views” (Baker and Winer 1999: 107).
For this reason, “data from those definitely known to have visited the territory
whose speech they purport to represent must necessarily be preferred to those
of authors whose first-hand experience of the territory remains to be confirmed”
(Baker and Winer 1999: 108).

The exclusive reliance on archival resources reveals two other immediate and
interrelated constraints on methodology for the study of historically attested
pidgins and creoles such as MPP. On the one hand, we must address the problem
of an incomplete body of data; on the other hand, even the qualitatively best
historical attestations do not usually meet the standards of modern linguistic
transcriptions, and reflect additional descriptive-analytical shortcomings. Like
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other non-European pidgins, MPP was only of incidental interest to colonial
observers, most of whom had no more than a purely utilitarian concern for it,
even when they mistook it for a local vernacular. While accepting the Pidgin as
the prime medium in interactions with Pacific Islanders of eastern Polynesia,
colonists did not shy away from relying on interpreters (often using MPP in
their own translations), and expected the Pidgin shortly to decline in favor of a
European language, especially English, after European or American takeover.
Few observers developed sufficient awareness of or sensitivity to the socio-
linguistic complexities, much less any adequate conceptualization, to make
further inquiries. Following the standards recommended by Baker and Winer,
most attestations below were by outsiders for outsiders, which puts a serious
restriction on their authenticity and quality as historical data – to such an extent
that we might consider dismissing them altogether.

At first sight, a better source of information would be accounts documented
by Polynesians and other Pacific Islanders for their own insider consumption.
Wherever possible, historical research of non-European pidgins indeed should
preferably draw on native sources such as observations by Pacific Island nav-
igators, negotiators, and interpreters who accompanied European explorers or
on reports by Polynesian missionaries of Christian denominations; but such are
far and few for MPP, and they raise some methodological problems of their own
that Baker and Winer did not address. For one, those few Pacific Islanders who
recorded their experiences in writing were usually students of Christian mis-
sionaries, and the apparent eagerness with which they had reportedly adopted
Christianity and, with it, the missionaries’ views about native languages should
caution us against adopting their observations uncritically. A striking instance
is the record by a Rarotongan missionary named Ta‘unga (1968), which has
failed the expectation of an insider’s information for reasons of inconsistency
and meagerness, quite possibly because of his role as a Christian catechist.1

Even when written accounts originated from Pacific Islanders who were not
missionaries, they often were notably silent about the topic of language contact

1 As one among several Polynesian missionaries, Ta‘unga did frontline evangelizing among Pacific
Islanders in the early 1840s before European or American proselytizers would take over. He
reportedly learned other Polynesian languages (including Tahitian and Samoan) as well as a few
languages of New Caledonia and neighboring islands (Ta‘unga 1968: xvii, 8, 31, 41, 43, 44, 60,
62, 71, 82, 116, 146); however, he knew little or no English (Ta‘unga 1968: xvii, 146), which
appears indicative of the sociolinguistic situation of the southern Pacific at the time. This fact
immediately renders suspect a contrary observation by him: “The people of this island [Rotuma,
north of the Fiji] have an extensive knowledge of the English language” (Ta‘unga 1968: 20).
In making such a claim, Ta‘unga could hardly have relied on his own experience, but drew on
somebody else’s, which then raises questions of interpretation again. Similarly revealing is his
observation that the Rotumans would not listen to Samoan missionaries (Ta‘unga 1968: 20),
with whom he had no difficulty interacting in their own language. In the end, Ta‘unga’s record
proves disappointing in not providing the kind of historical sociolinguistic information that one
might expect from a native witness of the period.
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or how members of alloglossic groups interacted with them. For example,
two Native Hawaiian sailors, Charles Edward Kealoha and J. Polapola, gave no
indications for a Polynesian-based pidgin in their narrative of an Arctic whaling
disaster in 1876 or the massacre of Iñupiaq Inuit (Eskimo) in 1877, although
their crews included other Hawaiians, two or three Tahitians, and two Siberian
natives and were otherwise multiethnic and multilingual (Lebo 2006: 101,
102, 114, 115, 120), presumably lending a perfect sociolinguistic environment
for MPP. For another fundamental problem, we can reasonably expect any
documentation of MPP by Polynesian observers to reflect potential effects of
hypercorrections toward their own standards, as may have been the case for
attestations by Jacobus Boelen and John Slade (see (26) and (27) in 5.9 and 5.11
below). The question then arises as to the extent to which native records of MPP
were representative of actual samples of speech. Under these circumstances,
one might perhaps wish for a historical documentation of the Pidgin by non-
Polynesian Pacific Islanders, exemplified best by Kadu, a resident of Ratak in
the Marshall Islands and originally a native of Woleai Atoll, Western Carolines
(see (20) in 5.4 below). He provides an insider’s perspective without becoming
subject to hypercorrectional pressures of native target languages.

Conversely, the interpretation of identifiable samples of European-based
pidgins and creoles evokes the problem of their potential translation into their
target languages. Whereas the author of a document with attestations in a
non-European pidgin may indeed shorten quotations, for fear of otherwise
losing his or her audience (as already suggested by Baker and Winer), shorter
quotations need not reflect lack of competence, if Herman Melville’s semi-
autobiographical novels of the Pacific, Typee of 1846 and Omoo of 1847, are
any indication. His first novel included substantially more and longer samples
of MPP than the second, in which the author apparently replaced the indigenous
pidgin with Pidgin English for the sake of easier intelligibility to the reader
and perhaps for greater marketability (Drechsel 2007a, 2007b; see (32) to
(40) in 6.5 below). By internal evidence, Richard H. Dana, too, had used text
translated from Hawaiian or Pidgin Hawaiian into Pidgin English to make
his popular semi-fictional, autobiographical novel, Two Years Before the Mast
(1911 [1840]), more accessible to readers (see the discussion accompanying
(29) in 6.2 below). Dana may in fact have provided a model for authors of the
period, including Melville.

Following early attestations, indigenous people often responded in a Euro-
pean language, whether standard or reduced, and did so in direct contradiction
to sociolinguistic observations, often within the same paragraph, about their
deficient skills in speaking the visitors’ languages. Such renditions of native
speech in European languages therefore cannot count as actual records and
may not even be accurate, close translations because of intermittent errors and
reinterpretations. By no means were such translations unique to MPP; they
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extended to other contact languages and recall a revealing quote by W. Gilmore
Simms (1856: 391), American poet, novelist, and historian of the Antebellum
era:

We have endeavoured to put into the [American] Indian-English, as more suitable to
the subject, and more accessible to the reader, that dialogue which was spoken in the
most musical Catawba [a Native American language of the piedmont Carolinas related
to Proto-Siouan, or a contact medium based on Catawba].

In other words, many early attestations of Pidgin English in the Pacific (just
like those of Pidgin English among Native Americans of North America and
probably elsewhere) indicate a skewed sociolinguistic picture with an overem-
phasis on what English speakers interpreted native people as saying rather than
actually heard them say in contact with Europeans or Americans. In short,
historical records draw excessively on translations or the substitution of Pidgin
English or English for native speech, sometimes misnamed “transliteration”
(Drechsel 1997: 50), for communicative or poetic purposes.

In philological research, poetic license by early observers appears not only
in the form of translations, but also in the closely related phenomenon of ren-
dering strange speech forms in a more-European-like fashion, that is so-called
Europhile–Europhone hypercorrections – an issue that surprisingly has escaped
Baker and Winer (1999) altogether. For reasons of intelligibility, historical
translations have often rendered actual attestations by speakers of European-
based pidgins and creoles more standard-like than they had been in reality (see,
e.g., Keesing 1988: 32–33, 41; Crowley 1990: 33–45). These distortions have
comprised major problems of interpretation that did not apply to Europeans’
recordings of indigenous speech, however inadequate, for a common lack of
information about the target languages. The phenomena of translations and
hypercorrections in language contact relate directly to what Derek Bickerton
(2008: 213–214) has since described as cultural blinders.

Historical creolists should then remain alert about and identify any such his-
torical misrepresentations, as is possible through the ethnohistory of speaking,
that is by examining internal and comparative evidence for inconsistencies as
to who spoke – or rather did not speak – what variety of language to whom
under what particular sociohistorical circumstances. Repeatedly, we find his-
torical sources with samples of European languages by indigenous peoples,
whether in reduced or standard form, to include assurances by their authors
that these indigenous peoples actually spoke hardly a single word of such a
European language. Many of these statements prove more convincing than the
accompanying texts in English, identifiable as translations by their overly for-
mal patterns that make native people reportedly ignorant of that language speak
like a pretentious academic, as illustrated by Richard A. Cruise throughout his
Journal of a Ten Months’ Residence in New Zealand of 1824 (see 5.3 below).
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Acknowledgment of a translated, hypercorrected, or selected text in terms of
Pidgin English still tells us little about earlier sociolinguistic situations, much
less about a preceding non-European pidgin. Historical data distorted by poetic
license usually remain lost permanently because of replacement and prove a
serious problem, especially for the study of non-European pidgins. Whereas
careful philological reconstitution can often correct errors in transcription or
analysis by contrastive analysis, there is no comparable resource available for
translated, hypercorrected, or selected texts in terms of Pidgin English by simply
comparing early attestations with modern recordings. Such an approach can do
no more than a priori confirm with reasonable certainty that such a European-
based variety came into existence at one point or another in colonial times; it
leaves us in the dark as to potentially other, coexistent or preceding, contact
media, especially non-European ones.

At issue, then, is not the fact that over time native peoples adopted European-
based pidgins and creoles or eventually European languages; they did obviously
do so, if more recently and at a slower rate than originally suspected, as has
already become evident for the Hawaiian Islands (Bickerton and Wilson 1987:
68–72; Roberts 1995a: 27–45) and as Darrell T. Tryon and Jean-Michel Char-
pentier (2004: 155, fn. 38, 168, 173–298) have also recognized for the South
Pacific. Rather, the question is when. It is a stark reminder not only of unjus-
tified presentistic projections from current or recent historical circumstances
into early colonial times but also of the need for longitudinal research with an
alternative, broadly conceived sociolinguistic approach and for judiciousness
in analyzing what may well be little more than dubious renditions of original
native texts in a European language (Drechsel 1997: 23–28).

Still, there is a good reason for accepting observations by Europeans and
other outsiders on MPP and other non-European pidgins as fairly unadulterated
documentation on grounds of their linguistic naı̈veté, including their cultural
blinders: In early contact, Europeans and other outsiders usually had no models
by which to hypercorrect their samples except their own languages. If the new-
comers to the Pacific exhibited a lack of interest in MPP, their indifferences had
to do not so much with its “non-standard” status in relation to the complemen-
tary vernacular as with their apathy towards, if not outright prejudice against,
anything of and by Pacific Islanders. This observation means specifically that
Europeans and Americans could not change their recordings to some standard
indigenous vernacular, unless they eventually learned it (as would be the case
with Christian missionaries in later colonial periods). Accordingly, when these
newcomers to the Pacific did record MPP, they documented it as accurately
as they could under the circumstances. This sociolinguistic fact distinguishes
much historical research on non-European pidgins fundamentally and in posi-
tive ways from that on European-based ones, regularly plagued by problems of
hypercorrected recordings and translations (see Drechsel 1997: 23–28, 35–36).
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Ironically, this very linguistic inexperience by European and other outsiders
about Polynesian and other Pacific languages guarantees sufficient objectivity
to their recordings of MPP, as Bickerton (2008: 213) recognizes:

How far can we trust such citations, given that untrained observers with cultural blinkers
are recording from memory whatever they thought they heard?

The answer is, quite a long way. Without a tape recorder, naı̈ve observers, people with
no preformed ideas about language, are at least as likely to give you what was actually
said as people who have been trained in what to expect. Impressionistic spelling seldom
leaves doubts about what the sounds were. But the best testimony comes from sheer
bulk.

If citations mutually support and reinforce one another, if they are consistent with
one another in their sounds, words, grammatical (or ungrammatical) structures, then
you can be pretty sure they are accurate. Some will surely be faked for comic effect, but
these will stand out from the rest. And there’s no way you could have a conspiracy of
hundreds of strangers spread out over more than a century.

When it comes to non-European pidgins, most observers simply did not know
any better than to report what they heard, however limited their descriptive
resources were.

What Bickerton raises for Pidgin Hawaiian above applied also to the original
linguistic situation for MPP at large, except that present research has since
shown the Pidgin to be older and more stable than Bickerton expected and
most of his data refer to a fairly recent period when some relexification with
English had already begun (see 7.4 below). Indeed, early attestations of MPP
show no comparable linguistic variation with influences from English or other
European languages but consist mostly of attestations of a reduced Polynesian
by Europeans or Americans, accompanied by infrequent, usually vague and
often contradictory statements on Pidgin English or other reduced forms of
European languages. European records that reveal a predominance of non-
European features should, therefore, be most dependable and of special interest
to creolists.

By the same reasoning, the best historical sources about Pidgin English in
the Pacific would conversely derive from accounts written by Pacific Islanders
in their native languages and including incidental attestations of Europeans’
speech; but such may not be easy to find, notwithstanding the widespread
literacy of Hawaiians in the late nineteenth century, and may require an even
greater research effort than the current one on MPP. In full consistency with
my arguments about translations and hypercorrections above, many attestations
by Europeans or Americans on the use of European languages are probably
suspect as little more than cultural blinders. These arguments then flip over
what creolists originally projected to find in historical records of European
and non-European pidgins, and compensate for several of the methodological
shortcomings of historical research on MPP mentioned earlier.
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The data of this non-European pidgin may be limited in quantity in compar-
ison to what might be available through field research, if it were still possible.
However, on closer inspection, their historical attestations prove of surprisingly
high quality within the period’s constraints of linguistic description and anal-
ysis – a fact that also warrants the comparatively high investment in historical
research, including the search for attestations and their philological reconsti-
tution. In some instances, historical-sociolinguistic research can even draw on
literary sources, as illustrated by Melville’s two major semi-autobiographical
novels of the Pacific, Typee of 1846 and Omoo of 1847 (Melville 1968a, 1968b).
These novels parade multiple examples of MPP, which, in spite of their Anglo-
phone spellings, prove to be remarkably consistent in comparison with other
historical evidence, including comparative data from Polynesian source lan-
guages such as Hawaiian, Marquesan, and Tahitian. Melville’s recordings also
deserve recognition for their accuracy on the basis of their internal consistency
and overall structural complexity (Drechsel 2007a; for further discussion, see
(32) through (40) in 6.5 below). These facts not only render literary data of
potential interest, as Baker and Winer (1999: 105–106) already argued, but also
match the experience by Bickerton and Wilson (1987: 64) with attestations of
Pidgin Hawaiian in the historical novel Kaluaikoolau by Kahikina Kelekona of
1906.

Still, the fact that MPP is no longer accessible by field research, except
perhaps for Parau Tinitō, puts major constraints on its research. Significantly,
it is now impossible to verify any reconstitutions by means of any independent,
area-wide body of field-generated data, serving as a control mechanism for
the description and analysis of historical attestations. Moreover, the fact that
historical recordings approach standards of modern linguistic transcription
(rather than matching them) elicits questions about the extent to which they can
serve as potential guidelines for historical reconstitutions and may even raise
concerns about the accuracy and validity of other historical attestations. The
study of MPP, then, differs even from that of my earlier research on Mobilian
Jargon, which survived into the mid-twentieth century for good sociohistorical
reasons and still permitted field research, offering current parameters for the
interpretation of historical attestations and their independent confirmation (see
Drechsel 1997: 41–47, 244–249, 257–273). For MPP, comparative standards
must instead derive from their prime source languages such as Tahitian, Māori,
Hawaiian, and Marquesan and by linguistic triangulation – without admitting
hypercorrections through the back door by interpreting the Pidgin as “corrupt”
Polynesian rather than on its own grammatical terms.

Can we thus recover sufficient data of satisfactory, even representative, qual-
ity to permit an unquestionable identification of MPP in contrast to Polynesian
vernaculars, which may reveal its basic grammatical patterns and permit the
compilation of a vocabulary? As recognized by Bickerton (2008: 213), Roberts
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(1995a: 46), and others, the answer to the question of a reliable database is
in the numbers and diversity of historical sources. The more attestations we
can accumulate for MPP from many different sources, the more of a body of
comparative data with grammatical patterns, linguistic variations, and socio-
historical usages will expectedly emerge, countering any doubts of accidental,
idiolectal occurrences or even potentially fabricated records.

Any such data can further address the specific questions of whether and
how we can distinguish any systemic documentation of MPP from inciden-
tal, individual attempts at learning Tahitian, Māori, Marquesan, or Hawaiian
as second languages, a process that, notwithstanding some differences, shares
some features with pidginization (see 2.2 above). The answer lies again in a
substantive body of comparative data to include attestations by speakers of
Polynesian languages such as the Māori Moehanga in (14) in 4.9 below as
the best evidence for the social nature of the Pidgin in contrast to individual-
istic interpretations. These examples exhibit grammatical reductions that are
characteristic of pidginization and distinctive of MPP, but that we would not
likely find in the speech of a Polynesian learning another Polynesian language,
especially a closely related one.2 This observation does not imply that all his-
torical evidence of MPP must necessarily consist of historical attestations by
Polynesian speakers, but rather that such evidence takes on a special role by
offering guidelines in the interpretation of other documentation. As already
recognized by Baker and Winer (1999: 105), these basic principles should not
mislead us into ignoring possible historical attestations with divergent patterns,
which may in fact reveal significant variations from alleged standards or pro-
vide other sociolinguistic clues about the data (such as reflections of substrate
or superstrate interference).

3.4 Ethnohistory of pidgins and creoles: sociohistorical
reinterpretations

The examination of broader sociohistorical contexts for pidgins and creoles
draws on the ethnography of speaking reinterpreted in explicitly historical
terms, namely, who spoke – or did not speak – what to whom, where, when,
how, and under what particular sociohistorical circumstances. For an analytical
agenda, any ethnohistorical analysis of documentary data on language variation,
use, and change can expediently apply the mnemonic acronym SPEAKING cre-
ated by Dell Hymes (1974: 53–62): Situation (setting and scene), Participants

2 While characteristically associating Pidgin Hawaiian with non-Polynesians, Hawaiian newspa-
pers of the nineteenth century published letters in Marquesan and poems in Tahitian, suggesting
Hawaiians’ widespread familiarity with these and probably other Eastern Polynesian languages
without grammatical reduction (William H. Wilson, personal communication, 29 April 2012).
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(speaker, sender, or addressor; addressee, hearer, or receiver; and audience at
large), Ends (purposes/outcomes and purposes/goals), Act sequences (or the
message form and content), Key (“tone, manner, or spirit” of the speech act),
Instrumentalities (channel and forms of speech), Norms (norms of interaction
and interpretation), and Genres (or kinds of speech act or event).3

These key elements convert specifically to the following questions for an
ethnohistory of speaking:
� Situation: In what temporal-spatial setting or broader sociocultural scenes

did linguistic exchanges occur? – Current ethnographic findings about non-
European pidgins would caution against any narrow conception of the socio-
cultural contexts of language use, suggesting various extraordinary milieus
for their use.

� Participants: Who were the speakers, the addressees, other participants, and
the wider audience? How did these other parties answer? – Different members
of a speech community likely assumed quite different sociolinguistic roles,
which also implied responses in a format quite different from that used by
the initiating speaker.

� Ends: What did the participants achieve or hope to achieve with their speech
acts? Were there broader sociocultural functions beyond those of commu-
nication? – Possible alternative options include expressive functions, phatic
communion, deliberate confusion, and sociocultural buffering, among others.

� Act sequences: What were the overall discourse patterns of historical attes-
tations? – We expect historical documentation to be meager for this aspect
of speech acts, but should remain on the lookout for exceptions providing
relevant clues.

� Key: In what “mood” did participants speak, in a playful or still another
manner? – Careful reviews of ethnohistorical documentation might disclose
some surprises in this regard.

� Instrumentalities: Did speakers employ casual or formal registers? How
did these channels or other forms of speech relate to competing linguistic
resources?

� Norms: What norms of interaction and interpretation did observers express
about their or others’ languages? How did these opinions reflect on the
actual linguistic attestations? What other social conventions did members

3 In a recent review of linguistic anthropology, Leila Monaghan (2011: 229) substituted HIS-
TORY for Hymes’ mnemonic acronym, with the individual letters standing for “general History,
Individual histories, all aspects of the Speech event, the Transformations that take place, the
social Organizations framed and constructed by these events, the inherent Repetitions of commu-
nicative forms, and the Yearnings of the people involved, the ideological aims of the participants.”
Most of Monaghan’s distinctions, however, prove too vague to offer any useful operational or
conceptual guidelines for a historical-sociolinguistic analysis, which makes Hymes’ original
categories preferable for historical analysis.
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of a speech community observe or express? – A community can reveal
multiple, divergent, and even mutually incongruous standards about its lin-
guistic resources. Often, an author’s opinions about certain languages and
their speakers do not bear out in actual historical records, as illustrated by
repeated European observations about Pacific Islanders lacking any knowl-
edge of English, but then citing them in Pidgin or even standard English in
evident contradiction.

� Genres: What linguistic varieties and media (including keys, channels, and
styles) did members of a speech community employ? How did these linguis-
tic options vary or change in relation to others over time? What were the
social and political ramifications of these linguistic variations and changes? –
Multilingual communities have in fact maintained a broad range of verbal
and non-verbal alternatives. Counter to widespread assumptions among his-
torians, social scientists, and even some linguists, native peoples often had
alternative communicative choices, among which European languages ini-
tially did not prove serious challenges to native languages.

These questions offer a comprehensive, inclusive outline for the analysis of doc-
umentary data on language variation, use, and change, specifically on linking
linguistic with extralinguistic information, and must even take into considera-
tion so-called non-events, although the latter have historically been difficult to
document (Fogelson 1989).

Any ethnohistory of speaking likely cannot answer all of the above questions
or answer them in full detail; by necessity, the analysis of the extralinguistic
domains also remains more diffuse than the philological analysis in what is
usually a suggestive, if not leading, role. Still, the goal should remain a com-
prehensive historical-sociolinguistic assessment of language variation, use, and
change as part of an encompassing sociohistorical process rather than as a static
entity.

3.5 Identification and interpretation of historical-sociolinguistic data

Before long, the discussion of historical data must come to terms with ques-
tions of their identification and interpretation in historical documentation. As
with the research of other pidgins and especially non-European instances, a
prime concern of historical research has been their recognition as such, for
historical documents do not usually identify MPP by this or some other single
designation. In place of a specific name, historical documents refer to MPP
without any explicit mention or else employ the names of Polynesian ver-
naculars. What then suggests an unquestionable ambiguity, if not an outright
confusion, by historical observers about local sociolinguistic circumstances can
be resolved solely by linguistic, especially morphosyntactic, data that contrast
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with those of related vernaculars, thus leaving no doubt about the identity of any
varieties.

As pointed out by Mühlhäusler (1997: 14–15), speakers of pidgins have
regularly been oblivious of the fact that they used such contact media, but
have instead maintained – and have often been led to believe – that they spoke
standard vernaculars. If they have been at all conscious of any linguistic differ-
ences between a pidgin and its source languages, they have rarely admitted their
understanding, especially to outsiders, and have willy-nilly avoided a separate
name of identification for it. These sociolinguistic circumstances apparently
applied to most European and American speakers of MPP. Aware of negative
connotations, speakers often introduced new, descriptive names for pidgins;
but such, apparently, was not the case for MPP on any regional scale. We can,
moreover, find pidgin speakers across great distances, as in the case of Mata-
tore in Mexico and Moehanga in London (see (9), (10), and (14) in 4.6 and
4.9 below) – a fact that requires the examination of an extraordinarily broad
range of documentation. Finally, pidgins “can change their lexical affiliation
by relexification” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 15, 211–221), for which there are some
indications in attestations of Pacific Pidgin English in the later part of the nine-
teenth century (Drechsel 2007b; see 7.4 below). A prime challenge of historical
research on non-European contact languages, then, is to sort out the sociolin-
guistic intricacies of these phenomena in historical documentation by virtue of
actual linguistic and extralinguistic evidence.

Earlier research on MPP, in particular in the form of Pidgin Hawaiian, has
suggested the following characteristic linguistic features (Bickerton and Wilson
1987: 65; Roberts 1995a: 6–9; 1995b: 111–119; 2003; 2005: 111–113; 2013;
see Drechsel 1999: 88 and 2007a: 234–235):
� essentially a Polynesian phonology, which exhibited characteristic variations

of Polynesian languages (such as ‘� k, k � t, and v � w), but which as
a second language might also reflect some speakers’ lack of awareness
for Polynesian linguistic distinctions (such as the glottal stop and vowel
lengthening)

� a largely Polynesian-based vocabulary,
� drawing principally from the lexica of Hawaiian, Tahitian, Māori, Mar-

quesan, and possibly other Polynesian languages with only a few non-
Polynesian loans

� relying on reduplication to indicate mass or plurality, repetition or contin-
uation, or intensity, on a larger scale than its Polynesian source languages
(such as nuinui ‘much, very’, hanahana ‘to work, to do’, and panipani
‘to have sexual relations’)

� reflecting major shifts or expansions of meaning as evident, e.g., in
namunamu ‘to speak’ (< Hawaiian namunamu ‘to grumble, to com-
plain, to mumble, to babble’) and pi mai or pi‘i mai ‘to come, to bring’
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(< Hawaiian pi‘i ‘to go inland or overland, to go or walk up, to climb’ +
mai directional particle indicating direction towards speaker)4

� embracing select “loanwords” from languages other than Polynesian such
as kaukau ‘to eat, food’ (< Chinese Pidgin English chowchow), pihi ‘fish’
(< English fish), pikinini ‘small’ (< Portuguese pequenino ‘child’), and
sabe ‘to know’ (< Portuguese saber)

� morphological reduction, omitting grammatical markers of case and parti-
cles of location, direction, number, tense-aspect, the passive, the inclusive–
exclusive distinction, etc. except the all-purpose preposition ma for both the
locative and ablative cases, but including:
� a zero copula for identification, attribution, possession, location, and

existence
� stative/patientive intransitive verbs (or what at first sight appear as adjec-

tives) in postnominal position and zero-marked clause embedding or
clausal juxtaposition

� agentive intransitive and transitive verbs
� the preverbal negative ‘a‘ole as generalized negative in sentence-initial

position
� markers of tense-modality-aspect such as mamua as a past-tense adverb,

mamuli or mahope as future-tense adverbs, and temporal phrases includ-
ing manawa ‘time’ besides iteration by reduplication

� modals such as hiki for ability, kuleana for permission, makemake for
desire, no for probability or certainty, paha for possibility or uncertainty,
and pono for necessity or obligation

� invariant pronouns reduced from the fairly complex pronominal system of
Hawaiian and operating also as possessive pronouns in juxtaposition:

singular plural

1st person exclusive wau/au mākou

1st person inclusive – kākou

2nd person ‘oe ‘oukou

3rd person iāia lākou

� occasional use of the indefinite articles akahi ‘one’ (numeral) and kekahi
‘some’, the definite articles ka and ke foremost in locative phrases, as well
as the proximal demonstrative kēia ‘this’ and the distal demonstrative kēlā
‘that’, also used as definite article

4 Wilson (personal communication, 24 July 2012) has since suggested a rendition of pi mai or pi‘i
mai by Hawaiians as pı̄mai without a glottal stop by virtue of its spelling in Pidgin Hawaiian
quotations and its lexicalization comparable to other characteristic Pidgin words.
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� pluralization not only with kekahi ‘some’, but also with quantifiers such
as nuinui, the latter of which Wilson (personal communication, 29 April
2012) considers as characteristic of the Pidgin, not used by Hawaiians
among themselves

� a limited number of directionals such as aku ‘away’, mai ‘hither’, malalo
‘down’, and maluna ‘up’

� a reduced set of interrogatives, including he aha ‘What? etc.’, mahea
‘Where?’, mai hea ‘From where?’, ‘o wai ‘Who?’, and widespread pehea
‘How? Why? What?’

� mostly single clauses with an analytic sentence pattern and little grammatical
subordination, including:
� a Polynesian word order for the postnominal position of adjectives and

zero-marked clause embedding, but a distinctive SVO word order in con-
trast to Hawaiian and other Polynesian languages with their characteristic
VSO pattern

� ditransitive clauses, serial-like constructions for direction or successful
perception, zero subjects for a discourse antecedent, and clefting con-
structions for subjects and objects.

These features suggest similar patterns for MPP at large, although with a greater
prominence of Eastern Polynesian features other than Hawaiian and probably
with a greater range of linguistic variation because of its larger geographic-
social distribution.

Linguistic characteristics of Pidgin Hawaiian also raise the question of
whether there are grammatical or other linguistic traits by which we can easily
identify the Pidgin in historical records. Bickerton and Wilson (1987: 65) as
well as Sarah J. Roberts (1995a: 8) proposed various lexical items as character-
istic of the Pidgin. However, as we would expect from any pidgin and as Roberts
(1995a: 13, Table 2) illustrates, word lists of Pidgin Hawaiian exhibit consider-
able lexical variation in contrast to their vernacular counterparts, and in the end
prove to be unsatisfactory diagnostic devices. Recognition of lexical variation
in MPP suggests no fewer than three options of interpretation for such historical
data: (i) a continuum from Pidgin Hawaiian to vernacular Hawaiian (Bickerton
and Wilson 1987: 65); (ii) two intermingled sets of data with one consisting of
Pidgin Hawaiian and the other of vernacular Hawaiian, impossible to sort out
except for items clearly marked by syntactic or sociolinguistic indices; and (iii)
even a list of vernacular Hawaiian with intermittent borrowings from Pidgin
Hawaiian, as perhaps indicated by the occurrence of increased reduplications
in the vernacular. On the other hand, we should expect pidgin and vernacular
vocabularies to overlap in their lexical inventories to a greater or lesser extent,
owing largely to the fact that Pidgin speakers drew on their lexically related
vernaculars as primary resources for their pidgin vocabularies. Common lexica
thus would further cloud any distinction between a vernacular and a pidgin
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based on it, if lexical items were the only diagnostic for distinguishing the two
varieties.

A better but by no means fail-safe method of identifying MPP is its reduced
syntactic pattern in contrast to the more complex morphology of the vernaculars
and its characteristic SVO word order versus verb-initial sentence patterns of
many Pacific languages, especially those of the Polynesian Triangle. Nonethe-
less, this contrast still holds some methodological limitations. On the one
hand, Terry Crowley (2008) reminds us that Pacific pidgins and creoles exhibit
inflectional and derivational morphology, including internal developments, zero
derivation, compounding, reduplication, even clitics, morphological reanalysis,
and allomorphic variation. On the other hand, Polynesian languages are typo-
logically not overly synthetic. For identification, they do not show sharp mor-
phosyntactic differences from any pidgins based on them – unlike polysynthetic
native languages (such as Salishan and Wakashan languages of northwestern
North America or Algonquian languages of eastern and central North America)
in contrast to pidgins based on them (such as Chinook Jargon, Delaware Jargon,
and other Algonquian-based contact media).

Moreover, if SVO immediately brings to mind the influence of Euro-
pean languages in language contact, it need not do so, for this word order
occurs also in Polynesian languages in focused constructions and in some
Oceanic languages as basic word order (Lynch 1998: 152–159). Thus, we
can hardly explain SVO in MPP as reflecting any more superstrate influences
from European than substrate features of Polynesian or perhaps still other
Pacific languages – a fact that would actually favor an explanation of linguis-
tic convergence in terms of universals (see Keesing 1988: 105–111, 130–131;
Mühlhäusler 1997: 108–112). Grammatical parallels to European languages
ultimately remained superficial, as Roger M. Keesing (1988: 77–132) already
argued for Melanesian Pidgin or Tok Pisin; they similarly cannot hide the fact
that MPP revealed other distinct Polynesian structures. Nor should we over-
look the finding that through much of its history MPP was distinct from Pidgin
English or any other European-based pidgin of the Pacific, even if, with the
growing influence of European and American powers in the Pacific by the
mid-nineteenth century, the former ultimately blended and transformed into
the latter linguistically. Instead, we should expect varieties of MPP to reveal
some deviation from the above vernaculars, not only in their lexicon and their
phonology, but possibly also in their morphology and syntax, reflecting sec-
ondary substrate or superstrate influences from the speakers’ first and second
languages.

These structural considerations therefore favor a historical analysis based
principally on constructions longer than two or three words. Counter to expec-
tation, longer historical attestations have proved structurally more stable and
uniform than shorter ones other than in a few extraordinary exceptions, to
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be duly discussed below (see (15), (26), and (27) in Chapter 5). Not only do
short Pidgin phrases exhibit insufficient structural contrast with their vernac-
ular forms, morphologically already fairly transparent, but they also reveal
little, if any, internal grammatical hierarchy necessary for grammatical anal-
ysis. Short utterances therefore receive further attention below only if they
are part of other, longer texts or linguistic paradigms clearly identifiable as
Pidgin by extralinguistic clues. The same methodological restrictions apply to
the selection of lexical entries for inclusion in the accompanying vocabulary
(Drechsel 2014). Such a conservative approach explicitly excludes word lists
and vocabularies without syntactic or sociolinguistic corroboration, even when
there may actually be other good indications for suspecting them to be MPP
rather than their vernacular Polynesian counterparts. Isolated words or vocab-
ularies without accompanying morphological or other relevant grammatical
clues (such as information on the distinctive word order) or without distinctive
extralinguistic information on use would only leave unanswered any nagging
question as to whether they represent a Polynesian vernacular, the pidgin based
on it, or possibly even a combination of both.

These considerations render the identification of MPP in historical docu-
ments rather challenging and suggest the need for considering multiple fea-
tures, including extralinguistic factors. For a sociohistorical context, Richard
R. Day (1987) already suggested an obvious nautical milieu by calling Pidgin
Hawaiian “Hawaiian Maritime Pidgin.” However, in spite of the fact that many
crews included Hawaiian and other Polynesian sailors, he apparently did not
recognize European or American ships per se as a significant sociolinguistic
context for the use of Hawaiian Maritime Pidgin alias MPP. Similarly, David
A. Chappell, in his history of Pacific Islanders sailing on European and Ameri-
can ships entitled Double Ghosts, still prefers to think of their main medium in
contact with newcomers as some kind of Pidgin English, although several of his
sources actually provide strong clues to a form of pidginized Polynesian (see
Chappell 1997: 27, 44, 51, 54, 61–62, 64, 65, 69, 103, 131, 149, 164, 169, 173;
for further discussion of the issue, see Drechsel 2007b). Remarkably, Roberts
(1995a; 2005: 51–128; 2013), too, has paid little attention to the interactions
of Pacific Islanders on board European or American ships.

In reality, MPP served in various sociohistorical contexts of a maritime and
eventually non-maritime nature (Clark 1977, 1979; Roberts 1995a: 9–31; and
Siegel 1987; see also Drechsel 1999: 88):
� explorations and early colonizations of the Pacific by European and American

powers on ships, while Pacific Islanders still retained control over much of
their destiny and their land with native governments and landlords
� as Pacific Islanders, especially Tahitians, Māori, and Hawaiians, worked

as preferred sailors with wide-ranging skills in replacement of European
and American crew members who had jumped ship (often to turn into
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beachcombers, reportedly living like native islanders and adopting “their
language,” i.e. the MPP) and

� and as the Hawaiian Islands came to serve as a central way station in the
North Pacific and with Honolulu as a major port of trans-shipment for
British, American, and other tall ships sailing around Cape Horn of South
America to explore and settle on the Pacific coast of North America until
the opening of the transcontinental railways in the late 1860s

� maritime trade with a focus on:
� various provisions in short supply, ranging from fresh water and food to

repair materials
� fur from northwestern North America (including Alaska) on its way to

Asia, especially China, via the Hawaiian Islands as strategic entrepôts
� sandalwood, trepang (bêche de mer or sea slug/cucumber), and possibly

pearls, at times until depletion, as was the case for sandalwood in the
Pacific in the early nineteenth century

� hunting whales and seals at variable intensity during the nineteenth century
� early attempts by European and American missionaries at proselytizing east-

ern Polynesians to Christianity before learning vernacular Polynesian lan-
guages as primary media of instruction

� first plantations with an indigenous pidgin as a sociolinguistically dominant
medium.

These linguistic and extralinguistic characteristics, then, serve as no more than
a broad diagnostic scheme for the identification of MPP in historical documents
and do not preclude other sociohistorical conditions.

3.6 Sociolinguistic analysis of early attestations

In recording Polynesian languages in either their vernacular or their reduced
forms, European or American observers barely knew better than to use the
orthography of their own languages, be it Spanish, French, English, Ger-
man, Russian, or still others. Whether these observers ventured to record
single words, short phrases, or entire sentences, their incidental grammati-
cal observations reflected interference from their European mother tongues or,
at times, some other language with which they were familiar (such as Latin).
Thus, knowledge of the early chroniclers’ first and second languages not only
helps resolve many puzzles of spelling and analysis in historical records but
proves essential in unraveling representative patterns. By the standards of mod-
ern phonetic transcription or grammatical analysis, early attestations, short of
descriptive-analytical resources, therefore require restoration, as close as pos-
sible to modern transcription, of what reflects their original pronunciation and
grammatical patterns.
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The next step in philological research must consist of the actual reconstitution
of early language attestations in historical documents, that is their restoration
by contrast with contemporaneous or even modern comparative evidence for
their original forms and meaning (“linguistic triangulation”), with the long-
term goal of describing and analyzing their linguistic structures, variation,
and changes over time. Identified elsewhere by a dagger (†), reconstitutions
differ from reconstructions of the comparative method in historical linguis-
tics (conventionally marked with an asterisk) by the fact that the first rely on
early written records and the latter on modern recordings or possibly other
reconstructions. In a strict sense, reconstitutions are not reconstructions but
represent actual historical attestations in different form, and may remain par-
tially distorted, in which case they require further restoration. Reconstitutions,
moreover, leave open the question of any particular model of language change
and can characterize phenomena of common linguistic origin or language con-
tact – unlike reconstructions by the comparative method, which imply a tree
model of linguistic diversification (Stammbaum). As the current study draws
exclusively on historical materials of the Pidgin without any modern record-
ings or reconstructed materials, markings become superfluous here; this book
therefore does not identify reconstitutions below except by bold print to distin-
guish them from actual historical attestations, comparative data, and the regular
text.

To make a convincing case, the reconstitution of MPP must encompass the
phonologies of its source languages, that is Tahitian, Māori, Hawaiian, and
Marquesan as part of the Polynesian linguistic family, which Bruce Biggs
(1971: 469) has summarily described as follows:

All Polynesian languages have five vowel phonemes and contrasting vowel length which
is best interpreted as geminate clustering . . .

There are no syllable final consonants in any Polynesian language (except Futuna-
Aniwa), and with the exception of the gemination noted above, no consonant clus-
ters occur. Vowel clustering, on the other hand, is typical and is taken to remarkable
lengths in those languages which have lost several proto-Polynesian consonants. The
protolanguage contained only thirteen consonants and few of the daughter languages
have as many. Hawaiian and Southern Marquesan are well-attested languages with
only eight consonants, and such linguistic information as there is for Rurutuan sug-
gests that it has only seven. Most languages have three stops with nasals, one li-
quid (l or flapped r), a bilabial unvoiced fricative, s or h, w or β. The last is usually
written v.

Jeff Marck (2000: 73–74) further observes the following patterns about vowels
and stress in Polynesian languages:

The story of the vowels in the living languages is mostly one of unremarkable continuity
from Proto Polynesian. About sixty-five per cent of the Pollex [Comparative Polynesian
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Lexicon Project] 1992 reconstructed lexemes showed no differences at all in any of the
vowels, not counting length, between any of the living languages and the reconstruction.
The cases in which at least one language changed a vowel were dominated by assimila-
tions of low to higher vowels in Tongic and Nuclear Marquesic and by word-final vowel
changes in Kapingamarangi [Outlier, Micronesia . . . ]

There are five Polynesian vowels of the Latin type. Two characteristics are sufficient
to speak of the contrasts in Polynesian vowels: height and backness. The Polynesian
vowels come in three heights: low, mid and high and three degrees of backness: front,
central and back.

In some cases sporadic changes, especially assimilations, can be traced to an inter-
stage, but no regular changes affecting large numbers of similar forms simultane-
ously can be attributed to any of the interstages other than Proto Tongic and Proto
Nuclear Marquesic. Vowels that change are almost always unstressed or only secondar-
ily stressed. Polynesian languages usually have penultimate stress which was certainly
a feature of Proto Polynesian. Thus PPn [Proto Polynesian] *mata ‘face’ and tama
‘child’ were pronounced *máta and *táma. The main formal exception was word-final
long vowels or double morae where the long vowel or double morae as a whole was
stressed.

The stress patterns of quadrisyllabic and longer words took their stress placement
from the disyllabic model, stress occurring on every second vowel counting back from
the penultimate vowel. Trisyllabic words had a single locus of stress on the penultimate
vowel. Monosyllabic words had short (and unstressed) vowels only in the case of articles,
location markers and other grammatical lexemes that never occurred by themselves in an
utterance. Other Polynesian monosyllabic words require a long vowel. Being universal
features in the languages, such features are attributed to Proto Polynesian and lower
order interstages.

In contrast, consonants in Polynesian languages reveal diverging qualities of
persistence and change (Marck 2000: 24–25):

some consonants are more susceptible to regular change than others. Proto Polynesian
*p, *m, and *n are particularly stable, almost never regularly changing to other sounds
during their descent into the living languages. Such cannot be said about the other
consonants which have all changed in at least one language [viz. Proto Polynesian *t,
*k, *’, *ŋ, *f, *s, *h, *r, *l, and *w]. The glottal stop is the least stable, being regularly
lost in all but five of the many languages and dialects of Polynesia.

The primary split in Polynesian is between Tongic and Nuclear Polynesian. This split
is attested by certain changes in the consonant system characterising each subgroup, as
well as by grammatical and lexical innovations and, as will be seen, uniquely shared
sporadic sound changes. In the Tongic branch, PPn [Proto Polynesian] *s and *h fell
together as PTo [Proto Tongic] *h and PPn *r was lost. In Nuclear Polynesian, PPn *r
merged with PPn *l as PNP [Proto Nuclear Polynesian] *l and PPn *h was lost (Biggs
1978: 710).

Proto East Polynesian continued the Proto Nuclear Polynesian consonants with one
purely phonetic change: *l became *r. There were no “structural” changes in the con-
sonant phonology (losses, mergers, splits or additions). The first internal split in East
Polynesian was the divergence of Rapanui and Central East Polynesian from each other.
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Central East Polynesian lost *‘ in all environments [ . . . ], “PEP [Proto East Polynesian]
*f merges with *s medially and before round vowels as PCE [Proto Central East Poly-
nesian] *h” and “PEP *f merges with *w initially before PCE *a(a)h” (Biggs 1978:
711).

Specifically, Tahitian, Māori, Hawaiian, and Marquesan exhibit the following
correspondences for consonants as part of Proto Central East Polynesian (see
Table 3.1). Comparative phonological data such as a k instead of a t can provide
valuable clues as to the identity of the source language in historical documents,
as is evident in the intermittently attested variation of make for mate ‘dead’ in
(36) in 6.5 below.

As suggested by comparative data (such as modern recordings of Māori,
Tahitian, and Hawaiian), reconstitutions of MPP include: the voiceless labio-
dental or bilabial fricative f (usually written as “wh” in Māori); the velar
nasal ŋ (conventionally recorded as “ng”); the glottal stop (represented by a
reverse single apostrophe); and long vowels (marked by a macron). Bicker-
ton and Wilson (1987: 73, fn. 5) already acknowledged vowel lengthening
and glottalization as potentially relevant distinctions for Pidgin Hawaiian;
however, they did not mark either in their transcriptions. Roberts (1995a:
6, fn. 3) then omitted both vowel lengthening and the glottal stop in Pidg-
in Hawaiian altogether because of absent markings in early attestations and
occasional indications for the loss of the glottal stop, as evident for pi mai
vs. pi‘i mai ‘to come’. However, missing suggestions for either linguistic
feature in historical records do not justify the obliteration of such phonolog-
ical distinctions. Not only would speakers of different Polynesian languages
have likely maintained vowel lengthening and glottalization for MPP as well,
but most Europeans would have failed to recognize these phonemic distinc-
tions because of their linguistic blinders. To the extent that we can confirm
any such phonological reductions, they would have extended only to a limited

Table 3.1 Correspondences of Proto-Central East Polynesian and Eastern
Polynesian consonants (Marck 2000: 24)

Proto-Central East Polynesian: *p *t *k *m *n *ŋ *f *s *w *r
Māori: p t k m n ŋ wh/h h w r

North Auckland p t k m n ŋ hw hy w r
Bay of Plenty p t k m n n ϕ h w r
South Island p t k m n k h h w r

Tahitian p t ‘ m n ‘ f/h h v r
Northern Marquesan p t k m n k h h v ‘
Southern Marquesan p t ‘ m n n f h v ‘
Hawaiian p k ‘ m n n h h w l
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portion of the Pidgin-speaking community. Instead, the recognition of the great-
est possible phonological markedness for MPP permits accuracy of phonologi-
cal description and analysis without precluding reduced forms in the Pidgin that
abandoned these distinctions. Such a quasi-phonemic transcription also allows
us to repair the graphic underdifferentiation evident in the use of digraphs of
“wh” (for the labiodental or bilabial fricative) and “ng” (for the velar nasal)
by adding distinct phonemic symbols of f and ŋ respectively. The same stan-
dards of phonological transcription apply to the accompanying vocabulary (see
Drechsel 2014).

A prime source of information in the interpretation of early attestations is
modern vocabularies and grammars of Polynesian and, if necessary, of other
languages that help restore and decipher historical attestations of MPP by
triangulation with relevant comparative evidence. Many reconstitutions prove
fairly straightforward, in part because Polynesian languages as the primary
source languages of MPP were phonologically and morphologically fairly
transparent to Europeans in contrast to other, morphophonologically opaque,
polysynthetic languages such as those of the Americas. Nonetheless, we should
always keep in mind significant structural and semantic differences between
the Pidgin and its source languages (such as existed for MPP and Polynesian
languages).

To nobody’s surprise, this project has encountered a few challenges, as made
evident by a single “Wh”-question from Herman Melville’s data in (37) in
6.5 below: “Arware poo awa, Tommo?” ‘[W]here are you going, Tommo?’ –
“Wai” ‘water’. The primary obstacles proved to be the two “r”s in “Arware,”
which in its current form yielded no convincing parallels in any Polynesian lan-
guage. Upon my initial inquiry, William H. Wilson (personal communication,
14 June 2002) suggested Melville’s “Arware” to be no more than a rendition
of English ‘a [,] where he’ instead of a Polynesian source. This interpretation
raised other, new questions: Why would Melville have written what appeared
as a Pidgin English phrase in a form unrecognizable to the reader, unless he
perhaps misheard it? However, when we take into consideration Melville’s
spelling conventions (including what appears as a hypercorrected r-coloring of
low central vowels) together with the meaning of this utterance, and the text’s
wider context as well as comparative lexical evidence from Polynesian lan-
guages, there emerges an elegant and consistent alternative solution: “Arware”
with Melville’s r-coloring removed equals a transcription of “Awae,” which by
the standards of English spelling conventions is phonologically close to and
semantically consistent with Hawaiian ‘auhea ‘where’. We can then restore the
above sample as:

‘Auhea pū‘ā‘ā, Tomo? – vai
‘Where flee/go, Tom? – [to the] water’.
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The third example in (37) illustrates how a comprehensive historical-
sociolinguistic approach, drawing on philology and ethnohistory, can avoid
a Eurocentric trap in historical analysis. Accepting the fact that early linguis-
tic attestations do not quite measure up to modern phonetic transcriptions,
we recognize them for what they are – early but more or less systematic
attempts at recording strange utterances that are sufficiently reliable and rich in
transcription to permit historical restoration and interpretation by philological
means.

More dispersed than linguistic attestations, extralinguistic sociohistorical
information on language use does not presume or permit the same kind of
structural rigidity in analysis as philological reconstitutions. As one might
expect, descriptions of extralinguistic data reveal fewer obvious patterns than
linguistic recordings in historical documentation, even when still in need of
reconstitution; at times, they remain vague and permit a considerable range of
interpretation following ethnological and other social-science theories. Still,
philology and ethnohistory significantly share a striking parallel in analyti-
cal methodology: Reminiscent of creolists who must rely on early observers
with obvious colonial biases against their linguistic resources, ethnohistori-
ans draw on historical documents by frequently biased and obviously inimical
observers, and educe pertinent information and insights by “cross-examining”
early records in comparison with other contemporaneous evidence. Except
for their focus on extralinguistic rather than linguistic domains, ethnohistori-
cal “cross-examinations” methodologically correspond closely to philological
reconstitutions based on triangulation with comparative data. Any suggestion
of court procedures such as “cross-examinations” here is quite intentional, for
both philologists and ethnohistorians must work with information from incom-
plete, uncooperative sources not unlike attorneys relying on hostile witnesses
in legal interrogations. A fundamental issue of ethnohistory, however, remains
a concern about presentism, that is the reconstruction or even the interpreta-
tion of historical data by means of modern ethnographic evidence or “reading
history backward,” sometimes also known as “historical upstreaming” (Fenton
1978: 296b).

For extralinguistic environments, ethnohistorians of speaking recognize a
broader range of sociocultural factors for language use than conventional soci-
olinguists have done, whence for the interpretation of historical data they also
draw on ethnology, history, and possibly other non-linguistic resources in an
explicitly interdisciplinary approach of historical sociolinguistics. Although
we cannot realistically expect any historical document to cover all aspects of
a speech behavior, much less to meet the descriptive-analytical standards of
modern ethnographic research, select information from diverse contemporane-
ous or possibly later documents provides the outlines for a historical analysis
based on ethnological standards. If such an ethnohistory of speaking has some
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special methodological constraints, it also provides new, previously untapped
opportunities for historical-sociolinguistic research.

3.7 Nature and range of historical-sociolinguistic data

At the outset, archival research of MPP entails a careful scanning for linguistic
and extralinguistic information in original historical documents of the eastern
Pacific from early colonial times in the 1760s through the nineteenth century,
characterized by European and American explorations, beachcombing, trade,
whaling and sealing, and possibly other sociohistorical domains. I have paid
special attention to the use of Polynesian languages in interlingual contexts of
the Pacific, including circum-Polynesia and favorite venues such as Pohnpei
and Kosrae in the Carolines, the Gilbert Islands (now Kiribati), and Rotuma
(see Keesing 1988: 15).

Following these broad guidelines, the quest for relevant data has expectedly
proven a rather laborious, time-consuming search equivalent to that for a needle
in a haystack. Counter to Day (1987: 165, 174), who hastily dismissed the exis-
tence of “traces or records of HMP” [Hawaiian Maritime Pidgin] and thus its
empirical confirmation, the evidence does exist, although in need of painstak-
ing documentation. Shortcuts by simply examining any sections on language or
reviewing discussions of the colonial period have frequently proven unsatisfac-
tory, for they usually are incomplete, inaccurate, or even misleading. Relevant
documentation sometimes appears “buried” with other, unrelated information,
especially in early sources that often reflect a poor integration of topics. Nor
can philological-ethnohistorical research on MPP rely on renditions in ital-
ics, which so often mark foreign-language attestations, but do not necessarily
extend to phenomena of language contact, because authors of early sources
simply were at a loss in getting to grips with them. A casual review of historical
documentation could thus easily miss relevant linguistic evidence and signif-
icant historical information for which the recorder did not provide any other
direct clue. Moreover, it would be methodologically irresponsible to dismiss
records with references to the uses of interpreters or documentation of indige-
nous vernacular languages as evidence against indigenous pidgins. Vernaculars,
pidgins, and interpreters could exist side by side, and in their interlingual nego-
tiations interpreters could even make use of a reduced medium rather than the
related vernacular (see 8.2 below). On the other hand, a careful scanning of
historical sources has intermittently yielded true nuggets of historical tidbits
among what may seem to be no more than isolated bits of information. A prime
example is a set of four questions in MPP that in 1790 the British fur trader
James Colnett (1940: 105–106) had Spanish officials ask of a captive Tahitian
servant-sailor by the name of Matatore (“Matutaray”) in Mexico, specifically
as to whether he wished to stay in Mexico or rejoin Colnett (for details, see
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(10) in 4.6). Who would have expected to find this jewel of Pacific historical
linguistic information in a colonial document related to Mexico?

My selection of possible sources has inevitably remained somewhat fortu-
itous beyond a reasonable expectation that they address relevant information on
early colonial history in the eastern Pacific (broadly defined), and has consisted
of a variety of documents:
� diaries, journals, and correspondence by explorers, travelers, traders, beach-

combers, and settlers
� reports by officials of colonial administrations, especially those concerned

with so-called native affairs, and by early missionaries of Christian denomi-
nations; and

� writings by early naturalists, geographers, historians, anthropologists, lin-
guists, and other scholars.

Many of these sources have since become rare publications or are available
only in their original manuscript form, accessible in special archives such as
the Hawaiian and Pacific Collections at Hamilton Library of the University of
Hawai‘i at Mānoa.

A fuller portrait emerges from a careful reexamination of diverse historical
records written in languages other than English with fewer prejudices in favor
of that language, pidginized or not, or by observers with a greater tolerance
toward native peoples (such as “transculturalized” European beachcombers
of the Pacific) than most settlers. Other, preferred sources would be by Pacific
Islanders, who potentially offer an angle not conventionally available in records
by colonists. Whenever possible, this book draws on original documents and
in original languages rather than on secondary sources such as translations to
avoid problems of accuracy in rendition, and makes use of primary quotes at
some length. Documents in their original format and in different languages
not only convey their authors’ different ambiances, sometimes neglected in the
English-speaking Pacific, but they also transmit some of the very multiplicity of
languages in the Pacific that provided the larger context for MPP – in Marshall
McLuhan terms, the medium thus becomes part of the message. When a quote
below appears in a language other than English, a translation, however, follows
in an accompanying footnote.

Of necessity, I have also skimmed through any sections extending beyond
the Pacific or the late nineteenth century. Such a broader range in space and
time is legitimate for no fewer than two principal reasons: An overly narrow
conception for this project initially might not have proved sufficiently produc-
tive for data, while missing significant information at the same time. In the
late eighteenth and throughout the nineteenth century, numerous Hawaiians
and other Polynesians also sailed across Oceania following their own seafar-
ing traditions (Finney 1994). They escorted European and American explorers,
traders, whalers, and beachcombers on their favorite venues across the Pacific
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and beyond, and sometimes settled in America and Europe (see, e.g., Dana 1911
[1840]; Moore 1977; Koppel 1995; Chappell 1997; and Barman and Watson
2006). A prime example is the already cited instance of Tahitian servant-sailor
Matatore (“Matutaray”) turning up as a Spanish prisoner in Mexico (see (9) and
(10) in 4.6); another is Moehanga (“Moyhanger”), a Māori chief who accom-
panied the British military surgeon John Savage (1807) on a voyage to England
and who turned out to be a rich source for Pidgin Māori in 1805 (see (14)
in 4.9). Moreover, we would expect evidence for a Polynesian-based contact
medium easier to spot – and perhaps easier to identify – for the period of early
European and American explorations than later and for locations outside of
Polynesia than within. For such a broader perspective, I have relied on various
items of relevant secondary literature for leads, without making any claims to
any exhaustive search.

My examination of relevant historical documents has included incidental
sociolinguistic observations on language use with special attention to:
� attestations of phrases and sentences with semantactic patterns distinct from

those of vernacular Polynesian languages, supplemented by extralinguistic
clues such as the intelligibility of any such Polynesian medium beyond its
linguistic boundaries, the extent of time spent on learning it, or special
communicative functions;

� references to indigenous languages serving as lingua francas;
� comments on language contact, in particular between Polynesians and

alloglossic Pacific Islanders, Europeans, Americans, or Asians; and
� observations on the linguistic compositions of interethnic encounters with

particular attention to mentions of Pacific Islanders as visitors, passengers,
and crew members on board European and American ships.

In the course of my research, I have extracted attestations on the broader
sociolinguistic context, including references to the use of European languages
and English Pidgin, on the reasonable assumption that the latter arose only
with the MPP’s decline in some complementary relationship. Indications for
the widespread use of European languages in one form or another would put
an obvious discouragement on hopes to find any extensive documentation for
MPP, although indigenous and non-indigenous contact media can sometimes
coexist side by side.
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4 Emergence, stabilization, and expansion

4.1 Early exchanges between Europeans and Pacific Islanders,
including Louis-Antoine de Bougainville and Ahutoru

Early verbal exchanges between colonial Europeans or Americans and Pacific
Islanders have received surprisingly little attention from linguistics, revealing
no more than rudimentary ideas on this topic until today. After initial introduc-
tions to Pacific Islanders with rather specific expectations (Dutton 1987), Euro-
pean or American newcomers might provide a few examples of native speech in
the form of some reduced European language, often presented as childlike, and
perhaps enhanced their observations with a few incidental indigenous words.
Europeans and their colonial descendants had already become convinced of
the grammatical and rhetorical superiority of their own tongues, against which
none of the indigenous languages could measure up in the foreigners’ minds
and which would a priori render any interest in the wider linguistic picture a
moot issue. No more were these newcomers interested in learning indigenous
languages or native ways of speaking. That rumination remained the concern
of only a few missionaries in their dedication to bring Christianity to native
peoples in the colonies – eventually to become a preoccupation of anthropol-
ogists and linguists as a means to acquire an in-depth understanding of native
cultures or in their pursuit of information on indigenous languages for their
own sake (see Schütz 1994 for a history of the study of the Hawaiian language
as a representative case).

On their first explorations of the Pacific, English explorers therefore reported
little of a transparent or emergent strategy for interlingual communication with
Pacific Islanders. In 1767, Captain Samuel Wallis and his crew (1775: 167,
172, 174, 175, 185, 190) relied on “pantomimical conversation” by hand signs
in search for food and drink, complaints of thefts, invitations, intimidations,
and other matters – only to remain incomprehensible to their hosts and to mis-
understand them in turn. The British naval officer and explorer Philip Carteret
(1965), who first sailed as part of a consort under Wallis’ command in the
Atlantic and proceeded independently in the Pacific, remained altogether silent
on the issue of interlingual communication.
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Were we to believe some English accounts of the Pacific for the late eigh-
teenth century, there existed no regional Polynesian-based contact medium at
the time. For instance, George Mortimer, a lieutenant of the British navy who
sailed the Atlantic and Pacific oceans from England to Tahiti, Hawai‘i, Alaska,
and Canton under the command of John Henry Cox, observed in 1789, more
than a decade after James Cook had arrived in the Hawaiian Islands on his third
voyage to the Pacific:

We were obliged to carry on our traffic with them [Hawaiians of the Island of Hawai‘i]
by signs; for though their language is very similar to that of the Otaheiteans [Tahi-
tians], their pronunciation is so very thick and guttural, that we could neither compre-
hend them, nor make them understand what little we had acquired of the Otaheitean
tongue. (Mortimer 1791: 50–51)

In comparison to similar travel accounts of the period, Mortimer’s own of
only seventy-one pages is curiously meager for a description of global travel
into a mostly undescribed world, and proves superficial by any standards, but
especially with respect to the Island of Hawai‘i. This fact therefore raises some
immediate suspicion, and Mortimer’s claim that Hawaiian is “so very thick
and guttural” does not match the experience by most of those who followed
him (Schütz 1994: 15–19). Either Mortimer observed little on the front row of
contact with native peoples of the Pacific, neglected to keep detailed records, or
was so prejudiced against Hawaiians that his observations were of little value.

That sociolinguistic realities in fact were quite different emerges first from
the account by the early French navigator Louis-Antoine de Bougainville of his
voyage around the globe in search of the imaginary Southern Continent (terra
australis) and including a visit to Tahiti in 1768 with suggestive incidences for
a reduced Tahitian:

Dès que ce chef eut reconnu M. de Nassau, il vint à lui d’un air consterné. Les femmes
éplorées se jetterent à ses genoux, elles lui baisoient les mains en pleurant & répétant
plusieurs fois: Tayo, maté, vous étes nos amis & vous nous tuez. (Bougainville 1771:
204)1

Il [a Tahitian interpreter by the name of Ahutoru] fut émerveillé de voir le matelot,
quatre ou cinq jours après son accident [a bite by a poisonous water snake], revenir au

1 ‘As soon as that chief knew [recognized] the prince again, he came up to him with an air of
consternation.

The women, who were all in tears, fell at his feet, kissed his hands, weeping and repeating
several times, Tayo, maté, you are our friends, and you kill us’ (Bougainville 1772: 236).

“M. de Nassau” and “the prince” above referred to Prince Charles-Nicolas-Othon d’Orange
et de Nassau-Siegen. At the time, he was a passenger on Bougainville’s ship La Boudeuse,
reportedly with a reputation for having diffused tense situations with Pacific Islanders (Dunmore
2002: xxxiii; Taillemite 1977: 76–77), and described the same incident in his own account
in greater detail without, however, providing any linguistic information (Nassau-Siegen 1977
[n.d.]: II.396–397; 2002 [n.d.]: 284–285).
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travail. Fort souvent, en examinant les productions de nos arts, & les moyens divers
par lesquels ils augmentent nos facultés & multiplient nos forces, cet insulaire tomboit
dans l’admiration de ce qu’il voyoit & rougissoit pour son pays; aouaou, Taiti, fi de
Taiti, nous disoit-il avec douleur. Cependent il n’aimoit pas à marquer qu’il sentoit notre
supériorité sur sa nation. (Bougainville 1771: 281)2

Notre Taitien, que l’enthousiasme de tout ce qu’il voyoit avoit sans doute préservé
quelque tems de l’influence de ce climat pernicieux, tomba malade dans les derniers
jours, & sa maladie a été fort longue, quoiqu’il ait eu pour les remèdes toute la docilité
à laquelle pourroit se dévouer un homme né à Paris; aussi quand il parle de Batavia, ne
la nomme-t-il que la terre qui tue, enoua maté. (Bougainville 1771: 371)3

Strikingly, Bougainville’s samples consist solely of two-word phrases, which
do not constitute strong documentation for syntactic patterns, let alone inter-
nal grammatical hierarchies. Either the author recorded less than he actually
witnessed, or possibly documented only the first stages of a Tahitian pidgin.
Nor did his short description of Tahitian (Bougainville 1771: 231) reveal any
other clues that allow us to deduce whether he referred to the vernacular or a
reduced version. Bougainville and his travel companions (Bougainville 1771:
389–402; Taillemite 1977: 93–95, 166–176, 499–500), however, collected the
largest Polynesian vocabulary at the time to become, with almost 300 entries,
a major linguistic guide for explorers who followed in Bougainville’s footsteps
and a lexical foundation of MPP.4

If there already existed an indigenous lingua franca, it did not extend into
the western Pacific at the time. Bougainville (1771: 237, 247) noted that on two
subsequent occasions, Ahutoru (“Aotourou”) attempted to speak Tahitian with
Pacific Islanders of the Sāmoa archipelago and New Hebrides (now Vanuatu),
but could not understand them or make them understand him. The original
journal by Bougainville confirms Ahutoru’s inability to communicate with
Samoans; however, it does not make any comparable statement with respect
to Vanuatuans except to state that Ahutoru “qui a été à terre avec nous, a
témoigné beaucoup de mépris pour ces insulaires” (Taillemite 1977: I.335,

2 ‘The Taiti-man [named Ahutoru] was surprised to see the sailor return to his work, four or
five days after the accident [a bite by a poisonous water snake] had happened to him. When
he examined the productions of our arts, and the various means by which they augment our
faculties, and multiply our forces, this islander would often fall into an extatic fit, and blush
for his own country, saying with grief, aouaou Taiti, fy upon Taiti. However, he did not like to
express that he felt our superiority over his nation’ (Bougainville 1772: 334–335).

3 ‘Our man from Taiti, who had doubtless been sheltered from the influence of the climate by the
extasy into which every thing that he saw threw him, fell sick during the last days, and his illness
has been of a long duration, though his docility in taking physick was quite equal to that of a
man born at Paris: however, when he speaks of Batavia, he always calls it the land which kills,
enoua maté’ (Bougainville 1772: 447).

4 Because the vocabulary does not include any phrases or sentences with any syntactic hints to
resolve the question of the nature of these linguistic data, it does not appear in the accompanying
vocabulary of MPP (Drechsel 2014).
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346), that is “who had gone ashore with us expressed a great deal of contempt
for these islanders” (Dunmore 2002: 82, 93). Still, if Ahutoru could not interact
linguistically with Samoans, by implication we could hardly expect him to have
succeeded with linguistically more distant Vanuatuans. Sadly, Bougainville
(1771: 224–226, 231–232) developed a rather poor opinion of the linguistic
skills of his Tahitian interpreter, who had adopted the names of Louis and
“Pontavéry” or “Boutaveri,” that is a Tahitianized rendition of Bougainville,
and who would do the same with his later patron [Marc-Joseph] Marion [du
Fresne] in the form “Mayoa.” Reportedly, Ahutoru did not learn to speak
French beyond a few single words even after two years of residence in France,
although when in Paris he proved rather adept in moving around the city without
getting lost, in making purchases without being overcharged, and in learning
the schedule of the opera, for which he had developed a special appreciation.

4.2 James Cook, Joseph Banks, and Tupai‘a

Like Wallis’, James Cook’s description of his first voyage to the Pacific in
the years of 1768 until 1771 suggest regular use of hand signs with Tahi-
tians and other Pacific Islanders for lack of a better medium, as judged by the
Hawkesworth edition (Cook 1775: I.436, 437, 460; II.119). On the one hand,
Tahitians exhibited great difficulty in pronouncing the consonant-clustered
names of their European visitors and adjusted them to the phonological stan-
dards of an alternating consonant–vowel pattern in their own language (Cook
1775: I.465; see Banks 1962: I.370); on the other hand, the British explorer
repeatedly admitted no more than an insufficient or imperfect knowledge of the
local vernacular (Cook 1775: I.437b; II.21, 75, 76, 102). In contrast, Cook’s
papers in the Beaglehole edition, based on original manuscripts, make only
an incidental reference to the use of gesticulations (Cook 1955: 90; see Banks
1962: I.253); they reveal no comparable thematic prominence of communica-
tion by hand signs or a missing crosslinguistic competence, which suggest an
editorial modification by John Hawkesworth rather than the author’s original
doing.

Still, the Beaglehole edition proves comparatively meager for sociolinguistic
information on the South Pacific in light of its length and wealth of descriptive
historical details. Many of the linguistic data that Cook included have also
been available in the journal by his accompanying naturalist Joseph Banks
(1962), who not only had likely recorded it first and had apparently shared this
information with his captain (Cook 1955: 286), but had also learned some level
of Tahitian (J. C. Beaglehole in Banks 1962: I.40). Then again, the original
source of the linguistic data was Tupai‘a (“Tupia”), an ari‘i (‘chief’) and priest
of Ra‘iātea (Society Islands) who had joined the Cook expedition in Tahiti to
serve as navigator and interpreter (Banks 1962: I.270; Cook 1775: II.33, 79;
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Cook 1955: 117, 169, 240) and who proved unusually gifted and successful
in his endeavors as a religious practitioner (tohunga) among the Māori (Banks
1962: I.401, 406, 420; Cook 1775: II.119, 120, 129, 146, 152, 171, 189, 203,
204).

All the same, a closer reading of the accounts by Cook and his crew reveals
the first direct and indirect clues for MPP. While Cook recognized that Tupai‘a
used a special register as distinct from commonly spoken Tahitian in religious
ceremonies (Banks 1962: I.379; Cook 1775: II.79) and also acknowledged
dialectal differences between northern and southern Māori dialects in the form
of pronunciation (Banks 1962: II.35–37; Cook 1775: II.273–274), he notably
observed Tupai‘a to have little or no difficulty in understanding or addressing
the Māori (Banks 1962: I.401, 420; II.35; Cook 1775: II. 271–273; Cook
1955: 169, 171, 182, 240, 242, 282). Notwithstanding substantive linguistic
differences between Tahitian and Māori, Cook (1775: II: 274, 275) considered
these two Polynesian languages as “radically the same,” even if he recognized
that “when we began to learn the language, it led us into many ridiculous
mistakes.”

Whereas these references remain open to interpretation without linguistic
documentation, Cook, drawing on a nearly identical description by Banks
(1962: I.370), suggests the use of a regional Polynesian-based medium in their
first linguistic encounters with Tahitians:

Whether it [the Tahitian language] is copious, we were not sufficiently acquainted with
it to know; but it is certainly very imperfect, for it is almost totally without inflexion,
both of nouns and verbs. Few of the nouns have more than one case, and few of the
verbs more than one tense; yet we found no great difficulty in making ourselves mutually
understood, however strange it may appear in speculation.

They [Tahitians] have, however, certain affixa, which, though but few in number, are
very useful to them, and puzzled us extremely. (Cook 1775: II.72)

Reportedly, Cook (1775: II.273–274; 1955: 286–287) also incorporated from
Banks (1962 [1768–1771]: II.35–36) a word list of some ninety entries, which,
except for the question of “Owy Terra [?],” i.e. ‘What do you call this or
that [?]’, offers no diagnostic grammatical clues to resolve the question of
whether the Englishmen described vernacular Tahitian from the ethnocentric
perspective of eighteenth-century Europeans with inflectional languages as
models or actually a reduced form of it. Tellingly, J. C. Beaglehole (in Cook
1955: 287, fn. 1) considered “Owy Terra [?]”or Ko wai tera? ‘Who is that?’
a “dreadful solecism” for ‘What do you call this or that?’ In the end, such
suggestions remain unsatisfactory as evidence for pidginization, whence Banks’
list likewise does not appear in the accompanying vocabulary (Drechsel 2014).

On another occasion in 1770, the British explorer described an encounter
with Māori that, however, lends a semantactic interpretation for MPP:
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When ever we were Viseted by any number of them that had never heard or seen any
thing of us before they generaly came off in the largest Canoes they had, some of which
will carry 60, 80 or 100 people, they always brought their best close [clothes] along
with them which they put on as soon as they came near the Ship. In each Canoe were
generaly an Old man, in some two or three, these use’d always to dire[c]t the others,
were better Clothed and generaly carried a halbard or battle ax in their hands or some
such like thing that distinguished them from the others. As soon as they came within
about a stones throw of the Ship they would there lay and call out Haromai hareuta
a patoo age, that is come here, come a shore with us and we will kill you with our
patoo patoo’s, and at the same time would shake them at us, at times they would dance
the war dance, and other times they would trade with and talk to us and answer such
questions as were put to them with all the Calmness emanigable and then again begin
the war dance, shaking their paddles patoo patoo’s &ca and make strange contorsions
at the same time, and as soon as they had worked themselves up to a proper pitch they
would begin to attack us with stones and darts and oblige us whether we would or no to
fire upon them. (Cook 1955: 281–282)

Except for added reduplications, Banks (1962: II.29; see Cook 1775: II.267)
similarly rendered this attestation as “haromai, haromai, harre uta a patoo
patoo ’oge – come to us, come to us, come but ashore with us and we will kill
you with our Patoo patoos.” For a few weeks earlier, Banks’ botanical illus-
trator Sydney Parkinson (1773: 100) had offered what evidently was a slightly
different version, preceded by a short introductory text without a translation:
“Kaka kee, no Tootwais, harre yoota patta pattoo; that is to say, if we would
go on shore they would beat us with their patta pattoos.”

Short of Parkinson’s introductory text, these attestations are reconstitutable
as a single utterance with or without reduplications:5

(1) “Haromai hareuta a patoo age.”
‘come here, come a shore with us and we will kill you with our patoo
patoo’s’. (Cook)

“haromai, haromai, harre uta a patoo patoo ’oge”
‘come to us, come to us, come but ashore with us and we will kill
you with our Patoo patoos’. (Banks/Hawkesworth)

5 Linguistic examples below appear in the following order and format, usually on separate lines
for easy identification and comparison: the original recording in double quotation marks and
any original gloss in single quotation marks for distinction (plus any original supplementary
historical-sociolinguistic information in parentheses); the reconstituted form in quasi-phonemic
transcription marked by bold print; and a word-for-word translation with glosses based on the
reconstituted forms, their syntax and sociolinguistic context, also in single quotation marks, to
account for any discrepancies from the original given translation. For comparative lexicograph-
ical data, the following reconstitutions draw primarily on vocabularies by Wahlroos (2002) for
Tahitian, Williams (1971) and Biggs (1981) for Māori, Pukui and Elbert (1986) for Hawaiian,
and Dordillon (1931–1932) for Marquesan (see Drechsel 2014).
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“Kaka kee, no Tootwais,6 harre yoota patta pattoo.”
‘if we would go on shore they would beat us with their patta pattoos’.
(Parkinson)

Haramai, (haramai,) haere (i) uta ā patu(patu) ake.
‘Welcome, (welcome,) go (to) shore, and be-(repeatedly-)struck/
killed immediately’.

In spite of some individual differences in recordings, these attestations exhibit
significant consistencies among them, which further validate their philological
reconstitution.

Although Polynesians have been no strangers to reduplication, its use twice
in a short sentence, in both the welcome and the final verb, is suggestive of
pidginization. What further speaks for (1) in terms of a Polynesian-based pidgin
is not only the obvious grammatical reduction of Parkinson’s in comparison to
Hawkesworth’s version, but also the fact that the editor of Cook’s and Banks’
journals, Beaglehole, inserted the locative particle ki in hypercorrected recon-
stitutions, for which the historical record actually gave no indication: “Haere
mai, haere ki uta hei patu ake: lit., Come here, come to shore to be ‘patu-ed’” (in
Cook 1955: 281, fn. 5) and “Haere mai, haere mai, haere ki uta hei patu-patu
ake: literally ‘Come here, come here, come on shore to be patu-patued!’” (in
Banks 1962: II.29, fn. 1). Whereas the above examples still permit slightly vari-
able reconstitutions and, with them, somewhat differing interpretations, they
ultimately leave little doubt about the interference of grammatical reductions,
although Mary Boyce (personal communication, 21 May 2009) still prefers to
consider this structural reduction as the result of poor transcription by early
European explorers rather than actual pidginization. Even so, we can interpret
any such inadequacy in transcription by itself as a reflection of what Europeans
perceived of the language and thus as part of pidginization, in turn enhancing
or even leading to the process.

Parkinson offered other evidence for MPP from Batavia, Dutch East Indies
(now Jakarta, Indonesia) for October through December 1770:

While our ship was repairing at Unrust, most of the crew were at Cooper’s-Island, where
they were taken with a putrid dysentery; three of whom, the steward of the gun-room,
one of the seamen, and a boy, died. The disorder also carried off Toobaiah [Tupai‘a],
and the lad Taiyota [Taiata], natives of Otaheite [Tahiti], whom we designed to have

6 “Kaka kee, no Tootwais . . . ” suggests a reconstitution of Takakino tūtei/tūtai . . . ‘Destroy
[the] sentries/spies . . . ’, and may even foreshadow tūtae ‘excrement, dung’ in later recordings
of tūtae ‘āuri ‘nonbeliever’ (see (35) below); but this reconstitution must remain in doubt
without a concurrent translation by Parkinson for external control, and thus does not constitute
satisfactory evidence for inclusion in the following discussion or the accompanying vocabulary
(Drechsel 2014).
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brought to England. They had been several times up to Batavia, and expressed great
surprize at the many various objects to which they had been unaccustomed: they were
particularly struck with the sight of carriages drawn by horses; and were very inquisitive
in respect of what they saw, that was new to them; having, before our arrival at Batavia,
made great progress in the English tongue, in which they were greatly assisted by Mr.
Green, the astronomer, who took much pains therein, particularly with Taiyota. When
Taiyota was seized with the fatal disorder, as if certain of his approaching dissolution,
he frequently said to those of us who were his intimates, Tyau mate oee, “my friends,
I am dying.” He took any medicines that were offered him; but Toobaiah, who was ill
at the same time, and survived him but a few days, refused every thing of that kind,
and gave himself up to grief; regretting, in the highest degree, that he had left his own
country, and, when he heard of Taiyota’s death, he was quite inconsolable, crying out
frequently, Taiyota! Taiyota! (Parkinson 1773: 182, fn.)

Alongside, Banks’ botanical illustrator recognized “low Malay” or Bazaar
Malay as the primary interlingual medium of Batavia at the time.

By deduction from the sociohistorical context, we can assume that “oee” in
the above quote is from Tahitian ‘ōhı̄ ‘diarrhea, dysentery’ rather than from
‘oe, the second-person singular personal pronoun in Central Eastern Polynesian
languages (as suggested by comparative instances). Taiata’s utterance can then
be reconstituted as follows:

(2) “Tyau mate oee,” ‘my friends, I am dying’.
Taio mate ‘ōhı̄.
‘Friend[s] die[s] [from] diarrhea/dysentery’.

Significantly, this analysis confirms an SVO word-order pattern and also the
use of MPP by a Tahitian adolescent with Englishmen in a non-Polynesian
environment, although he had reportedly learned a considerable amount of
English. In addition, the fact that this example described not only Taiata’s own
fate but also Tupai‘a’s lot indicates that the adolescent spoke for the chief and
perhaps acted even as an emergent orator.

4.3 Marc-Joseph Marion du Fresne and Ahutoru again

A wider angle in both geographic and linguistic terms confirms attestations of
a Polynesian Pidgin in New Zealand for as early as the summer of 1772, as
indicated in the records by officers of the French expedition to the South Pacific
under the command of the French explorer Marc-Joseph Marion du Fresne.
While still on search for the legendary “Austral land,” this expedition was to
repatriate Ahutoru to Tahiti (Ollivier 1985: 1a). Not only was Bougainville’s
former Tahitian interpreter to serve as a major contact in Tahiti, had he prevailed
over smallpox that led to his untimely death (Chevillard de Montesson 1985
[n.d.]: 210; Le Dez 1985 [1772]: 259, 260), but also Ambroise-Bernard-Marie
Le Jar du Clesmeur and Le Dez, second and first lieutenants on the Marquis
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de Castries, also discovered Bougainville’s vocabulary of Tahitian to be of
considerable help in interacting with the Māori:

je trouvai dans leur langage beaucoup de raport a celui des habitans de Lisle de Taydies [;]
je parvins même à me faire entendre par le moyen du vocabulaire que M de Bouquainville
en a raporté. (Le Jar du Clesmeur 1985 [1772]: 100)7

il y a tant de ressemblance entre cette langue et celle de taı̈ti que nous en avons été
frappé quoi que nous ne connussions cette derniere que par quelque petits vocabulaires
où par quelque mots que nous avions appris de Boutavery [i.e. Ahutoru]. il est dit dans
un extrait du Voyage des anglais qui avoient pour interprettes dans ces paı̈s les deux
taı̈tiens, qu’il y a aussi peu de différence entre ces deux langues qu’entre celle des
différentes provinces d’Angleterre. (Le Dez 1985 [1772]: 334)8

Another officer, Julien Crozet, confirmed the experiences by Le Jar du Clesmeur
and Le Dez, and offered some supplementary observations:

Nous ne savions quel langage parler à ces sauvages. J’imaginai par hasard de prendre
un vocabulaire de l’ı̂le de Taı̈ty, que nous avoit remis l’intendant de l’ı̂le de France.
Je lus quelques mots de ce vocabulaire; & je vis, avec la plus grande surprise, que les
sauvages m’entendoient parfaitement. Je reconnus bientôt que la langue du pays où
nous étions étoit absolument la même que celle de l’ı̂le de Taı̈ty, éloignée de plus de six
cents lieues de la nouvelle Zélande. A l’approche de la nuit, les pirogues se retirèrent,
& nous laissèrent à bord huit ou dix sauvages qui passèrent la nuit avec nous, comme si
nous étions leurs camarades, & que nous nous fussions connus de tout temps. (Crozet
1783: 48)9

A major reason for the camaraderie between the remaining Māori visitors
and the French presumably was their ability to communicate with each other,
specifically in a Tahitian-Māori variety of MPP, which revealed an integrative
function in this case.

7 ‘I found in their language much similarity with that of the natives of the island of Tahiti; I
even managed to make myself understood by means of the vocabulary that Mr de Bougainville
brought back from there’ (Le Jar du Clesmeur 1985 [1772]: 101).

8 ‘There is such a resemblance between this language and that of Tahiti that we were struck by
it although we knew the latter only from a few little vocabularies or from a few words we had
learned from Boutavery [Ahutoru]. It is written in a summary of the voyage the English made,
who had two Tahitians as interpreters in this country, that there is as little difference between
those two languages as between those of different provinces in England’ (Le Dez 1985 [1772]:
335).

9 ‘At first we did not know how to talk to these savages, but by chance I bethought me of a
vocabulary of the island of Taı̈ty [Tahiti] which had been given me by the superintendent of
the Isle of France. I read several words of this list, and I saw with the greatest surprise that the
savages understood me perfectly. I soon saw that the language of this country was absolutely the
same as that of the island of Taı̈ty more than 600 leagues distant from New Zealand. On
the approach of night the canoes retired, leaving on board eight or ten savages who remained
the whole night with us just as though they were our comrades and had known us a long time’
(Crozet 1891: 26–27).
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Le Jar du Clesmeur (1985 [1773]: 35) and Le Dez (1985 [1772]: 338–341)
included vocabularies of their own, whose single entries or two-word phrases
with distorted meanings, the omission of grammatical particles, and “tele-
graphic juxtapositions” of words with no obvious connections between them
(see Clark 1990: 100–101) provide some indirect clues for the pidginization of
Māori. By themselves, these single entries ultimately remain unsatisfactory as
distinctive evidence, which is why they receive no further consideration here.
Le Dez (1985 [1772]: 334–335) also provided a short text for a Māori song, for
which, however, there is no reason to assume that it was grammatically reduced
or of other, immediate relevance here. Of far greater significance and interest
are several utterances that these officers and another one by the name of Jean
Roux recorded during their visit to New Zealand:

(3) “Paye aré maye” ‘donnez nous la paix’/‘Give us peace’. (Roux 1985
[1773]: 170, 171)
Pai haere mai.
‘Goodness comes here/towards-the-speaker’.

“Paye-paye” ‘la paix’/‘peace’ (Le Dez 1985 [1772]: 294, 299)
Paipai
‘Very-good’

“Marion Matté” ‘ . . . tué/ . . . killed’ (Le Jar du Clesmeur 1985
[1773]: 29)/“Marion Maté” (Roux 1985 [1773]: 184, 185; Le Dez
1985 [1772]: 295)
Marion mate.
‘Marion [is] killed/dead’.

“Tacoury maté Marion.” ‘Tacoury a tué Marion’/‘Tacoury has killed
Marion’. (Roux 1985 [1773]: 178, 179; see Clark 1990: 101)
Takuri mate Marion.
‘Takuri kill[ed] Marion’.

“Marion Tacoury Maté Terra.” ‘Marion Situ [= ‘si tu’] Vas a terre
Tacouri te tuera’./‘Marion, if you go ashore, Tacoury will kill you’.
(Chevillard de Montesson 1985 [n.d.]: 236, 237)
Marion, Takuri mate tērā.
‘Marion, Takuri [will] kill [you] afar’.

By their morphology and syntax, these constructions are clearly identifiable as
MPP.

First, worthy of note is the reconstitution of “paye” as pai and a synonym of
maita‘i � maika‘i and motaki with the meaning of ‘good’ rather than ‘peace’,
as already suggested by Ross Clark (1990: 100) and illustrated further in (14)
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below and the discussion following that set of examples. Reduplicated pai
above, then, carries the meaning of ‘very good’ or perhaps ‘much good’ or
‘much goodness’, and in this instance does not entail ‘cutaneous disease’ or
‘venereal disease’ as in modern Māori (see Williams 1971: 249). Of still greater
interest are the last three constructions with their subjects in initial position as
opposed to verb-initial Polynesian languages. The fourth example of Takuri
mate Marion even illustrates a clearly identifiable SVO word order, which also
appears transferable to the other longer construction Marion, Takuri mate tērā
‘Marion, Takuri [will] kill [you] afar’ if we simply interpret tērā ‘afar’ as a
modifier of the verb.

In contrast to Roux and his fellow officers, Crozet offered only a single exam-
ple; but significantly, he confirmed the structurally most interesting example
with its distinct word-order pattern in (3) above:

Nous partı̂mes au nombre d’environ soixante hommes: nous passâmes au travers de
plusieurs troupes de sauvages dont les différens chefs me répétoient souvent ces tristes
paroles, Tacoury maté Marion, c’est à dire, le chef Tacoury a tué Marion. L’intention
de ces chefs étoit de nous effrayer, parce que nous avons reconnu que chez eux, lorsque
le chef est tué dans une affaire, tout est perdu pour ceux qui le suivoient. (Crozet 1783:
104–105)10

Significantly, it was Māori chiefs, not French explorers or their mercenaries,
who repeatedly articulated Takuri mate Marion. Some sixty years later, the
very same sentence even attracted the attention of the French explorer Jules S. C.
Dumont d’Urville (1834–1835: II.376b), who quoted “Tekouri mate Marion,”
‘Tekouri a tué Marion’, from Crozet in the partially fictitious, partially factual
retelling of his own and others’ voyages around the globe under the title of
Voyage pittoresque autour du monde.

In short, five different officers of the Fresne expedition recorded the same
utterance about Takuri killing Marion du Fresne, thus corroborating a Tahitian-
Māori variety of MPP with a characteristic SVO word order.

4.4 Cook on his second voyage to the Pacific, the Forsters, Ma‘i,
and Mahine

Throughout his account of the second voyage to the Pacific in the years 1772
to 1775, Cook (1961: 238, 250, 274–275, 389, 406, 421) admitted to having
acquired but an incomplete knowledge of Māori, Tahitian, or other Polynesian

10 ‘We were about sixty men. We passed several mobs of savages, of whom the various chiefs
repeated frequently the sad words, Tacouri maté Marion, that is to say, “The chief Tacouri has
killed Marion.” It was the intention of the chiefs to frighten us, for we had learned that amongst
them when a chief is killed in a quarrel, all is lost for his followers’ (Crozet 1891: 53–54).
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languages. Incidental recordings again confirm a reduced Polynesian in
use by Tahitians during the late summer and fall of 1773 (with equiva-
lent forms in brackets provided by the editor, Beaglehole, in accompanying
footnotes):

I had no sooner landed than I was met by a venerable old Lady mother of the late
Toutaha, she seized me by both hands and brust [sic] into a flood of tears saying Toutaha
Tiyo no Toute matte [Tuteha taio no Tute mate.] (Toutaha the friend of Cook is dead).
I was so much affected at her behavior that it would not have been possible for me to
refrain mingling my tears with her had not Otoo come and snatched me as it were from
her . . . (Cook 1961: 207)

The Sick being all pretty well recovered, our Water Casks repaired and fill’d and the
necessary repairs of the Sloops compleated I determined to put to sea without Loss of
time, accordingly I ordered every thing to be got off from the Shore and the Sloops to
be unmoor’d. At 3 o’Clock in the afternoon the Boat return’d from Attahourou with my
old friend Potattou [Potatau] the chief of that district his Wife and some more of his
friends, they brought me a present of two Hogs and Mr. Pickersgill had got two more
by exchanges from Oamo for he went in the Boat as far as Paparra where he saw old
Obarea, she seem’d to be much altered for the worse, poor and of little consequence:
the first words she said to Mr. Pickersgill Arree Mataou ina Boa [arii matau, aina puaa.]
(the aree is frightened, you can have no Hogs) from this it should seem that she had
little or no property and was her self subject to the Aree which I believe was not the
case when I was here before. (Cook 1961: 210–211)

I then asked [an intelligent Native man] if they sacrificed men to the Eatua [gods],
he answered Taata eno [taata ino, mean or evil folk] they did, that is bad men, first
Teparrahy or beating them till they were dead [taparahi, to beat; the doomed man
was killed by a heavy blow on the back of the head]; I then asked him if good men
were put to death in this manner, he answer’d no Taata eno, I asked if any Arii’s
he said no and said these had Hogs &ca to give to the Eatua and again repeated
Taata eno. I next asked him if Towtows [teuteu, hereditary retainers, not slaves], that
is servants or slaves, who had nither Hogs, Dogs or fruit, but yet good men if they
were sacrificed to the Eatua, his answer was no only bad men. I asked him several more
questions, and all his answers seemed to tend to this one point that men for certain crimes
were condemn’d to be sacrificed to the gods provide[d] they have not wherewithall to
redeem themselves which I think implies that on certain occasions human sacrifices are
necessary, when they take such men as have committed crimes worthy of death and
such will generally be found amongst the lower class of people. The man of whom I
made these inquir[i]es as well as some others took some pains to explain the whole
of this Custom to us but we were not masters enough of their language to understand
them. (Cook 1961: 234)

The equivalent forms that Beaglehole already included in accompanying foot-
notes serve as a foundation for reconstitutions, although he did not include
vowel lengthening or glottalization.

We can thus reconstitute Cook’s examples from his second voyage to the
Pacific as follows:
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(4) “Toutaha Tiyo no Toute matte.” ‘Toutaha the friend of Cook is dead’.
Tuteha, taio nō Tute, mate.
‘Tuteha, friend of Cook, [is] dead’.

“Arree Mataou ina Boa.” ‘the aree is frightened, you can have no
Hogs’.
Ari‘i mata‘u, ‘aina pua‘a.
‘[The] chief [is] afraid; [there is] no pig’.

“Taata eno . . . no Taata eno . . . Taata eno” ‘bad men . . . ’
Ta‘ata ‘ino . . . (‘i)no, ta‘ata ‘ino . . . ta‘ata ‘ino.
‘Men/people [are] bad . . . bad, men/people [are] bad . . . men/people
[are] bad’.

These three examples illustrate utterances by which Tahitians, including two
women of chiefly rank, addressed Europeans rather than Cook or any of his crew
members attempting to speak Tahitian, and thus lend unequivocal evidence that
Tahitians themselves recognized MPP as a valid interlingual medium.

What distinguishes these samples from vernacular Tahitian is not only the
consistent absence of the definite article and grammatical particles other than
nō ‘of, for’, but also the fact that all three sentences exhibit a subject-verb word
order in place of the characteristic verb-initial pattern of Polynesian languages.
Moreover, we can read the second example as a case of sequential linking, sug-
gesting a causative relationship between the phrases of Ari‘i mata‘u and ‘aina
pua‘a with the meaning of ‘[The] chief [is] afraid, [whence there is] no pig’.
What Cook apparently interpreted as English no in the third examples probably
was no more than a short form of MPP (‘i)no ‘bad’, and in its reduplicated form
meant ‘very bad’. This example therefore illustrates more of a cultural blinder
by the British explorer than an actual case of homophony between Tahitian
and English in the Pidgin, although the differences in interpretations ultimately
remained minimal.

Cook did not come to appreciate the basic sociolinguistics of his contacts
with Tahitians until later, when he evidently inserted a significant passage in
his account (Beaglehole in Cook 1961: 238, fn. 2): “As their language is but
imperfectly understood, even by those who pretend to the greatest knowledge
of it, Very little on this head is yet known with certainty” (Cook 1961: 238).
In editing Cook’s journals, Beaglehole (in Cook 1961: 281, fn. 3) similarly
recognized in at least one instance that what Cook and his crew recorded was
“both simplified and garbled,” that is structurally reduced and grammatically
distinct from the vernacular:

From the Adventure we get a more cheerful report: ‘Our Uahine Man [“Omai” or Ma‘i]
was much terified having never seen the like before but our ship being an excellent sea
boat soon convinced him that he had little to fear as she rowled very easy with the Sea
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he cryed out with rapture “Pie Miti Middidehay am na Matti,” that is “it was a good
Ship & the Sea could not sink her”.’ – [William] Bayly. Omai’s Tahitian, as rendered
here, seems both simplified and garbled. Possibly what he cried out was Pahi maitai,
miti tihae aina mate: ‘a good ship, angry sea [can] not destroy.’

Drawing on both William Bayley’s translation as well as comparative-
contrastive evidence from Tahitian, a more convincing reconstitution of the
call by Ma‘i (“Omai”), Cook’s interpreter, would however be:

(5) “Pie Miti Middidehay am na Matti.”
‘it was a good Ship & the Sea could not sink her’.
Pahı̄ maita‘i, miti ‘iriā ‘aima/‘aina mate.
‘[The] ship [is] good, [hence the] sea [that-is-]angry [can] not kill
[it]’.

Whether in Beaglehole’s interpretation or the reconstitution of (5), the above
example again confirms the sociolinguistic pattern already suggested for (4): an
utterance without a definite article or grammatical particles, but with a subject-
verb word order and addressed by a Tahitian to Europeans. Ma‘i’s example
also illustrates the postnominal position of apparent adjectives, actually stative
verbs, in what Sarah J. Roberts (1995a: 6) has already described as “clausal
juxtaposition” or “zero-marked clause embedding” for Pidgin Hawaiian, equiv-
alent to relative clauses in English. What to speakers of a Polynesian language
was the sequence of a noun and a stative verb could then emerge as a noun and
a predicate with a zero copula to Europeans, to pass as a noun and an adjective
in postnominal position in MPP. Moreover, this example illustrates sequen-
tial linking and negation, the latter of which occurs between the subject and
verb.

Cook’s prime interpreter of linguistic information on his second voyage to
the Pacific, however, was Johann Reinhold Forster, who joined the expedition
as its new naturalist replacing Joseph Banks and who delivered to Cook and
the British Admiralty “more than they had bargained for” (Karl H. Rensch in
Forster 1996 [1778]: 383). Not only did Forster, a German, prove an all-around
eighteenth-century scholar (Universalgelehrte), extraordinarily well rounded
in theology, philosophy, anthropology, and biology, but he also revealed unusu-
ally broad linguistic skills with a knowledge of multiple classic and modern
languages. According to Rensch, Forster was academically better qualified
than any of his predecessors on exploring expeditions to the Pacific to learn
new languages and to gather trustworthy linguistic information in place of
impressionistic descriptions, even if his linguistic studies, unlike his contri-
butions to the natural sciences, have received little subsequent attention so
far (Rensch in Forster 1996 [1778]: 383). In addition, Forster could draw on
the assistance of his highly talented son, George, who accompanied him on
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the voyage. As judged by the wealth of their ethnographic information, the
Forsters indeed were the most perceptive and productive of all crew members
on Cook’s voyages. They inspired generations of scientists to come, foremost
Alexander von Humboldt along with his older brother, the anthropologist and
linguist Wilhelm, and were not to be outdone by any crew member on Cook’s
third circumnavigation, which did not include an official naturalist.

If throughout his unusually wide-ranging comparative Observations Made
during a Voyage round the World the elder Forster (1996 [1778]: 164, 223,
244, 249, 327) repeatedly recognized an “imperfect knowledge” of Pacific
languages by him or his crew,11 he demonstrated all the greater confidence in
his expertise on the language of the Society Islands and – based on it – fewer
internal linguistic differences:

The language of the Society-isles was better understood by us than any other, because
we had made so considerable a stay among them, and had an opportunity of making
use of the vocabularies collected in former voyages, and of conversing with the natives
whom we had on board; the other dialects were only imperfectly understood. We found,
however, that the language spoken at Easter island, the Marquesas, the Low, the Society,
and Friendly-islands, and in New Zealand, is the same, and that the differences are
hardly sufficient to constitute dialects. The languages spoken at the New-Hebrides,
New-Caledonia, and New-Holland, are absolutely distinct from the above general, and
likewise differ among themselves. (Forster 1996 [1778]: 249)

In short, the naturalist speaks here of a general language in the singular, extend-
ing across much of the South Pacific.

Forster reportedly learned Tahitian well enough to be able to converse with
Tahitians and other Pacific Islanders, but denied as much as minor linguistic
(“dialectal”) variations for it, when the said area clearly included substantial
differences at the level of mutually unintelligible languages, foremost between
the Eastern Polynesian languages and Tongan. According to the naturalist,
this general language, while descriptive of the natural environment and stellar
constellations, lacked abstract concepts (Forster 1996 [1778]: 250–251) and
differed from the way of speaking at ceremonies and other dramatic events: “In
their prayers, and likewise in their dramas and on other solemn occasions, the
language is different from what we used to hear in their common conversation”
(Forster 1996 [1778]: 287). Elsewhere, Forster (1996 [1778]: 327) observed
about Tahitian prayers that “the language seems to be more formal, sententious,
and almost totally different from that used in common life; for none of us were

11 All discussion of the Forsters’ writings, including George Forster’s Voyage round the World
(2000 [1777]) below, relies on original English editions rather than on secondary German
translations, although their first language was German. The recent University of Hawai‘i Press
editions by Nicholas Thomas et al. used here also include comparative observations on their
German translations and what they add to our understanding of the Forsters’ role in the early
European exploration of the Pacific.
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able to understand the least sentence of their prayers, though we were possessed
of large vocabularies, and had acquired a tolerable share of knowledge of
their language.” Disappointingly, Forster provided no linguistic details of the
general language beyond a basic phonetic description of Tahitian with a fairly
sophisticated quasi-phonemic transcription and a vocabulary of single words
and short noun phrases (Forster 1996 [1778]: 249–251; Rensch in Forster 1996
[1778]: 383–400), neither of which permits any deductions about its syntactic
structure.

Still, Forster’s linguistic description delivered more to Cook and the British
Admiralty than even Karl H. Rensch, author of the appendicized evaluation,
“bargained for” or realized. The naturalist’s observations allow for two mutually
exclusive interpretations. On the one hand, we may accept his mention of
a general language as no more than a reference to Tahitian and its closely
related affiliates in the discussion of their “Malayan” (Malayo-Polynesian)
origin, as his analogous comparative discussion of Germanic languages and his
comparative table of forty-six basic terms in Pacific and Pacific Rim languages
would indeed suggest (Forster 1996 [1778]: 184–185, 188–190). Apparently,
Rensch and many Polynesianist linguists have interpreted it in conventional
historical-linguistic terms (Rensch in Forster 1996 [1778]: 385). Then again,
substantive divisions within the Polynesian language family leave unanswered
the nagging question of the alleged absence of “dialectal” or linguistic variation,
as claimed by a supposedly perceptive scholar, who at the same time recognized
major linguistic differences within Tahitian, namely between “common” and
ceremonial ways of speaking, to the point of missing intelligibility. That Forster
appreciated these differences works against any counterargument of limited or
absent knowledge of one variety as reason for his overgeneralization, because
by extension the same counterargument would have undermined his ability
to distinguish between the “common” and unintelligible ceremonial ways of
Tahitian speech.

On the other hand, we can interpret the general language to which Forster
refers as MPP. Like Observations, Forster’s original manuscripts on Pacific
languages in Berlin contain insufficient information on morphology and syntax
(Rensch 2000: 8, 88) to resolve this uncertainty, compelling Rensch to focus
his own analysis on phonological and lexical issues. While Rensch (2000: 52–
53) recognized that Cook’s Ra‘iatean interpreter Ma‘i (“Omai”) had used some
kind of Pidgin English during his visit to England, he did not by any comparable
measure consider the reverse possibility for early European voyagers to have
adopted a reduced form of Polynesian in the Pacific. Apparently, Rensch also
remained oblivious to the fact that Ma‘i himself had been one of its very
early sources (see (5) above). For Rensch (2000: 55), early European reports
about the Tahitian language being easy to learn therefore remained merely
an abstract philosophical issue about Tahitian linguistic skills in “the elusive
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question whether man in a state of nature was superior to his civilized cousin”
instead of supplying a potential indication for pidginization.

Precisely such an interpretation derives from the conjugational example of
incidental future constructions with a word order of subject and verb atypical
of Polynesian languages (although occurring in focused constructions) plus the
intervening verb haere (hà̄re) ‘to go’ as future marker (Rensch 2000: 91):

(6) “wòu hà̄re mà̇̄ǡ” ‘I am going to eat’
Vau haere mā‘a.
‘I go [for] food/[a] meal/nourishment’./‘I go to eat’.

“ȯė hà̄re mà̇̄ǡ” ‘thou art going to eat’
‘Oe haere mā‘a.
‘You go [for] food/[a] meal/nourishment’./‘You go to eat’.

“ȯı̀ya hà̄re mà̇̄ǡ” ‘He or she is going to eat’
‘Oia haere mā‘a.
‘He/she goes [for] food/[a] meal/nourishment’./‘He/she goes to eat’.

Forster’s samples in (6) do not reflect standard future constructions in Tahitian
with the initial, preverbal future marker e or the characteristic VSO word
order of Polynesian languages; but they are clearly interpretable in terms of
MPP – with the superimposed dot or period probably indicating glottalization.
Forster’s pronouns vau ‘I’, ‘oe ‘you’, and ‘oia ‘he, she’ also match closely
the equivalent pronouns given by Roberts (1995a: 7) for Pidgin Hawaiian:
wau/au, ‘oe, and iāia. By virtue of its easy shifting from one word class to
another (“categorial multifunctionality”), we may even accept mā‘a (mà̇̄ǡ) as a
noun and thus as an object, which would again reflect an SVO word order. We
cannot, however, extend such an identification of Forster’s linguistic data as
MPP to his vocabulary at large. Forster drew on multiple sources of information
(Rensch 2000: 8–9), some of which may well have spoken vernacular Tahitian
rather than the Pidgin. For this reason, the accompanying vocabulary does not
incorporate Forster’s lexicon except those items clearly identifiable as MPP by
syntactic features.

This alternative interpretation as pidginization also resolves the matter of the
(largely) absent dialect variation across the Polynesian South Pacific for which
Forster’s accompanying son George lent support with sociolinguistically more
detailed observations in his Voyage round the World (Forster 2000 [1777]). Not
only did the accounts by father and son come as a package deal, for the book
by the junior Forster complements and draws on his father’s journal, the source
for his own Observations (Forster 2000 [1777]: xiv); but George Forster also
offered several suggestive comments interpretable in terms of pidginization.

Throughout Voyage he clearly recognized a limited understanding of Pacific
Islanders and their cultures due to little progress in learning “their language,”
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always mentioned in the singular (Forster 2000 [1777]: 128, 141, 162, 206,
256, 321, 386); in particular, dialogues in simple expressions prevented an
appreciation of abstract ideas and religion (Forster 2000 [1777]: 152, 248–249,
392). Significantly, the junior Forster considered the Pacific Islanders’ language
as easy to learn and grammatically simple:

Many of them [Pacific Islanders] seeing us desirous of learning their language, by asking
the names of various familiar objects, or repeating such as we found in the vocabularies
of former voyagers, took great pains to teach us, and were much delighted when we
could catch the just pronunciation of a word. For my own part, no language seemed
easier to acquire than this . . . (Forster 2000 [1777]: 145)

Of all Europeans on Cook’s crew, the marine-interpreter Samuel Gibson
acquired the reputation of being better versed in the language than the rest
of them (Forster 2000 [1777]: 88, 120, 176); however, his proficiency, too,
remained limited (Rensch 2000: 21–22). Ultimately, George Forster (2000
[1777]: 387) became convinced that his father was the most competent in
“Tahitian,” which he could speak when he accompanied Cook to shore in the
Society Islands.

Still, the less-than-successful attempts by Europeans at speaking Tahitian,
despite its alleged simplicity and easy learnability, became the source of much
amusement for and mockery by Society Islanders in August 1773:

Our acquaintance with their [the Tahitians’] language, which we were at great pains to
improve, was as yet very imperfect, and deprived us of the pleasure which we might
have received from a conversation with these good people. A few separate words, and
an interlude of dumb mimickry, was all that we had to supply the place of a coherent
speech. However, even this was sufficient to amuse the natives, and our docility and
endeavors to please seemed to be at least as agreeable to them, as their social temper
and willingness to give instruction appeared to us. (Forster 2000 [1777]: 162)

Tahitians obviously found Europeans’ attempts at speaking (vernacular) Tahi-
tian to be inadequate, which further explains why the grammar of their utter-
ances was reduced.

A review of the junior Forster’s account reveals several scenes with specific
utterances that describe and document MPP rather than Polynesian vernaculars:

When our boat came to the foot of the rock [at Dusky Bay, New Zealand], we called
to him [a Māori], in the language of Taheitee, tayo, harre maı̈, “friend, come hither;”
he did not, however, stir from his post, but held a long speech, at certain intervals
pronouncing it with great earnestness and vehemence, and swinging round his club, on
which he leaned at other times . . . A short conversation ensued, of which very little was
understood on both sides, for want of a competent knowledge of the language. (Forster
2000 [1777]: 85–86)

The elderly ladies in general made sure of a prize, by a little artful flattery. They
commonly enquired for our names, and then adopted us as their sons, at the same time
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introducing to us the several relations, whom we acquired by this means. After a series
of little caresses, the old lady began, Aima poe-èetee no te tayo mettua? “Have you not
a little bead for your kind mother?” Such a trial of our filial attachment always had its
desired effect, as we could not fail to draw the most favorable conclusions from thence
in regard to the general kind disposition of the whole people . . . (Forster 2000 [1777]:
181)

Potatow [Potatau, a Tahitian chief] was so well satisfied of the integrity of his [European]
friends, after this ceremony, that he and his wives, and several of their attendants,
carrying with them two hogs and abundance of cloth, marched towards the boat, amidst
an immense croud of people. He was, however, no sooner arrived at the water’s side,
than the whole multitude eagerly pressed him not to venture amongst our people, and
clinging to his feet endeavored to hold him back; several women, with a flood of tears,
repeatedly cried aloud that Toote [Cook] would kill him as soon as he came on board;
and an old man, who, by living at the chief’s own house, seemed to be a faithful servant
to the family, drew him back by the skirts of his garment. Potatow was moved; for a
moment he expressed some marks of diffidence; but instantly arming himself with all
the resolution he was master of, he thrust the old man aside, exclaiming “Toote aipa
matte te tayo”, (Cook will not kill his friends!) and stepped into the boat with an air
of undaunted majesty, that struck our Britons with astonishment. (Forster 2000 [1777]:
196)

Mahine [a young interpreter from Porapora/“Bora Bora”] frequently lamented their [the
Eastern Islanders’ or Rapanui’s] unhappy situation, and seemed to feel for them more
than he had done for the New Zeelanders, because he found them much more destitute.
He added another stick to the bundle which composed his journal, and remembered
Easter Island with this observation, tàta maı̈taı̈, whennùa èeno, that the people were
good, but the island very bad; whereas at New Zeeland he had found more fault with
the natives than the country. (Forster 2000 [1777]: 324)

Forster’s quotes contain four distinctive examples of MPP that in reconsti-
tuted form appear as follows:

(7) “tayo, harre maı̈” ‘friend, come hither’
Taio, haere mai.
‘Friend, come here/towards-the-speaker’.

“Aima poe-èetee no te tayo mettua?”
‘Have you not a little bead for your kind mother?’
‘Aima poe iti nō te taio metua? (see Thomas and Berghof in Forster
2000 [1777]: 448, fn. 6)
‘[Is there] not [a] pearl/bead [that-is-]little for the friend [who-is-]
parental/maternal?’

“Toote aipa matte te tayo” ‘Cook will not kill his friends!’
Tute ‘aipa mate te taio. (see Thomas and Berghof in Forster 2000
[1777]: 449, fn. 29)
‘[James] Cook [does/will] not kill the friend’.
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“tàta maı̈taı̈, whennùa èeno” ‘the people were good, but the island
very bad’
Ta‘ata maita‘i, fenua ‘ino. (see Thomas and Berghof in Forster
2000 [1777]: 465, fn. 46)
‘[The] people [are] good; [but the] land [is] bad’.

Significantly, the first word of the first utterance, although addressed to
a Māori, was not Māori, but Tahitian: taio, which originally referred to “a
formalized friendship pact among Tahitians,” then through wide use came to
mean ‘friend’ in encounters with Polynesian-speaking Islanders of the South
Pacific, and apparently assumed the role of a greeting (see Forster 2000 [1777]:
143–144, 171, 436, fn. 8, 443, fn. 2). For the recent editors of George Forster’s
Voyage, Nicholas Thomas and Oliver Berghof (in Forster 2000 [1777]: 443, fn.
2), taio even took on the mark of MPP:

The word, which may also have been used more informally to mean “friend,” seems
rapidly to have entered a sort of pidgin Polynesian widely employed by mariners in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. [emphasis added]

If Beaglehole (in Cook 1961: 281, fn. 3) had already anticipated the inter-
pretation of one instance by Cook and his crew as “simplified and garbled,”
the above quote made Thomas and Berghof the first non-linguistic scholars of
Pacific history to recognize MPP in explicit terms, although they did not pursue
their historical argument further.

Eventually, taio did not remain the only Tahitian borrowing; Forster (2000
[1777]: 125) also documented Tahitian-derived “heiva” in reference to ‘dance’
in New Zealand before Cook’s visit to the Society Islands on his second voyage,
suggesting “the extent to which other members of the crew, who had been on
the first voyage, were interpreting Maori practice in relation to what they had
already witnessed in Tahiti” (Thomas and Berghof in Forster 2000 [1777]: 441,
fn. 25). The second utterance in (7) reveals a semantic expansion of poe ‘pearl’
to include the meaning of ‘bead’ as a result of contact with Europeans, and
displays greater grammatical complexity, including juxtaposed zero-marked
relative-clause constructions, and the definite article te, which render it sus-
picious as an example of the Pidgin. These reservations dissipate when one
considers similar examples clearly identifiable as MPP by their morphosyn-
tactic patterns and sociohistorical functions, foremost other examples with the
definite article as in (14), (15), (24), (26), (27), and still others in Part II below.
Actually, te taio ‘the friend’ in (7) above foreshadows the semantic opposite
of ka haole ‘the stranger, the foreigner, the white man’ as recorded by Herman
Melville in (39) and (40) in 6.5.

Sociolinguistically of interest is also Forster’s documentation of the use
of MPP by women, even older women. The most striking sample, however,
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is undoubtedly that by Chief Potatau (“Potatow”), affirming his confidence in
Cook’s commitment to his friend; the third sentence again exhibits an SVO word
order in place of the characteristic Polynesian order of VSO, with the negative
appearing between the subject and verb rather than in initial position. This basic
word order perhaps illustrates best what Forster had in mind in reference to “uni-
versal grammar,” and would be highly suspect, reflecting no more than interfer-
ence from Forster’s first language or English, if the same grammatical pattern
were not already evident from earlier sources. Finally, the fourth utterance, cited
also by Dumont d’Urville (1834–1835: I.510a), illustrates an expression by a
native interpreter from Porapora about Rapanui in two structurally minimal-
ist constructions in contrast, interpretable as conjoined sentences (sequential
linking) and expressing a contrast of Rapanui with New Zealand.

By no means do any arguments for a common interlingual medium infringe
on Forster’s comments about differences among Polynesian languages or any
difficulties of communication among their speakers, either of which were part
of the contact medium as well. Forster (2000 [1777]: 174) felt confused by as
little as the highly regular substitution of k for t that he observed among several
speakers of Tahitian and that he thought of as “a kind of impediment in [their]
organs of speech.” Cook’s party also required extra efforts in understanding the
residents of Easter Island (Rapanui) in spite of the closeness of their language to
Tahitian (Forster 2000 [1777]: 303). On the other hand, Māori, speaking a more
“guttural” variety with “a peculiar harshness of pronunciation,” apparently
had some difficulty understanding the European newcomers, including Cook’s
marine-interpreter Gibson, reportedly better versed in “Tahitian” than the rest
of the crew (Forster 2000 [1777]: 88, 120, 176). Pacific Islanders did not always
understand each other at first contact because of obvious linguistic differences.
Mahine, the young interpreter from Porapora (Society Islands),

was not, like Tupaya [Tupai‘a, Cook’s interpreter on his first voyage to the Pacific],
so much a master of their [the Māori’s] language as to converse freely with them, but
he soon understood them much better than any one of us, from the great analogy of
their language to his own. Our visit to the tropical islands had, however, contributed to
make the New Zeeland dialect more intelligible to us than before. (Forster 2000 [1777]:
274–275)

When Cook and his crew encountered a major impasse in communication
with the local population, they relied on hand signs to enhance their verbal
exchanges (Forster 2000 [1777]: 118–119, 242, 328), as was evidently the case
on the Tongan archipelago in spite of Forster’s reliance on “universal grammar”
as well as his and his father’s recognition of obvious correspondences between
Tahitian and Tongan:

The next morning early the captain went on shore [at Tongatapu] with us, and presented
the chief with a variety of garden seeds, explaining by signs how useful they would
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prove to him. This was as yet our only mode of conversation, though we had picked
up a number of words, which, by the help of the principles of universal grammar, and
the idea of dialects, we easily perceived had a great affinity with the language spoken
at Taheitee and the Society Isles. O-Mai and Mahine (or O-Hedeède), the two natives
of Raietea and Borabora who embarked with us, at first declared that the language was
totally new and unintelligible to them; however, when we explained to them the affinity
of several words, they presently caught the peculiar modification of this dialect, and
conversed much better with the natives than we could have done after a long discourse
with them. (Forster 2000 [1777]: 242)

As native speakers of Tahitian, Ma‘i and Mahine “began to understand their
[the Tongans’] language tolerably well” (Forster 2000 [1777]: 244); however,
it is not clear how successful Cook and his crew were in introducing MPP. Con-
versely, their Tahitian friend Purea (“Porea”) made first attempts at learning
English in a rare instance of early linguistic acculturation towards the Euro-
peans, if his success remained limited (Forster 2000 [1777]: 204) like Ahutoru’s
alleged failure with French.

In the end, the observations by George Forster about linguistic differences in
eastern Polynesia still appear minor and contrast manifestly with his comments
about a much greater linguistic diversity in the New Hebrides (Vanuatu), to
which he referred through much of the third book of his Voyage (Forster 2000
[1777]: II).

4.5 Cook on his third voyage to the Pacific, William Anderson, and
James Burney

Much about the absence of linguistic information in Cook’s reporting of his
first voyage to the Pacific also holds true for his third one from 1776 to 1780,
although by that time one might expect the British explorer to have revealed a
greater understanding of the area’s sociolinguistics. In spite of its length and
its wealth of descriptive details, the Beaglehole edition (Cook 1967) reveals
disappointingly little information about language use in the Pacific beyond plat-
itudes of similarities among Eastern Polynesian languages, especially between
Tahitian and its close relatives. Nor are substantive data on MPP available in the
accompanying documents by members of his crew such as William Anderson,
James Burney, Charles Clerke, Thomas Edgar, Alexander Home, James King,
David Samwell, or John Williamson (in Cook 1967, Part I: 493–718, Part II).12

12 In his “Journal,” Samwell (in Cook 1967: 1032, fn. 1), however, reported an instance of what
apparently was Pidgin Tongan, which – as judged by its limited attestations – differed from
MPP lexically and possibly in grammar, but requires closer examination, as the editor of this
edition of Cook’s Journal, J. C. Beaglehole, already recognized.
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In interactions with Polynesians, Cook (1967: 112, 190, 197, 222) occa-
sionally relied on his own linguistic competence, but again admitted to a lim-
ited knowledge of Tahitian without leaving any further records of what his
“smatering of their language” (1967: 222) entailed. In most encounters with
Islanders of the South Pacific, the British explorer still relied on Ma‘i (“Omai”)
as interpreter, spokesman, and even advisor, who used Tahitian as a medium
beyond the Society Islands and left the British explorer in intermittent con-
fusion and misunderstandings, whether intended or not (Cook 1967: 62–63,
73–74, 79–90, 99, fn. 1, 105–106, 112, 121, 125, 127, 133, 136–141, 146,
166, 176, 186, 197, 205–206, 209, 215, 218, 222, 229, 230–236). Because
of Ma‘i’s central but allegedly disruptive role, Cook (1967: lxxxvii–lxxxviii,
cix–cxii, 186–241) dedicated an extended portion of his account to the repatri-
ation of his Ra‘iatean passenger from a two-year visit in England to Huahine
(Society Islands). Regrettably, his Journal offers no further details on Ma‘i’s
linguistic activities; much less does it contain any indisputable examples of an
interlingual medium such as he might have used with Cook, the ships’ crew,
his own two young Māori servants, or other alloglossic Pacific Islanders, be
they in some form of Polynesian or English or even a combination of both.
Cook’s Journal includes only incidental examples of Polynesian languages,
all of which were no longer than short phrases, such as Tata eno ‘bad man’
(Cook 1967: 191), and provide no grammatical clues for distinguishing reduced
forms.

Most of Cook’s linguistic data reportedly originated from the much respected
but enigmatic Scotsman William Anderson, who had already sailed as surgeon’s
mate on Cook’s second voyage and subsequently served as surgeon and unof-
ficial naturalist on the explorer’s third voyage. Unlike Forster and his son, their
successor rarely enjoyed the spotlight, and received recognition more for his
findings in botany than for contributions to linguistic expertise (J. C. Beagle-
hole in Cook 1967: lxxxiv). Although Anderson displayed considerable talents
in learning “Tahitian” and other linguistic skills (Schütz 1991; 1994: 34–35,
57–65), his own account (1967 [1776–1777]) remained noticeably devoid of
linguistic information beyond sporadic single words, a few short word lists,
and incidental observations on Pacific languages. Still, Anderson became the
source of most linguistic information in the first official publication of Cook’s
Journal (1784), edited by John Douglas (Beaglehole in Cook 1967: v). For
February 1778, Cook and Anderson subsequently observed the linguistic scene
of the Society Islands in unusually lucid terms:

in general, they [Mo‘oreans] spoke in short, broken sentences, with a motion of the hand
that was rather awkward. (Cook 1784: II.67)

the people of Otaheite [Tahiti], from their frequent connections with the English, had
learnt, in some measure, to adapt themselves to our scanty knowledge of their language,
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by using not only the most common, but even corrupted expressions, in conversation
with us; whereas, when they conversed among themselves, and used the several parts
necessary to propriety of speech, they were scarcely at all understood by those amongst
us, who had made the greatest proficiency in their vocabulary. (Cook 1784: II.250)

That Anderson and Cook observed “awkward” hand motions by Society
Islanders in speaking a reduced version of Tahitian with foreigners would
not seem surprising as a form of enhancement in interlingual communica-
tion. That Anderson or Cook determined the use of “broken sentences” or
“corrupted expressions,” however, entailed a refined understanding of Poly-
nesian vernaculars in contrast to any reduced variety, which we unfortu-
nately do not find documented in their accounts in the form of any extended
constructions.

After turning north on their way to northwestern North America, Cook and
his crew on the Resolution and the Discovery accidentally touched upon the
Island of Kaua‘i in the Hawaiian archipelago, reportedly as the first European
visitors. For a major linguistic contribution, Anderson collected the earliest
extended word list of Hawaiian. Like Cook’s general descriptions, his list
of Hawaiian words reveals no syntactic features of obvious analytical value;
however, he included several words in single or variable articulations that
are distinctly non-Hawaiian in their phonological pattern by displaying “ng”
or evidently [ŋ], characteristic of several Polynesian languages of the South
Pacific for single entries and of Māori in all five instances (Anderson in Cook
1784: III.549–553; see Pukui and Elbert 1986; Williams 1971; and Schütz
1991: 461; 1994: 63–64):

(8) “Pappareenga” ‘The cheek’ – cf. Māori pāpāringa ‘cheek’ versus
Hawaiian pāpālina ‘cheek’
“Tangata” � “Tanata” ‘A man’ – cf. Māori tangata ‘man’ versus
Hawaiian kanaka ‘person’
“Tangaroa” ‘The name of a god of the place we [Cook and
Anderson] were at’ – cf. Māori Tangaroa ‘guardian of the sea’ versus
Hawaiian Kanaloa ‘god of the sea and underworld’
“Moenga” � “Moena” ‘A mat to sleep on’ – cf. Māori moenga ‘bed,
sleeping place’ versus Hawaiian moena ‘mat’
“Mango” ‘A shark’ – cf. Māori mangō ‘shark’ versus Hawaiian
manō ‘shark’

In examining Anderson’s Hawaiian vocabulary, Albert J. Schütz accepted
“ng” or [ŋ] in Hawaiian simply as a variable remainder of Proto-Polynesian *ŋ.
Similarly, he recognized that

three unusual transcriptions of h – eeeheu ‘the nose’ [for he ihu], eahoi for he ahi, ‘the
fire,’ and erahoi for he lahi ‘thin’ – suggest that the Hawaiian pronunciation of /h/ at
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the time may have included a palatal constriction common in certain dialects of Māori
spoken around the turn of the nineteenth century and in the Marquesas at least as late
as the 1930s. (Schütz 1991: 461)

While perfectly feasible following variationist thinking, such a retention model
still requires an explanation regarding not only why Hawaiian preserved certain
marked phonological features such as [ŋ] but also why it occurred in a fairly
basic vocabulary such as in (8) and especially in the widely used word for
‘man’ or ‘person’. We would rather expect any retentions to be limited to
sporadically used vocabulary of particular sociolinguistic contexts such as a
religious register, a condition that, however, does not apply to Anderson’s
recordings.

For an elegant alternative model, we may interpret what appears as a distinct
Southern Pacific or Māori characteristic in terms of language contact and
specifically as evidence of MPP – an explanation to which even Schütz (1994:
41–42) does not seem averse when acknowledging Tahitian in the function of
a lingua franca:

In contrast to many of the expedition’s linguistic encounters, communication in Hawai‘i
seems to have posed few difficulties. It was a familiarity with Tahitian that eased the
way towards a rapid understanding between Cook’s crew and the Hawaiians – at least
at a superficial level. As a matter of fact, the similarity of Hawaiian and Tahitian was
one of the first things that several journal writers mentioned, with a touch of surprise
because of the great distance from Tahiti . . .

Thus, since Anderson was already familiar with “the idiom,” there was little need
to use gestures or ad hoc sign language to gather information. For example, it was
undoubtedly Tahitian (and perhaps Māori) that helped him elicit the Hawaiian equiv-
alents of three rather difficult grammatical concepts that begin the list: the Hawaiian
forms for ‘where (specifically)?’, ‘where (generally)?’, and ‘no’. From there on, the list
continues with mostly content words: names for body parts, plants and food, and the
artefacts mentioned earlier. (Schütz 1991: 456; emphasis added)

Drawing on Pacific Islander crew members or on experiences of their own,
Europeans evidently introduced Māori words similar in form and content to
Hawaiian equivalents into an emergent Pidgin Hawaiian by way of a reduced
form of Tahitian.

Such an interpretation receives support from James Burney, first lieutenant
on the Discovery, who in his own “Journal” noted for Porapora (“Bora Bora”)
in 1777 that

it has been generally imagined, the Language of Otaheite [Tahiti] and the Society
Islands, is confined to few words, and thou[gh] easily learnt. for my own part, with the
help of above 300 words got by heart, and those the most common in use, I could never
understand the Natives when talking to each other: Sometimes by their gestures and
catching a word or two, the meaning of a single sentence or the subject of their discourse
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might be gathered. in their intercourse with us, they commonly adopted our mistakes
and method of pronunciation for the better dispatch of business; but when any strange
party arrived, we were half lost again, till the old standards gave instructions to the new
comers. (Burney n.d. [1779]: 102)

Unfortunately, the first lieutenant did not specify in what ways Tahitians
“adopted our mistakes and method of pronunciation”; nor did he provide any
illustrative samples beyond a single short phrase that could be either vernacular
Hawaiian or Pidgin Hawaiian – “To-e no Atoui” (Burney n.d. [1779]: 225) or
to‘i no Kaua‘i ‘hatchet for Kaua‘i’.

However, Burney (n.d. [1779]: 115) portrayed the Hawaiian language as
“a mixture of the Otaheite and Tongitabu [Tongan] Languages, which is the
more extraordinary as they [the Hawaiian Islands] are 2400 miles distant from
Otaheite and still further from Tongitabu.” This description of Hawaiian as
mixed Tahitian-Tongan or – better – as mixed Tahitian-Māori would be highly
suspect, if there did not exist supportive linguistic evidence by Anderson in
terms of Māori-derived words with [ŋ] and if Burney did not include albeit
limited descriptive corroboration of his own. Out of the six words that he listed
as Hawaiian, one is clearly not Hawaiian in origin as judged by its phonological
structure: “A Man – Tongarta” derives from Tongan or Māori tangata or /taŋata/
‘man, human being’ rather than the Hawaiian cognate kanaka ‘human being,
man, person, individual, mankind, population’ (Churchward 1959: 454, 703;
Williams 1971: 379; Pukui and Elbert 1986: 127). Burney provided no further
descriptive details, and at first sight one might suspect him of drawing on
Anderson as his prime source of linguistic information. At closer examination,
the historical record suggests an independent recording by the first lieutenant.
He displayed clearly distinct spellings for the few words that he had in common
with Anderson – “Tongarta” (Burney) versus “Tangata” (Anderson) for tangata
‘man’; “Bo hah” (Burney) versus “Booa” (Anderson) for pua‘a ‘hog’; “Marta”
(Burney) versus “Matta” (Anderson) for mata ‘eye’; and “Annoho” ‘to set
down’ (Burney, apparently including the vocative ē) versus “Noho” ‘to sit’
(Anderson) for noho ‘to sit’. Moreover, he added two words for which Anderson
had no equivalents: “Opu” ‘belly’ for ‘ōpū and “Neo” ‘teeth’ for niho. Burney’s
allusion to some linguistic accommodations by Tahitians to Europeans as well
as his reference to “a mixture” of Tahitian and Tongan and to the loan of
“Tongarta” or tangata, too, point to a reduced or foreigner Tahitian as part of
an encompassing MPP.

In short, Anderson’s five words with “ng” or [ŋ], including “Tangata” for
‘man’ and Burney’s equivalent form of “Tongarta,” suggest language contact
of the Hawaiian Islands with the South Pacific and particularly with Māori in
the early colonial period. They again point to Pidgin Tahitian as their medium,
and foreshadow later recordings of taŋata (see (14), (17), (18), and (23) in 4.9,
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5.3, and 5.6 below). We can thus accept with reasonable certainty the words –
“Pappareenga” or pāpāriŋa ‘cheek’, “Tangata” or taŋata ‘man’, “Tangaroa”
or Taŋaroa god of the sea, “Moenga” or moeŋa ‘mat’, and “Mango” or maŋō
‘shark’ – as lexical entries of MPP. The same conclusion does not, however,
extend to Anderson’s vocabulary of Hawaiian at large or Burney’s entries other
than “Tongarta,” as they could have derived from vernacular Hawaiian as part
of mixed vocabularies.

4.6 Esteban José Martı́nez, James Colnett, and Matatore

To contain British expansion into northwestern North America under Spanish
control, Captain Esteban José Martı́nez seized the British fur-trading vessels
Argonaut and Princess Royal, both under the command of James Colnett, at
Nootka Sound of Vancouver Island in the Nootka Sound Controversy of 1789,
an incident that almost sparked open warfare between Spain and England.
Martı́nez detained the ships’ officers and crews, and sent them to the Spanish
naval base at San Blas, Mexico. Among them was Colnett’s “Hawaiian” servant-
sailor by the name of Matatore (“Matutaray”), with whom Martı́nez had a verbal
exchange on this occasion:

En este dı́a, que es en el que celebra la Iglesia, nuestra madre, el Dulce Nombre de
Marı́a, el indio Matutaray (que es natural de las islas de Sandwich y que se halla en
mi compañia desde el instante que hice prisionero al capitán Colnet [sic] y todos los
oficiales y tripulación del paquebot Arguenat [sic]), habiendo visto que a un muchacho
y una muchacha de estas inmediaciones, que por ser pequeños los compré para que
aprendan nuestra lengua, enseñarles la Doctrina y que reciban el Santo Baptismo) les
he puesto distinto nombre, llamando al uno Esteban y a la india Marı́a de los Dolores,
le dijo a los padres misioneros que me acompañan que por qué no le ponı́an a él nombre
como a los otros, que él querı́a que le pusiesen nombre español, que estaba bueno y no
gustaba ya de que lo llamasen Matutaray, sino Marı́a; que cuando estaba malo, le habı́a
pedido a Marı́a que le quitase aquella enfermedad, y que ya estaba bueno; explicándose
en estas toscas palabras, chapurradas o mezcladas del español, con las de su nativo
idioma, diciendo: Matutaray mate, señalando con las manos a sus piernas (que entonces
se le habı́an hinchado por haberse picado de hidropesı́a, que se le curó a bordo). Marı́a
mate anda guete, dando a entender por sus acciones que le habı́a pedido a la Virgen que
le quitase aquella enfermedad, y que ya se la habı́a quitado. En vista de esto, dichos RR.
PP. le dijeron que en lo de adelante lo llamarı́an Mariano, y él les respondió señalándose
ası́, y como que lo llamaban Mariano Mam Ote. Matutaray anda guete, dando a entender
que cuando lo llamasen por el nombre de Mariano responderı́a y por el de Matutaray
no, porque éste se habı́a ido asanemiti. Por lo que todos nos persuadimos que, sin duda,
ha sido algún auxilio eficaz que ha tenido en este dı́a y que Nuestra Señora lo quiere ir
inclinando a nuestra religión. (Martı́nez 1964 [1789]: 113–114)13

13 ‘Ever since I captured Captain Colnet [sic] and all the officers and crew of the packet Argonaut,
I have had with me an Indian, named Matututuray [sic], who is a native of the Sandwich Islands
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We can restore what Martı́nez recorded of this “jargon or mixture of Spanish
with his [Matatore’s] native language” as follows:

(9) “Matutaray mate.” [with no literal translation]
Matatore mate.
‘Matatore [is] sick’.

“Marı́a mate anda guete.”
‘que le quitase aquella enfermedad, y que ya se la habı́a quitado’.
Maria mate anda vete.14

‘Maria sickness goes away’./‘Maria removes [the] sickness’.

[Hawaiian Islands]. I had also bought an Indian girl and boy of this region, in order that, being
young, they might learn our language, be taught the faith, and receive baptism. I had given them
new names, calling the boy Estevan, and the girl Maria de los Dolores. The Indian Matututuray
had noticed this, and today, which is the date when the Church our Mother honors the blessed
name of Maria, he asked the missionary fathers who are with me why they did not give a name
to him as well as to the others. He said that he wished to have a Spanish name, (protesting) that
he was well, and that he did not like to be called Matututuray, but Maria. He said that when
he had been sick he had asked Mary to take away his infirmity, and that he was now well. (He
explained his meaning) in these uncouth words, that was a kind of jargon or mixture of Spanish
with his native language, saying, “Matututuray mate.” while he pointed to his legs, which had
been swelled by the dropsy but which had been cured aboard (this ship). He continued, “Maria
mate and[a] guete,” giving us to understand by his motions that he had asked the Virgin to
cure his infirmity, and that he was now rid of it. In view of this, the reverend fathers told him
that in future they would call him Mariano. He answered them, calling himself by this name,
and exclaiming something like “Mariano mano lite, Matututuray anda guete”. He wished thus
to make them understand that when they would call him by the name of Mariano, he would
respond, but would not answer to the name of Matututuray, because the latter had gone to
“Saulmita”. Accordingly, we all concluded that doubtless he had received some effectual aid
today, and that our Lady wishes him to go on believing in our religion’ (Martı́nez 1915 [1789]:
179–181).

When compared to the original manuscript, both the printed Spanish version of 1964 and the
English translation of 1915 reveal some inaccuracies, none of which hamper the reconstitution
of the quoted phrases or their interpretation except for one item mentioned in footnote 15.
Hence, I have relied on these versions as primary sources of reference rather than reverting to
the original manuscript, which in its available microfilm version is often difficult to read today.

14 In reconstituting Martı́nez’s “ . . . anda guete” as anda vete ‘he/she/it goes [that] he/she/it
disappear’ [in the subjunctive mood], I follow not only the suggestion by an anonymous
reviewer, but also the restoration by Karl Rensch (2003: 139–140) of the very same phrase in
Máximo Rodriguez’ Tahitian glossary of the early 1770s with “gu” in the Spanish orthography
of the period representing a bilabial-velar fricative and with the meaning of ‘go away!’ However,
a speaker of any other Eastern Polynesian language likely understood vete as a Polynesian-
derived word with the meaning of ‘away, free’, which by recognition of cultural blinders
suggests less of a Spanish and more of a Polynesian interpretation. The congruence between
Rodriguez’s and Martı́nez’s attestations raises some other entrancing questions, unresolvable at
this time because of insufficient comparative grammatical evidence: Did Rodriguez’s glossary
serve as a source for Martı́nez’s attestation? Did Rodriguez describe MPP rather than vernacular
Tahitian too?
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“Mariano Mam Ote.15 Matutaray anda guete.”
‘que cuando lo llamasen por el nombre de Mariano responderı́a y por
el de Matutaray no, porque éste se habı́a ido asanemiti’.
Mariano manu lite. Matatore anda vete.
‘Mariano [is] like a [real] person. [So] Matatore goes away’.

Whereas the first, third, and fourth examples above follow the subject-verb
word order already recognized earlier, the second one, irrespective of its inter-
pretation, evidently exhibits an SOV pattern, which, because of its syntactic
oddity, requires an alternative explanation. Is it merely an accidental variation
without reflecting interference from another, non-Polynesian language? Does
this instance possibly reflect the influence of Spanish constructions with objec-
tive pronouns in the accusative or dative cases appearing between the subject
and the verb (SoV, with the lower-case “o” standing for a pronominal rather
than a nominal object), although Spanish exhibits a basic SVO pattern? Then
again, could the second example emulate Latin grammar as a major source of
SOV? As members of the Catholic church, the Franciscan missionaries, who
took care of Matatore, knew Latin at the time and possibly used it as a model for
strange languages, including MPP. In any case, the third and fourth examples
in (9) would also illustrate instances of sequential linking.

Martı́nez reported to the Viceroy of New Spain that Matatore (“Matutaray”)
alias José Mariano “makes himself understood in part in Spanish and in part by
signs which everyone understands” (Kuykendall 1924: 41); however, beyond
anda and possibly vete as single Spanish loans in (9) above, Martı́nez provided
no linguistic or other details in support of his claim. The diary by Martı́nez
(1915 [1789]: 243–253; 1964 [1789]: 143–145) included a Hawaiian–Spanish
vocabulary of some 280 entries, whose source probably was Matatore, which
constitutes one of the first recorded word lists of Hawaiian beyond Anderson’s
vocabulary, and of which A. Grove Day has already transcribed one hundred
entries (1991: 21, 24, 28–29). Martinez’s vocabulary has since undergone a dif-
ferentiated interpretation. On the one hand, Roberts (1995a: 12) acknowledges
two characteristic items as distinctively Pidgin Hawaiian: “pimay” ‘come here’
or pi mai/pi‘i mai (< Hawaiian pi‘i ‘to go inland or overland, to go or walk
up, to climb’ + mai directional particle indicating direction towards speaker)
in place of hele mai and “nuynuy” ‘many, much’ or nuinui, a reduplication of
Hawaiian nui ‘much, many’ (Roberts 1995a: 12). On the other hand, Roberts
(1995a: 6, 7, 13) recognizes occasional use of the definite singular article ka or
ke, presumably absent in Pidgin Hawaiian, and pays no further attention to the

15 “Mam Ote” evidently is an erroneous transcription of what appears as “meneute” in the original
manuscript version of the Public Archives of Canada in Ottawa (Martı́nez 1789: 218) and as
“mano lite” in the English translation by Herbert Ingram Priestely (Martı́nez 1915 [1789]: 180).
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vocabulary in the comparative assessment of early word lists. Any diagnostic
measure to distinguish pidginized from vernacular forms by the definite arti-
cle must then fail by virtue of its intermittent attestations for MPP, as already
observed for (7) in 4.4 above. This fact therefore does not make any easier the
identification of Martı́nez’s word list except for items of obviously distinctive
Pidgin constructions, identifiable by morphosyntactic features.16

In response, Colnett maintained that Martı́nez kept his servant-sailor “by
force” (Colnett 1940 [1789–1791]: 82), which resulted in an extensive exchange
of correspondence between the two commanders (Colnett 1940 [1789–1791]:
101–119) and included four questions in MPP. Colnett believed that Martı́nez
had Matatore taken to Mexico City for detention and for indoctrination to
Catholicism by Franciscans, while the Spaniards argued that Colnett had cap-
tured Matatore without his consent and now considered him free from servitude
(Colnett 1940 [1789–1791]: 103–104). On 1 May 1790, Colnett then answered
to the Viceroy of New Spain by demanding that the Spanish captors of Mata-
tore put his freedom to a test by asking him questions “in his own Language,”
actually MPP:

Your Excellency will give me leave further to observe, that his [Matatore’s] being born
free is no argument for keeping him, for at that rate most of the Crew of the Vessel may
leave me, and she remain to rot before I could get men to sail her, for every Briton is
born free. I am however perfectly satisfied to leave the decision of this matter to the test
of his own election, which I see no other manner of discovering infallibly but this.

The Indian [i.e. Matatore] to be kept a few days away from Both the Friars and me,
after which let your Excellency ask him, which he prefers, the Friars or me, which in
his own Language is said in the following words

Oe No Ho No ho haree Tenenony or Capitain [Will you stay at the house of Tenenony
the captain?]

or
Oe No Ho No ho Padree or Tehuna [Will you stay with the padres, namely the priests?]

or otherwise
[Will you return to the priests’ and padres house?] Ae howee Haree Tehuna a Padree

or
[Will you return to the house of Tenenony the captain?] Ae howee Haree Tenenony

or Capitain.

16 Another, short vocabulary of fourteen entries, identified as the language of “S[a]n. Luis” in an
obvious misunderstanding of “Sandwich,” originated from Mission Santa Cruz, California, in
1795, thus from the same sociohistorical context as Martı́nez’s vocabulary. Its author apparently
was Father José de la Cruz Espi, who had served at Nootka in 1789 and had also recorded Nootka
or Nootka Jargon (Johnson 1999a, 1999b). The San-Luis word list may similarly prove to be
MPP rather than vernacular Hawaiian. Unfortunately, the available linguistic evidence does
not provide any syntactic information that could satisfactorily resolve the uncertainty of its
identification (John R. Johnson, personal communication, 8 July 2008). If the source was the
same as that of Martı́nez’s vocabulary, substantial disparities in transcription for several of the
same words still suggest a different authorship for the latter.
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This Method I am sure your Excellency will approve as an impartial one on my
side; and even though absence persuasion, dread, or the difference of being treated
as a fondling or as a servant, may operate or change in the Indian, Your Excellency
will I hope do me still the Justice to think me incapable of Falsity, or any thing else
unbecoming a Man of Honor. (Colnett 1940 [1789–91]: 105–106; English translations
in brackets original to the text)

In reconstituted form, Colnett’s four questions to Matatore via Martı́nez
convert as follows:

(10) “Oe No Ho No ho haree Tenenony or Capitain?”
‘Will you stay at the house of Tenenony the captain?’
‘Oe nohonoho hale teni/tini noni o kapitan?
‘You live/reside [at the] house [of the] chief [who-is-]small or [the]
captain?’

“Oe No Ho No ho Padree or Tehuna?”
‘Will you stay with the padres, namely the priests?’
‘Oe nohonoho padre o tahuna?
‘You live/reside [with the] padre[s] or priest[s]?’

“Ae howee Haree Tehuna a Padree?”
‘Will you return to the priests’ and padres house?’
‘Oe [?] ho‘i hale tahuna o padre?
‘You return [to the] house [of the] priest[s] or padre[s]?’

“Ae howee Haree Tenenony or Capitain?”
‘Will you return to the house of Tenenony the captain?’
‘Oe [?] ho‘i hale teni/tini noni o kapitan?
‘You return [to the] house [of the] chief [who-is-]small or [the]
captain?’

There is no documentation in Martı́nez’s or Colnett’s diary as to whether
either party ever raised these questions with Matatore. Nor did any partici-
pant apparently record other questions or conversations in MPP rather than
Spanish or English. These four questions, however, exhibit the same basic
pattern as George Forster’s conjugational example of the verb haere ‘to go’
in (6) with only minor differences. They comprise a uniform grammatical
pattern with three or four characteristics, again with the predominance of [t]
over [k], the absence of articles, a word order of SVO, and a reduplication
in nohonoho, which suggests intensity, repetition, or continuation, although
attested in vernacular Polynesian languages as well. Follow-up correspon-
dence by Colnett, without further questions in MPP, eventually convinced the
Viceroy to release Matatore, who planned to return home – only to die near
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Clayoquot Sound of Vancouver Island half a year later (Colnett 1940 [1789–
1791]: 117–119, 198).

The identity of “Matutaray” alias Mariano has raised considerable specu-
lation, but it has remained in doubt until today. Ralph S. Kuykendall (1924:
37), historian of the Hawaiian Islands, thought “Matutaray” to have been a
native of Ni‘ihau or Kaua‘i, “probably the son of a chief of the second or third
rank,” without offering any historical evidence. Whereas one could certainly
derive “Matutaray” from Hawaiian (with “r” simply representing a liquid as
was common for other documents of the period), there exists no easily identifi-
able Hawaiian name equivalent to “Matutaray” or other historical information
that lends support to such an assertion. Instead, “Matutaray,” with its “r,” points
in this case to a non-Hawaiian source and recalls the name of Matatore, fore-
most a chief of Huahine (Society Islands), who, after converting to Christianity,
visited the Hawaiian Islands as an emissary and part of a deputation of the Lon-
don Missionary Society in 1822 (Tyerman and Bennet 1832: I.262–273). He
ended up as a missionary on Kaua‘i rather than in the Marquesas (Tyerman and
Bennet 1832: II.32–38) and was one of several Tahitian-speaking catechists of
Christianity in the Hawaiian Islands during the 1820s and 1830s (Barrère and
Sahlins 1979: 22–24; see Gallagher 1995).

Recognizing the names of Chief Matatore and “Matutaray” as identical is
not to confuse Colnett’s servant-sailor with the missionary Matatore of some
thirty to forty years later. Accepting the similarities in names by interpret-
ing “Matutaray” as an Anglicized rendition of Matatore merely suggests that
Colnett’s servant-sailor, too, bore a Tahitian name. By this reasoning, “Matu-
taray” was not a Hawaiian, then, but a Society Islander, albeit with some ties
to Ni‘ihau or Kaua‘i as suggested by Kuykendall. My interpretation of “Matu-
taray” as a Society Islander receives further support from the fact that not only
were Tahitians among the most active native voyagers in the Pacific Islands of
the early colonial period (Chappell 1997), but they also joined Hawaiians in
sailing between the Hawaiian Islands and northwestern North America from
the late eighteenth until the early nineteenth centuries (Barrère 1989: 76–77,
86). Still, Colnett could hardly have distinguished a Society Islander, once in
the Hawaiian Islands, from a Hawaiian, and he would simply have identified
Matatore as a “Hawaiian.” A major reason was the fact that Europeans and
Americans would have recognized few obvious linguistic or other cultural dif-
ferences between Hawaiians and Tahitians, diminished further by the very use
of MPP.

Also intriguing in (10) above is the phrase of “Tenenony,” by which Col-
nett apparently referred to himself and whose reconstitution and translation
remained an enigma until recently. In an appendix to his essay “An Hawaiian
in Mexico in 1789–1790,” Kuykendall (1924: 49–50) already struggled with
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the interpretation of Colnett’s examples of “Hawaiian,” worth quoting here for
its historical significance:

It was my intention to append, in a footnote, a correct modern version of the Hawaiian
sentences contained in Colnett’s letter of May 2, 1790 [actually dated 1 May 1790 in
the 1940 version], together with an English translation. With this in view I wrote to
several gentlemen, members of this Society [the Hawaiian Historical Society], who
have had much experience with the language. All of these gentlemen responded with
suggestions, but the replies, considered together, show that the project is more difficult
than I anticipated. It is quite impossible to reconcile the different versions suggested
or to effect an acceptable compromise, though there is a fair amount of agreement as
to the general meaning. The limits of available space forbid printing entire the answers
received.

The greatest difficulty seems to be in the interpretation of Colnett’s words “tene none”
[i.e. “Tenenony”]. The following suggestions are made as to possible equivalents:
(a) Kimo none, translated as “slow Jamie.”
(b) Hawaiian for Colnett
(c) Kini noni, translated as “very (or many times) anxious.”
(d) Tene = maanei (“here”) [ma‘ane‘i].

None = no anei [no ‘ane‘i ‘of/for/because of/belong to/to/from here’].17

Not only did Kuykendall clearly recognize Colnett’s “Hawaiian” to exhibit
divergences from vernacular Hawaiian, although he neglected to specify how it
differed from “correct” Hawaiian, but he also identified the key problem in the
reconstitution of Colnett’s samples of MPP. Surprisingly, Kuykendall’s concern
has not generated any fresh interest by linguists, historians, or other social sci-
entists to my knowledge. Day, who had brought Martı́nez’s vocabulary to recent
public attention (Day 1991), overlooked his sentence-long samples or those by
Colnett, which are clearly identifiable as MPP. Roberts (1995a, 1995b), too,
was apparently unaware of Colnett’s questions, which contemporary historians
have simply accepted as vernacular Hawaiian, if a recent study (Barman and
Watson 2006: 24) provides any measure.

In light of the high phonological consistency of Colnett’s linguistic data (see
Day 1991: 25), Kuykendall’s options (a) and (d), then, do not appear con-
vincing on the basis of their deviating sound patterns, which leaves only the
possibility of interpreting “Tenenony” as a proper name (the second option),
the choice of (c), or an entirely new interpretation overlooked so far. Then
again, proper names are frequently difficult to restore, as the example of Mata-
tore has already illustrated. “Tenenony” – i.e. [tenenoni] or [tininoni] – also

17 Kuykendall (1924: 50) ultimately added English translations of Colnett’s questions, some of
which do not correspond to either the Spanish original text or the translations from Maritime
Polynesian Pidgin and raise other questions of interpretation. I leave these discrepancies unac-
counted for, as they are of no consequence to the interpretation of Colnett’s questions per
se.
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differs substantially from how Hawaiians would have rendered Colnett’s name
in Hawaiian, presumably as something like [koloneki] or even [toloneti]. The
third choice of kini noni ‘very (or many times) anxious’ also does not semanti-
cally or syntactically match “Capitain” or kapitan, to which it presumably was
equivalent by the preceding conjunction of o ‘or’ for an alternative interpreta-
tion. The best choice therefore appears to be an entirely new interpretation and
one derived from a language other than Hawaiian.

A strong, although suggestive, clue derives from the Tahitian identity of
Matatore (see the discussion following (10) above), which first points to the
Tahitian language as a likely source. We can indeed restore “Tenenony” as teni
noni or tini noni interpreted as ‘small chief’. This reconstitution derives from
Tahitian teni ‘pouvoir délégué; exalter, donner un pouvoir à quelqu’un’ or tini
‘élever, exalter, faire d’un pauvre homme un chef’ plus the non-reduplicated
form of noninoni ‘petit, mince’ (Académie Tahitienne 1999: 293, 481, 494).
This interpretation also receives support from an apparently nominalized form
of Tahitian tini ‘to exalt, to make a poor man a chief, to feel lonely in a crowd’
plus noni ‘small’ in earlier dictionaries (Andrews and Andrews 1944: 95, 167;
Davies 1851: 156, 270). Apparently a noun phrase with a zero-marked post-
nominal relative clause construction, teni noni or tini noni is semantically con-
sistent with Colnett’s status as the captain of a small ship, equivalent to a small
chief, and faces no better alternative derivational explanation in other Polyne-
sian languages, including Hawaiian. To link the interpretation of “Tenenony”
to that of Matatore’s identity is justifiable on the reasonable assumption that
Colnett used some of the same pidgin phrases when speaking to his addressee,
the most likely source of what clearly appears as a Tahitian-derived title. The
vocabulary of the questions in (10), despite one or two distinctive Hawaiian-
derived words such as hale ‘house’ and tahuna ‘priest’, would also have been
fully intelligible to a speaker of Tahitian, as confirmed by Vaipuarii Tapiero
(personal communication, 24 November 2009).

In the end, Colnett’s questions to his servant-sailor constitute indisputable
variations on the same theme, as they are rather uncommon in historical docu-
mentation and as linguists like them in sorting out distinctive units of form and
meaning in minimal pairs. Paradoxically, these samples exhibit further evidence
that Colnett, “more violent and meretricious than anyone could imagine” (Day
1991: 24), left us better linguistic data than his Hispanic counterpart, Martı́nez,
who had a genuine scholarly interest in his explorations, as is evident from his
extended description of the Nootka region. In other words, the British fur trader
was a hostile witness to the events, a fact that does not lessen interest in his
writings as valuable historical sources. Colnett’s samples also illustrate how
the interpretation of linguistic data can benefit from ethnohistorical evidence,
which suggests the use of a Tahitian compound by speakers of MPP, recorded
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at that in Mexico. Moreover, Colnett’s observations unequivocally link MPP to
the maritime fur trade in northwestern North America.

4.7 Joseph Ingraham

In 1791, the American sailor and fur trader Joseph Ingraham, captain of the
brig Hope, included incidental utterances of reduced Hawaiian in his log, while
visiting the Hawaiian Islands:

I observed a young man among them [Hawaiians] who seemed to have some author-
ity over the rest, on which I invited him on board, and he proved very serviceable
indeed . . . This young man informed us the chief’s name of the district we were oppo-
site was Koopah [Kupaa]. I asked him if he knew Tiana [Kaiana]. He said he did, that he
was Enoo, nooi, nooi, poo makee kanakka [ino, ino, nui pu make kanaka] – that he was
bad and had many guns to kill men – that he and Tommahommahaw [Kamehameha]
had killed Titiiree [Kahekili] and taken the islands of Mowee [Maui] and Wahoo [Oahu]
and that he had likewise taken a vessel. At the same time he cautioned us against going
where Tiana was, saying we could have everything we wanted from Koopah [Kupaa].
But I observed to him that I saw but few hogs come off and unless I could procure them
I must go to Tiana [Kaiana]. On that he sent several canoes on shore to fetch some.
(Ingraham 1971 [1791]: 65, 66; Hawaiian equivalencies in brackets original to the text
of 1971)

During his second visit to the Hawaiian Islands on the Hope, the American
sailor and trader documented yet another exchange on O‘ahu:

Shortly after being at anchor, many canoes came around us, but few hogs came off. In
the forenoon, while I was on board the Hancock, old Abenooe [Opunui], second chief
of Atooi [Kauai], came off. After his being on board about an hour all the canoes pushed
off suddenly from alongside. When we enquired the reason, a little boy whom Captain
Crowell had taken from Owhyhee [Hawaii] to the N.W. Coast of America with him
answered Tanatta mauoa Ririe motto hanna pooi [kanaka maau Ririe makau hana pui],
that the natives were afraid of Ridler [name of the carpenter’s mate; EJD] and afraid that
our vessel would fire on them. (Ingraham 1971 [1791]: 167; Hawaiian transcriptions in
brackets original to the text of 1971)

The instances documented by the American sailor and fur trader are recon-
stitutable as follows:

(11) “Enoo, nooi, nooi, poo makee kanakka.”
‘ . . . he was bad and had many guns to kill men’.
‘Ino nuinui pū make kanaka (see Roberts 1995a: 14)
‘[He is] bad/immoral, extremely [and] gun[s] kill
native-people’./‘[He is] bad/immoral, [and] gun[s], very-many kill
native-people’.
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“Tanatta mauoa Ririe motto hanna pooi.”
‘ . . . the natives were afraid of Ridler [name of the carpenter’s mate],
and . . . our vessel would fire on them’.
Tanata ma‘au Lilie; motu hana pu‘e.
‘Native-people spread-from Ridler; [the] ship make[s] attack’.

The first construction in (11) admits two slightly different interpretations
depending on where one sets a break between the two sentences. Should we
interpret nuinui as an adverb modifying ‘ino ‘bad, immoral’ with the meaning
of ‘extremely’? Alternatively, it could have functioned as a quantifier preceding
pū ‘gun’ with the meaning of ‘very many’, as favored by Roberts in consistency
with Ingraham’s translation and as attested, for instance, in later examples (see
(40) in 6.5 below). Neither interpretation, however, alters previous suggestions
for grammatical patterns in MPP. Of greater interest is the second example,
which again illustrates the variation of [t] with [k] in tanata and motu. As
more complex constructions, these two samples also reveal a clear SVO word
order; they additionally demonstrate a semantactic dependency by the juxtapo-
sition or sequential linking of two independent sentences, of which the second
example significantly originated from “a little boy” whose age Ingraham did
not give, but who was old enough to have sailed to northwestern North America.
That utterance again links the Pidgin to the maritime fur trade in northwestern
North America.

Ingraham described other sociolinguistic scenes on board his ship, in the
Hawaiian Islands, and in the Marquesas suitable for the use of MPP. Regret-
fully, he lends no further explicit documentation for such an inference. On
the occasion of a scuffle with Hawaiians on O‘ahu, due to misunderstandings,
Ingraham (1971 [1791]: 85–86) relied on a man whom he had taken on board
and who apparently reported to the captain in English: “They are for fighting,
sir, you may depend,” which Ingraham took as a notice to his crew to fire. The
captain did not identify the man who had joined his crew; nor did he specify
whether he was even a native speaker of English, perhaps an American sailor
who had signed up in the Hawaiian Islands (see Ingraham 1971 [1791]: 111,
165) and “who well understood their [the Hawaiians’] language,” which was
presumably Pidgin Hawaiian or MPP, at the time of attack. Still, this unidenti-
fied sailor likely was not one of the Hawaiian crew members whom Ingraham
also had on board and whom he knew to “speak tolerably good English” after
having been to England with Captain [Adam?] Duncan (Ingraham 1971 [1791]:
245). This inference would have been in tune with Ingraham’s continued expec-
tations of Hawaiians, even those who had served on American ships for some
time and spoke good English, as unreliable such that probably he would not
have believed any warning by a Hawaiian crew member of an impending attack
by his own people.
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A prime case in point was Opai, whom Ingraham (1971 [1791]: xvi, 2, 76,
245–246) had enlisted as a servant, had taken to North America and Boston as a
friend, and was then to return to his native islands. On occasions, his Hawaiian
protégé displayed confusion or non-cooperation with the American fur trader,
and probably would never rise beyond suspicion. In one instance, Ingraham
had asked Opai to go on shore and to meet native Marquesans dressed in his
“maro” or malo ‘breechcloth’ rather than in his American clothing – only for
him to appear “in his best suit” (Ingraham 1971 [1791]: 47). On another occa-
sion, Marquesans “called to us in their language, but neither Opye [Opai] nor
I understood them” beyond single words such as “Ea’ah” or i‘a ‘fish’. The
visitors instead relied on gestures and signs in spite of the close historical rela-
tionship between the Hawaiian and Marquesan languages, of which Ingraham
(1971 [1791]: 43, 44, 45, 55, 58) was already aware. Meanwhile, Opai had
apparently forgotten much of his native language and learned to speak Pidgin
English to the extent that Ingraham even feared that the Hawaiians would make
Opai “subservient to their wicked purposes” and in the epilogue went so far as
to make his limited knowledge of English responsible for geopolitical changes
in the Pacific (Ingraham 1971 [1791]: 66–67, 70, 84, 245–246).

Significantly, the considerable difficulty of Ingraham and his crew in inter-
acting with Marquesans beyond single words suggests that MPP had not yet
become established among these Pacific Islanders or at least among those Mar-
quesans who had still had little or no contact with Europeans or Americans,
as recognized by Ingraham and his supercargo, Ebenezer Dorr, Jr. (Ingraham
1971 [1791]: 58–59). On the other hand, that Opai could not make himself
understood with either Marquesans or Hawaiians in Pidgin English indicates,
too, that this trade medium was not yet a suitable alternative in this part of the
Pacific at the time and that Opai had likely learned it as part of his overseas
travels. Ingraham’s single citation of Pidgin English among several samples
of MPP is therefore consistent with other historical information about Opai’s
travel experiences beyond the Pacific, a fact that renders this source trustworthy.

4.8 Tama, Edward Robarts, Jean Cabri, Adam Johann von
Krusenstern, and Urey Lisiansky

The sociolinguistic situation remained uncertain for the Marquesas in the early
nineteenth century, as is evident from the Marquesan journal of the years
from 1797 through 1824 by the English beachcomber Edward Robarts (1974),
who married a native Marquesan woman. In initial encounters with native
Marquesans, Europeans relied on interpreters, as was the case when Robarts
first drew on a native Hawaiian by the name of Sam, Tama, or – reinterpreted –
Tom, who spoke a little broken English as one among few. Like Opai, Tama
had served on an American ship, sailing between Boston, the Juan Fernandez
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Islands off Chile, and China as part of the fur trade, and had reportedly jumped
ship at Tahuata, attracted by the beauty of its women (Robarts 1974: 46–47).
The Marquesans showed great interest in Tama’s storytelling and ability to
throw stones and spears better and farther than they could; but they were not
particularly impressed by what Europeans had to offer (Gregory Dening in
Robarts 1974: 47, fn. 4).18 Allegedly, a missionary by the name of William
Pascoe Crook of the London Missionary Society, another Englishman by the
name of Walker, and Robarts’ associate, a gunner, “could not get hold of the
language” (Robarts 1974: 78, 100, 113, 150). The beachcomber then recognized
the need to learn Marquesan, and after almost two years acquired sufficient
fluency in it to hold a conversation with his native neighbors and friends
(Robarts 1974: 68, 70, 86, 282).

Robarts never outdid another beachcomber by the name of Jean Cabri,
Cadiche, or even Joseph Kabrit, a Frenchman, who reportedly had a better
grasp of the Marquesan language and culture (Dening in Robarts 1974: 7,
8, 19). In one instance, the Englishman apparently confused tomohine ‘sin-
gle woman, daughter’ with tomoa, ‘cry of encouragement given by women to
warriors in battle’ (Dening in Robarts 1974: 81, fn. 18). Nonetheless, Robarts
(1974: 141–142) was sufficiently skilled to serve as an unintentional interpreter
in 1805 when, after overhearing Marquesans on board whisper about plans to
rob the ship, he reported their plot to its captain.19 On another occasion, he
reportedly conversed with a woman from ’Ua Pou (Marquesas Islands), Tahi-
tians, and apparently Māori without major problems in spite of some linguistic
differences that he recognized (Robarts 1974: 163, 181, 189). Then again, he
appreciated Fijian, an Eastern Malayo-Polynesian language, as unintelligible
with Marquesan, and suspected those words similar to Marquesan to have dif-
ferent meanings, whence he rejected a claim by Bruce, an Englishman living
among the Māori, to be able to converse with Fijians in broken Māori (Robarts

18 Sam, Tama, or Tom apparently reappeared as Boatswain Tom in Columbia River by the Irish
fur trader Ross Cox (1957 [1831]: 44–45), who at O‘ahu in 1812 received twenty-six volunteer
Hawaiians, ten as crew members in replacement of “indifferent sailors” and sixteen in the
service of the Pacific Fur Company, on board the Beaver. Boatswain Tom served as “[a]n old
experienced islander”: “When any number of the natives were wanted to perform a particular
duty, word was passed to Bos’n Tom; who, to do him justice, betrayed none of the softer feelings
of national partiality to his countrymen. The moment he gave ‘the dreadful word’ it was followed
by a horrid yell; and with a rope’s end he laid on the back and shoulders of every poor devil who
did not happen to be as alert as he wished, accompanied by a laughable mélange of curses in
broken English, and imprecations in his own language” (Cox 1957 [1831]: 45). Tom’s mélange
of “broken English” and imprecated Hawaiian probably was a reference to MPP with some
relexifications from English. Cox, unfortunately, offers no further sociolinguistic details on how
the Hawaiian sailors communicated with the other crew members on board.

19 This incident recalls the account by Ingraham (1971 [1791]: 85–86) of the warnings by his
unidentified crew member warning him of the imminent attack by Hawaiians and raises more
questions than we can answer here: Was Sam Ingraham’s unidentified sailor? Was Robarts’
story merely a replica of Ingraham’s account?
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1974: 190–191). As evidence of his linguistic skills, he offered a vocabulary
of some 1,400 entries, supplemented by approximately thirty fairly complex
constructions (Robarts 1974: 284–321) and in need of careful evaluation by an
expert on Marquesan.

Robarts’ journal offers some suggestive clues for reduced linguistic encoun-
ters, but no reliable sociolinguistic evidence for a regional medium of eastern
Polynesia in existence in the Marquesas around 1800. At the same time, he
confirmed that hearing English in the Marquesas around the century’s turn was
rare (Robarts 1974: 124). When Robarts (1974: 130) encountered the Russian
frigate Nadezhda, which was under the command of Captain Adam Johann
von Krusenstern, of Baltic origin, in May 1804, he heard French, Dutch, Rus-
sian, German, and Swedish among its multilingual crew members. The English
beachcomber responded in broken Russian and French, to which only the cap-
tain was capable of answering in “tolerable good English.” In piloting the ship
to anchor and assuming the helm, Robarts insisted that the captain would have
to trim the sails because he was afraid of misunderstandings among the ship’s
officers with their insufficient knowledge of English: “They could speak but
a word here and there of english, and my broken french, Dutch & Rush[ian]
made a patcht up conversation” (sic; Robarts 1974: 137).

When Krusenstern (1813: I.110–111, 115, 118, 122–123, 139, 166, 168,
178–182) drew on Robarts and Cabri as interpreters, he apparently favored
the Englishman over the Frenchman. Krusenstern claimed to have studied the
Marquesan language (1813: I.139), yet left no more than single, widely used
words and short phrases of Polynesian origin throughout his Voyage round
the World. Counter to expectations about the similarity among Polynesian
languages, Krusenstern (1813: I.195) also reported that, in the Hawaiian Islands,

our wild Frenchman [Cabri], however, could not make himself understood, nor interpret
the least thing for us: a few English words, which these islanders [Hawaiians] pro-
nounced with tolerable correctness, assisted us greatly in our intercourse with them, and
enabled us in some degree to understand them. The difference in the pronunciation of the
people of Owaihi may perhaps be the reason of their not comprehending the Frenchman.
On the whole, he formed so ill an opinion of the inhabitants of these islands, that he
repented of his determination to remain here, and begged I would suffer him to continue
on board.

Cabri’s difficulties in interacting with Hawaiians, then, did not seem due so
much to linguistic as to non-linguistic, social reasons.

Krusenstern’s observations about Cabri’s inability to communicate with
Hawaiians and his prejudice against them received corroboration from the
accompanying naturalist and physician, Georg H. von Langsdorff (1812: I.165),
who also reported that Cabri and Robarts contradicted each other. The naturalist
still preferred Cabri’s over Robarts’ accounts because of his extended residence
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on Nuku Hiva and his closeness to Marquesans (Langsdorff 1812: I.77, 83–86,
112). Eventually, Langsdorff (1812: I.144–145, 153–159) collected a sizable
vocabulary, which by all indications was North Marquesan (Yuko Otsuka,
personal communication, 2 September 2009). He also included fourteen short
samples of text material (Langsdorff 1812: I.145), most of which appear as ver-
nacular Marquesan and among which there is only one short example with any
grammatical reduction in the form of a missing but required tense-aspect-mood
marker (Gabriele H. Cablitz, personal communication, 27 August 2009): “mate
moi äh” ‘Seine Töchter weinen’ (Cabri’s translation) or ‘Ist die Tochter todt?’

Like Krusenstern and possibly because of Cabri’s prejudice against Hawai-
ians, the commander of the accompanying vessel Neva on Krusenstern’s expe-
dition, Urey Lisiansky (1814: 93), drew on Robarts as a major interpreter for
his book Voyage round the World in the Years 1803, 4, 5, & 6 of 1814.20 He
found several other Europeans who could assist as interpreters in the Hawaiian
Islands; ironically, he remained confident that “from the increasing civilization
of the natives, the English language becomes better known to them [Hawai-
ians] every day” (Lisiansky 1814: 137). While Lisiansky (1814: 100, 106, 112)
recognized a few native Hawaiians (including one with seven years of service
in England) to speak English “remarkably well,” others in fact remained barely
intelligible.

These persons [Hawaiians] accosted us with as much familiarity, as if we had been
acquainted with them for years. On coming on deck, they shook hands with every one
they saw, repeating the word, how-lo-lo, meaning, as I conceived, how do you do. They
brought us, however, no fresh provisions; and it seemed as if the sole object of their
visit was to inquire who we were. (Lisiansky 1814: 98)

The Sandwich Islands [Hawaiian Islands] are inhabited by a race of men who are
not deficient in talents. They are extremely attached to European customs. Some speak
English tolerably well, and almost all attempt to pronounce a few words of the language,
however indifferently they may succeed; as, for instance, nypo for a knife, how lo, lo,
for how do you do? and cabeca, for a cabbage. (Lisiansky 1814: 128)

Lisiansky (1814: 93, 137) took the opportunity of his contacts to collect words
and short phrases of Marquesan and Hawaiian, although “more for curiosity
than use.”

The Marquesan data reveal no obvious grammatical reduction (Yuko Otsuka,
personal communication, 2 September 2009), which suggests that, as major

20 The current paragraph relies principally on the English version of Urey Lisiansky’s Voyage of
1814, approved by the author in person (1814: iv), rather than the Russian original, Puteshestvie
vokrug sveta v 1803, 4, 5, i 1806 godax of 1812. Not only has the Russian version been
inaccessible to me, but its publication apparently experienced considerable editorial problems
according to J. B. Rudnyćkyi (1994: 19, 20). Significantly, it includes some thirty extra entries
of Hawaiian vocabulary that are not part of the English translation and appeared along with a
reprint of the vocabulary in Russian in a recent study of Lisiansky’s Hawaiian vocabulary by
Rudnyćkyi (1994).
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source, Robarts spoke some form of vernacular Marquesan. In contrast, the
Hawaiian vocabulary of some 170 entries, including about twenty sentences,
contains a few reduced three-word constructions without a subject or else with
a subject in final position, in contradiction with the word-order patterns of
either Polynesian languages or MPP (Lisiansky 1814: 326, 328; T. Haunani
Makuakāne-Drechsel, personal communication, 5 July 2008):

(12) “Pimay vy” ‘I am dry’.
Pi mai/pi‘i mai wai.
‘Bring water!’

“Aori pooaoé” ‘Have you swine?’
‘A‘ole pua‘a ‘oe?
‘No pigs you?’/‘You [have] no pigs?’

“Aoreepooa paha” ‘I have no swine’.
‘A‘ole pua‘a paha.
‘No pigs perhaps’.

“Pooano paha” ‘I have swine’.
Pua‘a nō paha.
‘Pigs indeed perhaps’.

Whereas the first example is interpretable as an invitational order, the follow-
ing three constructions, with pua‘a ‘pig(s)’, are minimal utterances that reveal
little of an obvious sentence structure. Except for the second example, they
occur without a manifest subject and raise questions of a zero subject. More-
over, the single exception does not follow the VSO word order of Polynesian
languages or SVO of Pidgin Hawaiian, which may reflect no more than initial
stages of second-language learning, if not outright inaccuracies in early record-
ings. When it came to dealing with important matters such as the negotiation
for fresh provisions, Lisiansky (1814: 102, 122) indeed relied inevitably on
another interpreter, an Englishman by the name of Mr. Johns, and even so
recognized that misunderstandings could be due to his incomplete knowledge
of the Islanders’ language.

One example of reduced Hawaiian, however, stands out for its syntactic and
semantic information among the entries that Lisiansky included in the Russian
version of his Voyage, but excluded from his English translation:

(13) “вити вити ое пимай – е – канака/viti viti oe pimaj – e – kanaka”
‘go and bring him to me’ (Urey Lisiansky in Rudnyćkyi 1994: 13,
122)
Vitiviti/wikiwiki ‘oe pi mai/pi‘i mai, ē kanaka.
‘Quickly you bring [him] to me, oh Pacific Islander!’
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This instance not only substantiates the word order of a subject-initial word
order, as suggested by other examples above, but also confirms proverbial pi
mai/pi‘i mai and suggests a second meaning, that of ‘to bring’ for it. By all
indications, Lisiansky included no information on the social context of the
above utterance.

In these examples, Lisiansky then substantiated MPP with an especially
vivid, grammatically consistent example, but may also have witnessed the onset
of MPP as a jargon in the Marquesas, especially on Nuku Hiva, with evidence
of a variable word order before stabilization, before comparable constructions
of SVO would become the standard as well (see (16) in 5.2 below).

4.9 John Savage and Moehanga

In one of the first ethnographic descriptions of New Zealand, the British military
surgeon John Savage (1807) offered incidental sociolinguistic observations on
Pidgin Māori or Pākehā Māori ‘European Māori’ for 1805. On several occa-
sions, Savage recorded several “complex” sentences from a Māori friend “of
some consequence” (Savage 1807: 102) by the name of Moehanga (“Moy-
hanger”), who on his voyage to England proved almost chatty in a fairly short
document:

The shark followed the ship for some time: Moyhanger contemplated it with horror,
frequently pronouncing the words kiooda eka, matta matta, Moyhanger – very bad fish
to destroy Moyhanger. At length, to his great joy, we made the island of St. Helena.

The fine climate, the buildings on shore, and numerous ships in the road, rendered the
scene exhilarating to all on board; but Moyhanger was perfectly delighted: he danced
and sung, and exclaimed, piannah-miti, very good, very fine, repeatedly; and when I
informed him that the island produced abundance of excellent potatoes, I believe his
native country was almost forgotten.

During the interval between our coming to an anchor, and my taking him on shore,
a salute was fired from the battery on Ladder-hill; his fear and astonishment were now
excessive; he lay down on the deck, stopped his ears, and I believe thought his final
dissolution was at hand; however, as the firing continued, and he still remained unhurt, he
gradually acquired courage and confidence: but upon all similar occasions he expressed
some uneasiness, and constantly stopped his ears, saying, matta matta teringa, it gives
pain to my ears. (Savage 1807: 97–98)

He approved very much of the buildings at St. Helena, but of the island itself he had a
very unfavorable opinion, frequently saying, Kiooda oota, very bad land.

The first time he saw a yoke of oxen his wonder was very great, having no idea of an
animal of that size; and he soon after saw a man on horseback, which so much pleased
him that he laughed heartily, and when the animal set off at a moderate canter, Moyhanger
accompanied him up the valley: he then returned to me and expressed his approbation
of that mode of conveyance. The regimental band delighted him exceedingly; indeed,
for music of any kind, he had a very strong passion; I have seen him in raptures at a
violin. Every thing was new, and most things pleased him. I introduced him to Governor
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Patten, who, I told him, was chief of the island: he was much pleased with the governor,
and frequently repeated to me, Piannah tippeehee-piannah. (Savage 1807: 99–100)

( . . . ) We landed at the easternmost part of the town [London], and had some distance
to walk before we could procure a hackney coach: he [Moehanga] had during this
perambulation something to admire in every thing he saw. The shops with immense
stores of ironmongery excited much of his attention; as we passed houses where those
articles were presented for sale, he always observed to me, Piannah Oota nue nue tokee –
very good country, plenty of iron. Commodities of real utility uniformly claimed his
first consideration. The shops that exhibited articles of dress and ornamental finery
excited his laughter; while those that displayed substantial cloathing appeared to give
him real satisfaction. Through the part of the town we had to walk, there are many
shops of the latter description; whenever he passed one, he observed to me, Piannah,
nue nue Kakahow – This is very good, there is plenty of cloathing. (Savage 1807:
103–104)

( . . . ) The coach gave him great satisfaction: when the horses first started off, the motion
seemed to alarm him [Moehanga] a little; but with me he soon gained confidence. He
looked out on each side – then in front – then appeared thoughtful. I asked him how
he liked our present situation: he replied, Piannah wurrie nuenue yaieda – Very good
house, it walks very fast.

As we passed through a number of streets in our way to my lodgings, at the west
end of the town, nothing escaped his observation. The church steeples – the shops –
the passengers – the horses and carriages, all called forth some singular remark. Of
the height of the steeples he observed, Piannah wurrie tuwittee tuwitee paucoora –
Very good house, it goes up to the clouds. On noticing any singularities, decrepitude,
lameness, or infirmity, in a passenger, he always remarked, Kioòda tungata, Kioòda
wyeena – Good for nothing man or woman. His eye was constantly seeking articles of
iron, cloathing, or food. Of some of the streets he observed, Nue nue tungata, nue nue
wurrie, ittee ittee eka, ittee ittee potatoe – Plenty of men, plenty of houses, but very little
fish, and very few potatoes.

I never could make Moyhanger pronounce the word England, therefore I was content
to allow him to make use of Europe in its stead, which he pronounced without difficulty.
Some times on our way he would draw a comparison between this country and his own,
which appeared to give rise to melancholy reflections. He would say, Nue nue Europe,
ittee ittee New Zealand. (Savage 1807: 104–106)

The ornamental parts of the furniture did not make such an impression upon him, as
might be imagined: Of the mirrors, and other splendid ornaments, he merely observed,
Miti – they are very fine; and while I thought he was admiring the more striking objects,
I found he was counting the chairs. He had procured a small piece of stick, which he had
broken into a number of pieces to assist his recollection. He observed, Nue nue tungata
noho tippeehee – A great number of men sit with the chief. (Savage 1807: 107)

A great source of entertainment to this native was observing the passengers, making
a variety of observations upon their faces and persons, and not unfrequently laughing
heartily at their expense.

Wooden legs amused him very much. – One day he saw a man with two; he called me
in great haste to observe the unfortunate fellow, saying, Tungata cadooa poona poona
racoo – Here is a man with two wooden legs.
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Noise or scolding he very much disliked; the dissonance of the London cries con-
sequently displeased him; he would, upon these occasions, express himself, Kiooda
tungata, kiooda wyeena nue une [sic] mum mum mum – Bad man or woman to make
such a noise.

Our markets afforded him much satisfaction, by enabling him to perceive that we
were abundantly supplied with food; indeed the appearance of many of the passengers
relieved him from any apprehension of want, if he had previously entertained any such
ideas. Whenever he saw a corpulent man pass by he would say, Tungata nue nue kikie –
That man has plenty to eat. How such an immense population could be fed was to him,
at first, a mystery, seeing no appearance of cattle or cultivation; but the arrival of some
droves of oxen, and the waggon loads of vegetables that constantly passed our house,
soon relieved him from any apprehension on our account. (Savage 1807: 108–110)

Moehanga’s multiple utterances in the above quotes are reconstitutable as
follows:

(14) “kiooda eka, matta matta, Moyhanger” ‘very bad fish to destroy
Moyhanger’
Kore ika matemate Moehaŋa.
‘Useless fish keep-hurting Moehanga’.

“Piannah Oota nue nue tokee” ‘very good country, plenty of iron’.
Pai ana uta, nuinui toki.
‘[It is a] good land, [because there is] very-much iron’.

“Piannah, nue nue Kakahow” ‘This is very good, there is plenty of
cloathing’.
Pai ana, nuinui kākahu.
‘[It is] good, [because there are] very-many garments’.

“Piannah wurrie nuenue yaieda” ‘Very good house, it walks very
fast’.
Pai ana fare, nuinui haere.
‘[It is a] good house [in reference to a coach], [because it] very-much
goes’.

“Piannah wurrie tuwittee tuwitee paucoora”
‘Very good house, it goes up to the clouds’.
Pai ana fare, tūfititūfiti kapua [with metathesized consonants in the
English spelling?].
‘[It is a] good house, [because it] stretches [to the] cloud[s]’.

“Kioòda tungata, Kioòda wyeena” ‘Good for nothing man or woman’
Kore taŋata, kore wahine.
‘Useless man, useless woman’.
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“Nue nue tungata, nue nue wurrie, ittee ittee eka, ittee ittee potatoe”
‘Plenty of men, plenty of houses, but very little fish, and very few
potatoes’
Nuinui taŋata, nuinui fare, itiiti ika, itiiti poteito.
‘[There are] very-many men [and] very-many houses, [but] very-few
fish [and] very-few potatoes’.

“Nue nue Europe, ittee ittee New Zealand.” [no translation provided]
Nuinui Iuropi, itiiti Niu Tı̄rani.
‘Very-large Europe [in reference to England], really-small New
Zealand’.

“Miti . . . Nue nue tungata noho tippeehee”
‘they are very fine’ . . . ‘A great number of men sit with the chief’.
Maita‘i. . . . Nuinui taŋata noho te pēhi [?].
‘Good . . . Very-many men sit [with] the chief’.

“Tungata cadooa poona poona racoo” ‘Here is a man with two
wooden legs’.
Taŋata karua/katoa ponapona rākau.21

‘[A] man [with] both [leg] joints [that-are-]wooden/made-out-
of-wood’.

“Kiooda tungata, kiooda wyeena nue une [sic] mum mum mum”
‘Bad man, bad woman to make such a noise’.
Kore taŋata, kore wahine nuinui mumumu [?].22

‘Useless man, useless woman [keep] very-much muttering’.

“Tungata nue nue kikie” ‘That man has plenty to eat’.
Taŋata nuinui kaikai. (Clark 1990: 103, 111, fn. 111)
‘[The] man [has] very-much to eat’.

21 Acknowledgment for the reconstitution of karua ‘two’ goes to William H. Wilson (personal
communication, 27 July 2011) and an anonymous reviewer of another publication (Drechsel
forthcoming). In this case, ka appears not so much as a verbal particle denoting “the com-
mencement of a new action or condition, or of a state of things new to the speaker” (Williams
1971:81a) as much more as a particle used in counting and applied to a cardinal number with the
meaning of the corresponding ordinal, although the two grammatical functions and meanings
may ultimately share a common history.

22 I interpret “nue une” here simply as a misprint of “nue nue” or nuinui, for typographical errors
in foreign-language materials were quite frequent in early documents of non-European lan-
guages; for another illustrative example, see (30) below. Alternatively, Mary Boyce (personal
communication, 24 April 2009) has suggested that “une” stands for the possessive pronoun
āna, meaning ‘her’ in this context; but the reconstituted phrase of kore wahine nui āna
hāmumumumu would raise some other questions of grammatical analysis that my interpreta-
tion can conveniently avoid.
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Some clarification is necessary for the reconstitution of Savage’s “tippeehee”
as te pēhi and especially its gloss as ‘the chief,’ attested in the fourth to last
example above and several others by Savage. As confirmed by Mary Boyce
(personal communication, 29 July 2011), there are no satisfactory derivations
emerging from alternative Māori words or phrases with the combination of a
voiceless alveodental stop, a high or mid front vowel, a voiceless bilabial stop,
another high or mid front vowel, plus possibly a glottal fricative and a third
high or mid front vowel, if Savage’s record indeed represents a three-syllabic
word or phrase rather than a two-syllabic one with secondary aspiration and
final vowel lengthening. Although the present interpretation has remained the
best of all options thus far, Savage’s “tippeehee” as te pēhi ‘the chief’ still
requires positive corroboration. Māori dictionaries give a different meaning
for te pēhi as ‘second (in some districts third) person killed or taken in battle’
(Williams 1971: 724), which presumably implied some social hierarchy such
as that of a lower-ranking chief, but whose precise significance remains elusive.
Also, te pēhi conjures up the personal name of the Māori chief Te Pēhi Kupe
(1790?–1828) as short reference (Sanborn 2011: 73–92), although Savage’s
text explicitly relates to political leaders other than the Māori chief, not to
mention the fact that Te Pēhi did not travel to England until almost two decades
after Moehanga and thus could not have been the subject of his observations at
the time. Moehanga evidently used te pēhi not as a proper name, but rather as
a title for a person of power or influence, whence the gloss ‘the chief’ would
seem fitting.23

By all indications, Savage himself learned Pākehā Māori, apparently from
Moehanga:

By the help of the native I brought to England with me [i.e. Moehanga], I acquired as
much practical knowledge of their [the Māori’s] tongue as would enable me to make
myself understood upon most subjects. It is true, he would sometimes laugh at my

23 However, Moehanga apparently anticipated many of Te Pēhi Kupe’s own experiences on his
own voyage to England in 1824 and 1825. Similarly to the Tahitians Ahutoru and Purea learning
but limited French or English, Te Pēhi Kupe would use little English beyond the names of King
George and Europe, which reportedly forced the chief’s mentor and friend Captain Richard
Kirby Reynolds to learn “a little of his language” (McNab 1908: 637) or “a rough Maori”
(Sanborn 2011: 79), presumably MPP. If the Māori chief could survive by speaking the Pidgin
with Reynolds and members of the crew, his sociolinguistic environment differed little from that
of Moehanga and Savage some twenty years earlier with only few pressures to learn English.
In this fashion, Te Pēhi Kupe hardly remained “one of the few Maori visitors to the West who
did not quickly pick up the local language” (Sanborn 2011: 79), precisely because Reynolds
used MPP instead. On the other hand, Reynolds may also have exaggerated his claims about Te
Pēhi Kupe’s alleged linguistic ineptitude to suggest his protégé’s full dependence on him and
to bolster the reimbursement that he hoped to receive from the English government for looking
after the chief (see McNab 1908: 635–637). Currently, I am not aware of any attested exchanges
between Te Pēhi Kupe and Reynolds that could help resolve this question.
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ignorance and want of comprehension; but, on the whole, he was so complaisant as to
pronounce me a tolerably apt scholar. (Savage 1807: 73)

The surgeon-linguist included a vocabulary of more than one hundred entries
of what likely was Pākehā Māori (Savage 1807: 74–78), but did not offer
any observations about its grammar except to state that “the language of New
Zealand possesses a considerable degree of softness” (Savage 1807: 72). Sig-
nificantly, Moehanga’s attestations, although recorded by an Englishman, con-
stitute evidence of the Pidgin by a Polynesian, preferable to that by a European
or American and confirming its native acceptance (see 3.2 above).

These samples provide unquestionable linguistic evidence of pidginization:
the general absence of articles and grammatical markers or else their loss of
grammatical significance (as apparently in the case of ana, a Māori particle
indicating continuance of action or state following verbs or adjectives, in pai
ana), a changed but overall consistent SVO word order and a pattern of noun
phrases with modifiers preceding nouns, as Clark (1990: 101) has already rec-
ognized in contrast to Māori proper with its VSO word order and a pattern of
noun phrases with postnominal modifiers. Moehanga, moreover, provided at
least eight instances of sequential linking (parataxis), thus conveying a close
semantic relationship between two sentences equivalent to complex construc-
tions: Pai ana uta, nuinui toki ‘[It is] a good land, [because there is] very
much iron’; Pai ana, nuinui kākahu ‘[It is] good, [because there are] very
many garments’; Pai ana fare, nuinui haere ‘[It is a] good house [in reference
to a coach], [because it] goes very much’; Pai ana fare, tūfititūfiti kapua ‘[It
is a] good house, [because it] stretches [to the] cloud[s]’; Kore taŋata, kore
wahine ‘Useless man, useless woman’; Nuinui taŋata, nuinui fare, itiiti ika,
itiiti poteito ‘[There are] very many men [and] very many houses, [but] very
few fish [and] very few potatoes’; Nuinui Iuropi, itiiti Niu Tı̄rani ‘Very large
Europe [in reference to England], really small New Zealand’; Kore taŋata,
kore wahine nuinui mumumu [?]; ‘Useless man, useless woman muttering
very much’. The last four instances constitute clear illustrations of comparison
or contrast by juxtaposition or so-called conjoined comparatives.

The only example that does not easily fit this description of Pākehā Māori
is “Tungata cadooa poona poona racoo” or Taŋata karua/katoa ponapona
rākau ‘Here is a man [with] two wooden legs,’ in which the modified noun of
ponapona ‘joints’ preceded the apparent modifier of rākau ‘wooden’ rather
than follow it. Postnominal rākau ‘wooden’ apparently functioned following
what Roberts (1995a: 6) has already described as “zero-marked clause embed-
ding” for Pidgin Hawaiian, equivalent to a relative clause with the meaning
of ‘that are wooden/made out of wood’ in English. This apparent structural
discrepancy points to the need for a variable interpretation of Pākehā Māori
modifiers, as is also evident in the phrases consisting of “Piannah” or Pai ana
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plus a noun. Whereas a Māori would interpret pai ana as a stative verb with ana
as a particle indicating continuance of action or state and thus any construction
with pai ana to follow the word order of verb and subject, speakers of European
languages understood the same instances as adjectives and nouns, as suggested
by adjectives in prenominal positions in accompanying English translations. In
other words, Māori and Europeans could derive mutually incongruent, virtu-
ally opposite word-order patterns from constructions with pai ana without a
fundamental loss in meaning or much confusion.



5 Resilience against depidginization and
relexification

5.1 Archibald Campbell

From 1809 to 1810, Archibald Campbell (1816: 253–255), a Scotsman some-
times credited with having first documented Pidgin Hawaiian (Bickerton and
Wilson 1987: 62), was apparently the first to offer an extended set of phrases
and sentences in the Hawaiian variety of MPP.

His “Dialogues” indeed included several longer examples, of which the
following are a representative sample:

(15) “Ooree pa, eree to motoo ooree mukee-mukee waoo heire.”
‘No, the captain will not let me go’.
‘A‘ole paha, ali‘i kō motu ‘a‘ole makemake wau hele. (see
Roberts 1995a: 15)
‘Not perhaps [polite], chief [of] the ship [= captain] not
keep-wanting I go’.

“Ooree pa eetee waoo.” ‘I cannot tell’.
‘A‘ole paha ‘ite wau.
‘Not perhaps [polite] know I’.

“Oolava poa aroona te motoo.” ‘Has he taken any hogs on board[?]’
Ua (?) lawe pua‘a ā luna te motu?
‘[They] dual take pig[s] upon/aboard the ship?’

“Ooree, mamooree peemai ayooka lavee nooee-nooee te poa.”
‘No; but he will take plenty when he goes ashore’.
‘A‘ole, mamuli pi mai/pi‘i mai i uka lawe nuinui te/ta (?) pua‘a.
(see Roberts 1995a: 15)
‘No, [he] later comes ashore [and] takes very-many the pigs’.

“Eree te motoo mukee-mukee tooai nooee-te poa.”
‘The captain wishes to purchase a great many hogs’.
Ali‘i te motu makemake tū‘ai nui ta pua‘a. (see Bickerton and
Wilson 1987: 63)
‘[The] chief [of] the ship [= captain] want [to] buy many the pigs’.

145
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“Apopo heire te motoo.” ‘The ship sails to-morrow’.
‘Apōpō hele te motu.
‘Tomorrow goes the ship’.

“Heire oe te yooka moemoe te harre waoo.”
‘Will you go ashore, and sleep at my house[?]’
Hele ‘oe te/ta (?) i uka moemoe te hale wau? (see Roberts 1995a:
15)
‘Go you to the shore [and] sleep [at] the house my?’

“Peemai oe, heire ayooka nummee-numme te eree nooee, eree te
motoo mukee tooai maoona te mummee.”
‘Come hither. Go on shore, and tell the king, that the captain wishes
to purchase a great many pearls’.
Pi mai/pi‘i mai ‘oe, hele i uka naminami/namunamu te ali‘i nui
ali‘i te motu make tū‘ai mauna te momi.1

‘Come hither you, go ashore [and] tell the big chief [= king] [that]
the chief [of] the ship [= captain] wants to buy [a] mountain [of] the
pearls’.

“Eetee oe awaya te eree nooee.” ‘Do you know where the king is[?]’
‘Ite ‘oe ‘auhea te ali‘i nui?
‘Know you where the chief big [=king]?’

“Ooheire marokoo te Morai.” ‘He is gone to the Morai’.
Ua (?) hele maloko te marae.
‘[They] dual go within the marae’.

Campbell also reported a short scene in which King Kamehameha I appar-
ently used MPP with foreigners:

Immediately on his coming on board, the king [Kamehameha I] entered into earnest
conversation with the captain. Amongst other questions, he asked, whether the ship
was English or American? being informed that she was Russian, he answered, “Meitei,
meitei,” [maita‘i, maita‘i] or, Very Good.” (Campbell 1816: 127)

The third to last utterance in (15) above, in which Campbell apparently spoke
to an emissary of Kamehameha I, would lend indirect, although inconclusive,
evidence to the notion that MPP was well established in a royal context and
that perhaps even the King himself used it.2 The same example furthermore
suggests that MPP served as a lingua franca in the pearl trade.

1 According to Wilson (personal communication, 29 April 2012), Campbell then used MPP mauna
‘mountain’ by analogy with Hawaiian pu‘u ‘hill, pile’ in reference to amounts of valuable goods
such as pearls.

2 While stopping over on O‘ahu on his way to northwestern North America in March 1812, the
Irish fur trader Ross Cox attested what apparently was Pidgin Hawaiian by Kamehameha during
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To the extent that Campbell’s data stand out for their quantity as compared
to other attestations, they desperately fall short in terms of their quality, unlike
Savage’s recordings of Moehanga. Actually, they raise serious questions about
their interpretation. For example, the fourth sentence, although fairly long,
appears without an obvious subject (zero subject). Campbell also included
“Oo-” or ua (?) apparently as a third-person dual or plural pronoun (< Hawai-
ian -ua indicator of the dual number in the first and third persons of pronouns
and possessives only), which Sarah J. Roberts (1995a: 7), however, did not con-
firm independently among Pidgin Hawaiian pronouns. In addition, Campbell
offered conflicting forms for ‘captain’: “eree to motoo” or ali‘i kō motu ‘chief
of [the] ship’ versus “Eree te motoo” or ali‘i te motu ‘chief [of] the ship’. As
Roberts (1995a: 14–15) has already recognized, Campbell’s examples reflect
some features characteristic of Pidgin Hawaiian (such as the occurrence of
pronominal possessive constructions and the absence of tense-mood-aspect
as well as case markers); yet they disagree fundamentally with other attesta-
tions of Pidgin Hawaiian as well as with earlier data cited about basic word
order (see Chapter 4). Thus, the Scotsman not only documented the already
well-attested SVO word order in the first, third, fifth, and the final example
plus the subordinate sentence of the seventh in (15) above, but also exhibited
several, mostly shorter instances of Polynesian-influenced VSO, as illustrated
in the seventh, the eight, and the ninth utterances. Moreover, he included an
unequivocal example with the subject in final position such as ‘Apōpō hele te
motu ‘Tomorrow goes the ship’, which he probably derived from Polynesian
verb-initial constructions such as in ‘A‘ole paha ‘ite wau ‘Not perhaps [polite]
know I’. On the other hand, Campbell provided evidence for clear grammati-
cal subordination in the first and eighth example above, the latter even with a
variable word order of VSO and SVO, not usually found in other data for MPP
and reminiscent of English rather than Hawaiian.

In contrast to the general SVO pattern characteristically observed in ear-
lier and later attestations of MPP, Campbell’s constructions therefore reveal a
highly variable grammatical pattern, which Roberts (1995a: 14–15) has inter-
preted as alternations before Pidgin Hawaiian actually came to stabilize. At first

a visit on board. The King apparently was intrigued by various knickknacks on the desk of a
clerk by the name of Seton, who “showed him a handsome penknife of curious workmanship,
containing a number of blades, not with an intention of bestowing it; with this he appeared
particularly pleased, and putting it into one of the pockets of his capacious vest, said: ‘Mytye,
nue nue mytie’ [maita‘i, nuinui maita‘i] (good, very good), and walked away” (Cox 1957
[1831]: 29). Seton attempted in vain to make Kamehameha return the penknife; he supposedly
did not understand English but showered the clerk with gifts on the following day. Roberts
(1995a: 12–13, fn. 10) has taken the reduplicated form of nui as a clue to its identification
as Pidgin Hawaiian rather than as vernacular Hawaiian; but this evidence remains suggestive
without better attestations for distinctive linguistic features to identify this utterance as Pidgin
Hawaiian or MPP.
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sight, this argument appears quite appealing, just as I have suggested a similar
interpretation for the first attestations of MPP in the Marquesas to represent
early, variable recordings at a jargon stage before stabilization (see (12) in 4.8
above). However, arguments for a non-stabilized, highly variable jargon in the
Hawaiian Islands in the early nineteenth century turn moot at closer inspection
and in light of new evidence for MPP in these islands as early as the late 1770s,
during Cook’s third voyage to the Pacific (see (8) in 4.5 above), and no later
than two decades thereafter (see (9) and especially (10) in 4.6 above), that is
some twenty to forty years before Campbell gathered his sample in 1809 to
1810. Two to four decades constitute a long time in the history of a pidgin,
which makes Roberts’ interpretation of pre-pidgin variation doubtful.

In his book Voices of Eden, Albert J. Schütz (1994: 48, 49, 67) already
expressed strong misgivings about the reliability of Campbell’s data, due to
the fact that the author had lost his journal, had written the vocabulary from
memory as long as six years after his visit to the Hawaiian Islands, and had
apparently allowed his editor to make major revisions. Did Campbell or his
editor then “clean up” his recollections in part by hypercorrecting them to some
real or imagined Hawaiian standards? We must indeed assume Campbell’s
“Dialogues” to contain a substantially greater amount of interference from him
or his editor in the domain of grammar, including word order. “Thus, these
words and phrases passed through a number of filters before they reached the
reader, and the background for the language sample is significantly different
from what we are expected to believe” (Schütz 1994: 48).

At best, Campbell’s data reflect those of a former MPP speaker who hyper-
corrected the Pidgin toward Hawaiian as part of his second-language learning
process (depidginization) as judged by the complexity of the constructions in
(15); he may also have inadvertently imposed English patterns in one or the
other subordinate construction, when English had not yet become established
in any form in the Hawaiian Islands. At worst, these data allow few if any
analytical inferences. In the end, Campbell’s attestations raise major doubts
about how representative they are as historical-linguistic documentation of
MPP. They cannot serve for much more than information on the vocabulary
(such as Tahitian-derived marae) or perhaps select phonological features (such
as the variation between t and k). Campbell’s distorted recollections could
have been the result of faulty memory, insufficient familiarity with the topic, an
outright bias or even a vested interest, or possibly a combination of such fac-
tors, as ethnohistorians have attested in other cases (Barber and Berdan 1998:
160–164).

5.2 David Porter

A captain of the US navy, David Porter offered incidental sociolinguistic clues
for MPP in his Journal of a Cruise Made to the Pacific Ocean during the
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years of 1812 through 1814. Porter also was unusually honest about his limited
knowledge of the Islanders’ language:

We had but little opportunity of gaining a knowledge of their [the Marquesans’] language
while we remained among them; but from the little we became acquainted with, we are
satisfied that it is not copious; few words serve to express all they wish to say; and one
word has oftentimes many significations; as for example, the word motte [moti] signifies
I thank you, I have enough, I do not want it, I do not like it, keep it yourself, take it away,
&c. &c. Mattee [mate] expresses every degree of injury which can happen to a person
or thing from the slightest harm to the most cruel death. Thus a prick of the finger is
mattee, to have a pain in any part is mattee; mattee is to be sick; to be badly wounded
is mattee, and mattee is to kill or be killed, to be broke (when speaking of inanimate
objects) to be injured in any way, even to be dirtied or soiled is expressed by the word
mattee. Motakee [motaki], with slight variation of the voice, signifies every degree of
good, from a thing merely tolerable, to an object of the greatest excellence; thus it is, so,
so, good, very good, excellent: it signifies the qualities and dispositions of persons; thus,
they are tolerable, likely, handsome, or beautiful, – good, kind, benevolent, generous,
humane. Keheva [te/ka hewa < Hawaiian, Māori], which signifies bad, is as extensive
in its use as motakee, and, by suitable modulations of the voice, has meanings directly
opposite. This is the case with many other words in their language; indeed with all we
became acquainted with. Kie-kie [kaikai] signifies to eat, it also signifies a troublesome
fellow; may it not also have many other significations, with which we are unacquainted?
it may signify to cut up, to divide, to sacrifice, to keep as trophies; whether it has
these significations I am unable to say, and Wilson could not inform me; but many
circumstances induce me to believe they meant no more, when they informed me they
sometimes ate their enemies. (Porter 1822: II.45–46)

In describing an unusually great semantic elasticity in the preceding quote,
Porter could hardly have referred to Marquesan proper, but only to a pidgin and
specifically to MPP.

What Porter illustrated indeed applies to the Pidgin’s vocabulary, which per-
mitted considerably greater variation in interpretation in terms of both meaning
and grammatical functions, i.e. categorial multifunctionality, than is common
in vernaculars. Significantly, Porter’s principal source by the name of Wilson,
an Englishman, could not resolve his questions about semantic delineation,
suggesting that he too spoke MPP rather than vernacular Marquesan. Further
evidence comes from his name “Pickineenee Opotee” (Porter 1822: II.107)
or ‘little Porter’, including Portuguese-derived pikinini ‘small’ (< Portuguese
pequenino ‘child’) in prenominal position beyond a common vocabulary of
Polynesian terms throughout his journal.

Porter also included the proverbial “matte, matte! killed, killed!” (1822:
II.28, 91, 95) and three words in sequence that by all indications constitutes a
sentence:

After our repast, all the women joined in a song, which was accompanied by the clapping
of hands; it lasted near half an hour, and was not unmusical. I inquired the subject of
it, and was informed by Wilson that it was the history of the loves of a young man and
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a young woman of their valley: they sung their mutual attachment, and the praises of
their beauty; described with raptures the handsome beads and whales’ teeth earrings
with which she was bedecked, and the large whale’s tooth which hung from his neck.
They [Marquesan islanders] afterwards joined in a short song, which they appeared to
compose as they sung, in which I could plainly distinguish the words Opotee, ti ties,
peepees, &c. (Porter presents beads, &c.) after which they strove in various ways who
should amuse us . . . (Porter 1822: II.84)

Whereas the first example provides but weak syntactic evidence in support
of a pidginization hypothesis, the second one matches the standard SVO, which
lends the strongest evidence for the interpretation of Porter’s data as MPP:

(16) “Opotee, ti ties, peepees, &c.” ‘Porter presents beads, &c’.
Opoti taitai pipi.
‘Porter carries bead[s]’.

Noticeably, Porter’s example includes what appear as the “s”-endings of English
for the verb’s third-person singular suffix in the present tense and for the nom-
inal plural inflection. They raise some questions about his suggestion for an
SVO pattern: Did Porter simply project the English word order onto MPP?
Even if he did so, his grammatical “projection” would have been consistent
with what we know about the basic word order of MPP. Alternatively, one
could argue for a reverse causal relationship: Precisely because MPP had a pre-
dominant SVO word order (as is evident from earlier data), Porter interpreted
this example according to English grammar and Anglicized it with verbal
and nominal inflections. In the end, Porter (1822: II.133) could not overlook
that “A Nooaheevan [a Nukuhivan], a Sandwich islander, an Otaheitan, and
a New Zealander, are all of the same nation, and their language and appear-
ance do not differ so much as those of the people of the different counties of
England.”

5.3 John Liddiard Nicholas and Richard A. Cruise

Revealing details about Pākehā Māori appear in the two-volume Narrative of
a Voyage to New Zealand by John Liddiard Nicholas (1817), although it is
not as rich in sociolinguistic information as John Savage’s short account of
1807. Nicholas’ Narrative in fact led Ross Clark (1977: 29–30) to conclude
that the attestations by the American novelist Herman Melville on Nuku Hiva
(Marquesas Islands) and Society Islands in the early 1840s (see (32) through
(40) in 6.5 below) were “a faithful record of the type of communication system
prevailing in the situation.”

Nicholas’ description of his visit to New Zealand in 1814 and 1815 appeared
with a vocabulary, short phrases, and a few longer constructions of Pidgin
Māori throughout. The author documented “pickeeninnee”/“pickeninnee” or
pikinini ‘child’ (Nicholas 1817: I.280; II.171), which was not part of the
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original Māori vocabulary and which we can comfortably interpret as Pidgin
Māori together with the following grammatical evidence. Nicholas also illus-
trated a case of lexical expansion by which the Māori created a linguistic con-
cept for ‘horses’ by compounding the words for ‘large’ and ‘dogs’ into “large
corraddees” (Nicholas 1817: I.172–173) or presumably nui kararehe ‘large
dogs, large quadrupeds’ (Williams 1971: 98, 224), which I have excluded from
the accompanying vocabulary (Drechsel 2014) solely because of incomplete
documentation.

The strongest evidence for Pākehā Māori remains syntactic, as is evident in
what amount to short utterances of a few words (Nicholas 1817: I.47, 49, 88,
91, 139, 301, 319, 377, 380, 396; II.9, 50, 52, 53, 77, 91, 102, 107, 116, 167,
172, 176, 215, 216):

(17) “nuee nuee mattee mattee” ‘very ill’ or nuinui matemate
“nuee nuee arekee”/ “nuee nuee areekee” ‘a very great king’ or
nuinui ariki
“tickee tickee nue nue” ‘see very far’ or tiketike/kitekite nuinui ‘see
very much’
“ittee ittee rungateeda” ‘a chief possessing little power’ or itiiti
raŋatira ‘very small chief’
“packaka kiki” ‘the white man eat’ or pākehā kaikai
“nuee nuee careedee” ‘very angry, very much provoked’ or nuinui
kariri (including the verbal particle ka, denoting a new condition
equivalent to the present or future tense)
“tungata tihi” ‘thief’ or taŋata tāhae ‘man cheats’
“nuee nuee miti” ‘very good, very fine’ or nuinui maita‘i
“nuee nuee kackeeno” ‘very bad’ or nuinui kakino ‘very evil, very
bad’ (including the verbal particle ka, denoting a new condition
equivalent to the present or future tense)
“ittee ittee taboo taboo” ‘very little tabooed’ or itiiti taputapu
“nuee nuee taboo taboo” ‘very much tabooed’ or nuinui taputapu
“nuee nuee tanghee tanghee” ‘a good deal of crying’ or nuinui
taŋitaŋi
“ittee ittee tungata” ‘common men’ or itiiti taŋata
“nuee nuee miti Europee” ‘a very good European’ or nuinui maita‘i
Iuropi
“ittee ittee tarnee” [no translation provided] or itiiti tāne ‘very little
boy/very low-status man/very few men’
“nuee nuee kiki” [no translation provided] or nuinui kaikai ‘much
food’’
“nuee nuee pagata” ‘too heavily clad’ or nuinui pākaka
“nuee nuee rungateeda” [no translation provided] or nuinui raŋatira
‘very big chief’
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Like Johann Reinhold Forster’s conjugational pattern of haere ‘to go’ in
(6) and James Colnett’s four questions in (10), Nicholas demonstrates clear-
cut grammatical patterns by recurrence. Aside from a single instance of verb
and adverb in the case of “tickee tickee nue nue,” these phrases exhibit two
basic grammatical patterns: modifiers (such as nuinui ‘very, very much’
or itiiti ‘very small, very little, very few’) in initial position on the one
hand and a noun paving the way for the subsequent verb (as in the exam-
ples of pākehā kaikai and taŋata tāhae above) on the other. If Polyne-
sians interpreted some instances with initial modifiers as stative verbs plus
a noun, the second pattern clearly exhibited a subject-verb order to speak-
ers of European languages, used in Polynesian languages only in focused
constructions.

Of even greater interest are longer constructions that Nicholas offered
throughout his Narrative:

The chiefs told them very plainly, that if they worked but little, they should have but
little to eat, ittee ittee workee workee, ittee ittee kiki; . . . (Nicholas 1817: I.216)

. . . the chief, in allusion to our having no tokees [‘hatchets’] to purchase his pigs with,
cried out after me, “no tokee, no tokee, no porkee, no porkee,” laughing heartily at his
own wit . . . (Nicholas 1817: I.243)

All the inhabitants flocked round us the moment we presented ourselves, and the mothers,
pointing to the children they carried in their arms, called out to us repeatedly, homi
pickeninnee wow, which means, give the child a nail; and this request being readily
complied with, their handsome features brightened up with delight at receiving so
valuable a present. (Nicholas 1817: I.280)

The New Zealanders are, of all people I ever met with, the most importunate in their
demands upon strangers, and some of them are of so covetous disposition, that give
them what you will, they are not to be satisfied. Old Bennee was a striking instance of
this avaricious spirit, and I would not hesitate to pronounce him the sturdiest beggar
in the whole island . . . One day while he was on board, I was willing, if possible, to
cure him of this propensity, which had now rendered him perfectly irksome to us; and
considering that ridicule might perhaps be the most effectual method I could adopt, I
resolved to practice it upon him, and try how far it might be conducive to my purpose.
Walking, therefore, upon the quarter-deck, I would go up to him and say, “Bennee,
homi vow,” (i.e. Bennee, give me a nail;) when he would stretch out his hand in anxious
expectation of receiving one, but instead of giving it to him, I would look gravely at him,
and make another request, “homi matow,” (give me a fish-hook;) when he would again
hold out his hand with increased avidity; and disappointing him a second time, I would
ask him again, “homi tokee,” at which, unable to contain himself any longer, he would
get into the wildest transports of delight, expecting every moment this treasure at my
hands. At last, when I had thus raised his expectation to the highest pitch, and worked
up his impatience to almost convulsive restlessness, I would say to him very coolly,
“Bennee, homi kipoukee,” (give me the ship,) when his features suddenly changing
from the expression of extreme joy to that of the most dejected hopelessness, he would
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shake his head and cry, “Mr. Nicholas nuee nuee henerecka,” (Mr. Nicholas jokes too
much.) (Nicholas 1817: II.32–34)

While we were sitting at breakfast, we were disturbed by a great clamour upon deck,
when leaving the cabin, we found Gunnah in a violent passion with one of the natives
who had contrived to secrete a marline spike under his kackahow [‘raiment’], but was
watched by our friend, who suspected his design. This man believing that he had
purloined his valuable prize in perfect security, was just in the act of concealing it, as
he supposed, when Gunnah rushed upon him with indignant rage, and taking it from
him, instantly shouted out for Mr. Marsden to come upon deck. But being now brought
into our presence, the culprit denied his having stolen it, insisting that it had been given
to him by one of the sailors; Gunnah, however, declared positively that he saw him
steal it; “me tickee tickee,” said he with much vehemence, addressing himself to Mr.
Marsden, “tungata tihi, no good;” and he described the way in which he saw him secrete
it. (Nicholas 1817: II.51–52)

These constructions appear in reconstituted form as follows:

(18) “ittee ittee workee workee, ittee ittee kiki”
‘if they worked but little, they should have but little to eat’
Itiiti workiworki, itiiti kaikai.
‘[If/When] very-little work, [then] very-little food’.

“no tokee, no tokee, no porkee, no porkee,”
No toki, no toki, no porki, no porki.
‘[If] really no hatchets, [then] really no pork’.

“homi pickeninnee wow.” ‘give the child a nail’.
Hōmai pikinini fao.
‘Give [to the] child [a] nail’.

“Bennee, homi vow . . . homi matow . . . homi tokee . . . Bennee, homi
kipoukee . . . Mr. Nicholas nuee nuee henerecka, . . . ”
‘Bennee, give me a nail . . . give me a fish-hook . . . [give me a
hatchet] . . . Bennee, give me the ship . . . Mr. Nicholas jokes too
much’.
Bennee, hōmai fao . . . hōmai matau . . . hōmai toki . . . Bennee,
hōmai kaipuke . . . Mr. Nicholas nuinui haŋareka.
‘Bennee, give [me a] nail . . . give [me a] fishhook . . . give [me a]
hatchet . . . Bennee, give [me the] ship . . . Mr. Nicholas very-much
fools/jokes’.

“me tickee tickee [no translation provided] . . . tungata tihi,” ‘no
good’
Mi tiketike/kitekite . . . taŋata tāhae.
‘I saw [that] . . . [the] man steals’.
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To the extent that the structurally diverse constructions above permit any gen-
eralizations, they confirm a basic SVO word order except for “Mr. Nicholas nuee
nuee henerecka” or Mr. Nicholas nuinui haŋareka ‘Mr. Nicholas fools/jokes
very much’. In that example, nuinui apparently functioned as an intrusive
adverb similarly to English preverbal adverbs, and perhaps reflects interference
from the first language of an English speaker (such as Nicholas). However,
the first two examples in (18) also illustrate the sequential linking of two sen-
tences to express conditional or temporal subordinate constructions, while the
last construction reveals true subordination corresponding to a “that”-clause in
English without a subordinating conjunction (complementizer).

Perhaps more interestingly, Nicholas’ samples in contrast to Savage’s attes-
tations of a few years earlier exhibit additional lexical borrowings, with not
only pikinini from Portuguese pequenino, but also the negative no, a first per-
sonal pronoun, and the words for ‘pork’ and ‘work’ from English. So often,
Nicholas, too, had his characters (including Old Bennee) speak in English or
Pidgin English, although their quotes are supplemented with Māori or possibly
other Polynesian words or short phrases of Pidgin Māori (see Nicholas 1817:
I.46, 64, 85, 88, 91, 107, 145, 166, 243, 274, 281, 287, 421–424; II.17, 33, 38,
40, 52, 104, 107, 116, 171, 172, 173, 222). These observations would, then, sug-
gest an early relexification of Pidgin Māori with English and a replacement by
Pidgin English. On the other hand, some examples of extended indirect speech
(see, e.g., Nicholas 1817: I.65; II.87) raise the question whether these and
perhaps other examples are translations of Pidgin Māori or even Māori proper.
Nicholas repeatedly admitted ignorance of the Māori language (Nicholas 1817:
I.56, 119; II.42, 189); he depended on interpreters such as Savage’s own travel
companion Moehanga for explanations (Nicholas 1817: I.82, 142, 263, 369;
II.4, 6), although some Māori chiefs and, in one instance, a Māori chief’s
wife by the name of Mrs. Goshore reportedly spoke English or Pidgin English
(Nicholas 1817: I.11, 12, 25, 136–137, 149, 210, 263; II.198).

What lends strong support to an interpretation favoring Pākehā Māori over
Pidgin English are several considerations: Although the first pidgin is often
difficult to distinguish from the latter in short quotations, Ross Clark (1990:
103) has found Pidgin Māori “rarely [to] extend beyond three or four words at
a time,” whereas quotes in Pidgin English could reach the length of entire para-
graphs (Clark 1990: 104). By all indications, Nicholas could expect his readers
to recognize single words and short phrases of Pākehā Māori, especially when
supplemented with translations. However, any extended quotes would become
a major imposition on his readers even when they are accompanied by transla-
tions – a fact that explains Nicholas’ translation of Māori or Pidgin Māori with
Pidgin English. Still, these sociolinguistic circumstances led Clark (1990: 106)
to draw some erroneous inferences. In the course of his discussion, he raised
the legitimate question of how representative the attestations of Pidgin Māori
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were (Clark 1990: 106), but he then omitted to do the same for Pidgin English
in spite of several suggesting stereotypical renditions (Clark 1990: 107–111).
Comparative evidence of some thirty-five years later from the Marquesas and
the Society Islands, to which Clark (1977: 29–31) had already referred in evalu-
ating attestations by Melville, might have served to caution him further against
any overly eager interpretation as English relexification or Pidgin English.
What lends still more support in favor of interpreting the text as Pākehā Māori
rather than Pidgin English is a list of passengers, four-fifths of whom consisted
of Māori and other Pacific Islanders such as Tahitians and only one-fifth of
Europeans (Nicholas 1817: I.371–373). The overwhelming majority of speak-
ers of Polynesian languages over Europeans would have clearly favored the use
of MPP over Pidgin English or English in interlingual encounters at the time,
when Europeans had not yet established political control over New Zealand.

Anybody claiming Nicholas’ Narrative as a major document of Pidgin
English in New Zealand for the early nineteenth century might also draw
on Richard A. Cruise’s Journal of a Ten Months’ Residence in New Zealand
(1824) as further evidence. Throughout his book, Cruise cited Māori as speak-
ing English already in 1819. There is only one problem with Cruise’s quotes of
English by Māori: With the exception of a few short samples of Pidgin English
(Cruise 1824: 70, 84–85, 165), all the quotes appear in highly formal, standard
English as we would have expected only from a Māori with a secondary or
college education in England at the time (see Cruise 1824: 8–11, 13, 15–16, 20,
34, 37, 116, 121, 152, 154, 158, 178, 182, 187, 203, 222, 226, 236, 248, 249,
257, 258, 261, 264, 265). For an illustrative example, Cruise (1824: 10–11)
had a Māori by the name of Tetoro say the following sentence: “when the ship
arrived, the canoes would crowd around her, but . . . if the natives saw sentinels
with arms at the gangways they would immediately go away.”

Whereas Cruise (1824: 34–35, 36, 50, 51, 67, 132, 160) explicitly recog-
nized a few Māori as having learned to speak more or less fluent English
depending on their amount of exposure to the language on board European
ships or during visits to England, he provided several clues that most English
quotes by Māori in fact do not qualify as literal representations of what they
spoke: Tetoro evidently could not understand English visitors (Cruise 1824:
9). Christian missionaries had minimal if any impact on the Māori even after
a residence of six years among them (Cruise 1824: 55). Additionally, English
colonists depended on native interpreters in their interactions with the Māori
(Cruise 1824: 71, 78, 161). Most English quotes of Māori by Cruise, then, are
suspect as accurate historical attestations of what they spoke; rather, we must
take these quotes as English translations of Pidgin English, Māori, or even MPP.
For the latter option, Cruise (1824: 300) himself provided a hint: “A vocabulary
of the [Māori] language has been published: all its words terminate in vowels;
and it is not difficult either to learn or pronounce. Some of our people spoke it
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tolerably well before we left New Zealand.” That crew members, including a
Mr. Hall (Cruise 1824: 173), had learned the local medium after only six months
points indeed to pidginized Māori rather than vernacular Māori. Although short
of actual linguistic data, this quote by Cruise therefore provides confirma-
tion of cultural blinders and lends indirect but striking evidence for MPP in
New Zealand some twelve years after the period to which Nicholas’ account
applied.

5.4 Adelbert von Chamisso, Kadu, and Louis Choris

Quite revealing upon closer examination are also the observations by the
French-born Prussian poet and linguist Adelbert von Chamisso, who served
as a naturalist on the brig Rurik as part of the Romanzov expedition under the
command of Otto von Kotzebue, wrote mostly in German, and would even-
tually publish the first extended grammatical description of Hawaiian in 1837
(Chamisso 1969 [1837]).3

In his Reise um die Welt mit der Romanzoffischen Entdeckungs-Expedition in
den Jahren 1815–18 auf der Brigg Rurik, Kapitän Otto v. Kotzebue, Chamisso
(1856b [1835]: 31) observed that, in contrast to the great linguistic diversity
of California Indians, Pacific Islanders “reden Eine Sprache” or ‘speak one
language’ (Chamisso 1986: 245). He thought specifically of

. . . der gemeinschaftlichen Sprache der östlichern Südländer . . . so dass oft Reisende
sich mit Wörtern, die auf einer Insel gesammelt [wurden], auf anderen weit entlege-
nen verständigen, die Eingeborenen der Sandwich-Inseln mit denen der Freundschafts-
Inseln, und Tupeia, ein Insulaner dieser letzten Gruppe, sich mit den Neu-Seeländern
unterreden konnten. (Chamisso 1856b [1835]: 61, 62)4

3 The following discussion relies on Chamisso’s own publication and specifically on the edition
by Julius Edward Hitzig (Chamisso 1856a, 1856b) rather than on the third volume of Kotzebue’s
Entdeckungs-Reise in die Süd-See und nach der Berings-Strasse . . . (1821a), which included
observations by Chamisso, but which the author found mutilated and full of typographical
errors (Lada-Mocarski 1969: 364). Kotzebue’s own account and specifically the German version
(1821a) – by all indications superior to subsequent editions, including the English translation
(Kotzebue 1821b), although not necessarily the original one (Lada-Mocarski 1969: 288, 289) –
did not include any documentation of how he or his crew interacted with Hawaiians or other
Polynesians. He otherwise provided fairly detailed accounts of his visits to the Hawaiian Islands
and other locations of the Pacific. The use of the German rather than the Russian version, even if
the latter should prove to be the original, is further justifiable because the linguistic attestations
are clearly those of a speaker or speakers of German – a fact that applied not only to Chamisso, but
also to Kotzebue and others on his crew such as the naturalist Johann Friedrich von Eschscholtz,
who were of Baltic German origin.

4 ‘ . . . a common language [of the eastern South Pacific] . . . so that travelers often can make
themselves understood on one island with words they have collected on another one quite
remote from it, the natives of the Sandwich Islands being able to converse with those of the
Friendly Islands [Tonga], and Tupeia, an islander of this latter group, with the New Zealanders’
(Chamisso 1986: 255).
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Although these quotes, like Johann Reinhold Forster’s earlier observations,
read like oversimplified statements about the similarity of Polynesian and espe-
cially Eastern Polynesian languages, they actually emerge as references to a
common Polynesian-based medium, when contrasted with Chamisso’s com-
paratively detailed sociolinguistic observations of the Pacific Islands through-
out his diary (see Chamisso 1856b [1835]: 152–166). Of prime interest is
Chamisso’s reference to Hawaiian as “viel kinderhafter” or ‘much more child-
like’ than Tongan (1856b [1835]: 63); his description would be suspect as
prejudiced, did it not include the comparative reference to another Polynesian
language rather than a European language:

Wir haben in derselben [i.e. “Hawaiian”] nur zwei Pronomina entdeckt, Wau [wau] für
die erste Person, Hoe [‘oe] für die zweite, und nur zwei Adverbien zur Bestimmung
der Zeit der Handlung, Mamure [mamuli] für die zukünftige, Mamoa [mamua] für die
vergangene Zeit. Die fragende oder zweifelnde Partikel Paha [paha], die nachgesetzt
wird, ist von häufigem Gebrauch. – Nue [nui] und Nue Nue [nuinui] sehr und gross,
bilden den Komparativ und Superlativ. Etliche Partikeln bezeichnen als Präpositionen
die Beziehungen der Hauptwörter. (Chamisso 1856b [1835]: 63)5

This description of Hawaiian as grammatically “deficient” agrees fully with that
of Pidgin Hawaiian available in other documents. In an appendicized correction,
the poet-linguist, however, came to recognize a third-person pronoun: “Oyera”
(Chamisso 1856b [1835]: 313), best identified as equivalent to Hawaiian ‘oia
ala [‘oiyala] ‘he/she/it there’ (Wilson, personal communication, 29 April 2012)
rather than ‘oia ‘he, she, it’ and as distinct from the corresponding form iāia as
noted by Roberts (1995a: 7; 1995b: 117) for Pidgin Hawaiian.

In footnotes, Chamisso (1856b [1835]: 64) included not only a list of
widespread reduplications, but also foreign loanwords in Pidgin Hawaiian,
some of which he contrasted with vernacular Hawaiian equivalencies:

(19) Moku-moku Krieg [mokomoko ‘fight, war’].
Moku Insel und Europäisches Schiff [moku ‘island, ship’].
Make-make lieben, mögen [makemake ‘to want, to like’].
Make oder Mate tödten, schlagen [make � mate ‘to die, to kill, to
beat’].
Mire-mire, schauen, sehen [milemile � milamila ‘to see, to look at’
(< Spanish mirar)].
Moe-moe und moe schlafen [moe and moemoe ‘to sleep’].

5 ‘We have discovered only two pronouns in it [“Hawaiian”], wau for the first person, hoe [‘oe]
for the second, and only two adverbs for determining the time of an action, mamure [mamuli]
for the future, mamoa [mamua] for past time. The interrogative or doubting particle paha, which
is a postpositive enclitic, is of frequent use. Nue [nui] and nue nue [nui nui] “very” and “large”
form the comparative and superlative. Some particles designate the relationships of nouns as
prepositions’ (Chamisso 1986: 256 [with bracketed additions original to the quote]).
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Nome-nome sprechen, sagen [naminami � namunamu ‘to speak, to
say’].
Hane-hane machen [hanahana ‘to make, to do, to work’].
Para-para zeichnen [palapala ‘to write; document’].
Mi-mi [Latin] mingere [mimi ‘to urinate’].
Wite-wite schnell, rasch [wikiwiki ‘quick, quickly, fast’].
Rike-rike, gleichwie, ebenso [likelike ‘like (comp.), just as’].

Kau-Kau [kaukau ‘to eat’], chinesisch Tschau-tschau, für Paı̈ni,
essen [pā‘ina ‘to eat a meal or dinner; meal, dinner’]. Pane-pane
[panipani ‘sexual intercourse’], chinesisch für Aı̈ni, Coı̈tus [aina
‘sexual intercourse’, also panipani ‘coition’], welches fremde Wort
noch euphemisch zu sein scheint, da bei der allgemeinen Entblödung
züchtigere Matronen das andere doch vermeiden. Pihi [pihi],
englisch Fish, für Haiı̈na Fisch [haina ‘offering, sacrifice’ (?)].
Neipa [naipa], englisch Knife, Messer. – Pike-nene [pikinini
‘small’], spanisch pequeño, für Käea, klein [ . . . ].6

These instances still reveal little of the Pidgin’s overall grammatical pattern.
Chamisso eventually acknowledged but a limited knowledge of Hawaiian

and recounted the following incident:

Ich hatte einmal Grund, mit meinem Führer unzufrieden zu sein, der, wie es ins Gebirge
ging und ich seiner am bedürfdigsten war, mich mit dem Knaben vorangehen liess und
gar nicht nachkam, so dass ich umkehren und ihn selber holen musste. Ein Liebesaben-
teuer hatte ihn aufgehalten. Ich verschoss den ganzen Köcher meines O-Waihischen
Sprachschatzes zu einer zornigen Anrede, worin ich ihn an seine Pflicht mahnte und mit
Kareimoku [Kālaimoku] bedrohte, der mir ihn untergeordnet [hatte]. Der Mann, wie
es das Recht eines O-Waihiers ist, lachte mich unmenschlich aus ob meiner ungefügen
Rede, die er aber sehr wohl verstand; und er gab mir im Verlauf der Reife keine zweite
Gelegenheit, meine Beredsamkeit auszuschütten. (Chamisso 1856a [1835]: 267)7

6 ‘kau-kau [kaukau ‘to eat’], Chinese tschau-tschau for paı̈ni, “to eat” [‘ai = ‘to eat’, pā‘ina =
‘meal, dinner’]; pane-pane [panipani ‘sexual intercourse’], Chinese for aı̈ni “coı̈tus,” which
foreign word still seems to be euphemistic, as more proper matrons avoid the other out of
general modesty [Pukui and Elbert, Hawaiian Dictionary, lists panipani as a native Hawaiian
word, the reduplicated form of pani ‘to close’ . . . ]; pihi [pihi], English ‘fish’ for haiı̈na, “fish” [the
usual Hawaiian word for ‘fish’ is i‘a; . . . ]; neipa [naipa], English, ‘knife’; pike-nene [pikinini
‘small’], Spanish pequeño, for kaea, “small”’ (Chamisso 1986: 350, fn. 25 [with bracketed
additions original to the quote except for the reconstitutions in Maritime Polynesian Pidgin]).

The suggested Hawaiian equivalency of “Käea” or “kaea” for ‘small’ evidently has remained
an unresolved mystery (T. L. Markey in Schuchardt 1979: 112, fn. 25). All searches for a
Hawaiian or another form–content equivalency have so far proved unproductive. Ultimately,
neither this unresolved mystery nor the distinctive Polynesian features that Chamisso observed
for MPP kept Hugo Schuchardt (1883: 10–11) from considering these words simply as part of
the Pacific whaler jargon or Beach-la-Mar vocabulary in another instance of cultural blinders.

7 ‘I once had reason to be dissatisfied with my guide, who, as we went into the mountains and I
needed him most, had me go ahead with the boy and didn’t follow along after us at all, so that I
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Significantly, the poet-linguist came to recognize that “Unsere Kenntniss der
Sprache reichet nicht hin, ihre Poesie zu beurtheilen” (Chamisso 1856b [1835]:
257) or ‘Our knowledge of the language is not sufficient for us to be able to
judge their poetry’ (Chamisso 1986: 314). Chamisso (1856a [1835]: 157–158)
had learned the first elements of “Hawaiian” neither on location in the Hawaiian
Islands nor from a native Hawaiian, but on board the Rurik from a passenger
of English-Portuguese ancestry by the name of John Elliot de Castro, once a
pearl trader on O‘ahu and then a personal physician to Kamehameha (see also
Kotzebue 1821a: II.10–13; 1821b: I.287, 292–297).

The same kind of Hawaiian-based medium apparently was in use on the
king’s ships, manned by crews consisting in part of native Hawaiians and in
part of Europeans or Americans and sailing as far as Canton (Chamisso 1856b
[1835]: 246). “Viele O-Waihier verstehen etwas englisch, keiner aber ist der
Sprache vollkommen mächtig, selbst die nicht, die auf amerikanischen Schiffen
gereist sind, wie es sehr viele gethan [haben]” (Chamisso 1856b [1835]: 255) or
‘Many O-Waihians understand some English, but none of them is a competent
master of the language, not even those who have served on American ships, as
very many have done’ (Chamisso 1986: 313).

Chamisso also offered some sociolinguistic remarks about his and apparently
the crew’s linguistic interactions with Kadu, a resident of Ratak in the Marshall
Islands and originally a native of Woleai Atoll (“Ulea”), Western Carolines.
Kadu had first addressed the expedition in a language that differed from Ratak,
sounded strange, and was mutually unintelligible with Hawaiian (Chamisso
1856b [1835]: 133); however, he quickly adopted the medium in use aboard.

Die Sprache setzte sich aus den Dialekten Polynesien’s, die Kadu redete, und wenigen
europäischen Wörtern und Redensarten zusammen . . . und, wie manche fremdartige
Redensarten sich in unsere Schiffsprache gemischt hatten, so zählten wir auf spanisch.
Da fing Kadu von selber an spanisch zu zählen, sehr richtig und mit guter Aussprache,
von eins bis zehn. (Chamisso 1856a [1835]: 226–227)8

Remarkably, this observation and example applied not to a Polynesian, but to
a Micronesian.

had to turn around and find him. [A love affair had held him up.] I shot up the whole quiver of
my O-Waihian [Hawaiian] vocabulary in an angry address in which I reminded him of his duty
and threatened him with Kareimoku [Kālaimoku], who had put him under my orders. The man,
as is the right of an O-Waihian, laughed immoderately at my clumsy speech, which, however,
he very well understood, and he gave me no further opportunity to pour out my eloquence in
the course of the trip’ (Chamisso 1986: 187 [with the added sentence in brackets omitted by the
translator]).

8 ‘The language was composed of the dialects of Polynesia that Kadu spoke and a few European
words and expressions. . . . and, as many strange expressions had become mixed in our shipboard
language, we were counting in Spanish. Then Kadu began of his own accord to count in Spanish,
very correctly and with good pronunciation, from one to ten’ (Chamisso 1986: 159–160).
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The naturalist-linguist did not limit the use of this pidgin (“Cant-Sprache”) to
on-board interactions; he noted it similarly for communications on shore (“am
Lande”), presumably with the native population. These observations would
again point to MPP:

Kadu verlor sich unter die Eingeborenen [i.e. Hawaiians], die ihn gern hatten und mit
denen er sich leicht verständigen gelernt [hat]. (Chamisso 1856a [1835]: 264–265)9

In unserer abgeschlossenen, wandernden Welt hatte sich aus allen Sprachen, die am
Bord oder am Lande gesprochen [wurden], aus allen Anekdoten, die erzählt worden
[sind], und aus allen geselligen Vorfallenheiten eine Cant-Sprache gebildet, welche der
Nichteingeweihte schwerlich verstanden hätte. (Chamisso 1856a [1835]: 268)10

At the time, Honolulu already exhibited a sociolinguistic diversity similar to that
of crews on board. Chamisso (1856a [1835]: 149, 254, 260–261, 265) not only
found speakers of Hawaiian, English, Spanish, French, Italian, and Chinese but
also recognized some hundred beached Aleuts (four of whom joined Kotzebue’s
crew), a young “negro,” and a Flathead Indian of northwestern North America.
As the language of the land, Hawaiian would inadvertently have remained the
target language, however successful the various groups would have been in
learning it.

Eventually, Chamisso (1856a [1835]: 228) provided an exemplary phrase by
Kadu:

(20) “Emo Bigar!” ‘Kein Bigar!’
Emo/‘Emo (?) Bikar!
‘Not/Absent Bikar [name of one of the Marshall Islands]’

Kadu’s phrase is intriguing inasmuch as it reveals two distinct, although seman-
tically overlapping, meanings. On the one hand, Chamisso’s example could
include the Marshallese negative emo with the actual meaning of ‘forbidden’
(Byron Bender, personal communication, 9 May 2008; see Abo et al. 1976:
209, 367) in reference to a missed island, as illustrated in a sample of Mar-
shallese by Kotzebue (1821a: I.70) in his diary: “Cabuderi emo Aidaro (Stehlen
nicht gut:)” or ‘Capuderi emo aidaro, (steal not good)’ (Kotzebue 1821b: 86).
On the other, stretching the argument slightly, one might interpret (20) even
as reduced Hawaiian, with the first word deriving from Hawaiian ‘emo ‘wait-
ing, delay; to wait, to delay’. Whereas we should expect Hawaiians to have
instead said *‘a‘ole Bikar! ‘No Bikar!’ to convey the same message (see (12)
in 4.8 above), the alternative interpretation appears to be more plausible than

9 ‘Kadu disappeared among the natives [i.e. Hawaiians], who liked him, and with whom he soon
learned to make himself understood’ (Chamisso 1986: 186).

10 ‘In our sealed-off, moving world a cant language had developed out of all the languages that
were spoken on board or on land, out of all the anecdotes that were told, and out of all the social
happenings, a language that a non-initiate would scarcely understand’ (Chamisso 1986: 188).
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the first one, inasmuch as Chamisso gave no indications for a denial of access
to Bikar in his text. By that reasoning Kadu’s phrase, then, reflects different
underlying structures, depending on the speaker’s first language(s) or exposure
to other languages, but converging with similar or the same meanings at the
surface.

Chamisso’s observations receive corroboration from Louis Choris, who
accompanied the Kotzebue expedition as a painter and confirmed not only
Kadu’s linguistic skills (Choris 1812: Section “Iles Marianes,” 3–4), but also
Pidgin Hawaiian, although he did not offer as many linguistic details as the
naturalist:

La langue des insulaires [Hawaiians] est très-aisée à apprendre; elle consiste
généralement en mots composés, tels que:

maké-maké [makemake] aimer, vouloir, souhaiter
vaı̈-vaı̈ [waiwai?] dormir
noui-noui [nuinui] beaucoup
kaou-kaou [kaukau] manger
mira-mira [milamila < Spanish mirar] voir

Le t se confond ordinairement avec le k, et le l avec le r, par example:

kanaka ou tanata [kanaka � tanata] homme
taro, karo, kalo ou talo [kalo � talo] tarro, racine de l’arum esculentum
tapa-kapa [tapa � kapa] étoffe d’écorce de murier.
(Choris 1812: Section “Iles Sandwich,” 17)11

In describing the Hawaiian Islanders’ language as ‘very easy to learn’, Choris
did not refer to vernacular Hawaiian, but clearly alluded to Pidgin Hawaiian, for

11 The language of the islanders [Hawaiians] is very easy to learn; it generally consists of com-
pounds such as:

maké-maké [makemake] to love, to want, to wish for
vaı̈-vaı̈ [waiwai?] to sleep
noui-noui [nuinui] much, many
kaou-kaou [kaukau] to eat
mira-mira [milamila < Spanish mirar] to see

The t usually merges with the k, and the l with the r, for instance:

kanaka or tanata [kanaka � tanata] man, human
taro, karo, kalo or talo [kalo � talo] taro, root of arum esculentum
tapa-kapa [tapa � kapa] fabric of the bark from the mulberry tree.

(my translation, as to my knowledge this portion of Choris’ Voyage pittoresque autour du monde
has not appeared in English translation).

The gloss of vaı̈-vaı̈ [waiwai?] either reflects an error of interpretation by Choris or possibly
a major redefinition such as was not uncommon in pidginization.
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which he perhaps lent further indirect support by furnishing a disproportionately
large number of reduplications in his examples.

A review of Chamisso’s early account of “Hawaiian” therefore lends convinc-
ing documentation to what Schütz (1994: 25–26, 46–49) and Roberts (1995a:
13–14) already suspected to have been a foreigner-talk or pidginized version,
but did not corroborate further. Contrary to some students of Chamisso (see,
e.g., Schweizer 1973: 14, 18–19, 20, 23–24), these initial observations could
hardly have served as the foundation for his grammatical description of ver-
nacular Hawaiian, which followed two decades later (Chamisso 1969 [1837]).
This conclusion does not however suggest some intellectual deficiency on the
part of Chamisso as a linguistic scholar. On the contrary, his observations,
although romantic at times, have proven more reliable than the records of many
of his contemporaries. He showed a greater understanding of native Pacific
traditions (such as religious ceremonies and the hula dance) than most contem-
porary Europeans or Americans, which accordingly left him little sympathy
for the aspirations of colonial powers or the missionaries in the Hawaiian
Islands. As expected, Chamisso was a protégé of the master linguist Wilhelm
von Humboldt, whom he explicitly acknowledged in his corrections regarding
Polynesian languages (Chamisso 1856b [1835]: 311) and who undoubtedly had
imparted to Chamisso as much linguistic knowledge as was available in the
early nineteenth century.12 At long last, his sensitivity to local traditions illus-
trates how little awareness most of his contemporaries demonstrated toward
the sociolinguistic realities of the eastern Pacific.

5.5 Lucia Ruggles Holman

Like Chamisso, Lucia Ruggles Holman, wife of Doctor Thomas Holman
accompanying the first missionaries of the American Board of Commis-
sioners for Foreign Missions, learned six sentences of “Owhyhee” on board
of the brig Thaddeus in 1820 (Holman 1931 [1820–1821]: 13). She did
not specify what form of Hawaiian she studied, but her descriptions of
Hawaiian manners suggest that it was pidginized Hawaiian rather than the
vernacular:

12 At this time, it is not obvious whether Chamisso’s observations alerted his illustrious mentor to
the possibility of mixed languages, a topic in which he apparently became interested late in his
life, or whether Humboldt’s research on Kavi of Java sensitized Chamisso to the possibility of
mixed languages. However, there is little doubt that Humboldt’s interest in non-Indo-European
languages (including Austronesian), linguistic typologies, and language mixture and contact,
together with his growing philosophical-theoretical apprehensions about the mechanistic, pos-
itivistic perspective of the emerging Neogrammarian school of historical linguistics, opened
avenues for creole studies under Hugo Schuchardt’s direction in the late nineteenth century (see
Hurch 2009).
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The first salutation was similar to our manner of introduction, that of giving the hand
and Alohah [aloha], i.e., how do you do, or good morning. They took seats and began
to admire the Ladies, asking if they had any children, calling us “piccaninny” [pikinini]
(too little). The larger and fatter the women in Owhyhee, the better. One of the oldest
Queens weighs 350. She got me into her lap, and felt me from head to foot and said
I must cow-cow [kaukau] and be nooe-nooe [nuinui], i.e., I must eat more and grow
larger . . .

Finally I know not how to describe their manners, for should I make use of language
as indelicate and uncouth as they really appear, which I must do to give you any correct
idea of their manners, you must be disgusted. (Holman 1931 [1820–1821]: 18–20)

Single lexical entries and a vague reference to the Hawaiian language as
“indelicate and uncouth” hardly serve as refutable evidence without conclusive
syntactic evidence:

Brs. [Hiram] Bingham & [Asa] Thurston, have just arrived from shore, where they
have been to consult the King and Chiefs respecting the landing, and establishment
of the Mission – with news that appears favorable. They say “Miti-palla-palla-hannah-
hannah”: good to learn to read & work. (Holman 1931 [1820–1821]: 20)

Roberts (1995a: 17) has already reconstituted this example as follows:

(21) “Miti-palla-palla-hannah-hannah.” ‘good to learn to read & work’.
Maita‘i palapala hanahana.
‘[It is] good to write [and] work’.

Again, whereas a speaker of a Polynesian language could understand maita‘i
as a stative verb, Europeans would simply interpret it as a preceding adjective
without any loss in understanding, as suggested by earlier examples (see (17)
in 5.3 above). Notably, this instance illustrates the use of MPP by the first
American missionaries in their early endeavors with native Hawaiians, although
they came to make every effort at learning the vernacular.

5.6 Daniel Tyerman and George Bennet

While visiting as representatives of the London Missionary Society, Daniel
Tyerman and George Bennet (1832) made incidental sociolinguistic observa-
tions about the Pacific, principally the Society Islands, the Hawaiian Islands,
and New Zealand, from 1821 until 1825.

Although missionaries, among them foremost William Ellis, eventually
unraveled the complexities of Tahitian grammar, missionizing progress
appeared slow, and most of their efforts remained incomplete (Tyerman and
Bennet 1832: I.63, 151, 222–223, 246). The newcomers’ linguistic deficiency
became most evident when Tahitians received religious instruction from native
catechists rather than “from the lips of strangers, who had imperfectly learned
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their language, and could only teach the most glorious truths in phraseology
as broken as if infants possessed of full-grown minds, but with a vocabulary
not more copious than of a primer, were instructing adults in arts and sciences”
(Tyerman and Bennet 1832: II.159). While some missionary newcomers strug-
gled with learning vernacular Tahitian, the common medium in use between
Tahitians and foreign missionaries initially was and remained Pidgin Tahi-
tian, for which Tyerman and Bennet (1832: I.109–110) reported the following
incident in 1821:

Frequently, when the natives examine our various articles, which may be new to them,
they exclaim, “wonderful Britain!” Last night we put together a French lamp, and
lighted it, whereupon our old landlord, overpowered with amazement, cried out, “Tahiti
ino!” “Beretané maitai!” “Tahiti bad! Britain good!” Unwilling that he should feel any
prejudice against his own country, which we saw was rising in his mind, we replied,
“Aita; Tahiti maitai,” – “No; Tahiti is good.”

These two samples are restorable in the subsequent manner:

(22) “Tahiti ino!” “Beretané maitai!” – “Aita; Tahiti maitai.”
‘Tahiti bad! Britain good!’ – ‘No; Tahiti is good’.
Tahiti ‘ino! Peretāne maita‘i! – ‘Aita; Tahiti maita‘i.
‘Tahiti [is] bad! Britain [is] good!’ – ‘No; Tahiti [is] good’.

The initial phrase of “wonderful Britain” appears out of place in the context
of the Tahitian-based phrases that follow, and probably was not an actual quote
by some speaker of Tahitian, but an English translation of “Beretané maitai!”
or Peretāne maita‘i with the word order of a noun and a qualifying stative verb
functioning as a predicate. Of greater syntactic interest is the sequential linking
of the first two phrases Tahiti ‘ino! and Peretāne maita‘i! with a contrastive
implication that Britain was better than Tahiti (comparison by juxtaposition
or conjoined comparative), as suggested also by the missionaries’ negative
response and subsequent affirmation of Tahiti.

On another occasion, Tyerman and Bennet (1832: II.249–251) reported the
use of Pidgin Māori in an almost parallel occurrence for New Zealand in 1824:

One [Māori] chief with his cookies (his slaves) had surrounded the captain, holding their
spears at his breast and his sides, on the larboard quarter of the vessel. Mr. Tyerman,
under guard of another band, stood on the starboard; and Mr. Bennet on the same side,
but aft, towards the stern. Mr. Threlkeld, and his little boy, not seven years old, were
near Mr. Bennet, not under direct manual grasp of the savages. The chief, who, with his
gang, had been trafficking with Mr. Bennet, now brought his huge tattooed visage near
to Mr. B’s [Bennet’s], screaming, in tones the most odious and horrifying, “Tangata New
Zealandi, tangata kakino? – Tangata New Zealandi, tangata kakino? This he repeated
as rapidly as lips, tongue, and throat could utter the words, which mean, “Man of
New Zealand, is he a bad man? – Man of New Zealand, [is] he a bad man?” Happily
Mr. Bennet understood the question (the New Zealand dialect much resembling the
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Tahitian); wherefore, though convinced that inevitable death was at hand, he answered,
with as much composure as could be assumed, “Kaore kakino, tangata New Zealandi,
tangata kapai:” – “Not bad; the New Zealander is a good man.” And so often as the other,
with indescribable ferocity of aspect, and sharpness of accent, asked the same question
(which might be a hundred times) the same answer was returned. “But,” inquired Mr.
Bennet, “why is all this uproar? Why cannot we still rub noses [for greetings], and buy
and sell and barter as before?” At this moment a stout slave, belonging to this chief,
stepped behind Mr. Bennet, and pinioned both his arms close to his sides. No effort
was made to resist or elude the gigantic grasp, Mr. B. knowing that such would only
accelerate the threatened destruction. Still, therefore, he maintained his calmness, and
asked the chief the price of a neck ornament which the latter wore . . .

Mr. Bennet persevered in keeping up conversation with the chief, saying, “We want
to buy buaa [pua‘a ‘pig’ < Tahitian, Hawaiian], kumara [kūmara ‘sweet potato’ <

Māori], ika [ika ‘fish’ < Māori, Marquesan], &c. (hogs, potatoes, fish), of you.” Just
then he perceived a youth, stepping on deck, with a large fish in his hand. “What shall
I give for that fish?” “Why, so many fish-hooks.” “Well, then, put your hand into my
pocket and take them.” The fellow did so. “Now put the fish down there, on the binnacle,
and bring some more, if you have any,” said Mr. Bennet. At once the fish, which he had
just bought, was brought round from behind, and presented to him again for sale. He
took no notice of the knavery, but demanded, “What shall I give you for that fish?” “So
many hooks.” “Take them: have you no other fish to sell?” – A third time the same fish
was offered, and the same price, in hooks, required and given, or rather taken, by the
vender, out of his jacket-pockets, which happened to be well stored with this currency
for traffic. A fourth time Mr. B. asked, “Have you never another fish?” At this the rogues
could contain their scorn no longer, but burst into laughter, and cried: “We are cheating
the foreigner” (tangata ke [taŋata kē ‘strange man’ < Māori]), supposing that their
customer was not aware how often they had caught him with the same bait.

The verbal exchange above appears as follows in reconstituted form:

(23) “Tangata New Zealandi, tangata kakino? – Tangata New Zealandi,
tangata kakino?”
‘Man of New Zealand, is he a bad man? – Man of New Zealand, [is]
he a bad man?’
Taŋata Niu Tı̄rani taŋata kakino? – Taŋata Niu Tı̄rani taŋata
kakino?
‘[Is the] New Zealander [a] bad man? – ‘[Is the] New Zealander [a]
bad man?’

“Kaore kakino, tangata New Zealandi, tangata kapai:”
‘Not bad; the New Zealander is a good man’.
Kāore kakino, taŋata Niu Tı̄rani taŋata kapai.
‘[He is] not bad; [the] New Zealander [is a] good man’.13

13 In these instances, “New Zealandi” or ‘New Zealander’ refers specifically to the Māori and
entails no suggestion of European immigrants in colonial times.
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Both “kakino” or kakino ‘evil, bad’ and “kapai” or kapai ‘good’ are in
direct semantic opposition, and include the verbal particle ka, denoting a new
condition equivalent to the present or future tense, plus a stative verb in place
of an adjective in English or other European languages. Whereas these gram-
matical and semantic distinctions were current to speakers of Māori, it is not
evident from the historical records that Bennet recognized these subtleties of
grammar and meaning as well. If he did, he would likely have developed some
greater linguistic sensitivity from his exposure to missionaries who had studied
Polynesian languages rather than from the use of MPP, which did not require
an understanding of these grammatical or semantic distinctions. However, con-
structions consisting of a noun, ka and a stative verb reflect the standard word
order of noun and verb in Pidgin Māori (as interpreted by speakers of Māori and
probably other Polynesian languages), but could also be interpreted as a noun
plus a modifying adjective (as most likely understood by speakers of English
and other European languages without exposure to the intricacies of Polyne-
sian grammar). In either case, the examples above clearly exhibit a subject-verb
word order unlike verb-initial Māori. Significantly, the second example in (23)
again illustrates a comparison by juxtaposition or conjoined comparative and
confirms earlier observations of the use of MPP by Māori chiefs, foremost by
Moehanga, as in (14) in 4.9.

That Bennet understood the above question by the Māori chief and answered
accordingly on the basis of his knowledge of “Tahitian” lends further linguistic
support to the notion that Pidgin Tahitian and Pidgin Māori were mutually intel-
ligible and indeed were part of a single linguistic system, that of MPP. Tyerman
and Bennet even documented the use of non-Māori Polynesian vocabulary such
as Tahitian-derived pua‘a ‘pig’ in contrast to the near-homophonous English
loan in Māori, poaka, presumably to derive from English ‘porker’ (Williams
1971: 301, 505). The second paragraph in the above quote might indeed suggest
a change from MPP to English, if we were to take it literally. In actuality, code-
switching to English appears to have been most unlikely in this case when one
recalls two basic facts about the verbal exchange between the Māori and the
English visitors: The Māori retained the upper hand over Bennet and his party,
while Bennet made every effort to remain calm in the face of obvious danger.
Under these circumstances, the missionaries could hardly have expected much
understanding in their own language literally or otherwise. Concerned about
avoiding any provocations and maintaining communication, Bennet would evi-
dently have avoided switching into English at any cost.

All the more awkward, then, is the perhaps unintended suggestion by Tyer-
man and Bennet that the conversation following the initial exchange in MPP
changed to what apparently was standard English. At best, we could have
expected some form of reduced English, still intermingled with a substantial
amount of Polynesian vocabulary and grammar. Tyerman and Bennet indeed
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reported a few Pacific Islanders to have spoken some English. A Tahitian sailor
aboard a whaler distinguished himself not only by his courage, but also by his
intelligence and his ability to speak what apparently was Pidgin English. “Ay,
ay, she dead – I go,” was his response about a motionless whale struck by a
harpoon, after which he dived without fear and which actually proved to be a
carcass (Tyerman and Bennet 1832: I.11–12). The authors found amusement in
the conversation by another, old Tahitian man, “which a little broken English,
mixed with the native dialect, sometimes rendered ludicrously intelligible”
(Tyerman and Bennet 1832: I.61). In addition, Kaumuali‘i (“Taumuarii”), the
paramount chief of Kaua‘i, allegedly spoke “English tolerably well” (Tyerman
and Bennet 1832: II.46). All these individuals apparently remained solitary
exceptions for speaking English, at that in reduced forms. According to Tyer-
man and Bennet (1832: I.30), “the natives of the islands can learn to speak the
languages of the South American Indians much more easily and perfectly than
the English, or any other European tongue,” whereby the authors provided no
explanation as to why Pacific Islanders learned Native American languages of
South America rather than English.

In actuality, the suggestion for a switch to English reflects no linguistic
realities of early European contact among the Māori or other Polynesians; it
simply represents a translation of native texts into English for the reader’s
convenience. This conclusion proves fully consistent with the rendition by
Tyerman and Bennet (1832) of most Māori or other Polynesian vocabulary
in the context of a translated text rather than actual attestations of Maritime
Polynesian or other native texts, a fact that leaves these texts linguistically
unidentifiable as well as unrecoverable.

5.7 Jules S. C. Dumont d’Urville

When the French explorer Jules S. C. Dumont d’Urville, second in charge on
the Duperrey expedition from 1822 to 1825, returned to the Pacific in 1826
as commander, he made a concerted effort to learn and speak Māori in New
Zealand in a commitment to philology (1833–1834):

de temps en temps, l’un d’eux [Māori] nous adressait une courte harangue, à laquelle mon
unique réponse était chaque fois: Aı̈re maı̈ ki te pahi, e oa ana matou (Venez au vaisseau,
nous sommes des amis). Las enfin de voir mes instances inutiles, je fis servir; alors ils
se décidèrent à accoster, bientôt même ils montèrent à bord sans défiance . . . Ainsi je
pus me faire entendre passablement d’eux au moyen des mots que j’avais appris dans
le vocabulaire des missionnaires. (Dumont d’Urville 1830–1833: II.25, 26)14

14 ‘Now and then one of them [Māori] would make a short speech, to which I made the same
reply every time: “Aire mai ki te pahi, e oa ana matou.” (Come on board ship, we are friends.)
At last tired of seeing that my efforts were useless, I filled the sails; then they decided to
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In this early instance, Dumont d’Urville evidently used some form of vernac-
ular Māori, which he had probably adapted from the Grammar and Vocabulary
of the Language of New Zealand by Thomas Kendall and Samuel Lee (1820),
if the orthography provides any indication. When still in Sydney, Dumont
d’Urville had already gathered much valuable information about New Zealand
and the Māori language from Samuel Marsden, Senior Chaplain of New Wales
and Superintendent of the Mission of the Church Missionary Society in New
Zealand (Dumont d’Urville 1830–1833: I.159; Dumont d’Urville 1988: I.71;
see Marsden 1932). However, by his reference to making himself understood
reasonably well by means of the missionaries’ vocabulary, the above quote
by the French explorer also conveys a lack of understanding, intentional or
unintentional, by the Māori at the level beyond single words, that is in terms of
vernacular grammar, and suggests some reduced form instead.

When describing his experiences near Waiheke Island more than halfway
into his travel account of New Zealand, Dumont d’Urville after all admitted to
a limited understanding of the Māori language, although he interacted with a
man of his own trade:

Je dois dire que notre guide Makara déploya, dans cette navigation délicate, un sang-
froid, une attention et une intelligence qui eussent vraiment fait honneur à plus d’un
pilote européen. Il ne m’arriva pas une fois de le trouver en défaut dans ces indications,
et c’était un spectacle aussi nouveau qu’intéressant pour nous de voir un sauvage, un
anthropophage nous tenir lieu, dans ces canaux solitaires, du pilote le plus attentif et
le plus dévoué. Il me donna les noms des ı̂les et des terres voisines avec beaucoup de
complaisance. Si j’avais été en état de mieux comprendre sa langue, je ne doute pas
que je n’eusse reçu de lui une foule d’autres détails fort importans. (Dumont d’Urville
1830–1833: II.178; emphasis added)15

Just as Chamisso acknowledged for “Hawaiian,” Dumont d’Urville recog-
nized the limited proficiency of most explorers in the Māori language, presum-
ably including his own, when it came to the discussion of abstract religious
concepts in his subsequent ethnographic survey of New Zealand:

Malheureusement nous sommes loin de posséder des documens suffisans sur cette
matière. Comme il est arrivé pour tous les peuples sauvages, les notions des Zélandais

come alongside; soon they even climbed on board without misgivings . . . Thus I was able to
make myself understood reasonably well by means of the words that I had learned from the
vocabulary compiled by the missionaries’ (Dumont d’Urville 1950: 75).

15 ‘I must record that our guide, Makara, in this difficult navigation, gave proof of a degree of
calm control, attention and intelligence that would really have done credit to many a European
pilot. Never once did I find him at fault in his directions, and it was an experience as novel as
it was interesting for us to see a savage, a cannibal, acting as the most careful and assiduous
of pilots in these lonely channels. He gave me the names of the islands and districts all round
us with greatest readiness. If I had been able to understand his language more easily, I have
no doubt that I should also have received information on a great many other important points’
(Dumont d’Urville 1950: 164; emphasis added).
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sur la divinité et sur ses attributs positifs offrent jusqu’à présent une grande confusion
et un dédale presque inextricable. La plupart des voyageurs qui ont visité cette contrée
n’avaient qu’une connaissance trop imparfaite de la langue, pour parvenir à des résultats
satisfaisans touchant un sujet par lui-même aussi abstrait, aussi embrouillé. (Dumont
d’Urville 1830–1833: II.509)16

On other occasions throughout his voyage around New Zealand, the French
commander offered various indications and a few incidental linguistic attesta-
tions for a Māori-based pidgin in 1827:

Leur [the Māori’s] prononciation [on the north end of the South Island of New Zealand]
est aussi beaucoup plus défectueuse, et ils n’articulent presque jamais l’r dans les mots:
ainsi ils disent koeo pour korero, parler; taı̈nga pour taringa, oreille, etc.; souvent il en
est de même du d, ce qui rapproche beaucoup leur idiôme de celui des Taı̈tiens. (Dumont
d’Urville 1830–1833: II.41)17

Dumont d’Urville’s statement about the “defective” pronunciation by Māori of
the northern South Island of New Zealand would count for little by itself, for in
isolation it could refer solely to dialectal differences; but it gains in significance
in the context of the subsequent quotes:

Sur mon offre, les naturels qui la montaient, au nombre de six, accostèrent la corvette
avec hardiesse. Ils n’avaient avec eux ni armes, ni objets d’échange, et leur chef, s’étant
avancé droit à moi, s’informa sur-le-champ s’il y avait des Zélandais à bord. Tangata
maodi ki te kaı̈pouke. Sur ma réponse négative, il me demanda la permission d’y rester
lui-même, ce que je lui accordai sans peine, pensant que ce serait seulement pour
quelques momens, pour la journée au plus. (Dumont d’Urville 1830–1833: II.72–73)18

16 ‘Unfortunately, we are far from possessing sufficient documents on this matter. As it has
happened for all primitive peoples, the Māori notions of divinity and its positive attributes offer
until today a great confusion and an almost inextricable maze. Most explorers who have visited
this land had only a too imperfect knowledge of the language to achieve satisfactory results in
touching on a subject that by itself is as abstract as it is confused’ (my translation).

The original French quote appeared in the second portion of Dumont d’Urville’s account of
explorations around New Zealand on his second voyage to the Pacific, which consists mostly of
an ethnographic survey of the Islands and which in its overall conception is surprisingly modern.
The translator of the first portion, Olive Wright (in Dumont d’Urville 1950: 26), announced a
translation of the second portion in preparation; but to my knowledge, no such or other English
translation has appeared in print to this date.

17 ‘Their [the Māori’s] mode of speech is also much more defective and they scarcely ever
pronounce the r in words: thus they say koeo for korero, to speak; tainga for taringa, the
ear, etc.; often the same thing happens with the d, which brings their speech closer to that of
Tahitians’ (Dumont d’Urville 1950: 84).

18 ‘At my invitation, the natives who manned it [an approaching canoe] (there were six of them)
boldly came on board the corvette. They had neither arms nor objects for barter and their chief,
coming straight up to me, immediately asked whether there were any Zealanders [Māori] on
board. Tangata maodi ki te Kaipouke. On my replying in the negative, he asked permission
to remain himself, which permission I gladly gave, thinking that it would only be for a few
minutes, at most for the day’ (Dumont d’Urville 1950: 102–103).

As illustrated by “maodi” ‘Māori’ above, the letter “d” served as an allophonic symbol for
“r,” actually a tap, in front of high vowels such as /i/ and /u/ in Māori (Schütz 1994: 107–108).
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. . . je serais bien aise de me débarrasser de mes deux hôtes devenus fort ennuyeux.
Tourmentés à la fois par le mal de mer et le regret du pays, ils n’ont plus gardé de
retenue et se sont abandonnés à toute leur douleur. Tehi-Nouı̈ particulièrement est de
l’humeur la plus maussade et se plaint continuellement. Il voulait absolument que je
le ramenasse chez lui (Houta). Dans ce but, il employait d’abord les caresses, les
prières et les supplications, puis les promesses qu’il jugeait le plus de nature à me
séduire. Voyant que je ne me rendais point à ses instances réitérées pour le reconduire
à houta, il se livra à toute sa colère, et employant les termes les plus méprisans de sa
langue, il me traita de kaore rangatira, tangata iti iti, tangata wari (pas gentilhomme,
homme de rien, esclave). Il me parla beaucoup aussi d’un nommé Kapane, sans doute
quelque capitaine baleinier qui avait visité sa tribu, qu’il me disait être son ami, dont il
me vantait la puissance et du ressentiment duquel il me menaçait parfois. Ce pauvre
homme me faisait vraiment pitié, et j’eusse bien voulu accéder à ses voeux; mais je
n’avais pas de temps à perdre et la côte n’était pas accessible. (Dumont d’Urville
1830–1833: II.81–82)19

En outre, une fille de sa pirogue qui parlait un anglais corrompu mêlé de zélandais, ne
cessait de me répéter, avec une volubilité extraordinaire, que Shaki, son patron, était un
grand chef, ami des Anglais, et que c’était mal à moi de ne pas le recevoir. (Dumont
d’Urville 1830–1833: II.97–98)20

Les naturels portaient tous le costume national de la Nouvelle-Zélande, c’est-à-dire
des nattes en mouka (phormium tenax) plus ou moins grossières, à l’exception d’un
seul individu proprement vêtu d’habillemens anglais. Je le pris d’abord pour quelque
déserteur établi parmi ces insulaires, d’autant plus qu’il accosta la corvette sans hésiter,
monta à bord, demanda le rangatira rahi, et s’avança vers mois d’un air fort délibéré. Ce
ne fut qu’en l’entendant parler, et examinant de plus près ses traits à demi tatoués, que
je le reconnus pour un véritable insulaire.

Bientôt, au moyen d’un langage mi-anglais, mi-zélandais, qu’aidaient souvent des
gestes significatifs, je parvins à connaı̂tre que mon hôte se nommait Rangui . . .

19 ‘ . . . I should much like to get rid of my two [Māori] guests who have become very trying. Victims
at the same time of seasickness and homesickness, they have lost all control and wallow in
misery. Tehi-Noui in particular is extremely ill-tempered and does nothing but complain. He
insisted that I should take him home (houta). To this end, he resorted first of all to caresses,
prayers, and supplications, then to the sort of promises that he thought most likely to win me
over. Seeing that I did not yield to his constant pleadings to take him back to houta, he flew
into a towering rage and, using all the most abusive words in his language, called me Kaore
rangatira, tangata iti iti, tangata wari (no gentleman, good for nothing, slave). He also talked
a great deal about a certain Kapane, no doubt the captain of a whaleboat who had visited his
tribe, who he said was his friend, of whose power he boasted, and with whose vengeance he
sometimes threatened me. I felt really sorry for the poor fellow and I should have been glad
to comply with his request; but I had no time to lose and the coast was inaccessible’ (Dumont
d’Urville 1950: 108).

20 ‘Further, a girl in his [another chief’s] canoe [on the East Coast of New Zealand’s North
Island] who spoke a mixture of bad English and Zealand [Māori], repeated incessantly and with
extraordinary volubility that Shaki, her master, was a great chief, a friend of the English, and
that I was doing wrong not to receive him’ (Dumont d’Urville 1950: 117).
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Rangui me fit comprendre qu’il avait résidé quelque temps à Port-Jackson où il avait
acquis ses manières semi-européennes. (Dumont d’Urville 1830–1833: II.146, 147)21

Enfin, à six heures du soir, M. Jacquinot m’annonça que tous les naturels, hommes et
femmes, avaient évacué la corvette, et qu’il n’y restait plus qu’un jeune homme qui avait
résisté à tous les efforts tentés pour le renvoyer, en déclarant qu’il voulait nous suivre
partout.

Alors les maı̂tres s’avancèrent pour m’apprendre qu’en effet, dès le moment où la
corvette avait mouillé, ce jeune insulaire s’était établi à bord, travaillant comme un
véritable matelot et se contentant du reste des plats. Soumis, actif et intelligent, il avait
annoncé la détermination de rester sur l’Astrolabe jusqu’au moment où on le jetterait
hors du bord. Déjà, par ses manières et son heureux caractère, il avait su captiver l’amitié
et l’intérêt de tous les matelots. Je le fis appeler, et je vis un petit homme trapu, alerte
et dégourdi, qui, à cela près de deux ou trois légers traits de tatouage sur les lèvres,
aurait pu aisément passer pour un Provençal ou un Sicilien très-brun. Je le questionnai
dans son langage moitié zélandais, moitié anglais corrompu. J’appris qu’il n’était point
né à la baie des Iles. Dès son enfance, il avait été esclave dans la tribu de Korora-
Reka. Après avoir vu sacrifier ses compagnons aux obsèques des dernier rangatiras, il
redoutait de voir arriver son tour qui devait être le premier. Il avait déjà servi sur deux
navires baleiniers et ne se plaignait point de ce métier (Dumont d’Urville 1830–1833:
II.241–242)22

21 ‘All the natives wore the national costume of New Zealand, viz. – more or less roughly made
flax cloaks (Phormium tenax) with the exception of one solitary individual correctly dressed in
English garments. At first I took him for a deserter who had settled among the natives, especially
as he came close to the corvette without any hesitation, came on board, asked for the rangatira
rahi, and came towards me in a most assured manner. It was only when I heard him speak and
examined his half-tattooed face more closely, that I knew him to be a true native.

Soon, by speaking a mixture of English and New Zealand [Māori], often helped out by
expressive gestures, I came to understand that our guest was called Rangui . . .

Rangui explained to me that he had lived for some time at Port Jackson [Sydney, Australia]
where he had acquired his semi-European style’ (Dumont d’Urville 1950: 145, 146).

22 ‘At last, at six o’clock in the evening, M. Jacquinot told me that all the natives, men and women,
had left the ship and that there was now no one remaining, except one young man who had
resisted all attempts to send him back, declaring that he wished to follow us wherever we went.
Then the petty officers came forward to tell me that, in fact, from the moment that the corvette
had anchored, this young islander had settled on board, working like a real sailor and being
quite satisfied to receive any scraps of food left over. Obedient, hardworking, and intelligent,
he had announced his determination to remain on the Astrolabe until he was thrown overboard.
Already, by his attitude and his happy temperament, he had managed to gain the friendship
and interest of all the hands. I sent for him and I saw a thickset little man, alert and quick to
understand, who, but for two or three slight traces of tattooing on his lips, might easily have
passed for a dark-skinned Provençal or Sicilian. I questioned him in his own language, a mixture
of New Zealand [Māori] and debased English. I learnt that he was not born in the Bay of Islands.
He had been a slave of the Korora-Reka tribe from childhood. After seeing his companions
offered as sacrifices at the obsequies of the last rangatiras, he was afraid of seeing his turn
come and knew that he would be the next. He had already served on two whaling vessels and
he did not complain of the work’ (Dumont d’Urville 1950: 201).

In the original French quote, the postponed adjective “corrompu” need not modify solely
“moitié anglais” (as suggested by the English translation), but could extend to the entire
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In the first two quotes, Dumont d’Urville lends evidence in the form of two
specific linguistic examples for a pidginized Māori:

(24) “Tangata maodi ki te kaı̈pouke.” ‘ . . . s’il y avait des Zélandais à
bord’
Taŋata Māori ki te kaipuke?
‘[Are there] native people on/with the ship?’

“kaore rangatira, tangata iti iti, tangata wari”
‘pas gentilhomme, homme de rien, esclave’
Kāore raŋatira, taŋata itiiti, taŋata ware.
‘[You are] no chief/noble person, [a] person, very small, a person of
low social rank’.

The remaining three quotes by Dumont d’Urville describe the Māori’s way
of interacting with foreigners as a mixture of reduced Māori and “corrupt”
English, and suggest its use on and immediately off board a European ship as
well as its association with whaling.

The French explorer’s reference to English in Pidgin Māori would ultimately
suggest some relexification or even replacement from that language. Dumont
d’Urville provided no linguistic evidence in support of such an inference;
however, he offered indirect confirmation for English relexification, when he
came across Moehanga, the Māori companion who had sailed with the British
military surgeon John Savage (1807) from New Zealand to England in 1805
and who as a singularly rich source has come to epitomize Pākehā Māori more
than any other individual, as illustrated in (14) in 4.9 above. Some two decades
later, Moehanga reportedly addressed the French explorer in fluent English,
which he had learned during or since his visit to England:

J’ignorais alors que ce chef fût ce même Moı̈angui [Moehanga] si fameux, dans les
annales de la Nouvelle-Zélande, par son voyage en Angleterre avec M. Savage, et
dont M. Marsden a souvent fait mention dans ses Mémoires. Cependant j’avais été
frappé de son affectation singulière à imiter les manières européennes, de son ton
presque courtisan et de sa facilité à s’exprimer en anglais . . . Moı̈angui avait pris le nom
de King-Charley, que les naturels prononcent par corruption King-Harey . . . (Dumont
d’Urville 1830–1833: II.200, fn.)23

preceding phrase of “son langage moitié zélandais.” By that interpretation, Dumont d’Urville
intended “son langage moitié zélandais, moitié anglais corrompu” to mean ‘his corrupted
language of half-Māori, half-English’ rather than ‘a mixture of New Zealand and debased
English,’ if indeed he possessed enough linguistic sensitivity to recognize differences between
vernacular Māori and Māori-based MPP.

23 ‘I did not know then that this chief was the same Moiangui [Moehanga] so famous in the annals
of New Zealand for his voyage to England with Mr. Savage and whom Mr. Marsden often
mentioned in his Memoirs. I had been struck, however, by his curious affectation in imitating
European ways, his almost courtly manner, and the faculty with which he expressed himself
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This finding should caution against any hasty inference that because a certain
individual had used the Pidgin in the past, he or she necessarily used it in contact
with other foreigners at a later time, especially if there is no supportive evidence
in the form of linguistic data or explicit references to the Pidgin’s use (see, e.g.,
Marsden 1932: 109, 110, 202, 203, 301). Dumont d’Urville encountered other
English-speaking Māori such as a young man who had apparently grown up
and spent much of his life among sailors in Sydney:

Parmi ceux-ci un jeune homme, au teint fortement basané, avec une figure large et le
nez aplati, me présentait un type différent de celui des Anglais; j’appris bientôt, en le
questionnant, que c’était un Nouveau Zélandais, natif de Kidi-Kidi, attaché dès son bas
âge, depuis près de huit ans, au misérable sort de ces aventuriers. Il parle anglais et
semble avoir presque complètement oublié sa patrie. (Dumont d’Urville 1830–1833:
I.99)24

The last two quotes, then, suggest some inroads by the English language into
Pākehā Māori by the mid-1820s; but they applied mainly to two individuals
in exceptional sociocultural circumstances – a tribal leader who had been to
England and had developed a special emotional relationship with that country
on the one hand and a young disenfranchised Māori who had grown up in
an English-speaking colony outside of New Zealand on the other. Dumont
d’Urville’s observations referring to these individuals should, however, prove
reliable inasmuch as they were made by a Frenchman without some of the
Anglophile biases of his English-speaking contemporaries. Ultimately, they
do not extend to the entire community of Pidgin Māori speakers, especially
members with experiences different from Moehanga’s or those of the displaced
Māori of Sydney.

5.8 Dumont d’Urville again

An intriguing source of Pacific-European encounters is Dumont d’Urville’s
Voyage pittoresque autour du monde (1834–1835), which is not a historical
account in a strict sense as I inadvertently suggested earlier (Drechsel 1999:
80–81), but a partially factual, partially fictitious retelling of his own and other
explorers’ voyages around the globe for wider public consumption. As noble
in its conception and as worthy of recovery after extended neglect as this text

in English . . . Moiangui had taken the name of King Charley, which native pronunciation had
corrupted to King-Harey . . . ’ (Dumont d’Urville 1950: 176–177, fn.).

24 ‘Among the latter a young man with a very swarthy complexion, a broad face and a flat nose
looked to me a completely different type from the English; I soon learned, on questioning him,
that he was a New Zealander, a native of Kerikeri, attached for nearly eight years from a very
early age to the miserable lot of these vagabonds. He speaks English and seems almost to have
completely forgotten his homeland’ (Dumont d’Urville 1988: I.32).
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is (Margueron 1988; Toullelan 1988), it still requires interpreting with extra
caution.

France’s own version of James Cook generously interspersed his exten-
sive narrative with indigenous terms, which leave the impression that they
were representative words of what the French spoke in interaction with Pacific
Islanders and on board. While tempting, such a conclusion, however, remains
dubious without supporting grammatical evidence; he included only inciden-
tal sentence-long constructions. For Māori, Dumont d’Urville (1834–1835:
II.376b) cited Julien Crozet, an officer of the Marion du Fresne expedition,
as having documented “Tekouri mate Marion” ‘Tekouri a tué Marion’, or
Tekuri/Takuri mate Marion, reportedly used by the Māori to scare away
French visitors (see the second to final example of (3) in 4.3 above). For Easter
Island, the French explorer (Dumont d’Urville 1834–1835: I.510a) also quoted
“Hidi-Hidi” of Porapora (“Bora Bora”), an interpreter to Cook better known as
Mahine, as having said: “Taata maı̈taı̈, Wenoua ino” or Ta‘ata maita‘i, fenua
‘ino or ‘[The] people [are] good; [the] land [is] bad’ (see the last example of
(7) in 4.4 above).

For Tahiti, Dumont d’Urville (1834–1835: I.527a) documented another sen-
tence of what evidently was MPP:

(25) “Prancès koti taı̈o Turvi.”
‘Français . . . [cut] ami avec lequel on échange son nom . . . Otouri
[name of a Tahitian]’.
Pranse koti taio Turi.
‘French cut [the] friend Turi’.

Except for the initial bilabial stop in place of a corresponding fricative,
“Prancès” or Pranse ‘French’ suggests an articulation closer to French
“Français” than the common Pidgin terms for ‘French people’, Ferani
(< French “France” [?]; > Marquesan ferani; Tahitian farāni; Hawaiian Palani)
or even Wiwi (< reduplicated French “oui” ‘yes’; > Māori wı̄wı̄ ‘French peo-
ple, France’). Significantly, “koti” or koti of this example also appears to reflect
a distinctive Māori or possibly Marquesan pronunciation rather than a Tahitian
one. Surprisingly, Dumont d’Urvillle or his source did not record this word
by its Tahitian counterpart of ‘oti as something like “oti” without marking
the initial glottal stop (as we could have reasonably expected from him as a
speaker of French), but with an initial velar stop as “koti,” thus suggesting a
Māori or Marquesan provenance. Moreover, this example illustrates the word
order of SVO characteristic of the Pidgin and appears as the only construction
without a corresponding vernacular Tahitian form in the “Tableau de concor-
dance des mots polynésiens” for Dumont d’Urville’s Voyage pittoresque by
Vahi Richaud-Tuheiava (1988: 14), who surprisingly did not pursue the matter
for its “irregularity.” In short, Example (25) apparently represents an instance of
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MPP that a Frenchman had learned in New Zealand, but whose use he extended
in Tahiti.25

If Dumont d’Urville drew on his own experiences in the Pacific (Margueron
1988, Toullelan 1988), we would expect him to have already presented support-
ing evidence in his preceding, multiple-volume account of Voyage de la corvette
L’Astrolabe (Dumont d’Urville 1830–1833). Alas, he did not do so; nor did he
give any indication as to who the source of (25) was – a question upon which
several Dumont d’Urville scholars have so far been unable to shed any light.
The narrative context of this example, however, offers a possible internal clue
for its source when the French explorer made reference not only to Turi, but to
another Pacific Islander named “Oupa-Parou” (Dumont d’Urville 1834–1835:
527a) and then showed an engraving of their faces and upper bodies between
pages 530 and 531. A nearly identical engraving of both men by Ambroise
Tardieu had already appeared in Louis Isidore Duperrey’s Voyage autour du
monde (1825–1830: I, Atlas: Plate 12) in 1826. Did Dumont d’Urville therefore
borrow (25) from Duperrey’s account together with his engraving?

At this time, we cannot corroborate such an inference from the pub-
lished record by the elder French explorer, whose published historical account
remained incomplete and omitted the portion of his voyage to the Pacific
Islands (see Duperrey 1825–1830: I). Equally abstruse prove his short extracts
of “Voyage de M. Duperrey” (in Dumont d’Urville 1830–1833: III.672–691),
his Mémoire sur les opérations géographiques (Duperrey n.d.), or the reports
by his officers (Garnot 1836; Lesson 1838–1839; Sharp 1971; Ollivier 1986).
Then again, René P. Lesson (1838–1839: I.269), surgeon and naturalist on
Duperrey’s circumnavigation, confirmed Turi as a taio of Dumont d’Urville or
a friend with whom Turi had exchanged names – an event that perhaps led the
junior voyager to document the instance in (25) on his own. In either case, this
construction is consistent with other, independent data for MPP, and by all indi-
cations is a trustworthy historical documentation, dating back to the expedition
by Duperrey and Dumont d’Urville to the South Pacific in the mid-1820s. Such
an interpretation, be it in terms of either French explorer as historical source,
also agrees with the French and Māori influences suggested above, for both
men visited New Zealand and had close contacts with Māori in 1824 and 1827
respectively.26

25 My earlier survey of MPP also included the example of “Are po,” ‘Il est allé dans la nuit’
[in response to a question about the spirit’s location] by Dumont d’Urville (1830–33: 551a)
or Haere pō ‘Go [into the] night’ (Drechsel 1999: 81). This instance, however, appears as
an isolated two-word phrase in different sociolinguistic circumstances, the source of which is
James Wilson’s Missionary Voyage (1799: 213, 346) with the apparent meaning of ‘to die’ and
thus constitutes debatable evidence for the Pidgin, whence it does not reappear here.

26 While supposedly visiting the Hawaiian Islands, the fictitious circumnavigator of Voyage pit-
toresque also learned some Hawaiian, apparently from a Hawaiian on board by the name of
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5.9 Jacobus Boelen

In late January 1828, the Dutch merchant ship Wilhelmina & Maria arrived in
the Hawaiian Islands, with Captain Jacobus Boelen at the helm. His book Reize
naar de Oost- en Westkust van Zuid-Amerika . . . amounted to the first account of
the Islands’ maritime and commercial life in Dutch, by and large ignored in the
English-speaking world until the appearance of an English translation (Frank J.
A. Broeze in Boelen 1988: xiv–xv, xxvi). However, it offered few sociolinguis-
tic observations beyond short references to the use of an interpreter and “ver-
staandbaar Engelsch” (Boelen 1835–1836: III.35, 84, 108), i.e. “intelligible”
or “passable English,” by two Hawaiians (Boelen 1988: 18, 53, 65). In Chapter
25, the Dutch captain eventually included two Hawaiian vocabularies, both of
which the translator omitted in the English translation, given their insignificance
(Broeze in Bolen 1988: xiv–xv). The first is an alphabetically organized list
of the most common words written down from an unidentified diary of travel
around the Islands of Hawai‘i (Boelen 1835–1836: III.170–174) and appar-
ently represents vernacular Hawaiian, based on three available sentences; but it
also includes a singular word distinctive of MPP: nuinui ‘very, much, many’.
The second vocabulary consists of a disjointed listing of words and phrases of
both standard and reduced Hawaiian, reportedly collected by the author from
Hawaiians (Boelen 1835–1836: III.174–177; T. Haunani Makuakāne-Drechsel,
personal communication, 27 June 2008). Since the appearance of the limited
English translation (Boelen 1988), Roberts (1995a: 13) has identified six addi-
tional distinct Pidgin Hawaiian words in Boelen’s second vocabulary besides
nuinui, bringing the total number to seven: kaukau ‘to eat, food’, pi mai ‘to
come’, naminami ‘to tell, to speak’, milimili ‘to look, to examine’, and hana-
hana ‘to work’ (in the second word list), plus pihi ‘fish’ (not confirmable in

Makoa, who knew a little English (Dumont d’Urville 1834–1835: I.426a): “Makoa savait un peu
d’anglais; je savais un peu d’hawaiien: c’etait plus qu’il ne fallait pour nous comprendre d’une
manière à peu près complète.” That is, ‘Makoa knew a little English; I knew a little Hawaiian:
it was more than was necessary for us to understand each other in a nearly complete manner’
(my translation). Dumont d’Urville again neglected to provide any supportive documentation of
Makoa’s or his own ways of speaking the other’s language and how these contrasted with each
other, which is not surprising in light of the fact that the French explorer’s visits to the Pacific did
not extend into the northern half to the Hawaiian Islands. Instead, Dumont d’Urville apparently
drew here on the writings by the English missionary William Ellis (1831: 197, 198), who had
already described an analogous linguistic situation for Pōmare II, King of Tahiti, although in
a less positive light: ‘His acquaintance with English was very partial, and mine with Tahitian
much more so; our conversation was consequently, neither free nor animated . . . He appeared
to understand, in some degree, the English language, although unable to speak it.’ On his way
to the Marquesas, Ellis had paid an extended visit to the Hawaiian Islands, with his Polynesian
Researches to serve as a prime source on the Society and Hawaiian Islands of the period. Did
Dumont d’Urville then project Ellis’ Tahitian experiences to become part of his own fictitious
account of the Hawaiian Islands? If so, this latter portion of Voyage pittoresque would not hold
up to historical substantiation.
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Boelen’s listings). The inclusion of distinctly Pidgin words in what otherwise
appears as a body of partially vernacular Hawaiian, then, suggests that except
for these words and syntactically distinctive phrases, pidginized and vernacular
Hawaiian remain difficult to sort out, as Boelen did not keep one distinct from
the other.

As far as I can determine, Roberts did not examine what are clearly
phrases of reduced Hawaiian in Boelen’s second list and actually prove more
interesting than the single lexical entries (see Boelen 1835–1836: III.175–
177):

(26) “Heli puni puni” ‘zegt ge leugens?’
Hele punipuni?
‘Go tell lies?’

“Jala kai noa” ‘hoe noemt ge dat?’
Kēlā ka inoa?
‘[Is] that the name?’

“Hele ako oi ko moko” ‘ga naar boord, naar het schip’.
Hele aku ‘oe ka moku.
‘Go away you [to] the ship’.

“Hele ako oi ajouka/kokini ajouka” ‘ga naar den wal’.27

Hele aku ‘oe i uka/kūkini i uka.
‘Go away you ashore/run-swiftly ashore’.

“Hele ako oi hare” ‘ga naar huis’.
Hele aku ‘oe hale.
‘Go away you [to the] house’.

“Pimai agie” ‘breng vuur, haal vuur’
Pi mai/pi‘i mai ahi.
‘Bring fire!’

“Nui roa maitai” ‘het is zeer goed’
Nui loa maita‘i.
‘[It is] very, very good’.

“Geheii maiy noa” ‘wat wil dat zeggen?’
Kāhea mai inoa?
‘Call hither name?’

27 Boelen (1835–1836: III.175) added “of ook kokini ajouka” or ‘or also kokini ajouka’ in parenthe-
ses, but offered no gloss or translation for “kokini,” reconstitutable on grounds of its trisyllabic
composition as kūkini from the Hawaiian word for ‘runner, swift messenger with a premium
on speed; to run swiftly, to race’ (Pukui and Elbert 1988: 177) and consistent with the context
if interpreted as a verb with the meaning of ‘to run swiftly.’
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Significantly, Boelen confirmed the use of pi mai/pi‘i mai with the extended
meaning of ‘to bring’. Several of his examples also reveal a verb-initial pattern,
applying to basic statements, basic questions, and commands, and include
three instances with a VSO word order, in disagreement with the established
opinion of SVO (Bickerton and Wilson 1987: 65, Roberts 1995a: 6) or most
earlier attestations. On the other hand, all of Boelen’s examples are rather short
and do not exceed four or five words in length. These observations suggest
that, while the Dutch captain developed a limited competence in MPP, his
source was a Hawaiian or another Polynesian rather than a European or an
American.

Unlike in the case of Campbell’s highly questionable linguistic records (see
(15) in 5.1 above), we cannot at this time make an argument for Boelen’s
attestations to be unreliable or inaccurate. In light of MPP’s history of half a
century in the Hawaiian Islands, we also lack an explanation for his variable
syntactic data except that the Dutch captain probably recorded some speaker
of Hawaiian or other Polynesian ancestry at an early stage of learning MPP or
some foreigner with a knowledge of vernacular Hawaiian hypercorrecting the
Pidgin grammar to vernacular standards. In any case, his source drew in part
on the grammar of vernacular Hawaiian rather than that of MPP, illustrating
another instance of early depidginization.

5.10 Paul-Émile Botta

For mid-September to mid-November 1828, the Italian-born French naturalist-
surgeon Paul-Émile Botta, member of a French commercial expedition under
the command of Captain Auguste Bernard Duhaut-Cilly, offered quite detailed
linguistic observations on Pidgin Hawaiian:

La langue des habitans des ı̂les Sandwich est douce et harmonieuse, à cause du grand
nombre de voyelles et du peu de consonnes qui s’y trouvent. Elle est en outre, à cause
de sa simplicité, très facile à apprendre. Les voyelles sont a, e, i, o, u. Les consonnes
sont f, h, k, l, m, n, p, r, t, v. Mais il est à remarquer que le nombre doit se réduire,
car les habitans en emploient quelques-unes indifféremment pour d’autres; ainsi le r
et le l, k et t, p et f, sont des lettres qui semblent pour les insulaires avoir le même
son. On peut dire indifféremment maı̈tai ou maı̈kaı̈ [maika‘i] (bon), taro ou calo [kalo],
pouroupourou (coton) ou fouloufoulou [pulupulu]. Le v se change aussi très souvent en
ou [i.e. as phonetic w (EJD)]: on dit ouavaı̈ ou ouaouaı̈ [wāwae] (pied). Le h est en
général très doux. Cependant quelques individus le prononcent plus rude, et presque
comme le jota des Espagnols. La langue semble peu riche, mais elle s’augmente tous
les jours par l’introduction de mots anglais, que les insulaires défigurent de manière à
les rendre presque méconnaissables; et ce qu’il y a de singulier, c’est que cela ne paraı̂t
pas être à cause de la difficulté de prononcer; car la plupart apprennent facilement à
parler anglais. C’est plutôt pour adapter les mots au génie de leur langue. Beaucoup
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de mots sandwichiens sont formés par la répétition des mêmes syllabes, comme aniani
[aniani] (miroir), lélé [lele] (voler), pourripourri [punipuni] (mentir); aucun n’est, je
crois, terminé par une consonne.

Plusieurs mots sont formés d’une manière pour ainsi dire métaphorique, c’est-à-
dire que pour exprimer une idée, ils rapprochent deux mots qui, par leur connexion,
rappellent cette idée-là. C’est ainsi que pour dire aveugle, ils disent macapo [makapō
‘blindness’, lit. ‘night eye’], mot qui est composé de maca, oeil, et po, nuit. Sourd se
dit coulipeppeiao [pepeiao kuli ‘deaf ear, deafness’], mot composé de couli, silence, et
peppeaio, oreille. D’autres mots sont plus simplement composés, comme ouroumanou
[hulu manu ‘bird feather’], qui veut dire plume, et qui est formé de ourou, poil, et manou,
oiseau; peppeiaopipi, dont la signification est corne, et qui se compose de peppeiao
[pepeiao, pepeiaohao ‘horn of an animal’], oreille, et pipi [pipi], boeuf, comme si les
cornes étaient les oreilles de boeufs.

Je ne suis pas assez instruit dans cette langue pour parler de sa grammaire, qui
d’ailleurs est, je crois, très simple; le même mot étant à la fois verbe, substantif et
adjectif. Il y a cependant des articles, des prépositions et des conjonctions. Il y a
aussi un pluriel qui se forme en ajoutant le mot poı̈ [po‘e ‘people, persons’] à un
substantif. Kanaka [kanaka ‘human being’] veut dire homme; poı̈ kanaka [po‘e kanaka
‘Pacific/native people’ (EJD)] les hommes.

Cette langue est, à quelques modifications près, la même dans toutes les ı̂les du
grand Océan, et un Sandwichien peut entendre et être entendu aux ı̂les Marquésas ou
dans les ı̂les des Amis, comme chez lui. C’est là sans doute une chose bien étonnante,
mais j’ai pu le vérifier moi-même dans le cours de mon voyage, ayant eu occasion
de parler à quelques Tahitiens et Zélandais. On m’a dit cependant qu’il y a dans les
ı̂les Sandwich, et à Wahou [O‘ahu] même, une langue toute différente de la langue
usuelle, et que la plupart des habitans n’entendent pas. Peut-être est-ce une espèce de
la langue sacrée, mais je n’en sais rien, et n’ai pu obtenir rien de certain là-dessus. Il
faut en outre observer que la langue que l’on parle à Ouaroura [Honolulu] n’est qu’une
corruption de langue sandwichienne. Ceux qui habitent cette ville, par leur continuel
commerce avec les étrangers, non-seulement adoptent quelques-uns de leurs mots, mais
encore s’habituent à les entendre parler, et à parler comme eux. Aussi ai-je bien souvent
éprouvé, en m’en allant seulement à deux lieus de la ville, que les insulaires auxquels
je parlais me comprenaient très difficilement, et que j’avais encore plus de peine à
les comprendre, quoique à Wahou je pusse presque tenir conversation courante avec
les habitans de la ville. (Botta 1831: 140–143 with Hawaiian equivalents in brackets
provided by Knowlton 1984: 36–37 except where noted)28

28 ‘The language of the Sandwich islanders is sweet and harmonious, because of the large number
of vowels and few consonants found in it. It is, moreover, because of its simplicity, very easy
to learn. The vowels are a, e, i, o, and u. The consonants are f, h, k, l, m, n, p, r, t, and v. But the
number of consonants should be reduced, for the inhabitants use some of them indifferently for
others; thus r and l, k and t, p and f are letters which seem for them to have the same sound. One
may say without difference in meaning maitai or maikai [maika‘i], “good,” taro or calo [kalo],
“taro,” pouroupourou or fouloufoulou [pulupulu], “cotton.” The v is very often pronounced as
ou [i.e. as [w] (EJD)]; one may say ouavai or ouaouai [wāwae], “foot.” The h is generally
very soft. Some individuals, however, pronounce it more harshly, almost like the jota of the
Spaniard. The language seems poor, but is being added to every day by the introduction of
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Other than perhaps Chamisso, few contemporary observers were as sen-
sitive to the local linguistic scene as Botta, which made him “a particularly
attractive witness” (Knowlton 1984: 24). When, in the 1820s, missionaries had
increasingly come to reduce the Hawaiian alphabet to minimal phonemic dis-
tinctions (Schütz 1994: 98–133), the Italian-French visitor not only offered the
most detailed sound inventory but also illustrated several major subphonemic

English words, which the islanders deform so as to render them almost beyond recognition; and
what is odd is that this does not seem to be owing to difficulty in pronunciation since most of
them easily learn to speak English. It is rather for the sake of adapting the words to the genius of
their language. Many of the Sandwich words are formed by repetition of the same syllable, like
aniani [aniani], “mirror,” lélé [lele], “fly,” pourripourri [punipuni], “lie”; no word, I believe,
ends in a consonant.

Several words are formed metaphorically so to speak, that is, in order to express an idea they
combine two words which, in their connection, recall that idea. Thus it is that to say “blind”
they say macapo [makapō ‘blindness,’ lit. ‘night eye’], a word composed of maca “eye” and
po “night.” “Deaf” is expressed as coulipeppeaiao [pepeiao kuli ‘deaf ear, deafness’], a word
compounded of couli, “silence,” and peppeaiao “ear.” Other words are more simply composed,
like ouroumanou [hulu manu ‘bird feather’], “feather,” formed from ourou, “hair,” and manou,
“bird,” peppeaiopipi, “horn,” compounded of peppeiao [pepeiao, pepeiaohao ‘horn of an
animal’], “ear,” and pipi [pipi], “cattle,” as if the horns were always of cattle.

I am not versed enough in the language to speak of its grammar which, moreover, is, as I
believe, very simple; the same word can be at one and the same time a verb, a substantive,
and an adjective. There are, however, articles, prepositions, and conjunctions. There is also a
plural formed by adding the word poi [po‘e ‘people, persons’] to a substantive. Kanaka [kanaka
‘human being’] means ‘man’; poi kanaka [po‘e kanaka ‘Pacific/native people’ (EJD)], ‘men.’

This language is, with the exception of a few modifications, the same in all the islands of
the great Ocean, and a Sandwich islander can understand and be understood in the Marquesas
or the Friendly islands, as at home. That is doubtless a very amazing fact, but I have been able
to verify it myself in the course of my trip, having had an opportunity to speak to Tahitians
and (New) Zealanders. I have been told, however, that there is in the Sandwich Islands and
even on Wahou [O‘ahu] a language completely different from the usual one, and which is not
understood by the bulk of the inhabitants. Perhaps it is a type of sacred language, but I know
nothing of it, and have been unable to ascertain anything definite about it.

In addition it must be observed that the language spoken in Ouaroua [Honolulu] is only a
corruption of the Sandwich language. Those who live in that town, through constant dealings
with foreigners, not only adopt some of their words but even get used to hearing them and to
speaking like them. For that reason I have very often had the experience when going a mere five
miles from the town that the islanders to whom I spoke understood me with great difficulty and
that I had even a harder time to understand them although on the same island I might be able to
have an almost fluent conversation with the townspeople’ (Botta in Knowlton 1984: 30–31 [with
Hawaiian equivalents provided by Knowlton 1984: 36–37 in endnotes, except where noted]).

Because the above quote by Botta clearly described Pidgin Hawaiian rather than vernacular
Hawaiian, his exemplary list of words appears in the accompanying vocabulary (Drechsel
2014). The most questionable reconstitution remains that of pourripourri as pulipuli varying
with punipuni ‘to lie, to tell lies’, which is justifiable on the basis of the l/n-variation in some
Hawaiian dialects and in which the l-variety apparently represented an older form (Elbert and
Pukui 1979: 25–27). If one questions the l/n-variation in Hawaiian following Schütz (1994:
118–119), perhaps the closest alternative reconstitution of pourripourri would be in terms of
Hawaiian-derived pulepule ‘crazy, insane, reckless, wild’, which however raises other questions
about semantic equivalency with Botta’s term.
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variations, which evidently reflected interferences from the speakers’ first lan-
guages. Whether by coincidence or insight, Botta thus anticipated much of a
modern description of MPP, with the exception of voiced stops and the alveo-
dental fricative in borrowings as well as the glottal stop and the velar nasal (see
7.2). He moreover acknowledged that the Pidgin exhibited a wide occurrence of
reduplications and the process of lexical expansion by metaphors; reportedly, its
speakers were quite receptive to English borrowings, although these remained
much Hawaiianized in pronunciation. For its grammar, Botta mentioned the
occurrence of articles, prepositions, conjunctions, and one plural form; he also
described characteristics of categorial multifunctionality, occurring in MPP
as well as Polynesian languages. Alas, he offered no samples illustrating the
combination of words in full constructions other than already cited po‘e.

However, Botta clearly recognized the language that he had acquired as
an easy-to-learn, “simplified” and “corrupted,” or reduced form of Hawaiian,
apparently not in use among rural Hawaiians five miles from Honolulu and
largely unintelligible to them. Remarkably, he confirmed that the geographic
distribution of this medium extended beyond the Hawaiian Islands to the larger
eastern Pacific, as he personally verified in conversations with Tahitians and
“New Zealanders” or presumably Māori, but not with Marquesans or Ton-
gans (Friendly Islanders), who supposedly spoke it as well. At the end of his
description of the Hawaiian Islands, Botta (1831: 148–156) included a Hawaiian
vocabulary of some 500 entries. Regrettably, he omitted any syntactic patterns
or other sociolinguistic clues that would allow us to sort out any attestations of
Pidgin Hawaiian from those of vernacular Hawaiian. While, surprisingly, mak-
ing no reference to his unusually detailed sociolinguistic description mentioned
here, Roberts (1995a: 13) accepted this extended word list as Pidgin Hawaiian
without reservation, drawing on an Italian translation of the French original.
Without confirmation by either grammatical means or other strong sociolin-
guistic support, we must be prepared to accept Botta’s extended vocabulary as
Pidgin Hawaiian, vernacular Hawaiian, or even a combination of both, whence
it does not appear in the accompanying vocabulary (Drechsel 2014).

5.11 John Slade

When in 1830 the American seaman-clerk John Slade (1844: 37–39, 42–44)
sailed from O‘ahu to ‘Uvea Island (“Wallis Island”) and Fiji on a trading venture
for tortoise shells, bêche de mer (sea slug/cucumber), pearls, and sandalwood
after a less-than-successful whaling expedition to the North Pacific, he report-
edly made regular use of “the Kannacker tongue” or what evidently was MPP.
Slade’s account includes multiple instances, some of which appear below:
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The effect of the affair [an assault by an overpowering Samoan chief whom Slade
subdued with his sword without killing him] was good. It gave the natives an idea of my
character that overawed them. “Kaa! Kaikai Ka Loa Oi! Rickapau! Kaa! Erii!” cried the
Sandwich Islanders. “Pshaw! You are all the same as our king! You hit the chief!” The
Natives looked on as silent as death, evidently struck with new fear.

. . . [Captain] Marinna was terribly incensed; and was ready to wreak his vengeance
on the assailant. I calmed him down so much that he assisted me in dressing the wounds
of the chief. This last act had more effect on the savage than the blow. He was lost
in wonder that I, whose life he had attempted to take, should turn to repay him with
kindness.

“Hurofa Coi!” said I. “Kiloa Hanakaa Coi!” My friend, you are not for fighting;
neither am I. “Ka a Ka Remaa!” Give me your hand! He replied by stretching out his
left hand, and shaking mine in return. This was followed by his touching his nose to
mine . . . (Slade 1844: 69–70)

Grub [name] now began to fail me, as we depended for the principal provisions on some
of the larger islands. The natives refused to supply. This led me to threaten to kill more
hogs.

“Puaa Rolii Kannacker Oui!” My people are hungry, and must eat; said I. He gave
me a wild look, and added:

“Georgy Marinna Olelo, Youi Mala na Poi Malula.” George Marinna has said keep
hogs for him. (Slade 1844: 86)

I hardly begun to drop away, when I saw old Katalah creeping secretly up the stairway
to the upper tier of guns. He had his tapa cloth on, covering nearly all his person. I rose
from my mat, crying out quickly:

“Yahla! Horimi! Mai!” What do you come here for?
“Woki! No Marai!” he said. Be silent! say no word!
He approached toward me, within a few inches. The moon fell full on his face, from

the two open ports near him. His features were convulsed with the internal anxiety. I
seized my cutlass, and resting one end of it on the floor, gazed him firmly in the eye.
This had the effect to silence him for a moment.

“Pahaa? Pahaa?” What is it? What is it? cried I hastily, suspecting some sudden attack.
He turned around slowly toward the beds in the other part of the room, and murmured
in a low, guttural tone:

“Morii? Mórii? George, Meeky.” Is George asleep? Is Mecky asleep?
This did not satisfy me. I still kept my eye on him, as if I would look him through.

Taking hold of my ear, and shaking it:
“Hourii! Rowii! Pepi Oui!” What! said I, don’t you hear? They were snoring, at that

moment, at the rate of thirteen knots.
By this time I had my pistol out, ready to make an eyelet hole in him, if occasion

might require. He was now ready to speak more at length. Pointing away out one of the
ports toward the bush, he said, in a kind of whisper:

“Nui! E Ruaa! Kannacker! Maa Nuu Ruaa! Hana Pah! Muka ka! Moi!” Look in bush!
Great many Kannackers! By and by take brig! – brokee all up!

“Ma! Mu! Ria! Muki! Moi! Pou! Roaa! Pou! Roui! Ka! Kauaii!” By and by, and all
white men be killed!

I made no answer; and he went on:
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“Murii! Pi Mai! Maa! Ka Aaii!” By and by, they bring fire here!
[“]Didio! Ka Maa! Ka Kahala!” By and by, house will be all gone! (Slade 1844:

89–91)

Slade’s instances of MPP appear as follows in reconstituted form, including a
few resemblances in Uvean:

(27) “Kaa! Kaikai Ka Loa Oi! Rickapau! Kaa! Erii!”
‘Pshaw! You are all the same as our king! You hit the chief!’
Kā, ka‘ika‘i ka loa ‘oe. Like pū kā ali‘i.
‘Pshaw, lead the district/large-section you, just as [the] hitting chief’.

“Hurofa Coi! Kiloa Hanakaa Coi!”
‘My friend, you are not for fighting; neither am I’.
‘Alofa koe! Kı̄loa hakakā (?) koe!
(with ‘alofa and koe < East Uvean ‘alofa ‘salut; se serrer la main’
and koe ‘tu, toi, vous’ (sg.)’ [Rensch 1984: 23, 202])
‘Greeting [to-]you; put-away fighting you!’

“Ka a Ka Remaa!” ‘Give me your hand!’
Ka‘a ka lima!
‘Reach [me] the hand!’

“Puaa Rolii Kannacker Oui!” ‘My people are hungry, and must eat’.
Pōloli kanaka ‘ai.
‘[When] hungry, people [must] eat’.

“Georgy Marinna Olelo, Youi Mala na Poi Malula.”
‘George Marinna has said keep hogs for him’.
Keoki Malina ‘ōlelo iū mālama na po‘e molulo (with iū < English
“you”)
‘George Marin says [that] you keep for people [some-animal-]so-
fat-that-the-flesh-shakes-when-walking’.

“Yahla! Horimi! Mai!” ‘What do you come here for?’
Ia ala ho‘i mai! Mai! (with ala < East Uvean ala ‘route, chemin,
voie’ [Rensch 1984: 10])
‘This path returns here/towards-the-speaker. Hither’.

“Woki! No Marai!” ‘Be silent! say no word!’
U(w)oki nō! māla‘e!
‘Stop [it], indeed! [Be-]clear/calm!’

“Pahaa? Pahaa?” ‘What is it? What is it?’
Pehea? Pehea?
‘What? What?’
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“Morii? Mórii? Georgy, Meeky.” ‘Is George asleep? Is Mecky
asleep?’
Moemoe Keoki, Miki? (with moemoe < East Uvean moemoe
‘sommeiller, dormer, fermer les yeux’ [Rensch 1984: 283])
‘Sleep George [and] Mecky?’

“Hourii! Rowii! Pepi Oui!”
‘What! said I, don’t you hear? They were snoring, at that moment, at
the rate of thirteen knots’.
‘A‘ole lohe pı̄pı̄ wai (with wai < East Uvean vai ‘eau douce,
medicine, médicamen’ [Rensch 1984: 429])
‘[Do you] not hear [them] sprinkle water?’

“Nui! E Ruaa! Kannacker! Maa Nuu Ruaa! Hana Pah! Muka ka!
Moi!”
‘Look in bush! Great many Kannackers! By and by take brig! –
brokee all up!’
Nui ‘elua Kanaka! Nānā lā‘au! Hana pa‘a moku kia nui.
‘[There are] twice as many Pacific-Islanders! Look [at-the-]bush!
[They/It] secure[d] [the] brig’.

“Ma! Mu! Ria! Muki! Moi! Pou! Roaa! Pou! Roui! Ka! Kauaii!”
‘By and by, and all white men be killed!’
Mamuli make moi pauloapauloa ke kaua! (with mamuli and
make < East Uvean mamuli ‘après, ensuite, plus tard, par la suite’
and mate ‘mourir, mort, décès’ [Rensch 1984: 262, 272])
‘By-and-by, dead white very-all [from] the war’.

“Murii! Pi Mai! Maa! Ka Aaii!” ‘By and by, they bring fire here!’
Muli pi mai/pi‘i mai mea ke ahi! (with muli < East Uvean muli
‘postérieur, derrière, cul, fond, après, ensuite’ [Rensch 1984: 290])
‘Afterwards, brings here [the] person the fire’.

“Didio! Ka Maa! Ka Kahala!” ‘By and by, house will be all gone!’
Lilo ka mea ka hale. (with lilo < East Uvean lilo ‘cacher, voiler,
masquer, caché, voilé, secret’ [Rensch 1984: 230])
‘Relinquishes the person the house’.

Slade’s examples clearly demonstrate a vocabulary consisting principally of
Hawaiian items with intermittent East Uvean variations (such as ‘aliki for ali‘i
‘chief’ and koe for ‘oe ‘you’) and an English loan such as the second-person
pronoun iū ‘you’. Noteworthy is the unusually wide occurrence of the defi-
nite singular article ka � ke in instances other than primarily locative phrases
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(Roberts 1995a: 6, fn. 4) and the incidental use of mamuli as a future-tense
marker; but also striking is an apparent case of zero subject in Hana pa‘a
moku kia nui ‘[They/It] secure[d] [the] brig’ and a single subordinate clause
in the fifth example equivalent to a “that”-clause in English (without a sub-
ordinating conjunction or complementizer), as it occurred but sporadically in
other attestations of MPP, if at all. Moreover, Slade’s data reveal some seman-
tactic variation between mostly verb-initial and a few verb-final constructions
similarly to the variations attested by Campbell and Boelen (as discussed in
connection with (15) and (26) in 5.1 and 5.9 above). Many of these utterances
therefore suggest the underlying pattern of verb-initial Polynesian languages;
a few diverging instances display the apparent grammatical standards of either
MPP or English. As already illustrated by Campbell’s and Boelen’s data, such
word-order variations from what evidently was the “standard” SVO word order
indicate substratum influence in the form of second-language interference after
pidginization, as if the speakers were hypercorrecting the Pidgin toward ver-
nacular Hawaiian.

For a few instances of MPP above, Slade provided equivalences in Pidgin
English in place of English translations, but did not offer any explanation for
this linguistic switch. The American seaman-clerk mentioned only “a black
man” who served as an interpreter and orator and whom he also cited as speak-
ing Pidgin English (Slade 1844: 59, 76–77). So was this person the source
of the Pidgin English accompanying MPP examples? If Slade presented no
further clues about the identity or origin of this individual, this question raises
the prospect that the author drew on other sources for his linguistic infor-
mation, including variations in his attestations, rather than relying on his own
observations. Additionally, these instances illustrate a historical-sociolinguistic
context for the association of MPP with Pidgin English – specifically Pid-
gin English speakers who were also competent in a non-European contact
medium and who used one as a resource for the other. Such cooccurrences
indicate how Pidgin English came to serve as a potential paradigm for the
translation of MPP solely by mutual association, but could not be a repre-
sentative historical documentation of the language by non-European pidgin
speakers.

On other occasions, Slade (1844: 46, 47) still depended on interpreters in
his encounters with Pacific Islanders. When Captain Marin and fellow skippers
interacted with Wallisians, they used some form of the local language rather
than MPP (Slade 1844: 50, 52–53, 65, 77–78). Slade (1844: 46, 60, 76, 83,
87) offered several instances of what appears to be East Uvean in a more
or less reduced form. Except for obvious, close cognates, East Uvean was
unintelligible to speakers of Hawaiian because of its close historical relationship
to Tongan, and remained distinct from the MPP vocabulary. Eventually, Slade
(1844: 66) admitted his limitation:
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Of course I could not understand much of their language [East Uvean], but the sounds
were sweet and soothing. It seemed as if they [the Wallisians] were singing us a song of
welcome. This I afterwards learned was the case. Occasionally I could hear the words
“Marinna!” [Malina] “Georgy!” [Keoki] “Eriki Pa La Pa La!” [‘aliki palapala ‘great
writing chief’] which I well understood.

The reconstitution of the third item is consistent with the title of “Eriki Pa
La Pa La! Opito Opito!” or ‘aliki palapala ‘aupito‘aupito ‘very, very writ-
ing chief’ or ‘great writing chief’, which Slade (1844: 40, 60) reportedly
acquired on ‘Uvea Island (“Wallis Island”). ‘Aliki derives in this case from
the East Uvean equivalent for ‘chief’, but reduplicated palapala apparently
from Hawaiian rather than East Uvean pala ‘diphtérie, pourri, gâté, humide,
humecté, mouillé, putride, putréfié, corrompu, infecté’ (Rensch 1984: 12,
314) or ‘diphtheria; rotten, foul, spoiled, damp, moistened, wet, putrid, cor-
rupt, contaminated, infected’. Or did Pacific Islanders perhaps intend a double
meaning?

In either case, these observations suggest strongly that Slade was not in full
control of the linguistic situation despite an eight-months’ residency in the
Hawaiian Islands (Slade 1844: 42), continued access to a Hawaiian crew on his
voyage to ‘Uvea Island and Fiji (Slade 1844: 63, 69, 76, 79, 92, 94, 99, 106),
his professed command of “the Kannacker tongue” (Slade 1844: 78) or MPP,
or his melodramatic yearnings for political dominance over Pacific Islanders,
as is evident throughout his entire book. His linguistic experiences on ‘Uvea
Island in 1830 also point out a clear sociolinguistic and geographic boundary.
MPP principally applied only to the interactions between Slade, Hawaiians,
and other eastern Polynesian members on his crew, but significantly did not
extend to Wallisians, although at one point Slade (1844: 96) recognized “a
strange mixture of Savage [East Uvean or reduced East Uvean], Kannacker
[MPP], and European tongues” that appeared to cross that sociolinguistic
boundary.

In the end, Slade’s record of Maritime Polynesian Pidgin with its fairly
extensive semantactic variation ironically delivers less than it promises because
of major inconsistencies, even erratic renditions, in his transcriptions. If Slade
drew his information from multiple sources, we can no longer sort them out
without further historical traces – a fact that leaves doubts about accepting
grammatical patterns and variations from his examples without reservation.
The primary significance of Slade’s linguistic records therefore remains in
its lexical information, which we can assume to reflect the direct influence
of Slade’s Hawaiian and perhaps other eastern Polynesian servant-sailors and
which appears in the accompanying vocabulary (Drechsel 2014). Slade – like
Campbell before him – appears to be a less trustworthy source than most
observers of the period, with the linguistic record echoing his self-promoted
but misguided image of an adventurer.
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5.12 Robert Jarman

For 1832, the English whaler Robert Jarman (1838: 124–125) observed of the
Hawaiians that:

Their language is particularly easy to learn. During the short time we lay here [on
O‘ahu], almost all [crew members] acquired a smattering of it, enough to get ourselves
into trouble, or to conciliate, as we choose best.

It is remarkable, but there certainly is a great similarity in the language of many of
the Islands situated at immense distances in this vast ocean. For instance between the
Sandwich Islands [Hawaiian Islands], Otaheite [Tahiti], and New Zealand.

Citing only the first portion of the above quote, Roberts (1995a: 18) did not
include the second paragraph or any of the subsequent references to Jarman.
One could indeed ignore his second paragraph simply as another reference
to the close historical relationship among Polynesian and especially Eastern
Polynesian languages, were it not for the fact that he made essentially the
same observation about “Māori” as about “Hawaiian”: “The language of New
Zealand is particularly easy to learn, and bears a great affinity to that of the
Sandwich Islands, Otaheite, and several other groups in the North and South
Pacific” (Jarman 1838: 221). Jarman clearly speaks of MPP rather than any of
the Eastern Polynesian vernaculars.

When Jarman’s ship lost its mainmast in a storm about 700 miles south
of O‘ahu, the whaler also had a Hawaiian passenger quote “Marmora moca
idolar,” while the latter – as if to enhance his message metaphorically – took
off his shirt to be ready to jump overboard in case of an emergency (Jarman
1838: 130–132). Although Jarman provided no translation, we can reconstitute
this utterance based on its context:

(28) “Marmora moca idolar.” [with the first and third “r” apparently
displaying r-coloring of low central vowels/no translation provided]
Māmala moka ‘aitola.
‘[It is] break[ing] [the] waste, indeed’/‘[The] waste [is] break[ing],
indeed’ (with moka ‘waste’ referring to the ship’s mast and
‘aitola/‘aikola serving as an interjection of scorn or derision,
especially rejoicing over others’ misfortunes with the implication of
‘Serves you right’ or ‘I told you so’).

This utterance then conveys exactly the opposite message of what Ma‘i, Cook’s
interpreter, expressed in (5) in 4.4 above.

Although hardly disputable, this reconstitution remains open to two fun-
damental interpretations, depending on its underlying syntactic pattern: Did
Māmala moka ‘aitola mean ‘[It is] break[ing] [the] waste, indeed’ with an
unspecified, but implicitly understood zero subject referring to the wind or the
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storm, as illustrated by (11), (14), (21), and (26) in Chapters 4 and 5 above
and by Roberts (2013: 121) for continuing discourse that referred to the same
subject? Alternatively, should we interpret this sentence as ‘[The] waste [is]
break[ing], indeed’? In other words, does the grammatical pattern of (28)
directly reflect the word-order correspondences between MPP and English,
or must we instead assume a Polynesian VSO-influenced verb-initial syntactic
configuration, especially since this example originated from a speaker of Hawai-
ian? The clear predominance of the SVO order in MPP, even among speakers
of Polynesian languages, favors the first interpretation; but incidental instances
by Campbell, Boelen, and Slade (see (15), (26), and (27) above) would suggest
the latter option, although only with some serious doubts. A Silversteinian
model of multi-level pidgin analysis (Silverstein 1972) would even permit both
interpretations concurrently, depending on the linguistic competencies of the
speakers and the audience. Regrettably, the precise grammatical pattern of (28)
must remain open to question without confirmation from additional historical
documentation by Jarman.



6 Survival in niches

6.1 Edward Markham

In 1834, the English traveler Edward Markham made incidental sociolinguistic
observations of northern New Zealand as part of his New Zealand or Recollec-
tions of It. They suggest that the son of one of the missionaries, a Mr. Butler,
and a trader by the name of Jacky Marmon spoke the Māori language fluently
(Markham 1963: 31, 38–39). In addition, Markham (1963: 71) recognized a
Mr. Hamlyn who had learned Māori so well as to be able to preach in it, to
reflect a southern accent, and to pass as a native.

On another occasion, the record provides evidence for the Māori version
of MPP, as suggested by an accompanying verbal or textual note of unknown
provenance:

And some seem to think that the Missionaries pray to the Attuah [atua] ‘Spirit of God’,
to Kiki [kaikai]* or ‘eat up’ the people, as they seem to be a fast decreasing People from
a dozen different Causes which the Missionaries lay all to the Sailors and Europeans
that visit the Islands in the liberality . . .

*Strictly speaking, this is not a Maori word but either a rendering of kakai, eat frequently,
or merely an example of pidgin Maori. [Footnote by E. H. McCormick, editor of
Markham’s Recollections] (Markham 1963: 53–54)

The supplementary interpretation of “Kiki” as Pidgin Māori matches the avail-
able historical attestations for kaikai ‘to eat’, and ultimately agrees with
Markham’s description of sociolinguistic circumstances in which Māori pre-
sumably used the Pidgin:

It is a curious Thing that the Chiefs have married of late years often the Girls who
have been living on Board of Whalers, and I do believe the Sailors have done as much
towards Civilizing the Natives as the Missionaries have, or more, but in a more worldly
view§ as now a Man may go from one Village from [sic] another, and the Children
do not hoot them as they did formerly, and such a number have been in Whalers, as
each Ship takes eight or ten New Zealanders and the Seamen pick up the Language
from them� and the same prevails from the San[d]wich Islands to Taheite [Tahiti] and
Tonga and Feegies [Fiji]. I have known a Woman Tabooed to an European for Years, he
coming every year to New Zealand for the last fifteen [years] or so, then settling there

189
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altogether and Catching and salting Fish, Salting Hams, Pork for sale and going to pass
the remainder of his days there.

§ I dont say only but it acts more in their favor than against them. E[dward]. M[arkham].

� Out of Port Jackson there are now 47 sail of Whalers that always fish in the South
seas, they of course pick up the Polynesian language. E[dward]. M[arkham]. (Markham
1963: 65–66)

Markham thus suggests by inference that it is not only Māori sailors, but also
their wives and Māori women of European sailors who would have used the
Māori Pidgin on board of whalers, as Roger M. Keesing (1988: 15–21) has
similarly recognized native women in the role of linguistic and cultural brokers
on whalers for other Pacific pidgins. The historical record, however, leaves no
clues as to whether the children who grew up in these interethnic marriages
creolized MPP.

6.2 Richard Henry Dana

As a primary literary source of the period, Richard H. Dana’s Two Years before
the Mast (1911 [1840]) describes his experiences as a sailor in the Pacific
hide and tallow trade in 1835 and 1836. American or English officers and
two or three experienced sailors “before the mast to do the work upon the
rigging” worked side by side with crews of Hawaiians, known as Kanakas
(< Hawaiian kanaka ‘human being, man, person, individual’) and appreciated
as experienced boatmen in rough surf and excellent swimmers (Dana 1911
[1840]: 68–75). Hawaiians also worked in the rigging, showed no fear in
tackling sharks or rattlesnakes, helped cure hides, and served as messengers
swimming after a bypassing vessel; they adapted easily to new conditions other
than cold climates, but remained in a community of their own in San Diego
(Dana 1911 [1840]: 103, 177, 179, 195, 207, 217–218).

The literary sailor compared the sociolinguistic situation on board to Babel,
and found several languages spoken on ships of Hawaiian, Italian, and Mexican
origin with their mixed crews of Americans, English, Spaniards, French, and
[American] Indians in addition to Hawaiians – with “all talking at once” and
with the Hawaiians reportedly conversing continuously (Dana 1911 [1840]:
103, 166, 186–187). On shore in southern California, one language prevailed
in interlingual interactions:

The Spanish was the common ground upon which we all [the crews of several vessels]
met; for every one knew more or less of that. We had now, out of forty or fifty, represen-
tatives from almost every nation under the sun, – two Englishmen, three Yankees, two
Scotchmen, two Welshmen, one Irishman, three Frenchmen (two of whom were Nor-
mans, and the third from Gascony), one Dutchman, one Austrian, two or three Spaniards
(from old Spain), half a dozen Spanish-Americans and half-breeds, two native Indians
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from Chili and the Island of Chiloe, one negro, one mulatto, about twenty Italians, from
all parts of Italy, as many more Sandwich-Islanders, one Tahitian, and one Kanaka from
the Marquesas Islands. (Dana 1911 [1840]: 198–199)

On board, English did not figure as a major medium with the Hawaiians,
only one of whom spoke a little of it (Dana 1911 [1840]: 75, 80, 102), and
was in use with Hawaiians of the San Diego community but in limited fashion
(Dana 1911 [1840]: 179–180). Whereas one Hawaiian by the name of Tom
Davis reportedly was quite fluent in English, another older member of the
community, Mr. Bingham, “spoke very little English, – almost none, and could
neither read nor write” (Dana 1911 [1840]: 181). Nonetheless, Dana had him
respond largely in Pidgin English when teased about being a cannibal:

“Aole!” [‘a‘ole] (No) “Me no eatee Cap’nee Cook! Me pickaninny – small – so high –
no more! My fader see Cap’nee Cook! Me – no! . . . New Zealand Kanaka eatee white
man; Sandwich Island Kanaka, – no. Sandwich Island Kanaka ua like pu na haole, – all
‘e same a’ you!” [ua like pū nā haole. ‘Also liked the white people’.]

. . . I once heard old Mr. Bingham say, with the highest indignation, to a Yankee trader
who was trying to persuade him to keep his money to himself [rather than to share it
with his fellow Hawaiians], “No! we no all ‘e same a’ you! – Suppose one got money,
all got money. You, – suppose one got money – lock him up in chest. – No good!” –
“Kanaka all ‘e same a’ one!” (Dana 1911 [1840]: 181, 182)

Unless we were to question Dana’s observations about Bingham’s linguistic
skills, this example – frequently cited as prime evidence of Pidgin English in the
early nineteenth-century Pacific (see, e.g., Clark 1979: 29; Goodman 1985: 11;
and Keesing 1988: 14) – suggests that it was not an accurate rendition of what
the old man said. Instead, Dana evidently used Pidgin English as no more than a
literary medium to represent the Hawaiian’s speech in translation, the original
of which may well have been in vernacular Hawaiian or Pidgin Hawaiian.
Dana’s short quote with the particle ua marking completed action and with the
plural definite article nā point to vernacular Hawaiian rather than some reduced
form, in agreement with historical data (see Dana 1911 [1840]: 150, 175, 184,
207, 309, 334; T. Haunani Makuakāne-Drechsel, personal communication,
27 June 2008). What lends further support to this interpretation is the fact that
Dana’s samples of Pidgin English do not resemble later historical attestations
of Hawai‘i Pidgin and Creole English in any fashion, as already recognized
by Sarah J. Roberts (1998: 14). Dana’s attestations of Pidgin English do not
match available historical evidence and would suggest a distinct Pidgin English
for Hawaiians in California, for which there, however, was no historical or
theoretical rationale.

Elsewhere, Dana (1911 [1840]: 180) actually referred to the Hawaiians as
using “a sort of compromise, a mixed language . . . on the beach, which could
be understood by all.” Ultimately, the only evidence identifying any form of
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linguistic compromise that Dana (1911 [1840]: 175, 334) offered consists of
the following samples, the first one of which Ross Clark (1979: 60, fn. 25) and
Roberts (1995a: 19) already documented as Pidgin Hawaiian:

(29) “maikai, hana hana nui!” ‘Ah, very good, work!’
Maika‘i hanahana nui.
‘[It is] good to work a lot’./‘Much work is good’.

“Moku – Nui Moku” (in response to apparently a non-Hawaiian, the
third mate by the name of “Mr. Hatch”)
Moku – nui moku
‘[It is a] ship – [a] big ship’.

That the first utterance in (29) occurs in the immediate context of a sample
in vernacular Hawaiian does not necessarily militate against interpreting it as
Pidgin Hawaiian, since recordings of both may reveal no more than a situation in
which speakers switched between the two depending on their audiences.1 What
instead marks Dana’s examples above is the fact that they are interpretable with
the underlying grammar of either a Polynesian language or that of a European
language without creating any substantial differences in interpretation.

Dana’s samples of “Hawaiian” therefore appear to represent a mixture of
vernacular and Pidgin Hawaiian. Like some European and American colonists
who had settled in the Hawaiian Islands, Dana had begun learning or had
learned vernacular Hawaiian. This finding is not surprising in light of the fact
that he showed much sympathy towards Hawaiians and associated with them on
board and in San Diego over several months. During this period, Dana became
a close friend or “aikane” (aikāne) of a Hawaiian by the name of Hope, whom
he assisted in illness when others refused to help (Dana 1911 [1840]: 102, 179–
185, 308–311, 347). On another occasion, Dana (1911 [1840]: 311) “could not
understand half of them [Hawaiians]”; but this instance was apparently due to
several Hawaiians speaking at the same time, expressing their gratitude to him
for his generous help, rather than for a lack of knowledge of Pidgin Hawaiian
or Hawaiian.

In the end, Dana’s recordings of both vernacular and Pidgin Hawaiian are
consistent with comparative evidence, permit systematic reconstitutions, and
thus are beyond suspicion as historical data. The same conclusions, however, do

1 In addition, Dana (1911 [1840]: 334) included the portion of a Hawaiianized sailor’s song, “Kail
ho!” ‘Sail ho!’ or Kel ho ‘Hail sail!’ While this phrase clearly illustrates the substitution of /k/
in Hawaiian for English [s] in English loans, it lacks an accompanying syllabic extension from
CVC to CVCV in the form of kele ‘to sail; reached by sailing; slight, sailing’, as we would have
expected from a speaker of Hawaiian, and does so quite possibly to maintain the song’s rhythm.
Because “Kail ho!” or Kel ho appears a frozen expression, I have excluded this example from
further consideration for the discussion of MPP.
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not hold true for his attestations of Pidgin English, which again raise questions
of cultural blinders.

6.3 Dumont d’Urville on his third voyage to the Pacific

When in the years of 1837 to 1840 the French explorer Jules S. C. Dumont
d’Urville returned to the South Pacific a third time for further explorations of
the region (including Antarctica), he observed a mixed medium of Marque-
san, English, and Spanish by an on-board visitor called “Moe” at Hiva ‘Oa,
Marquesas Islands, in 1838:

L’un de nos nouveaux visiteurs, homme d’une quarantaine d’années, bien fait, bien bâti,
monta à bord sur-le-champ, comme une vielle connaissance, se fit indiquer le capitaine;
puis sans regarder un seul des autres, s’avança directement vers moi, et me salua avec
aisance en me donnant une poignée de main que j’acceptai. Voyant que j’accueillais,
il débuta par m’annoncer dans une espèce de jargon mêlé d’anglais, d’espagnol et
de nouka-hivien [Marquesan], qu’il avait beaucoup navigué avec les Anglais et les
Américains, qu’il était allé en Angleterre et même à Gouham, enfin qu’il savait parler
anglais. (Dumont d’Urville 1841–1846: III.225–226)2

Two of Dumont d’Urville’s officers, Second Lieutenant Louis François Gas-
ton Marie Auguste de Roquemaurel and Sub-Lieutenant Jacques Marie Eugène
Marescot, reported the same incident in slightly different terms:

Deux nouvelles pirogues chargées d’insulaires, se dirigeaient vers nos corvettes, l’une
d’elles amenée par des jeunes gens de 16 à 18 ans, l’autre par des hommes faits. L’un
de ces derniers, se donnant des airs de chef, monta lestement à bord, et demanda à
parler au commandant auquel il fut présenté. Le vieux Moe salua avec aisance en
mauvais anglais. Il a, dit-il, appris cette langue en courant le monde sur un baleinier
qui l’a conduit à Gouaham [Guam] et même à Londres; . . . (Roquemaurel in Dumont
d’Urville 1841–1846: III.446)3

Deux pirogues qui s’étaient détachées du rivage à notre approche, venaient d’accoster
les corvettes; un des insulaires monta immédiatement à bord, en débitant à droite et à
sa gauche des bonjours dans toutes les langues. N’ayant jamais vu probablement nos

2 ‘One of our new visitors, a man about forty years old, very mature and well-built, climbed aboard
at once, like an old acquaintance, and asked to see the captain. Then without looking at a single
one of the others present, he moved forward straight to me, and greeted me with ease, offering
to shake hands with me, which I accepted. Seeing that I obliged, he began by announcing to me
in a kind of mixed jargon of English, Spanish, and Nukuhivan [Marquesan] that he had sailed
a lot with the English and the Americans, that he had gone to England and even to Guam, and
finally that he could speak English’ (my translation).

3 ‘Two new dugouts loaded with islanders headed for our corvettes, one of them brought along
by young people 16 to 18 years of age, the other one by mature men. One of these latter,
giving appearances of a chief, nimbly came on board and asked to speak to the commander,
to whom he was introduced. Old Moe greeted without restraint in bad English. He allegedly
learned this language by roaming the world aboard a whaler, which took him to Guam and even
to London . . . ’ (my translation).
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couleurs nationales, il ne savait pas que nous étions Français. Au reste, notre langue ne
lui était pas familière.

Avec la gravité d’un Figaro, et en distribuant des sourires et des poignées de main à tout
le monde, il se dirigea avec aplomb vers le commandant auquel il fit maintes salutations
amicales. Pour répondre à ses politesses on lui adressa quelques mots du dialecte taı̈tien
[MPP?]; mais avec un air de supériorité vraiment comique et un mouvement d’épaules
qui paraissait vouloir dire: “Mais pour qui me prenez-vous?” il se mit à répondre en
anglais, en espagnol, avec une volubilité remarquable et une facilité de prononciation
qui m’étonna.

Il s’empressa de nous dire qu’il avait été en Angleterre, nous parla de l’Europe, et
c’est tout au plus s’il attendait qu’on le questionnât pour répondre. On lui demanda s’il
connaissait Taı̈ti; il nous regarda tous avec un certain air et nous répondit en faisant mine
d’homme important, que Taı̈ti n’était rien, qu’il y avait même séjourné pendant quelques
temps, mais qu’il avait été bien plus loin; que dans ses courses il avait successivement
vu Gouaham [Guam] et des possessions hollandaises, etc., etc. Si nous avions voulu
l’écouter, je crois qu’il nous aurait fait faire le tour du monde avec lui. (Marescot in
Dumont d’Urville 1841–1846: III.447–448)4

What Dumont d’Urville and his officers evidently perceived in slightly differ-
ent terms need not reflect contradictions or raise doubts about the historical
accuracy of their accounts. Rather, their different emphases on “a kind of
mixed jargon of English, Spanish, and Nukuhivan” (Dumont d’Urville), “bad
English” (Roquemaurel), and “some words of the Tahitian dialect,” English,
and Spanish (Marescot) would seem to reflect different aspects of the same
larger process of language contact in which Moe mixed MPP with Pidgin
English and occasionally embellished it with Spanish loans. In addition, these
descriptions apparently focus disproportionately on the European elements that
Dumont d’Urville and his officers reportedly identified, and would neglect to
recognize the non-European elements fully.

4 ‘Two dugouts that had pulled away from the shore at our approach just drew alongside the
corvettes; one of the islanders came on board at once, pouring out greetings in all languages to
his right and left side. As he probably had never seen our national colors, he did not know that
we were French. Besides, our language was not familiar to him.

With the seriousness of a Figaro and by sharing smiles and handshakes with everybody, he
headed with self-assurance for the commander, to whom he presented many friendly greetings.
To respond to his politeness, we addressed him with some words of the Tahitian dialect [MPP?];
but with an air of really comic superiority and a movement of shoulders that apparently wanted to
say: “But who do you think I am?”, he began answering in English, in Spanish, with a remarkable
volubility and an ease of articulation that amazed me.

He hastened to tell us that he had been to England, spoke to us about Europe, and it was as
if he merely waited for us to question him for an answer. We asked him if he knew Tahiti; he
looked at us all with a certain air and answered us by making a pretence of being an important
man that Tahiti was nothing, that he had even stayed there for some time, but that he had been
much farther, that on his journeys he had successively seen Guam and Dutch possessions, etc.,
etc. If we had wanted to listen to him, I believe that he would have made us go around the world
with him’ (my translation).
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Regrettably, Dumont d’Urville and his officers did not offer any example of
Moe’s speech other than two short phrases of acknowledgment in English and
a longer construction in Pidgin English: “me steer ship very well” (Dumont
d’Urville 1841–1846: III.231). The French explorer had only the following to
say about Marquesan-English language contact:

Les naturels [the Marquesans] par leurs communications fréquentes avec les Américains,
ont introduit dans leur langue usuelle une grande quantité de mots anglais dont la pronon-
ciation est entièrement défigurée. Aussi bientôt on ne trouvera plus de ces indigènes
parlant encore correctement le langage de Nukou-Hiva. (Dumont d’Urville 1841–1846:
IV.36)5

Nor did Dumont d’Urville recognize any parallels between the Marquesan–
English–Spanish jargon – i.e. a Marquesan variety of MPP with some English
and perhaps Spanish loanwords – and the reduced Māori that he had recorded
in New Zealand a decade earlier (see (24) in 5.7 above). On the other hand,
if Marquesans indeed borrowed substantially from the English language in
contact with Americans and perhaps other foreigners, the French explorer
surprisingly did not draw any comparisons with Pidgin English of Patagonia,
which he had documented in a part-Iberian sociolinguistic context, including
Portuguese-derived pikinini ‘child’, in the first volume of his travel account
(Dumont d’Urville 1841–1846: I.150).

In weighing these two omissions, we would have to consider the second one
as more serious. Dumont d’Urville drew on a greater familiarity with English
than with Polynesian languages for the recognition of shared English features.
In addition we would have to recognize a much shorter time span of only some
seven months between his sociolinguistic observations in Patagonia and those
in the Marquesas – in contrast to more than ten years that had lapsed since
his observations on a reduced Māori. With the Marquesan–English–Spanish
medium reportedly displaying a major English component, similarly to Pidgin
English of Patagonia, we would expect the French explorer to have taken notice
of some resemblance, given his earlier experience in philological research
with Pacific languages (see Dumont d’Urville 1833–1834) and his penchant
for comparative anthropological observations within and beyond the Pacific.
That the French explorer made no note of such parallels to Pidgin English
in Patagonia therefore raises doubts about any extended English impact on
the Marquesan–English–Spanish medium, although we may otherwise trust
the observations by Dumont d’Urville and his officers about the presence of
English influences by the fact of their own French cultural preferences.

5 ‘Because of their frequent communications with the Americans, the natives [the Marquesans]
have introduced into their daily language a large quantity of English words whose pronunciation
is completely distorted. So soon we shall find no more of these indigenous people who still speak
the language of Nuku Hiva [Marquesan] correctly’ (my translation).
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In the end, Dumont d’Uville did not remain long enough in the Marquesas or
the Society Islands to include any further observations on MPP in the massive
ten-volume account of his third voyage to the South Pacific. Nor did he or his
officers take special notice of the Pidgin during their revisit of New Zealand
in 1840 (Dumont d’Urville 1841–1846: IX.93–204), possibly because of its
lack of novelty. Instead, Dumont d’Urville (1841–1846: IX.178) or his posthu-
mous editor C. A. Vincendon-Dumoulin translated a single quote by Māori
chiefs from what likely was Māori or Pidgin Māori, perhaps intermixed with
some English, into standard French at a time when New Zealand came under
increasing British control. According to Roquemaurel (in Dumont d’Urville
1841–1846: IX.281), Māori also greeted the French by “le nom de Oui-Oui ou
Yanapa, mots qui, pronouncés souvent par les marins, ont sans doute frappé
les naturels,” that is ‘with the name Oui-Oui ‘Yes-Yes’ or Yanapa [a distortion
of il n’y a pas ‘there isn’t’ in French]’ – words that, often pronounced by the
sailors, undoubtedly struck the natives. In the same vein, the lieutenant did not,
however, hesitate to label his hosts in the same breath as children or to insult
them as ‘very vile, defiled, very much below their reputation’. The latest travel
accounts by Dumont d’Urville yield little of the great interest that he had in
the languages of the Pacific, as his editor Vincendon-Dumoulin (in Dumont
d’Urville 1841–1846: IX.58–59) already recognized.

6.4 Edward Lucett

While voyaging across the Pacific from 1840 through 1849, the English pearl
trader Edward Lucett left incidental impressions on how Māori, Tahitians, and
other Pacific Islanders related to Europeans by language. While in New Zealand
in 1840 or 1841, he explicitly recognized a “broken Maori” with elements of
“broken English”:

a native [Māori] crept cautiously to me, and made me understand that the chief intended
plundering her [the vessel] that night, and, by dint of broken English and broken Maori,
acquainted me with all that had taken place. (Lucett 1851: I.133)

Evidently, Lucett described here Pidgin Māori that gradually underwent lan-
guage mixing from Pidgin English, and illustrated the process with incidental
observations and several examples of crosscultural encounters:

he [a Māori guide] could make use of one or two English words, but did not understand
any sentence, and our intercourse was managed by signs, with a word dropped now and
then. (Lucett 1851: I.74)

Our guide asked us if we would “kaikai te dinner,” meaning would we eat some dinner.
(Lucett 1851: I.75)
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[The Māori] were all much amused at our readiness in reading them [books], though not
able to understand a word, and when we used wrong pronunciation, one and all would
call out to correct us. (Lucett 1851: I.75–76)

I could scarcely drag one limb after the other, and continued loud in my lamentations,
when Toma [Lucett’s guide] suddenly stopped and asked, “Kai-kai ti supper?” (Lucett
1851: I.80)

two New Zealand [Māori] boys who spoke broken English, completed the vessel’s
complement: one of the latter expressed much satisfaction at my companion’s conduct,
but didn’t like me at all, as he said I was too fond of “te kyrak” [i.e. the “Sky-larking”
or indulging in hilarious or boisterous frolic]. (Lucett 1851: I.85)

As we were returning we stopped in the afternoon to kindle a fire on the banks of the
Waipa to cook some potatoes, when a party came and demanded payment for our so
doing. “Omai ti utn” (give me the payment) was eternally in their mouths. “Yes, I’ll
give you payment,” said the owner of the canoe, who was familiar with the language.
“Here, give me some wood” (the natives were discharging wood at the time from two
large canoes) . . . (Lucett 1851: I.97–98)

Next morning the natives refused to carry our luggage unless we would agree to give
a pound of tobacco to each man in the party. “Very well,” said I, “don’t, we’ll carry it
ourselves.” At this they all laughed and seemed mightily entertained, and one of them
cried out in broken English, “Very goodee, very goodee, te pakiha [te pākehā ‘the white
man, the white people’] makee carry.” (Lucett 1851: I.101)

I overtook one of the lads, who had started the first thing in the morning, sweating under
the burden of a large wooden chest and other things. “What!” said he, “poys no goodee?
Tam te poys’ proory eyes.” I am unconscious at what seminary he acquired these elegant
expletives, but I think they were the only words meant for English I heard him utter.
(Lucett 1851: I.103)

After grinding a few miles, we reached the location of another white man, where we
obtained kai-kai-te (breakfast). (Lucett 1851: I.113)

Among the above examples, one clearly stands out as MPP:

(30) “Omai ti utn.” [sic] ‘give me the payment’
Homai te utu.
‘Give the payment’.

The word “utn” in this instance is an obvious misprint of “utu” or Māori utu
‘return for anything, satisfaction, ransom, reward, price, reply’. The appearance
of the accompanying article te here does not constitute much surprise in light
of earlier instances with the definite article (see, e.g., (7), (15), (17), and (27)
in Chapters 4 and 5 above). Although “te” or the variable form “ti” appears
in mixed expressions with “kai-kai” such as “kaikai te dinner” ‘we eat some
dinner’, “Kai-kai ti supper?”, and “kai-kai te (breakfast)” above, it did not
function as the definite article te or even some Polynesianized rendition of the
English article “the.” Instead, it derived from a shortened form of (i)ti ‘small,
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little, few’ (< Tahitian, Marquesan, Māori, Hawaiian) as a consequence of the
deletion of the initial high vowel of iti due to its coalescence with the final
disyllabic sequences of vowels in kaikai and as indicated by the English gloss
‘some’ in the second instance. These constructions then really read as

(31) “Kai-kai te dinner/ti supper/te (breakfast).”
Kaikai (i)ti dinner/supper/breakfast.
‘Eat [a-]little/some dinner/supper/breakfast’.

One could similarly reinterpret the previous example “Omai ti utn” [sic] ‘give
me the payment’ as Homai (i)ti utu ‘Give a little/some payment’ by assuming
that Lucett did not fully understand the request; but the original gloss, including
a definite article, would speak against such an interpretation. In either case, the
constructions in (30) and (31) suggest an order of the modifier preceding the
modified noun, if they still leave us in the dark about the position of the subject
within the sentence. These examples also reveal that Lucett did not have much
understanding of the use of the definite article or the near-homophonous short
form of (i)ti ‘little, some’. Lucett indeed admitted to having no more than
limited knowledge of the Māori’s language (Lucett 1851: I.87, 88, 108) and
apparently relied on others who could speak it (Lucett 1851: I.109, 115). In
the end, the English pearl trader mentioned several other incidents of Māori–
English encounters not in Pidgin Māori, Pidgin English, or any mixture of both,
but in a translation of English, which probably cannot stand as an accurate
historical record (Lucett 1851: I.97, 101, 102, 111, 114–115, 134–135).

For Tahiti or other, neighboring South Pacific islands of the early 1840s,
Lucett did not explicitly suggest the existence of Pidgin Tahitian or some
related contact medium with elements of Pidgin English or French. In its place,
he cited an incident by “[o]ne of our divers who could talk a little English” and
who warned him in Pidgin English about an imminent attack by “Angatans”
or Easter Islanders (Lucett 1851: I.249–251). He also recognized Marquesan
Islanders who had sailed on whale ships to speak “in perfectly intelligible
English” (Lucett 1851: II.195). Still, some attestations of Pidgin English again
raise the question of translations. Lucett relied regularly on native interpreters in
contact with Pacific Islanders (Lucett 1851: I.237, 250, 252, 255, 305; II.129) –
one of these interpreters was a Hawaiian who apparently understood no more
than a few words of English, although he had served on European or American
whalers since his childhood (Lucett 1851: I.325, 327). Moreover, the English
pearl trader reported that his own “unacquaintance with the language [on Hao
or Haorangi, Tuamotu Archipelago, for example] prevent[ed] recording much
that might have proved curious and interesting” (Lucett 1851: I.321–322). On
the other hand, secondary clues suggest a reduced form of Polynesian in contact
with Pacific Islanders in the Society Islands, the Tuamotus, and the Marquesas.
Not only did Lucett (1851: II.195) attest to the use of his own “bush rambles” in
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the Marquesas, but he finally provided a one-word example of his own in what
he called “the Kanaka language” and what by its context was MPP, apparently
on Tuamotu:

On one occasion, as two [unidentified Polynesian] girls in a tanka boat were pulling
me ashore, somewhat vexing me, I gave vent to ejaculations in the Kanaka language,
and called one of them “mate po” (blind eye) [matapō ‘blind’ < Tahitian, Marquesan,
Māori]. Both of them appeared to understand me, for they burst into laughter, and the
one who had the blind eye turned it from me; and even after, when I chanced to meet
her, she would laugh, and keep her blind eye side from me. I tried to engage them in
conversation; but though they might have understood a few words, I only elicited a
series of shouts and giggles. (Lucett 1851: II.295–296)

One of the two women possibly responded the way that she did because of her
blindness; but what Lucett described above suggests a limited verbal exchange
characteristic of pidginization by the other woman. Ultimately, Lucett again
revealed but an incomplete understanding of MPP, as he evidently failed to
recognize any parallels in the sociolinguistics of New Zealand and that of the
Society Islands or neighboring islands.

6.5 Herman Melville

Prime sources for MPP of the period were Herman Melville’s semi-fictional,
autobiographical book Typee of 1846 (Melville 1968a) and, to a lesser extent,
his sequel novel Omoo of 1847 (Melville 1968b). Subtitled A Peep at Poly-
nesian Life, the first book drew on his personal experiences of about a month
on Nuku Hiva in the Marquesas Islands in 1842, after he had jumped ship
from a whaler and had gone into hiding among the Taipi people, turning into
a gentleman-beachcomber. His second book, subtitled A Narrative of Adven-
tures in the South Seas, built primarily on his visit to Tahiti and neighboring
Mo‘orea (“Eimeo”), after he had escaped from his Marquesan hosts turned
captors.

Like other exploratory accounts of the Pacific, Melville’s novels have come
garnished with several widely used terms of Polynesian origin: “arva” for
‘kava’, “Hoolah Hoolah” for ‘feast’, “Kannaka” for ‘South Sea Islander’, “mor-
tarkee” for ‘good’, “taboo” for ‘forbidden’, “tappa” for ‘tapa’, “taro” for ‘taro’,
and “whihenies” or “whihenee” for ‘young girls’, among others (Melville 1968a
[1846]: 14, 74, 75, 85, 88, 132, 139, 165, 237, 238; Melville 1968b [1847]:
20, 117, 173, 174, 181, 272). Except for a few items that without further com-
parative research remain unreconstitutable and thus unidentifiable as to their
sources, most of Melville’s vocabulary evidently derives from a common East-
ern Polynesian origin with a few characteristically Marquesan and Tahitian
words and several Hawaiian entries; it mainly relates to the semantic domains
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of tribal identity and subsistence, and apparently reflects the circumstances in
which the author found himself in contact with the Taipi on Nuku Hiva. These
words, however, appear in the accompanying vocabulary (Drechsel 2014) only
if Melville confirmed their use in a larger construction of MPP.

Melville already took exception to the widespread opinion of the period that
the Pacific Islanders’ language was devoid of words by which to describe any
moral issues, and remarked sarcastically

I once heard it given as an instance of the frightful depravity of a certain tribe in the
Pacific, that they had no word in their language to express the idea of virtue. The
assertion was unfounded; but were it otherwise, it might be met by stating that their
language is almost entirely destitute of terms to express the delightful ideas conveyed
by our endless catalogue of civilized crimes. (Melville 1968a [1846]: 126)

He thus anticipated any claims that Pacific Islanders were limited in their lin-
guistic expressions. Unlike many contemporary witnesses of the early colonial
Pacific, Melville enriched his novels with tidbits of his conversations, real or
imagined, with indigenous people and related linguistic observations, and so
often revealed glimpses of MPP amounting to a grammatical sketch. Even more
than John Savage or John Liddiard Nicholas (see (14), (17), and (18) in 4.9
and 5.3 above), the beachcomber-writer offered highly regular linguistic data
to permit the deduction of clearly identifiable grammatical paradigms (see (32)
through (40) below).

A major case in point is the author’s illustration of the syllable structure
of native speech, when he recounted a principal Taipi chief’s attempts at pro-
nouncing the narrator’s assumed name of Tom:

At last the wrath of the chief evaporated, and in a few moments he was as placid as
ever. Laying his hand on his breast, he now gave me to understand that his name was
“Mehevi,” and that, in return, he wished me to communicate my appellation. I hesitated
for an instant, thinking that it might be difficult for him to pronounce my real name,
and then with the most praiseworthy intentions intimated that I was known as “Tom.”
But I could not have made a worse selection; the chief could not master it: “Tommo,”
“Tomma,” “Tommee,” everything but plain “Tom.” As he persisted in garnishing the
word with an additional syllable, I compromised the matter with him at the word
“Tommo”; and by that name I went during the entire period of my stay in the valley. The
same proceeding was gone through with Toby [Melville’s American shipmate Richard
Tobias Greene], whose mellifluous appellation was more easily caught. (Melville 1968a
[1846]: 72)

In describing Mehevi’s pronunciations of “Tom” as something like [tomo],
[toma], and [tomi], Melville thus displayed an awareness of the pattern of
syllables ending in a vowel for Marquesan, whether standard or reduced.

The American beachcomber also documented a quite extensive use of redu-
plications to indicate mass or plurality, repetition or continuation, or intensity
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(Melville 1968a [1846]: 72, 81, 84, 91, 94, 103, 116, 176, 237, 238, 270;
Melville 1968b [1847]: 125, 127, 157):

(32) “poee-poee” ‘staple food . . . manufactured from the produce of the
bread-fruit tree’ or poipoi
“pi-pi” ‘pile of stones’ or paepae ‘platform’
“hoolah hoolah” ‘feast’ or hulahula
“Tommo, Toby, ki ki!” ‘Tom [and] Toby, eat’ or Tomo, Tobi, kaikai.
“Aa, Aa” ‘yes, yes’ (‘repeated over again and again in a manner
which ought to quiet the scruples of the most conscientious’) or
‘ae, ‘ae
“Taboo, taboo!” or taputapu ‘[extremely] forbidden’
“Wee-Wees” [including the English plural ‘-s’] ‘French [people]’ or
Wiwi (< French oui ‘yes’)
“Fa-Fa” ‘Elephantiasis’ or fe‘efe‘e
“nuee, nuee, nuee” ‘infinitesimally extensive’ or nuinuinui

Some of these reduplications prove to be retentions from their Polynesian
source languages (as is the case with fe‘efe‘e, hulahula, kaikai, and paepae);
others appear to be innovations unique to MPP.6

Melville, moreover, appeared to be aware of a distinct postnominal and
postverbal pattern for modifiers in noun and verb phrases respectively (Melville
1968a [1846]: 17, 266; Melville 1968b [1847]: 129, 258):

(33) “puarkee nuee” ‘big hog’
Puaka nui
‘pig [that-is-]big’/‘Pig [is] big’.

“Mortarkee nuee” ‘very good’
Motaki nui
‘good very’

“Ita maitai nuee” ‘very bad exceedingly’
‘Aita maita‘i nui
‘not good very’/‘very bad’

“Peehee Lee Lees” [including the English plural ‘-s’] ‘small fish’
Pihi li‘ili‘i
‘fish [that-is-]small’/‘Fish [is] small’.

6 For additional examples of reduplication, see (33), (35), (39), and (40) below. Melville (1968a
[1846]: 224) explicitly recognized reduplication as a linguistic feature, but his observations in
that case apparently applied to vernacular Marquesan per se, a language ‘very difficult to be
acquired’, rather than the pidgin based on it.
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Melville’s two samples of a noun immediately followed by a modifier in (33)
would seem to exhibit a zero copula before a non-verbal predicate. Speakers
of English and other European languages might interpret such constructions as
corresponding to a nominal phrase in which the subsequent modifier functions
as an adjective; but this pattern also reflects the Polynesian syntactic pattern of a
noun and an apparent adjective, actually a stative verb, in postnominal position,
which Roberts (1995a: 6) has already described as “a clausal juxtaposition” or
“a zero-marked clause embedding” for Pidgin Hawaiian and which is equivalent
to a relative clause in English. What Europeans interpreted as a sequence of a
noun and a predicate with a zero copula, then, was a noun and a stative verb to
Polynesians, although in the end their grammatical differences apparently led
to few fundamental misunderstandings.

The same underlying dynamics of clausal juxtaposition and noun-predicate
constructions in (33) extended to what Melville (1968a [1846]: 69, 71) clearly
understood as full sentences, as is evident from the following examples:

(34) “Happar . . . Mortarkee”
Hapa‘a motaki.
‘[The] Hapa‘a [name of a community hostile to the Taipi people]
[are] good’.

“Typee mortarkee”
Taipi motaki.
‘[The] Taipi [are] good’.

Predicate constructions consisted of not only a subject plus an adjective or –
rather – a stative verb, but also a subject plus a noun or adverbial phrase, as
determined from passages in Omoo for Tahiti (Melville 1968b [1847]: 177,
178, 196, 254–255, 282):

(35) “Oee tootai owree! . . . itai maitai!”
‘you are a good-for-nothing huzzy, no better than you should be’.
‘Oe tūtae ‘āuri . . . ‘aita maita‘i.
‘You [are a] nonbeliever . . . [whence you are] not/no good’.

“Mickonaree ena.” ‘church member here’.
Mikanele inei.
‘[A/The] missionary [is] here’.

“Ita! ita! – oee mattee – mattee nuee.” ‘no, no; you too sick’.
‘Aita, ‘aita – ‘oe mate – mate nui.
‘No, no! – You [are] sick – [You are] very sick’.

“ah, ena maitai.” ‘this one will do, I think’.
‘Ā, inei maita‘i.
‘Ah, here [is] good’.
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“Ah! mickonaree tata maitai!” ‘What a pious young man!’
‘Ā, mikanale ta‘ata maita‘i!
‘Ah, [the] missionary [is a] good man!’/‘Ah, [the] missionary man
[is] good!’ [?]

The first and third examples in (35) again illustrate the principle of zero sub-
ject, that is the omission of an already expressed or implicit subject. On the
other hand, the compound noun phrase such as tūtae ‘āuri, literally meaning
‘excrement’ and ‘iron’,7 in the first example above raises questions about its
internal structure: Does the modifier follow the head noun like verbal modifiers
(‘adjectives’) in noun phrases, as Melville suggested with another compound,
“arva tee” or ‘ava tı̄ ‘ti-root liquor’ (see the last example in (40) below)? Alter-
natively, should we stipulate the reverse order of modifying noun and head
as indicated by a single other compound offered by Melville, pihi kanaka
‘fisherman’ (1968b [1847]: 214), an apparent loan translation from English?
These two examples, excluding the dubious entry of mikanale ta‘ata in the last
utterance of (35) above, unfortunately do not provide sufficient data to resolve
this question satisfactorily.

Other constructions reveal what speakers of Polynesian languages would
interpret as action verbs in contrast to stative verbs (Melville 1968a [1846]:
100, 129, 135, 207, 240, 245, 247):

(36) “Awha! ahwa! Toby muckee moee!” ‘Alas! alas! Toby is killed!’
Auē! auē! Tobi make moe.
‘Alas, alas, Toby died asleep’.

“Happar poo arva!” ‘[T]he cowards had fled’.
Hapa‘a pū‘ā’ā.
‘[The] Hapa‘a flee’.8

“Marnoo pemi!” ‘Marnoo [name] was approaching’.
Manu pi mai/pi‘i mai.
‘Manu comes here’.

7 Later, Melville (1968b [1847]: 180, 273) translated ‘Tootai Owree’ or tūtae ‘āuri as ‘a bad person
or disbeliever in Christianity’ and ‘contemners [sic] of the missionaries’. For the reconstitution
of this term, I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer of Drechsel (2007a) who observed that,
while tūtae ‘āuri literally translated as ‘excrement of iron’ or ‘rust’ in modern Tahitian, it could
also “refer to backsliders from church teaching.” Indeed, some twenty years before Melville,
Tyerman and Bennet (1832: II.164), emissaries of the London Missionary Society, had already
attested “tuta auri” or ‘rusty iron’ in reference to rogues and vagabonds.

8 William H. Wilson (personal communication, 14 June 2002) has alternatively suggested Hapa‘a
pau ‘awa to mean something like ‘The Hapa‘a have no more kava/liquor, [whence they fled]’ or
even ‘The Hapa‘a are gone because of kava/liquor.’ However, this reconstitution would include
as part of its explanation a major phonological change in the form of a vowel metathesis from au
to ua, an unnecessary complication in terms of both a phonological process and a philological
reconstitution, that would require an explanation. The given reconstitution of pū‘ā’ā ‘to flee,
to go’ not only is historically and theoretically more satisfying, but also matches the evidence
given in the third example in (37) below.
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“pehee pemi” ‘fish come’
Pihi pi mai/pi‘i mai.
‘[The] fish come here’.

“Toby pemi ena” ‘Toby has arrived here’.
Tobi pi mai/pi‘i mai inei.
‘Toby comes here’.

“Toby owlee pemi.” ‘Toby had not arrived’.
Tobi ‘a‘ole pi mai/pi‘i mai.
‘Toby [did] not arrive’.

Four examples in (36) again illustrate the use of pi mai mai/pi‘i mai ‘come
here’ (< Hawaiian pi‘i ‘to go inland or overland, to go or walk up, to climb’
+ mai directional particle indicating direction towards speaker), which Derek
Bickerton and William H. Wilson (1987: 64) as well as Roberts (1995a: 8;
1995b 112) have considered as characteristically Pidgin Hawaiian in contrast
to Hawaiian hele mai ‘come here’. Melville, however, offered the alternate
form haere mai as well, as in (39) below.

Yes–no questions, of which Melville (1968a [1846]: 75, 266) provided two
samples, apparently exhibited the same word-order pattern as statements; they
presumably differed from statements only by intonation, and offer no fur-
ther clues about their pattern. For so-called “Wh”-questions, Melville (1968a
[1846]: 242) provided a single instance, which constitutes insufficient evidence
to determine their structure beyond perhaps a claim that MPP speakers fronted
the “Wh”-constituent to the beginning of the question:

(37) “Nukuheva motarkee?” (to which Melville and his shipmate Toby
responded in the negative)
Nuku Hiva motaki?
‘[Is] Nuku Hiva good?’

“Typee Mortarkee?” – “Mortakee nuee”
Taipi motaki? – Motaki nui
‘[Are the] Taipi good? – Very good’

“Arware poo awa, Tommo?” ‘[W]here are you going, Tommo?’ –
“Wai” ‘water’
‘Auhea pū‘ā‘ā, Tomo? – vai.
‘Where [you] flee/go, Tom? – [to the] water’.

The single instance of a “Wh”-question initially created a major puzzle
for reconstitution, for which Wilson (personal communication, 14 June 2002)
thought Melville’s “Arware” to be no more than a rendition of Pidgin English
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‘a [,] where he’ in place of a Hawaiian source. In that case, Wilson appar-
ently picked up, probably quite unintentionally, an argument by Richard M.
Fletcher ( 1964: 137) suggesting that “Here Melville obviously sought to dupli-
cate the sounds someone half asleep might make in English when mumbling:
‘Where are you going, Tommo?’” Aside from the fact that Fletcher’s claim
to an English duplication half asleep is not obvious on either philological
grounds or a textual basis, the interpretation by Fletcher and Wilson still raises
the question of why Melville employed such an awkward spelling instead
of Pidgin English, included elsewhere in his semi-autobiographical novels of
the Pacific (see Drechsel 2007b). Did he use his own spelling solely for dra-
matic purposes, or did he not even recognize this phrase as Pidgin English?
In its place, I suggest an elegant and consistent alternative solution, which
recognizes Melville’s tendency to hear low central vowels with hypercor-
rected r-coloring (see the discussion leading up to footnote 9). When we
disregard this secondary feature for the reconstitution of “Arware,” we are
left with “Awae,” a close representation of ‘Auhea ‘where’ by the standards
of English spelling conventions, which also matches the translation given
by Melville. This example, however, still leaves unresolved the question of
whether “Tommo” functioned as a nominative together with a zero subject for
‘you’ (as suggested by Melville’s punctuation) or perhaps as a grammatical
subject.

If MPP followed a predominant pronoun-predicate word order and applied
this pattern even to questions, Melville (1968b [1847]: 178) in Omoo furnished
an example of questions with just the reverse order:

(38) “Ah, Ideea, mickonaree oee?”
‘By the bye, Miss Ideea, do you belong to the church?’
‘Ā, Ideea, mikanele ‘oe?
‘Ah, [Miss] Ideea, (to-be-)a-missionary you?’

At first sight, this pattern would simply reflect substrate influences from Poly-
nesian languages by which mikanele functioned as a verb ‘to be a missionary’,
by means of the widespread categorial multifunctionality of MPP’s lexicon.
Then again, the source of the pattern of (38) was Anglophone Melville rather
than a speaker of Tahitian or some other Polynesian language. The answer to
this question, produced by a young Tahitian woman in Pidgin English, had a
pronoun-predicate order: “Yes, me mikonaree” (Melville 1968b [1847]: 178)
‘Yes, I am a missionary’, as if this conversation displayed a reversal of soci-
olinguistic roles.

Broader considerations suggest an alternative explanation. First, Melville
provided no systematic documentation of verb-initial word order in his samples
with the exception of imperatives as in (39) below. In contrast to the answer
by Miss Ideea, with its pronoun-predicate order, the inverted copular order
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in Melville’s question could also have drawn on English grammar, which
has made use of copula inversion, although infrequently. In that case, the
predicate-pronoun order functioned as a syntactic marker of questions in place
of merely a change in intonation patterns; conceivably, the reversed order even
indicated focusing of the predicate by giving it syntactic prominence in what
was an obvious expression of surprise by Melville, equivalent to ‘Are you a
missionary?’ in English. The question in (38) therefore raises the problem of
possible superstrate influence from English in Melville’s MPP, whether directly
or indirectly by way of Pidgin English; but it also illustrates an inadvertent
convergence of Polynesian grammatical patterns with those of Pidgin English
and English (see Drechsel 2007b).

Additionally, MPP permitted imperatives, for which Melville (1968b [1847]:
277, 310) offered two instances:

(39) “Aramai! aramai, karhowree!” ‘[C]ome in! come in, strangers!’
Haere mai! haere mai, ka haole!
‘Come in! come in, the stranger[s]!’

“Pomaree! Pomaree! aramai kow kow.”
Pōmare! Pōmare! haere mai kaukau!
‘Pōmare! Pōmare! Come in [and] eat!’

Imperatives could occur alone or with a vocative in a variable initial or final
position. These examples also illustrate haere mai ‘come here/hither/towards
the speaker’ as an alternative form to pi mai/pi‘i mai ‘come here’, considered
by Bickerton and Wilson (1987: 64) as well as by Roberts (1995a: 8; 1995b:
112) as characteristically Pidgin Hawaiian. Non-Polynesian speakers of MPP
likely lost any semantic difference between haere mai and pi mai/pi‘i mai in
the form of ‘going inland, going or walking up, climbing’.

For both Nuku Hiva and Tahiti, Melville (1968a [1846]: 88, 102, 103; 1968b
[1847]: 256, 272, 273) moreover offered a few “complex” utterances, including
some with double arguments and an SVO word order. Like the first example
in (35) above, the following examples reveal sequential linking (parataxis), as
the American novelist already appeared to recognize when he used ellipsis or a
dash between the sentences, suggesting a closer semantic relationship between
parts:

(40) “Ki-Ki, nuee nuee, ah! moee moee mortarkee” ‘[E]at plenty, ah!
sleep very good’.
Kaikai nuinui, ‘ā! moemoe motaki.
‘Eat much, ah, sleep well’./‘[If/When you] eat much, [you] sleep
well’.
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“Happar keekeeno nuee . . . nuee, nuee, ki ki kanaka! – ah! owle
motarkee!”
‘Terrible fellows those Happars! – devour an amazing quantity of
men! – ah, shocking bad’.
Hapa‘a kikino nui . . . nui, nui kaikai kanaka! – ‘ā, ‘a‘ole motaki!
‘[The] Hapa‘a [are] miserable very’./‘Those Hapa‘a most
miserable . . . very many [of them] eat people’./‘[The] Hapa‘a [are]
very miserable, [because] very many [of them] eat people’. – ‘Ah,
not good!’

“Ah! Typee motarkee! – nuee, nuee mioree – nuee, nuee, wai – nuee,
nuee poee-poee – nuee, nuee kokoo – ah! nuee, nuee, kiki – ah! nuee,
nuee, nuee!”
‘Ah, Typee! Isn’t it a fine place though! – no danger of starving here,
I tell you! – plenty of bread-fruit – plenty of water – plenty of
pudding – ah! plenty of everything! – ah! heaps, heaps, heaps!’
‘Ā, Taipi motaki! – nuinui maiore – nuinui vai – nuinui poipoi –
nuinui koko – ‘ā, nuinui kaikai – ‘ā, nui, nui, nui!
‘Ah, Taipi [is] good. – Very much breadfruit – Very much water –
Very much staple of breadfruit – Very much sweet potato – Ah, very
much food. – Ah, plenty, plenty, plenty!’/‘Ah, Taipi [is] good,
[because there is] very much breadfruit, very much water, very much
staple of breadfruit, very much sweet potato . . . ah, very much
food . . . ah, an excessive amount [of everything]!’

“Keekee maitai . . . nuee nuee hanna hanna portarto.”
‘Zeke [is good] . . . [he] makes plenty of potatoes’.
Kiki maita‘i . . . nuinui hanahana potato.
‘Zeke [is] good [because he] very much makes potato’.

“Ah, karhowree sabbee lee-lee, ena arva tee maitai!”
‘what a blockhead of a white man! this is the real stuff!’
‘Ā, ka haole sabe/sawe li‘ili‘i, inei ‘ava tı̄ maita‘i.
‘Ah, the white man knows little; [for] here [is] ti-root liquor
[that-is-]good!’

“Ah, karhowree, ena hannahanna arva tee!”
‘This, you see, is the way it’s done’.
‘Ā, ka haole, inei hanahana ‘ava tı̄!
‘Ah, the white man/foreigner, here [is how] to make ti-root liquor!’

The fourth example of (40), nuinui hanahana potato, presents somewhat of a
structural enigma in that it is not clear how best to interpret the parts semantac-
tically and how to relate them to each other. Does nuinui modify the following
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verb hanahana ‘to make’ or possibly the entire phrase hanahana potato ‘to
make potato’ rather than the object, in which case we should understand it as an
adverb? Melville did not provide sufficient comparative data or other clues to
resolve this issue. Nor do his notes give any indications for tense or aspect, even
when he recognized the past or the future in his translations. Also noteworthy
in all of these examples is the consistent absence of articles. The only excep-
tion remains haole ‘stranger, foreigner, white man’, apparently used with the
definite singular article ka as in Hawaiian when one addressed a person with
a common noun (Pukui and Elbert 1986: 106), although any such grammatical
distinction was undoubtedly lost in the Pidgin. Ka haole here evidently recalls
the use of the semantic opposite, te taio ‘the friend’, with a definite article in
(7) of 4.4 above.

In addition, Melville provided descriptions in English of interactions in
what apparently was said in MPP as a prime medium. By his own account,
initial contacts came about rather arduously and with apprehension among
Marquesans, although or perhaps because Melville (1968a [1846]: 68–69) and
his American companion Toby enhanced their communications with gestures
and pantomimic expressions, raising suspicion among the Hapa‘a people. A
little tobacco, however, proved an effective gift to make them render their
services to Melville (1968a [1846]: 71), and the Islanders could not hide their
curiosity about their visitors (Melville 1968a [1846]: 74–75). Regrettably, the
beachcomber-novelist did not document any extended verbal exchanges with
Marquesans or other Pacific Islanders.

In contrast to the linguistic data, the extralinguistic information by Melville
remains disappointingly meager in that he gave but few samples in a broader
sociocultural context of who spoke what under what other extralinguistic cir-
cumstances. In his first semi-autobiographical novel Typee, Melville presented
most Pacific Islanders in the Marquesas as speaking in MPP and had native
characters respond in Pidgin English only on a few occasions. A character
illustrating this sociolinguistic behavior was Manu, a neutral intermediary and
interpreter protected in his interactions with foreigners and known as a “tabooed
kanaka” (Melville 1968a [1846]: 74), who conversed in Pidgin English possi-
bly because of his role as intermediary (Melville 1968a [1846]: 139, 140, 241).
Melville (1968a [1846]: 249) recognized another “tabooed kanaka” by the name
of “Karakoee” or Kealaka‘i (?; William H. Wilson, personal communication,
24 July 2012), who too spoke broken English. He had originally come from
O‘ahu (Hawaiian Islands), and together with Manu would eventually help the
novelist escape from his Taipi captors. In contrast to Typee, Melville’s sequel
novel Omoo presented native characters in Tahiti of a year later as speaking
predominantly in Pidgin English – without giving any obvious linguistic or
sociohistorical reason.

Melville’s attestations do not permit many conclusions about the use of MPP
by any particular characters such as chiefs, neutral intermediaries or ‘tabooed
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kanaka’ (Melville 1968a [1846]: 74, 139–140), or particular communities.
The American beachcomber like many of those preceding and following him
apparently did not recognize functional differences between the Pidgin and any
vernacular language until late, if at all (see Melville 1968a [1846]: 224). The
lack of accompanying sociolinguistic information, especially in light of their
proportional linguistic richness, then puts a serious constraint on Melville’s
attestations of MPP as historical data. Foremost, his literary use of the Pidgin
in two semi-autobiographical novels of the Pacific raises questions of how
the author applied information not only in his own interactions, but also in
writing Typee and Omoo. These questions become all the more pressing in
light of the fact that the novelist, like other writers of the colonial Pacific, took
literary license for dramatic effects that have questioned the legitimacy of his
semi-autobiographical novels as ethnographic-historical documents (Anderson
1966 [1939]). Much less did Melville reveal where or how he had learned the
Islanders’ language or MPP in the first place.

Melville’s semi-fictional, autobiographical novels of the Pacific would fall
short of the required minimum of five years for the author’s length of stay in the
community, as determined by Philip Baker and Lise Winer (1999: 104–108)
in their criteria of what constitutes a pidgin’s or creole’s trustworthy historical
text. This issue thus raises as a prime sociolinguistic mystery the question of
where Melville obtained his linguistic data on MPP and how he learned the
Pidgin. By his own account, the novelist did not keep a journal of his travels
to the Pacific, if there remain doubts that Melville wrote his novels solely
from memory (Anderson 1966 [1939]: 70, 189). He left no clues of his own
about how he had obtained information on MPP when he claimed familiarity
with it (see, e.g., Melville 1968a [1846]: 68) except to suggest that he had
already learned it before arriving in the Marquesas by stating that “we had
not dropped from the clouds upon them” (Melville 1968a [1846]: 68–69). He
did not even identify Manu or “Karakoee” as a source, although in his role as
neutral intermediary and interpreter either might have served in this role. In
other passages of Typee, the novelist shared only that he did not understand
much of what a Taipi chief called Mehevi (Melville 1968a [1846]: 80–81) or
Manu (Melville 1968a [1846]: 137) said, in which case they may have spoken
vernacular Marquesan rather than MPP.

Already during his times, the American novelist became the target of a
devastating critique by the previously cited English pearl trader Edward Lucett
(1851: I.293–296), a contemporary who had apparently met Melville in Tahiti
in 1842:

By his own showing Herman Melville has been a most reckless loafer, caring not a pin
what enterprises were ruined so long as he could indulge the gratification of his own
propensities . . . His sketches are amusing, and skillfully drawn, but bear as much rela-
tion to truth as a farthing does in value to a sovereign. It is as if the said Herman Melville
had burnished and gilded the farthing, and then circulated it as the gold coin . . . [He]
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has drawn largely upon a fertile imagination in grouping them [detached images], and
thrown together an exceedingly spirited narrative; but regardless of all truth, gratitude,
or manliness, has grossly scandalized by name some worthy men living at Tahiti, who
very probably have done more good, gratuitously, to their fellows since their resi-
dence there, than Herman Melville has done during his whole existence. (Lucett 1851:
I.293–294)

Supposedly, the beachcomber perverted the facts and possessed insufficient
skills to write both Typee and Omoo; much less could he speak the Islanders’
language according to Lucett (1851: I.294), who ironically was in no position
to draw on much linguistic expertise of his own (see 6.4 above).

Melville’s accounts of his experiences on Nuku Hiva and Tahiti indeed
have not remained beyond doubt for their integrity as sources of historical-
ethnographic information. When Charles Roberts Anderson (1966 [1939])
reviewed Melville’s novels of the Pacific for their historical-ethnographic accu-
racy, he found him to have spent a shorter time in the Marquesas than he had
claimed – merely four weeks rather than four months. Within a period of
less than a month, Melville could not, then, have made more than a limited
acquaintance with island life. To compensate for missing first-hand experi-
ences, Melville supposedly drew on earlier accounts of travels in the Pacific,
without acknowledging them fully or at all. As primary sources for the beach-
comber’s novels reportedly served Georg H. von Langsdorff’s Bemerkungen
auf einer Reise um die Welt in den Jahren 1803 bis 1807 (1812) or the English
translation, Voyages and Travels in Various Parts of the World (1813), David
Porter’s Journal of a Cruise Made to the Pacific Ocean (1822), and Charles
S. Stewart’s Visit to the South Seas (1831); to a lesser extent, Melville per-
haps also drew on William Ellis’ Polynesian Researches (1831) and Edmund
Fanning’s Voyages round the World (1833; see Anderson 1966 [1939]: 70–74,
96, 118–119, 190–192). Moreover, Melville supposedly used the same kind of
reduced Polynesian as Nicholas’ Narrative of a Voyage to New Zealand (1817)
and a few other, unidentified writers of the period, as already suggested by
Clark (1977: 29–30).

A closer examination of these early sources, however, reveals no more than
single, at best short, examples of MPP for these accounts except Nicholas’,
and provides few, if any, clues for any sources of Melville’s linguistic data for
MPP above. Langsdorff’s Bemerkungen contain sporadic observations about
the Marquesans’ language and single words throughout his account of the
South Pacific, plus a vocabulary of ten pages with a few phrases or full sen-
tences at the end. While offering no relevant linguistic observations in the first
volume, Porter enriched the second volume of his Journal with widely used
native terms and intermittent comments on language use in the South Pacific,
and included only one instance (see (16) in 5.2 above). Stewart’s Visit displays
even greater generosity with syntactic data by regularly offering compound
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phrases and short sentences in Polynesian languages, as do Ellis’ Polynesian
Researches throughout multiple volumes; but as missionaries who aimed at
learning vernaculars, Stewart and Ellis were primarily concerned with present-
ing Polynesian languages in their vernacular forms, and did not include many,
if any, data on MPP. Fanning’s Voyages, too, offered only a few single words
and two phrases along with an observation on language use in the South Pacific.
Counter to Anderson’s claim, these sources could not have provided the fairly
rich data for MPP in (32) through (40) above.

A comparison of Nicholas’ samples with Melville’s, especially their longer
constructions in (18) in 5.3 and (40) in 6.5 as best candidates to reveal any traces
for copying, provides no better evidence. Most of Nicholas’ examples consist
of short, reduplicative phrases from his two-volume Narrative (1817), and
include only a few longer constructions, none of which shows any immediate
resemblance to Melville’s examples other than overall grammatical patterns
(see (17) and (18) in 5.3 above). Archibald Campbell’s Voyage round the
World from 1806 to 1812 (1816) or John Slade’s Old Slade; or, Fifteen Years
Adventures of a Sailor (1844) with their many grammatical inconsistencies (see
(15) and (27) in 5.1 and 5.11 above) do not fare any better as sources for the
American novelist, except perhaps for the vocabulary (Campbell 1816: 229–
251). A review of other early accounts of the South Pacific, examined for this
purpose so far, has produced no obvious resemblances to Melville’s linguistic
data beyond general linguistic patterns to suggest any copying. Significantly,
none of the earlier sources of MPP except that by Savage (1807) even offered
as much of a substantial body of homogeneous data at the time when Melville
wrote his two semi-autobiographical novels, and Savage’s data too are distinct
from Melville’s. By all indications, early accounts thus could not have served
as primary models for the descriptions of MPP by the American beachcomber-
novelist, even if Melville frequently used the same idiosyncratic orthography
for native terms and names as Porter (Anderson 1966 [1939]: 98).

Ignoring any borrowings from earlier accounts of the Pacific as well as
hyperbolic embellishments and imaginary exaggerations in truly Romantic lit-
erary tradition, Anderson (1966 [1939]: espec. 117–178, 237–323) already
found Melville’s other descriptions to be unexpectedly accurate and consistent
with independent information, including modern ethnographic data. In check-
ing Melville’s accounts against historical-ethnographic descriptions by other
authors, Anderson (1966 [1939]: 156–162) also identified some of the given
native terms with modern equivalencies, but erred in a few instances. The most
obvious one is “hoolah-hoolah” for ‘festival grounds’ as supposedly equivalent
to Marquesan tohua ‘sol, place, terre, terrain, place publique’ (Dordillon 1931–
1932: 394) or ‘ground, floor, square, soil, earth’ rather than as a reduplication of
hula or related forms in various Polynesian languages or even hulahula ‘feast’
(see Drechsel 2014). Anderson apparently did not consider the possibility that
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what Melville had learned on Nuku Hiva was a contact medium rather than
vernacular Marquesan.

Nonetheless, Melville’s use of Polynesian linguistic materials has remained
under a continuous shroud of doubt among students of literature, who for all
their many misgivings have not been above suspicion for their own method-
ological or theoretical foundations. When examining Melville’s use of the Mar-
quesan language in his early novels, Fletcher (1964: 135) argued that Melville
“consciously and consistently rephras[ed] or even purposely misus[ed] the
Marquesan vocabulary” for poetic and especially satirical license. Fletcher
(1964: 136–138), however, provided no supportive evidence for his negative
evaluation and intermittently found the novelist’s linguistic information on
Marquesan actually to be quite accurate in contradiction to his very own claim.
Others recognizing Polynesian words in Melville’s novels such as Shigeru
Maeno and Kaneaki Inazumi (1984: 514–515) classified these terms into geo-
graphic groupings only to dismiss larger constructions unceremoniously in
substratophile terms: “Polynesian passages in Melville’s works are not Poly-
nesian, because they have the same word orders as English.” A recent doc-
toral dissertation entitled “A Critical Dictionary of Herman Melville’s Polyne-
sian Terms” (Christodoulou 2006) has placed greater confidence in Melville’s
knowledge of “Polynesian” when reviewing his use of primarily personal,
place, and other names of Polynesian origin. Sadly, this study lacks a solid
foundation in comparative-contrastive linguistics, fails to distinguish carefully
a phonetic or phonemic transcription from Melville’s Anglicized renditions,
and does not attend to problems of interpretation for names or tackle questions
of morphosyntactic interpretation for Polynesian languages. Much less has the
author taken the next methodological-theoretical steps by addressing prob-
lems of philological reconstitution or raising the possibility of pidginization
for Melville’s data, whence this dictionary offers little insight for the present
review. All these studies have characteristically lacked an expanded compara-
tive basis for contrasting Melville’s Polynesian data with historical linguistic
evidence or a solid theoretical-methodological foundation (including a model
of pidginization) for the interpretation of such comparisons.

A solitary exception in this critical discussion remains the already mentioned
essay “In Search of Beach-la-Mar” by Clark (1977: 29–30), who has thought
Melville’s linguistic record to correspond so nicely with other historical docu-
mentation of the period and the area as to make an accurate testimony: “[T]he
general nature of Melville’s jargon agrees so well with Nicholas’s [Narra-
tive of 1817] and with occasional examples from other writers of the period,
that I believe it is probably a faithful record of the type of communication
system prevailing in the situation.” Clark (1977: 31) cited as his only reserva-
tion Melville’s “promiscuous” mixing of Marquesan, Tahitian, and Hawaiian
in contrast to Nicholas’ primary reliance on Māori as the source of lexicon.
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A mixed lexicon per se would, however, not cast any doubts on the validity
of Melville’s linguistic attestations, as there are indications for such in earlier
historical sources and lexical mixture occurred in other jargons and pidgins
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 135–136, 160–162, 175–185). In a follow-up essay by the
same title, Clark (1979: 29, 33–34) eventually drew on selected samples from
Melville’s writings for illustration, apparently without further reservation about
his mixed lexicon. These circumstances therefore warrant greater confidence
in Melville’s linguistic attestations and observations, including sociolinguistic
considerations not even taken into account by Clark. They also confirm the
current approach of comparing Melville’s attestations with not only a broad
basis of Polynesian and possibly other Pacific bodies of linguistic data, but also
historical records of MPP beyond those by Nicholas (1817) for a maximum
database in interpreting and reconstituting the novelist’s recordings.

Once reconstituted, Melville’s linguistic data prove surprisingly consistent
not only internally, i.e. among each other, but also in comparison with earlier and
recent recordings of MPP. His attestations differ from other transcriptions such
as those on Pidgin Hawaiian (Roberts 1995a; 1995b) only in that these do not
provide any evidence for the sentence-initial negative except in the antonym of
‘a‘ole motaki ‘bad’ (see (40) above). Apparently, the sentence-initial position
of the negative was too odd for Melville to incorporate in his writings, a fact that
leaves open some questions about the representativeness of his data, despite
their overall high quality. That Melville indeed did not record a sentence-initial
negative in accordance with Pidgin Hawaiian grammar suggests that he did
not perceive negative constructions correctly or that he possibly transcribed his
samples from recollection, which in either case resulted likely from interference
from his first language, English. The high uniformity of Melville’s with other
data, however, lends strong support to the suggestion that he did not obtain
such a consistent body of data by borrowing from multiple historical sources.
If we were still to insist on some other source for Melville’s data, these would
by all indications have originated from a single person who obviously had a
good command of the Pidgin, notwithstanding any remaining idiosyncrasies in
spelling.

Without contrary evidence for matching samples in earlier sources, we must
first assume Melville’s sentence constructions to be original ones, that is the
novelist’s own. This conclusion does not mean that he invented them. Quite
on the contrary, the overall structural consistency of Melville’s sentences with
independent attestations makes it unlikely that he simply fabricated these.
Had he simply conceived them, his rendering of MPP would have revealed
little or no structure with all utterances made up according to his imagination;
alternatively, they would have exposed obvious English grammatical patterns
in place of, for example the postnominal positions of modifiers, on account
of him not knowing any other language for a model (see Siegel 2008: 11–42).
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These circumstances are indeed what we would expect in any initial situation of
second-language learning. Melville’s attestations, then, appear quite authentic
samples that originated from his own travel experiences in the Pacific. Notably,
these samples except perhaps for a few constructions in (40) do not even
reveal any hyperbolic language or other extraordinary features of expression,
although the novelist obviously used these instances for literary embellishment
and dramatic purposes as part of his English narrative.

These findings need not contradict observations that Melville reportedly
had “a bad ear” and had little interest in literal ethnohistory, as suggested
by Paul Lyons (personal communication, 29 May 2002). If MPP was the
primary means used by newcomers to communicate with Polynesians, but there
existed few earlier, easily accessible descriptions of it as sources of information,
there simply remained no choice for Melville but to transcribe it on his own,
short of making up the indigenous peoples’ speech. Although different from
anything that Melville had encountered before, MPP proved phonologically
transparent enough such that even a stranger with “a bad ear” could record it
without many difficulties or misrepresentations beyond standard Anglophone
spellings.

Significantly, Melville’s recordings give us valuable clues about his own
speech. Comparative evidence suggests, for instance that the literary sailor reg-
ularly heard [r], probably retroflexed, after the low central vowel in Polynesian
words where there was none in the speech by Pacific Islanders, as is evident
in “arva” for ‘ava ‘kava’, “Happar” for Hapa‘a ‘Hapa‘a people’, “mortar-
kee” for motaki ‘good’, and “puarkee” for puaka ‘pig’ among other instances
above. Perhaps the most telling example is the English/Spanish loan “portarto”
(Melville 1968b [1847]: 256), reconstituted in (40) above as potato rather than
as poteito ‘potato’. Melville apparently perceived these words as equivalent
to instances in need of hypercorrection, as has been characteristic of speakers
from eastern New England and New York with a non-rhotic accent and a broad
“a” or the so-called Boston accent (see Labov 1972b). Melville had indeed
been born and raised in New York; he had also lived many years in the city and
identified with it, and his family had roots in Boston (Evelev 2006 and Kelley
1996). This biographical information has in turn helped in the reconstitution
of still other, problematic examples such as “Arware” as ‘Auhea ‘where’ in
the third instance of (37) above, which indicates that Melville extended the
tendency to hear low central vowels as r-colored to diphthongs with the low
central vowel. In this case, r-coloring included lip rounding (Albert Schütz,
personal communication, 18 October 2012), consistent with the reconstitution
of “Arware” as ‘Auhea, but remained a secondary feature of articulation in
other instances without a preceding or subsequent rounded vowel. All in all,
the phonological feature of r-coloring lends a mark of authenticity to Melville’s
recordings, inasmuch as it is fully consistent with the available sociohistorical
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information and thus weakens suggestions for simple copying or arbitrariness
in his transcription.9

The question still remains as to whether Melville could have learned enough
MPP within a month to offer several sentences of structurally consistent data
and a small vocabulary of Polynesian words. Such an inference might indeed
seem unreasonable, if one concludes that the novelist learned the Pidgin while
in the Marquesas and subsequently in the Societies. Alternatively, this option
gains weight when we take into consideration the fact that MPP functioned
as an interlingual medium not only on Pacific islands, but also on European
and American ships with Polynesian crews serving as replacements for sailors
who had jumped ship. This very situation had already applied to Adelbert
von Chamisso (1856a [1835]: 157–158), who in 1816 had learned fundamen-
tals of Pidgin Hawaiian on board the Russian vessel Rurik and at that not
even from a native Hawaiian, but from John Elliot de Castro, a passenger of
English-Portuguese ancestry and a former pearl trader on O‘ahu. Likewise,
the missionary wife Lucia Ruggles Holman had learned her first sentences of
Pidgin Hawaiian on board the brig Thaddeus in 1820 (Holman 1931 [1820–
1821]: 13). Melville may well have gone through the same experience on a
whaling ship before arriving in the Marquesas, in which case he could have had
a considerably longer exposure to MPP than merely four weeks.

Support for the claim that Melville learned the Pidgin on board comes from
internal linguistic evidence, specifically several entries that etymologically
appear more Hawaiian than either Marquesan, Tahitian, or even Māori: ka
haole ‘stranger, foreigner, white’, kanaka ‘human, man, native person/people,
Pacific Islander’, koko ‘sweet potato’, make ‘to die, dead, sick, ill’, mikanele
‘missionary’, pihi ‘fish’ (< English), and pū‘ā‘ā ‘to flee, to go’. Most dis-
tinctive is the Hawaiian sound correspondence of the velar stop k where all
other Polynesian languages have retained t from Proto-Polynesian *t (see Biggs

9 However, Melville was not the only foreigner to render low central vowels of Maritime Polynesian
Pidgin as r-colored in his transcriptions. Some thirty years earlier, a visitor by the name of John
B. Whitman (John Dominis Holt in Whitman 1979: 9) had similarly inserted an epenthetic “r”
in his recordings of Hawaiian in standard or possibly reduced form (see Whitman 1979: 96).
This fact would suggest that he, too, had originated from New York or New England; but this
inference remains in doubt, for within the English-speaking world non-rhotic accents have not
been exclusive to northeastern North America. Unfortunately, I have not been able to confirm
Whitman’s place of origin or identity with independent historical information so far; nor have
any results been forthcoming from any inquiries by Irene Axelrod (personal communication,
19 August 2009), Head Research Librarian of the Peabody Salem Museum, which published
Whitman’s Account in 1979. For non-American examples of r-coloring, consider the rendition
of Maritime Polynesian Pidgin taŋata ‘man’ as “Tongarta” by James Burney, first lieutenant on
the Discovery as part of Cook’s third voyage to the Pacific and an Englishman as early as 1779
(see the discussion following (8) in 4.5 above), and the recording of a Hawaiian’s utterance of
Māmala moka ‘aitola ‘[The] waste [is] break[ing], indeed’ as “Marmora moca idolar” by the
English whaler Robert Jarman in 1832 (see (28) in 5.12 above).
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1971: 480–481), as is also evident in reconstitutions with the definite singular
article ka. Hawaiian could also have served as the source of much of Melville’s
other vocabulary except ‘aita ‘no, not’, fe‘efe‘e ‘elephantiasis’, Ferani ‘French
people’, maiore ‘breadfruit’, motaki ‘good’, puaka ‘pig, hog’, and tūtae ‘āuri
‘nonbeliever’ because of conspicuous phonological or lexical-etymological dif-
ferences (William H. Wilson, personal communication, 14 June 2002; see also
Drechsel 2014). By the vocabulary’s overall composition, Melville apparently
learned MPP from either a Hawaiian crew member or somebody who had
spoken a Hawaiian-based variety.

Alternatively, these linguistic findings may yet indicate that the
beachcomber-novelist picked up much of the Pidgin during his stay on the
Hawaiian Islands following his visit to the Marquesas and Tahiti, as suggested
by the Melville scholar Paul Lyons (personal communication, 29 May 2002).10

In that case, we would have to conclude that Melville embellished his novels
Typee and Omoo with Pidgin Hawaiian next to some vocabulary from South
Pacific languages – presumably the source of his “promiscuous” mixing of
Marquesan, Tahitian, and Hawaiian (Clark 1977: 31) – rather than actually
having documented most or all of the MPP attestations in situ in the Marque-
sas or the Society Islands. Still, in comparison to any translation into Pidgin
English, any such Hawaiianized version of MPP would have constituted a
comparatively minor distortion of historical-sociolinguistic reality in light of
contemporaneous independent evidence for local varieties on the Marquesas
and in the Society Islands. The reason simply is that pidginized varieties of
Marquesan and Tahitian closely resembled Pidgin Hawaiian in grammar and
vocabulary. Melville’s recordings would therefore require some reinterpreta-
tion in Marquesan and Tahitian terms without losing much of their overall
historical interest.

6.6 Max Radiguet

As secretary to staff headquarters of the French colonial expansion in the
Pacific on the frigate La Reine Blanche from 1842 until 1845, Max Radiguet
made ethnographic and other observations on Marquesan life in Les derniers
sauvages (1929 [1860]). His view on the linguistics of the Marquesan Islands –
apparently inspired by a friend called Monsieur Rohr, who had spent several
years on Nuku Hiva as an artillery officer and had studied the local language
and customs (Radiguet 1929 [1860]: 161, fn. 1) – by itself suggests a reduced
form of Marquesan:

en dépit de notre attention et de nos efforts réciproques, nous ne pûmes nous entendre,
toute notre science de leur vocabulaire se bornant à trois mots: maı̈tai [maita‘i], qui
veut dire très bien, mutaki [motaki], très bon, et aı̈ta, très mauvais [‘aita ‘no’]. Nous

10 For a review of Melville’s experiences in Honolulu, see Anderson (1966 [1939]: 324–360).
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savions encore que le canaque, avare de paroles, gardait un visage impassible quand
il voulait dire non, et qu’au contraire un léger mouvement ascensionnel des paupières
et des sourcils signifiait oui. Tout cela ne suffisait guère à élargir le champ de la
conversation. Voyant donc l’impossibilité de tirer de nous les renseignements désirés,
ces femmes reprirent leur masque impénétrable, échangeant à peine quelques réflexions
à demi-voix. (Radiguet 1929 [1860]: 11–12)11

Much of Radiguet’s book includes personal conversations in French, which,
interspersed with occasional Polynesian words, represent evident translations
of native speech. Occasionally, the author provided larger-than-single-word
samples of Marquesan in both vernacular and reduced forms, the latter of
which usually appeared in exchanges with foreigners as evident in the following
instances (Radiguet 1929 [1860]: 32, 34, 177, 182, 220):

Le sacristain de la mission se souvint en effet que, tout au fond de la vallée de Vaı̈tahu,
il existait un petit fourré dont les insulaires n’approchaient qu’avec inquiétude. Souvent
même, dans ses promenades, il avait vu les indigènes qui l’accompagnaient faire un long
circuit pour éviter l’endroit mystérieux, et quand il avait voulu en connaı̂tre le motif,
on s’était borné à lui répondre par ces mots: Tapu! mate! mate! qu’on peut traduire par:
défendu sous peine de mort.12

Notre apparition mit en émoi les ouvrières, et les battoirs [de tapa] cessèrent de fatiguer
l’écho; mais à ce bruit régulier succéda un caquetage bruyant, d’où surgissaient des cris
d’étonnement qui parcourent toute en gamme de chromatique. L’activité n’était point
anéantie, elle s’était seulement déplacée. Après nous avoir salués du koaha, Ferani
(bonjour, Français), qu’elles escortèrent des caressantes épithètes de mutaki et maı̈taı̈,
les moins timides s’approchèrent, et bientôt retentirent à nos oreilles les mots tabaco!
monni (du tabac, de l’argent)!13

11 ‘[I]n spite of our attention and our mutual efforts, we could not understand each other with our
knowledge of their vocabulary limited to three words: maı̈tai [maita‘i], which means very well,
mutaki [motaki], very good, and aı̈ta, very bad [‘aita ‘no’]. We still knew that the islander,
sparing of words, kept an impassive face when he wanted to say no, and that on the contrary a
light upward movement of the eyelids and eyebrows meant yes. All this was hardly sufficient
to widen the range of conversation. Thus seeing the impossibility of drawing the desired
information from us, these women resumed their impenetrable masque, barely exchanging any
thoughts in an inaudible voice’ (my translation).

To my knowledge, no English translation currently exists of Radiguet’s Les derniers sauvages.
12 ‘The mission’s sacristan actually recalled that at the end of Vaitahu Valley there existed a small

thicket that the islanders approached only with anxiety. Often, on his strolls, he had even seen
the islanders who accompanied him take a long detour in order to avoid the mysterious place,
and when he had wanted to know the reason, they confined themselves by answering him with
the words: Tapu! mate! mate! which we can translate as “prohibited at the risk of death penalty”’
(my translation).

13 ‘Our appearance made the workers excited, and the beaters [of tapa] stopped tiring of the echo;
but after this steady noise followed a loud chitchat, from which suddenly appeared screams
of surprise, running through a whole chromatic scale. The activity did not cease, it had only
moved. After the women had greeted us with koaha, Ferani (hello, Frenchmen), which they
escorted with affectionate epithets of mutaki and maı̈taı̈, the less timid came close, and soon
made the words tabaco! monni (tobacco! money!) ring in our ears’ (my translation).
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Inquiets tous deux et cherchant d’où pouvait venir cette clameur désespérée, nous
aperçûmes enfin, à une hauteur de quatre-vingts ou cent mètres, un canaque dont la
couleur se confondait avec celle de la pierre. Immobile, les bras tendus, le dos scellé au
mur, le malheureux, croyant qu’on en voulait à ses jours, nous contemplait effaré. Sa
pose étrange à cette hauteur et au milieu de ce tourbillon ailé nous fit songer à Prométhée
enchaı̂née sur le Caucase. “Voilà un habile et intrépide dénicheur d’oiseaux, me dit mon
compagnon. – Hé! pi mai (viens ici).” Le canaque ne bougeait pas. – “Pi mai”, répéta
l’autre, joignant le geste à la parole, et lui montrant l’oiseau mort pour le rassurer.14

– D’où vient ce collier? lui dit Teapo, la rencontrant sur le rivage et frappé de sa vive
et intelligente physionomie.

– Il m’a été donné, il y a bien longtemps, par un akahiki farani (officier français)
pendant un koı̈ka où je me suis blessée, fit-elle en montrant une légère cicatrice à son
front.

Puis elle ajouta:
– Farani mutaki (Français bons!)15

On traduisit à Pakoko, ramené devant ses juges, les questions adressées aux témoins et les
réponses en vertu desquelles il était condamné. – Comment va-t-on me faire mourir? –
Tu seras fusillé. – Ah! s’écria-t-il avec satisfaction; mea meitei (c’est bien). On lui dit
de se lever et de sortir. – Vais-je à la mort? dit-il; et, comme la réponse ne lui laissait
aucun doute, s’appuyant sur un bâton plus haut que lui de deux pieds, il s’avança vers
ses juges, les salua de l’éventail; puis, se redressant avec fierté, il leur jeta un kaoha
(salut) d’une voix aussi ferme que s’il fût entré dans le prétoire en simple visiteur. On
voulut lui lier les mains; il en demanda la cause, et, surpris qu’on le supposât capable
de chercher à fuir: – Aore meitai, Farani (ce n’est pas bien, Français) s’écria-t-il.16

14 ‘Both of us anxious and looking for the location where the desperate clamor could originate,
we finally noticed, standing eighty or a hundred meters above, an islander whose color merged
with that of the stone. Motionless, with his arms tense and with his back sealed against the wall,
the unfortunate gazed at us alarmed, believing that we were after his life. His bizarre pose at
that height and in the middle of this winged whirlwind made us think of Prometheus chained
to the Caucasus. “Here is a skilled and bold bird’s nester,” said my companion to me. – “Hé! pi
mai (come here!).” The islander did not move. – “Pi mai,” repeated the other, adding a gesture
to his word and showing him the dead bird in order to reassure him’ (my translation).

15 ‘– Where does this chain come from? Teapo asked her, encountering her on the shore and
struck by her lively and intelligent countenance.

– It was given to me quite a long time ago, by an akahiki farani (French officer) during a
koı̈ka where I injured myself, as she revealed a light scar on her forehead.

Then she added:
– Farani mutaki (French good!)’ (my translation).

16 ‘To Pakoko, who had been brought back before his judges, we translated the questions addressed
to the witnesses and the answers based on which he had been sentenced. – How are you going
to execute me? – You will be shot. – Ah! exclaimed he with satisfaction; mea meitei (That’s
good). We told him to stand up and go out. – Am I going to death? said he; and, as the answer
left him no doubt, Pakoko, leaning on a stick two feet higher than himself, moved towards his
judges, and greeted them with the fan; then standing up straight with pride, he hurled to them
a kaoha (greeting) with a voice just as firm as if he had entered the court as a regular visitor.
We wanted to tie his hands; he asked for the reason, and being surprised that we had supposed
him capable of taking flight, he exclaimed: – Aore meitai, Farani (It’s not good, French)’ (my
translation).
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We can reconstitute Radiguet’s short examples of reduced Marquesan as fol-
lows:

(41) “Tapu! mate! mate!” ‘défendu sous peine de mort’
Tapu! Mate! Mate!
‘Forbidden at the risk of death penalty!’

“koaha, Ferani” ‘bonjour, Français’ . . . “mutaki[,] maı̈taı̈ . . . tabaco!
monni” ‘ . . . du tabac, de l’argent’
Kaoha, Ferani . . . motaki, maita‘i . . . tobako, moni.
‘Hello, Frenchmen . . . [who-are-]good/Hello, Frenchmen [are] good,
good [is] . . . tobacco, money’.

“Hé! pi mai” ‘viens ici’ . . . “Pi mai” (“viens ici”)
He, pi mai/pi‘i mai . . . pi mai/pi‘i mai.
‘Hey, come here . . . come here!’

“akahiki farani” ‘officier français’ . . . “Farani mutaki” ‘Français
good!’
Haka‘iki ferani . . . Ferani motaki.
‘Chief French . . . ‘[The] French . . . [who-are-]good’/‘[The] French
[are] good’

“mea meitei” ‘c’est bien’ . . . “Aore meitai, Farani” ‘ce n’est pas bien,
Français’
Mea maita‘i . . . ‘a‘ole maita‘i, Ferani.
‘[It is a] thing [that-is-]good’/‘It’s a good thing, French’ . . . ‘[they
are] not good, the French’.

Most interestingly, Radiguet’s samples confirm not only the otherwise well-
attested pi mai/pi‘i mai ‘to come’ for the Marquesas (as already recognized by
Roberts [1995a: 20]), but the use of synonyms of Marquesan-derived motaki
and Tahitian-derived maita‘i ‘good’ side by side for the enhancement of mutual
understanding. Radiguet also documented apparent English loans for ‘money’
and ‘tobacco’, probably introduced by English-speaking sailors and traders
such as the Americans Joseph Ingraham and David Porter. Because Radiguet
and his source were speakers of French, these English loanwords are less suspect
than if they had appeared in a document by an English or American observer.
For their syntactic pattern, Radiguet’s samples also exhibit consistency in word
order and predicate constructions with other examples of MPP.

Radiguet (1929 [1860]: 148, 192) further included text materials of two songs
among which the second contains two grammatically reduced constructions
interpretable as part of the Pidgin (Gabriele H. Cablitz, personal communica-
tion, 27 August 2009):
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(42) “Mahea ii moheu e.” ‘Elle s’appelle Taha’.
Ma hea ‘i‘i moheu e?
‘Where [is the] strong thief?’

“Mahea imo ehu hei o Manu e.” ‘Où vas-tu, Manu? dit-elle à sa
mère.’
Ma hea i mo‘ehu hei, o Manu e?
‘Which [is the] way to [the] exile right, oh Manu?’

These two examples reveal a basic pattern of a question word equivalent to
English “Wh”-question words and a noun, which would have been intelligible
to speakers of Polynesian languages as well as European languages. Radiguet
(1929 [1860]: 192), however, provided no explanation for the great discrepan-
cies between his interpretation and the word-for-word translations; nor did he
offer any indication or other clues as to why the singer switched from vernacular
Marquesan to MPP in this circumstance.

Though syntactically rather meager, Radiguet’s examples provide perhaps
the most explicit association of MPP with a colonial navy, that of France,
and its representational institutions such as a Catholic mission and a satellite
court. The French official also confirmed the use of the Pidgin by women
on Nuku Hiva, but thought they spoke it only sparingly and with blank
expressions.

6.7 Louis-Théodore Bérard

For 1850, a French settler and former naval officer by the name of Louis-
Théodore Bérard, often confused with Admiral Auguste Bérard of a few years
earlier, offered a description of his campaign to New Caledonia with incidental
attestations of what would at first sight appear to be MPP:

Au sortir de la vallée d’Arama, pour pénétrer dans l’intérieur et en franchissant les
montagnes qui la terminent, le jamboı̈t [the slave, lent by Bonéone] me fit remarquer
une espèce de calcaire verte, friable (de la stéatite), en me disant: Bonéone kaı̈kaı̈
(Bonéone en mange); Djari me confirma le fait, et, pour me convaincre, le jamboı̈t en
mit un morceau sous la dent; je fis comme lui et je ne trouvai rien à ce mets qui justifiât
la bizarrerie du chef d’Arama. (Bérard 1854:113)17

17 ‘At the exit of the valley of Arama, before penetrating the interior and crossing the mountains
that end it, the slave [lent by Bonéone] pointed out to me a green, friable sort of limestone (some
soapstone) telling me: Bonéone kaı̈kaı̈ (Bonéone eats it); Djari confirmed the fact/claim to me,
and to convince me, the slave put a piece in his mouth; I did as he did, and I found nothing in
this dish that justified the oddity of the chief of Arama’ (my translation).

To my knowledge, there exists no English translation of Bérard’s account in print.
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Notre interrogatoire n’était pas terminé que d’autres indigènes vinrent déposer à nos
pieds des charges de cannes à sucre et de cocos. Blondin, que cette vue rendit joyeux, ne
cessait de répéter: Bonérate alik loa (Bonérate est un grand chef). (Bérard 1854:115)18

Bérard (1854: 136) also included relevant observations by an oarsman named
Hervé:

Nos gardiens s’efforçaient de nous faire croire qu’ils n’avaient pas trempé dans le
massacre du canot. A les croire, les vrais coupables étaient les Belep; ils ne prononçaient
jamais, qu’avec une horreur feinte, les noms de ces naturels. Belep kaı̈ kaı̈ poupalé! –
Belep kakino (Les Belep ont mangé les étrangers! – Les Belep sont mauvais). Tel était
le refrain dont ils essayaient de nous étourdir. Mais, à défaut des figures que nous ne
pouvions reconnaı̂tre, les cases regorgeaient de preuves de la culpabilité des gens de
Jéguiéban, et nous feignions de les croire tout en étant convaincus qu’ils étaient nos
assassins.19

These attestations are reconstitutable as follows:

(43) “Bonéone kaı̈kaı̈.” ‘Bonéone en mange’.
Boneon kaikai.
‘Bonéone eats [it]’.

“Bonérate alik loa.” ‘Bonérate est un grand chef’.
Bonerat alik loa.
‘Bonérate [is a] chief great’.

“Belep kaı̈ kaı̈ poupalé! – Belep kakino.”
‘Les Belep ont mangé les étrangers! – Les Belep sont mauvais’.
Belep kaikai pupāle! – Belep kakino. (Crowley 1990: 60)
‘[The] Belep [people] eat [the] strangers. – [The] Belep [are] bad’.

These three examples are consistent with earlier recordings of MPP for their
grammatical pattern, including the SVO word order. Exceptions apply only to
the proper names of “Bonéone” and “Bonérate” in French transcription with the
final mute “e” (variably articulated as a weak schwa), the ethnonym “Belep,”
and the short form for aliki ‘chief’, which did not conform to the standard
Polynesian syllable pattern with a final vowel.

18 ‘Before our interrogation ended, other natives came to lay down at our feet loads of sugar
cane and coconuts. The fair-haired child, whom this sight made joyful, did not cease repeating:
Bonérate alik loa (Bonérate is a great chief)’ (my translation).

19 ‘Our guards tried hard to persuade us that they did not have a hand in the massacre of the
boat. To the extent that we could believe them, the real culprits were the Belep; they never
pronounced the names of these natives, except with a feigned horror. Belep kaı̈ kaı̈ poupalé! –
Belep kakino (The Belep ate the foreigners! – The Belep are bad). Such was the tune by which
they tried to stun us. But, in the absence of faces that we could recognize, the huts were packed
with evidence of the guilt of the Jéguiéban people, and we pretended to believe them while
remaining convinced that they were our murderers’ (my translation).
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Throughout the second half of his account, Bérard (1854: 103, 108, 109, 110,
114, 120, 127, 149, 160, 180) cited not only the usual alik(i) ‘chief’, kaikai ‘to
eat, food’, and kakino ‘bad, immoral’, but also other words and short phrases
of Polynesian provenance, most of which have corresponding forms in West
Uvean on nearby ‘Uvea Atoll (“Ouvéa”) (see Hollyman 1987):

(44) “aliki-ponaca” ‘chef de cochons’ (with the letter “n” probably
representing a misspelling for “u”) or aliki puaka ‘pig chief’
(< West Uvean aliki ‘chief’ + puaka ‘pig’)

“tapa” ‘étoffe faite d’écorce d’arbre’ or tapa ‘tapa’ (< West Uvean
tapa ‘bark cloth’)

“picopo oui oui” ‘l’évêque français’ or pikopo Wiwi ‘French
bishop’ (< West Uvean epikopo ‘bishop’ + Wiwi ‘French’; see
Crowley 1990: 58)

“vaca poupalé” ‘canot étranger’ or vaka pupāle ‘foreign boat’
(< West Uvean vaca ‘boat, dugout, canoe’ + pupāle ‘white,
European’)

“taouté” ‘médecin’ or taote ‘doctor’ (< West Uvean taote ‘doctor’)

“vaca lou poupalé” ‘grand bateau étranger’ or vaka loa pupāle ‘big
foreign boat’ (< West Uvean vaca ‘boat, dugout, canoe’ + loa ‘long,
big, large’ + pupāle ‘white, European’; see Crowley 1990: 58)

“taı̈o! taı̈o!” ‘ami’ or taio, taio ‘friend, friend’ (< West Uvean taio
‘friend’)

“Tanata” [no translation] or taŋata ‘(native) person, (native) people’
(< West Uvean tangata ‘man, male’)

“tanakoé” ‘bonjour’ or tēnā koe ‘greeting’ (< Māori tēnā koe
customary greeting to one person, literally ‘You are here!’; see
Williams 1971: 411)

“aliki loa” ‘grand chefs’ or aliki loa ‘high chief’ (< West Uvean
aliki ‘chief’ + loa ‘long, big, large’)

These words and short phrases would be of little interest as evidence for
MPP if Bérard’s listings had drawn from a single rather than two or more
Polynesian languages or if they applied to a Polynesian linguistic environment.
In actuality, many of these entries reflect origins in other languages: epikopo
(< Latin), kakino (< Māori, Marquesan?), taio (< Tahitian), and kanaka
(< Hawaiian; see Crowley 1990: 59). For West Uvean, K. J. Hollyman (1976:
37–40; 1987) identified an even larger list of not only six Polynesianized Euro-
pean loans, but also twenty-three terms of diverse Polynesian origins. Terry
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Crowley (1990: 58) has since added two loans to the list, which he tellingly
considers the result of contact with Polynesian languages to the east. Signifi-
cantly, Bérard’s samples with repeated references to locations in northern New
Caledonia – the Arama valley, the Belep people, and Kumak (“Coumac”) –
also applied to a non-Polynesian sociolinguistic environment. However, he
did not disclose any information about the identity of his sources, presum-
ably Bonéone’s slave, a fair-haired child identified as “Blondin,” and Bérard’s
guards. These lexical cum sociolinguistic indications would therefore favor an
interpretation of the citations as MPP, extendable also to Bérard’s extra lexi-
cal data. They discourage interpreting them as the West Uvean vernacular on
nearby ‘Uvea Atoll, although these words undoubtedly remained intelligible to
speakers of Uvean (see Hollyman 1987).

Even so, Bérard’s linguistic data raise some fundamental questions of analy-
sis. Whereas the French settler expectedly failed to recognize Chief Bonérate’s
native language (Bérard 1854: 115), presumably some local language of north-
ern New Caledonia, surprisingly he and his cohort did not, by his own account,
do any better with the Māori upon their arrival in New Zealand in early
1851:

Quoique nous ne comprissions pas la langue de ces gens, le nom d’Auckland, qu’ils
prononcèrent après nous, et dont ils nous montrèrent la direction, nous persuada qu’ils
s’y rendaient, et cette nouvelle nous combla de joie. (Bérard 1854: 166)20

With some knowledge of MPP based substantially on the vocabulary of related
Polynesian languages (including Māori cognates), Bérard should have had
little difficulty recognizing at least portions of his Māori hosts’ speech, whether
reduced or not. This inference would apply, even if in the most unlikely case we
were to argue that Bérard’s Polynesian medium had developed locally on New
Caledonia and without any input from MPP, for both shared obvious structural
and lexical parallels. That the French naval officer and settler still could not
establish basic communication with the Māori raises troublesome questions
about whether the above linguistic data were really his own or whether he
possibly projected them from eastern Polynesia onto New Caledonia without
any complementary understanding.

Manifestly, Bérard’s attestations for an exclusively Polynesian-based
medium on New Caledonia have not so far received any independent docu-
mentary confirmation by other contemporary observers in the western Pacific
except New Zealand to the south. Instead, for 1842, the Australian trader
Andrew Cheyne (1971: 98) had already recorded what evidently was another

20 ‘Although we did not understand the language of these people, the name of Auckland, which
they pronounced after us and whose direction they showed to us, persuaded us that they went
there, and this piece of news filled us with joy’ (my translation).
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contact medium as part of the sandalwood trade on nearby Lifu north of New
Caledonia:

On the night of the 2nd of September The above chief names Zoulah [Zeula] remained
on board the schooner at his own request, and at bed time I gave him a mat to sleep on
in my Cabin. Before turning in, I locked the cabin door and took the Key to bed with
me. After laying in bed about an hour I saw Zoulah get up and try to open the door,
but finding it locked, he again lay down, he appeared to be very uneasy and wanted to
go on shore apparently. Having a suspicion that something was wrong I did not go to
sleep, but lay watching him for about two Hours. Every now and then he would get up
and try the door and again lay down, at last he called me, saying, “Aliki, Aliki, Pago
nubă mĕculada – Congazu mĕculada, Pănăsādu Săpi Hāe Troame, Towă dă Hāe nubă.
Chelleda, Chelleda”. which was “Chief Chief do not you go to sleep. No good sleep –
By & By plenty War Canoes are coming here to fight your ship, Get up, Get up.” I asked
him how many canoes were coming and at what time, he said, “Thabumb Whyanu da
Hāe – Asāheă Trumman. – Troame Bong Ahu – Nacung Gweeath da Dohu – Mesheentie
da Hae nubă” – which is “Twenty War Canoes full of Men – they are coming to night,
and are commanded by the chief Gweeaths Son. They will Kill your ship”. [sic]

Aside from obvious Polynesian influences such as aliki ‘chief’, Jean Guiart (in
Cheyne 1971: 98, fn. 16) has interpreted this quote as follows:

This is an interesting transcription of local words. The sentences are a jumble of Lifuan
and Uvean words. Most of the words are Dehu (from Lifu), some Iai (from Uvea), and
some Uea (from Uvea, a Polynesian language). This is understandable, as Zeula lived
part of his life in Uvea, and in his excited state possibly mixed the two languages or
used some kind of lingua franca in the process of being built. They mean roughly what
Cheyne translates, except that eight not “twenty” war canoes are spoken of in the second
sentence.

Cheyne’s quote has also attracted the attention of Terry Crowley (1990: 56–
57), who found it of interest not only for its lexical mixture of Polynesian and
two Southern Oceanic languages, but for the Pidgin English translations of the
chief’s speech:

Cheyne uses some typically South Seas Jargon features, namely by and by as a future
tense marker and plenty as a prenominal plural marker, when translating the Loyalty
Islander’s words into English. He did this presumably because this is how he imagined
the chief would have spoken if he had been able to speak English. If Cheyne was
familiar with these kinds of conventions in speaking English with Pacific Islanders,
other captains of the time may also have been familiar with them. Perhaps Cheyne even
used this kind of English himself from time to time when his own knowledge of the
local languages failed him (which, as we have already seen, did happen on occasion).

The contact medium described by Cheyne, then, was what Crowley (1990:
52–60) interpreted as a partly Melanesian-based variety of South Seas Jargon.

At no point did the Australian trader, however, make reference to any form
of English spoken on the islands of the southwestern Pacific that he visited.
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Wherever he dropped anchor, he depended on local interpreters or his new lin-
guistic skills, as was the case on ‘Uvea Atoll (“Ouvéa”) and Pohnpei (Cheyne
1971: 108, 110, 120, 157, 159). Cheyne (1971: 175–179) also provided a
list of Pohnpeian words, which J. L. Fischer has interpreted as part of the
local foreigner talk or a kind of Pohnpeian pidgin and which shows no imme-
diately obvious Polynesian influences. The apparent Pidgin English equiv-
alencies for the future and plural markers would therefore have been little
more than English translations, and Crowley’s suggestions about Cheyne’s
use of English remain speculations that are short of supporting historical
documentation. However, they illustrate a recurrent association of Pidgin
English with an indigenous contact medium and a premature interpretation
of early language contact in Europhile terms. Even if we take into consid-
eration the earlier experiences by Slade (1844: 37–39, 42–44) farther east
on ‘Uvea Island in 1830, with its native population speaking a language
closely related to West Uvean of ‘Uvea Atoll (“Ouvéa”) off New Cale-
donia (see the discussion following (27) in 5.11 above), the local contact
medium was so different from MPP as to have been mutually unintelligible
with it.

Cheyne’s description matches the historical picture of a growing number of
Melanesian laborers who not only were engaged in the trade of sandalwood
and trepang (bêche de mer or sea slug/cucumber) as well as in whaling, but
also came to serve as crew members on foreign sailing ships northeast of Aus-
tralia around the mid-nineteenth century (Crowley 1990: 62–64). In contrast,
Bérnard’s account does not quite match the historical scenery of the period
and requires an explanation. It is as if the French naval officer overlooked
non-Polynesian influences in the medium of New Caledonia, but then failed
to recognize Polynesian resemblances in New Zealand. Without independent
confirmation from contemporary observers, his linguistic attestations remain
in doubt as reliable evidence for MPP, at least in New Caledonia, in an exclu-
sively Polynesian format; they indeed leave unresolved nagging questions about
a substantial non-Polynesian portion missing in what evidently was a jargon or
pidgin quite different from MPP. As long as we cannot resolve this apparent
discrepancy between structure and use, Bérard’s data remain defective evidence
of the Pidgin, to be excluded from the overall analysis below (Chapter 7) and
the accompanying vocabulary (Drechsel 2014).

6.8 James F. Munger

For October 1851, an American sailor by the name of James F. Munger (1852:
22, 38, 67) reported that “Sandwich Islanders” taught him “Hawaiian,” while
serving on a whaler in the Pacific and the Arctic in place of an American crew
who had jumped ship in the Hawaiian Islands:
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I have already seen enough of the Sandwich Islanders to be enabled to get along with
them in common conversation, in their own language. I am acquainted with names
of nearly everything in common use among them. We have had a number of them
[Hawaiians] in the ship, for the last six months, and they have given me a considerable
insight into their language. (Munger 1852: 63–64)

Regrettably, Munger did not include any actual samples except the words of
“Poa” or poi for ‘a sort of batter’ and “Mamalu” or māmalu for ‘umbrella’.
However, his reference to “common conversation” and his focus on “names of
nearly everything in common use” among the Hawaiian crew (emphasis added)
leave little doubt that he was speaking of Pidgin Hawaiian rather than vernac-
ular Hawaiian, as Roberts (1995a: 19) already recognized. This interpretation
receives support from the very fact that Munger had learned much of the lan-
guage within six months. On the other hand, he did not have a high opinion of
Hawaiians – “Our Kanakas also left us here [in Hilo], and this, we were not
sorry for; they are not the most agreeable ship mates in the world” (Munger
1852: 39) – even if he recognized their lot to be similar to that of Native Amer-
icans and he, too, considered jumping ship in the Hawaiian Islands (Munger
1852: 57, 60, 61). The American sailor would thus have had to demonstrate a
more open mind toward Hawaiians in order to learn within six months basics of
what must still have been an “exotic” language to him; but during that period,
he could certainly have picked up essentials of Pidgin Hawaiian on board like
Chamisso, Holman, and Melville.

6.9 Benjamin Boyd

During the second half of the same year, the Scottish-Australian entrepreneur
Benjamin Boyd returned from a futile excursion to California’s gold rush via
the Hawaiian Islands to the South Pacific, sailing with a crew of mostly Pacific
Islanders on his fast topsail schooner Wanderer – eventually to run aground in a
gale off New South Wales, Australia. The captain of the accompanying supply
ship, John Webster, then expressed surprise when he encountered a few Pacific
Islanders, among them a Hawaiian guide and some Gilbert Islanders, speaking
fairly fluent or at least good broken English, which they had acquired either
on a visit to Great Britain or from the trade of trepang with local Europeans
(Webster 1863: 10, 51–52). In other circumstances, Webster (1863: 3) “experi-
enced considerable difficulty in getting our native crew to understand the points
of the compass,” presumably in part because of difficulties in communication,
and depended on one of his own Gilbertese crew members, Timarare (“Tim-
mararare”) or in short Tim, a native of Banaba, for interpretations with native
peoples of Micronesia (Webster 1863: 26–27, 35).

The captain did not specify what medium the crew of Pacific Islanders used
among themselves or with the ship’s officers except in one dramatic instance.
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When the ship was already out of the Hawaiian Islands, the crew unexpectedly
found Timarare overboard, but shortly recovered him in a tub thrown after
him:

We soon had Tim in the [lowered] boat, and returned with him in safety to the vessel.
On reaching the deck, he leaped about like one deranged, clapping his hands together
and uttering loud cries. He then rushed to the side of the vessel, and gazing on the wild
waters he broke out into a chaunt in his own language, the tones exceedingly wild at first,
but ending in a voice very soft and plaintive. After this display of feeling, he sank on the
deck shivering and trembling from excitement and exhaustion. He was conveyed to his
hammock, when a stiff glass of brandy being administered to him, he soon recovered. I
afterwards asked Tim what the bird was doing on his head, he replied, “Te Manu (bird)
he speakee me, he say me no mate, (drown). In my country manu plenty speak to man.”
(Webster 1863: 23)

Timarare apparently spoke MPP with several English words or Pidgin
English enhanced by some Polynesian vocabulary – Te Manu clearly derives
from the noun phrases for ‘the bird’ in several Polynesian languages, and mate
from equivalent words for ‘to die’ in these same languages. What proves socio-
linguistically intriguing is not only the traumatic circumstances from which
Timarare’s response arose, but also the fact that the victim was Micronesian
instead of Polynesian and spoke Gilbertese (Kiribati) as his first language with
a corresponding word for ‘to die’, even if with different terms for ‘bird’: te man
ni kiba, literally ‘a/the animal for/in flight’ plus some seventy distinct terms for
different kinds and species of birds (Sabatier 1971: 188, 219, 241, 272, 367;
see Trussel 2003).

At first sight, Webster would seem to have been witness to a process by which
a Polynesian medium gradually ceded to English, although in reduced form.
Still, the incidental Polynesian vocabulary, combined with the extraordinary
circumstances of Timarare’s response and the fact that the majority of the
Wanderer crew consisted of Pacific Islanders, raises the question of whether
the captain gave an accurate rendition of the saved sailor’s answer. Did Webster
present an Anglicized rendition or stereotypical Pidgin English in place of MPP,
like other writers before him, such as Dana in his Two Years before the Mast
(1911 [1840]) and Melville in Omoo (1968b [1847])? In that case, most of
Timarare’s utterances now remain lost and unreconstitutable.

6.10 Artemas Bishop

When in the mid-nineteenth century the Reverend Artemas Bishop published
the first edition of what subsequently came to be known as the Hawaiian Phrase
Book (1854) in English, he recognized the existence of a “corrupted” form of
Hawaiian. He denied any regularity of grammar or aesthetics, but offered no
descriptive details in support of his argument:
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There has long prevailed, between natives and foreigners, a corrupted tongue, which the
former only use in speaking to the latter, but never among themselves. It is a method
of speech which should be abandoned, as it gives a false impression, derogatory to all
rule, and is without system or beauty. (Bishop 1854: iii)

What Bishop took as an obvious linguistic aberration served as a justification for
his publication with exemplary English and corresponding phrases in vernacular
Hawaiian. English-speaking visitors could thus learn “proper” or vernacular
Hawaiian and also promote its usage in formal education, before English would
become the new linguistic standard in the Hawaiian Islands.

6.11 Julien Viaud alias Pierre Loti

During his visit to Tahiti in 1872, the French naval officer Julien Viaud came
to understand some of the sociolinguistic realities of Tahiti, an account of
which we find in his autobiographical novel Le mariage de Loti, written
under the pen name of Pierre Loti (1880: 415–416, 879). Loti’s short-term
residency in the Society Islands of less than two months (see Wright and
Eleanor Frierson in Loti 1976: xiv), however, raises major doubts that he
learned to appreciate the grammatical complexities of Tahitian. Significantly,
Loti observed that “Depuis longtemps je pouvais couramment parler le tahi-
tien de la plage qui est au tahitien pur ce que le petit-nègre est au français”
(1880: 415). That is, “For a long while I had been able to speak fluently the
Tahitian of the beach, which is to pure Tahitian what petit-nègre [specifically
a form of French pidgin associated with Blacks] is to French” (Loti 1976:
89). The French officer did not specify how he had learned “Beach Tahitian”
or Pidgin Tahitian; however, his account of amorous encounters with several
Tahitian women, integrated in the single character of Rarahu in a historically
otherwise accurate account (Frierson in Loti 1976: xv, xvii), assigns a major
role to young women. Pidgin Tahitian evidently was in use on the shores of
Pape‘ete, among others, by young Tahitian prostitutes in contact with foreign
visitors:

ceux qui ont vécu là-bas, au milieu des filles à demi civilisées de Papeete, – qui ont appris
avec elles le tahitien facile et bâtard de la plage, et les moeurs de la ville colonisée, –
qui ne voient dans Tahiti qu’une ı̂le voluptueuse où tout est fait pour le plaisir des sens
et la satisfaction des appétits matériels, – ceux-là ne comprennent rien au charme de ce
pays . . . (Loti 1880: 156)21

21 ‘those who have lived down there, among the half-civilized girls of Papeete, who have learned
with them the easy and corrupt Tahitian of the seashore and the morals of the colonial town,
who see in Tahiti only an island where everything is made for sensual pleasure and satisfaction
of physical appetites – they comprehend nothing of the charm of the land’ (Loti 1976: 30).
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On his subsequent visit to the Hawaiian Islands and specifically Honolulu,
use of Pidgin Tahitian also made Loti intelligible to Hawaiians with little
difficulty, a fact that helped him feel less homesick for Tahiti:

Encore la langue maorie [i.e. the Polynesian language, not Māori], ou plutôt un idiome
dur, issu de la même origine; quelques mots cependant étaient les mêmes, et les indigènes
me comprenaient encore. Je me sentis là moins loin de l’ı̂le chérie, que plus tard, lorsque
je fus sur la côte de l’Amérique. (Loti 1880: 867)22

It is noteworthy that Loti’s reference to Pidgin Tahitian caught the attention of
Hugo Schuchardt in his discussion of the South Seas whaler jargon as part of
Beach-la-Mar:

Die Eingeborenen empfangen geregelten Unterricht in der englischen und französischen
Sprache; die Europäer bemühen sich, die auf einen höhern Rang emporgehobenen
oceanischen Sprachen sich anzueignen, die ihnen hie und da auch ein gut Stück
Weges entgegenkommen. So scheint das Küstentahitisch dem hier besprochenen
Englisch gegenüberzustehen wie das Yokohamajapanisch dem Pidginenglisch Chinas.
(Schuchardt 1883: 152)23

The eminent creolist of the period noticed Polynesian-derived words such as
pau, taio, and kaikai as well as foreign loans with a Polynesian pronunciation
such as kaukau, pikenene, and Wiwi, most of which he had probably obtained
from Chamisso’s account (see (19) in 5.4 above). To my knowledge, Schuchardt
did not pursue his inquiry about Pidgin Tahitian; nor did he consider the reverse
possibility that the English-based whaler jargon emerged out of MPP, say, by
relexification. Instead, T. L. Markey, translator and editor of a recent collection
of Schuchardt papers, has mistaken Loti’s reference to “Beach Tahitian” as “a
sort of Beach-la-Mar, presumably Tahitian, French, and English. In any event,
there is no trace of such a pidgin or creole in Tahiti today” (in Schuchardt 1979:
111, fn. 17). QED!

6.12 Herbert H. Gowen

In the late 1880s, people in the Hawaiian Islands were still speaking Hawaiian
on a broad scale and required interpreters for speakers of English, according
to the Anglican missionary Herbert H. Gowen (1892: 8, 17–18, 34, 36). For

22 ‘Even the Maori [Polynesian] tongue, or rather a harsh dialect, descended from the same origin.
A number of words, however, were the same, and the natives were still able to understand me.
There I felt less far removed from the beloved island than later, when I was on the coast of
America’ (Loti 1976: 134).

23 ‘The natives receive regular instruction in the English or French language. The Europeans took
the trouble to acquire the more prestigious of the South Sea languages, and those languages
accommodated themselves to the Europeans to a considerable degree. Thus, Beach Tahitian
seems to show the same relationship to the English dialect we are talking about, as does
Yokohama Japanese to the Pidgin English of China’ (Schuchardt 1980: 16).
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early September 1887, Gowen eventually cited an incident in which a major
storm forced the captain of an interisland vessel sailing from Kō-‘ele on Lāna‘i
to Lahaina on Maui to return to Lāna‘i. The captain offered an explanation in
Pidgin Hawaiian:

(45) “Lanai makai, Lahaina aole maikai. Hele mau, mahope pilikia.”
‘Lanai, good; Lahaina, no good. Go shore, by-and-by, trouble.’
(Gowen 1892: 132)
Lāna‘i maika‘i, Lahaina ‘a‘ole maika‘i. Hele ma‘ō, mahope
pilikia.
‘Lāna‘i [is] good, Lahaina [is] not good. Go there, later
trouble.’/‘Lāna‘i [is] better than Lahaina. If [we] go [any] farther,
then [there will be] trouble.’ (see Roberts 1995a: 32)

As already indicated by Roberts’ modified translation, the above example again
illustrates sequential linking and does so even twice with a comparative and
conditional. Gowen’s punctuation between sentences in the form of commas
rather than periods or semicolons suggests that he, too, was already aware of
the semantic connections between the constituent phrases, even if he did not
spell out their relationship in these or comparable terms.

Back on Lāna‘i, the vessel was “obliged to land at the very extremity of the
island, where I found myself among some of the most primitive islanders of
the group, ignorant of a word of English. ‘Makemake lio’ (want horse) was,
however, sufficient to procure myself an animal to ride” (Gowen 1892: 132).
This example again exemplifies MPP:

(46) “Makemake lio” ‘want horse’
Makemake lio
‘[I] want [a] horse’.

Gowen left the subjects of both instances with action verbs unspecified (zero
subjects), which makes the confirmation of word order impossible.

Although Lāna‘i Islanders reportedly were “ignorant of a word of English,”
Gowen had one woman respond in English or Pidgin English, the latter
of which, however, received no mention in any other form throughout his
book:

One woman here [on Lāna‘i] had just lost her husband, and during the funeral had made
most blood-curdling demonstration of grief. Immediately after the funeral I thought I
would say something to comfort her, so began by asking if she was not sorry her husband
was dead. She quite surprised me by her answer, “Oh no, plenty more husbands come
along!” (Gowen 1892: 130)
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Gowen’s final quote by the Hawaiian woman would reflect a genuine rendition
of her response, although perhaps still as an exception to his observation on
English on Lāna‘i because of its nature as a neighboring rural island.

Based on currently available historical information, MPP did not carry on in
New Zealand beyond the first half of the nineteenth century, and faced an
uncertain fate in the Marquesas, even though declarations of demise remain
premature without better evidence. The Pidgin still endured in the Hawaiian
Islands on multiethnic plantations until the end of the nineteenth century and
even into the early twentieth (Roberts 1995a: 27–45; 2005: 107–123). MPP
also survived in its original homeland of Tahiti in the form of Parau Tinitō or
Chinese Pidgin Tahitian, a contact medium between Chinese storekeepers and
their Polynesian customers in the late nineteenth century (Mühlhäusler et al.
1996: 449b–450a) and as recently as the 1970s (Wilson, personal communi-
cation, 14 June 2002). Parau Tinitō apparently consisted of a largely Tahitian
lexicon and “a simplified and modified morpho-syntax, from which the stan-
dard Tahitian models are largely absent” (Mühlhäusler et al. 1996: 450a), and
was much the same as Pidgin Hawaiian according to William H. Wilson (per-
sonal communication, 29 April 2012), who still witnessed both. How Parau
Tinitō precisely related to MPP linguistically and sociohistorically remains a
question for further investigation, as better sociolinguistic documentation of
the first becomes available.
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7 Linguistic patterns

7.1 Preliminaries

Since my initial appraisal of MPP (Drechsel 1999), Part II has accumulated
a sizable body of linguistic data, notwithstanding limited historical resources
and major constraints in methodology. Still, the accumulated data cannot nec-
essarily amount to a complete account of MPP. I have no illusion that there
may remain other, possibly better, sources yet to be discovered. However, the
currently available information is extensive, detailed, and systematic enough
to offer a solid philological foundation of MPP, to permit fairly specific, clear
and well-grounded generalizations about its linguistic structure and its uses, as
well as to outline future research.

Although philological data for MPP have been rich enough to permit gener-
alizations about its grammar and lexicon, they prove deficient for any long-term
variationist analyses. This limitation in resource does not, however, preclude a
discussion on the nature and extent of linguistic variation in the Pidgin’s histori-
cal documentation, to the extent that such is feasible from historical attestations.
Even if an all-encompassing account remains out of reach, a limited review of
historical attestations for MPP can still offer an outline of the Pidgin’s range
of variation with some valuable insights. The present chapter, then, includes
an informal assessment of the Pidgin’s linguistic variations, and addresses the
question of when Pidgin English emerged and how it progressively competed
with and eventually superseded MPP.

7.2 Grammar

Phonologically, MPP was thoroughly Polynesian and shows an inventory of five
basic vowels – i, e, a, o, u, and likely lengthened variants, as is characteristic
of Polynesian languages. For consonants, the Pidgin reflected a greater range
of variation and included as many as sixteen distinct consonants because of
internal diversification within the linguistic subfamily and occasional second-
language interferences by speakers of non-Polynesian languages, including
intermittent borrowings.

235
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Table 7.1 MPP’s consonantal system

Bilabial Alveodental Velar Glottal

Stop p (� b) t (� d) � k ‘
Fricative f (“wh”), v (s) h
Nasal m n  ŋ (“ng”)
Liquid l � r
Glide w

Table 7.1 reveals merely minimal phonological distinctions, with some vari-
ants within MPP; it does not recognize other allophonic variations such as
between p and f, f and h, k and ‘, or even v and w at both the subphone-
mic and phonemic levels. The occurrence of voiced bilabial and alveodental
stops and the alveodental fricative s remained secondary and is confirmed in
incidental European borrowings as in tobako ‘tobacco’ and sabe ‘to know’,
anda ‘to go’ and padre ‘priest’, Pranse ‘French people’, and sawe ‘to know’.
Usually, speakers of Polynesian languages pronounced these “intrusive” con-
sonants as their closest counterparts /p/, /t/, and /k/ respectively; they also
reduced consonant clusters to single consonants, or added epenthetic vow-
els between consonants or paragogic vowels at the end of words, unless they
had earlier learned to articulate a European language. Conversely, Europeans
similarly displayed influences from their first languages, as is evident from
recordings with an r-coloring or an epenthetic [r] for renditions of low vowels
by Herman Melville in particular (see the discussion leading up to footnote 9 in
6.5 above).

An explanation is also appropriate as to the inclusion of ŋ, limited primarily
to Māori and perhaps Marquesan varieties of MPP, but not distinctive for
Hawaiian or Tahitian ones. When, on their third voyage to the Pacific from
1776 to 1779 and on their way to northwestern North America, James Cook
and his crew came upon Kaua‘i in the Hawaiian Islands as apparently the
first European visitors, his unofficial naturalist William Anderson recorded
five words with “ng,” a distinctly velar nasal or ŋ as a variable articulation of
n: maŋō ‘shark’, moeŋa ‘mat’, pāpāriŋa ‘cheek’, Taŋaroa god of the sea,
and taŋata ‘man’ (see (8) in 4.5). What James Burney (n.d. [1779]: 115), first
lieutenant on the Discovery, already portrayed as “a mixture of the Otaheite and
Tongitabu [Tongan] Languages,” that is as a mixture of Tahitian and actually
Māori rather than Tongan, was a reduced form of Tahitian-Māori. Similar in
form and content to Hawaiian equivalents except for the velar nasal, these
entries apparently were words from Polynesian languages of the South Pacific
that Europeans or Pacific Islander crew members introduced in the Hawaiian
Islands by drawing on their earlier experiences with the Māori.
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The phonologically most marked and distinctive sound remained the glot-
tal stop (‘) as suggested by reconstitutions from comparative evidence. Its
reconstitution is based on thin evidence and remains rooted in part on circu-
lar reasoning. Because in most instances Europeans did not recognize or note
in writing the glottal stop as a distinctive sound, we can identify it in MPP
solely by comparison with modern linguistic data in source languages – only
then to claim these comparative data as proof for the glottal stop’s occurrence
in the Pidgin. Still, this reconstitution remains legitimate on the basis that
speakers of Polynesian languages would unintentionally have maintained it in
their pronunciation of MPP, even if Europeans and other foreigners altogether
failed to recognize or ignored it. Except for the variations of voiced stops as
well as the alveodental fricative in European loans, the glottal stop, and the
velar nasal, this inventory of major sound distinctions in fact matches what
the Italian-born French naturalist-surgeon Paul-Émile Botta (1831: 140–143;
1984: 36–37) already described for Pidgin Hawaiian in his Observations sur
les habitants des ı̂les Sandwich in 1828.

Phonotactically, MPP generally exhibited the same fundamental syllable
pattern as Polynesian languages: (C)V in combinations of up to four and occa-
sionally even five or six syllables per word, with longer words usually involving
reduplications, as already recognized by Herman Melville (1968a [1846]: 72;
see also (32) in 6.5) and others. Except for ie and eo, vowel combinations could
include disyllabic sequences of any two of the five vowels in Polynesian lan-
guages, as is evident, for example, in ‘auhea ‘where’, ‘oia ‘he, she, it’, pauloa
‘all’, pepeiao ‘ear’, taio ‘friend’, and tūtae ‘āuri ‘nonbeliever’. That one or
the other possible vowel combination in MPP disyllabic vowel sequences has
not appeared in the historical documentation accumulated so far is as much
the result of incomplete historical records as of vowel-sequence patterns in
particular source languages. Then again, those lexical entries that follow this
phonotactic pattern only partially or do not match it at all were obvious non-
Polynesian borrowings of a rather small number (for examples, see the listing
of borrowings in the discussion of the MPP’s lexicon).

MPP’s predominant Central East Polynesian vocabulary would suggest a
stress pattern comparable to that of its source languages with “stress occurring
on every second vowel counting back from the penultimate vowel” (Marck
2000: 74). Such a pattern, however, did not necessarily apply to non-Polynesian
speakers and ultimately remains difficult to reconstitute for lack of sufficiently
reliable indicators in philological records.

Morphologically, MPP displayed frequent reduplication and sporadic tripli-
cation of nouns, verbs, adjectives, or other modifiers to indicate mass or
plurality, repetition or continuation, or intensity. Already quite common in
Polynesian languages, this repetitive morphological process assumed a pro-
ductive, even innovative function in MPP, as already recognized by Sarah J.
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Roberts (2003) for six prominent and a few supplementary instances of early
Pidgin Hawaiian and as illustrated by fairly extensive historical documentation.

Reduplication in MPP was manifest in the paradigmatic data by John Liddi-
ard Nicholas and Melville in (17) and (32) respectively, but occurred through-
out much of the attested lexical record: aniani ‘mirror’ (Botta 1831: 141);
‘aupito‘aupito ‘very, very’ (Slade 1844: 40); fe‘efe‘e ‘elephantiasis’ in (32);
hanahana ‘to make, to do, to work’ in (19), (21), (29), and (40); hulahula
‘feast’ in (32); ‘i‘i ‘strong’ in (42); ‘ino . . . (‘i)no ‘very bad’ in (4); itiiti ‘very
small, very few, very little’ in (14), (17), (18), and (24); kaikai ‘to eat, food’
in (14), (17), (18), (27), (31), (32), (33), and (40); ka‘ika‘i ‘to lead’ in (27);
kaukau ‘to eat, food’ in (19) and (39); kitekite/tiketike ‘to see’ in (17) and
(18); lele ‘to fly’ (Botta 1831: 141); li‘ili‘i ‘little, small’ in (33) and (40); like-
like ‘like (comp.), just as’ in (19); makemake ‘to like, to want’ in (15), (19),
and (46); matemate ‘to hurt, to kill; sick, ill’ in (14), (17), and (41); mimi ‘to
urinate’ in (19); milamila � milemile ‘to see, to look at’ in (19), and Choris
(1812: Section “Ïles Sandwich,” 17); moemoe ‘asleep, to sleep’ in (15), (19),
(27), and (33); mokomoko ‘fight, war’ in (19); mumumu (?) ‘to mutter’ in
(14); naminami � namunamu ‘to say, to speak, to tell’ in (15) and (19);
nānā ‘to see, to look at’ in (27); nohonoho ‘to live, to reside’ in (10); nuinui
‘very large, very great, very much, very many, extremely, very’ in (11), (14),
(15), (17), (18), (33), and (40); nuinuinui ‘infinitesimally extensive’ in (32);
paepae ‘platform’ in (32); paipai ‘very good’ in (3); palapala ‘to write; docu-
ment’ in (19) and (21); panipani ‘sexual intercourse’ in (19); patu(patu) ‘to be
(repeatedly) struck/killed’ in (1); pauloapauloa ‘very all’ in (27); pipi ‘bead’
in (16) and ‘cattle’ (Botta 1831: 141); pı̄pı̄ ‘to sprinkle’ in (27); poipoi ‘staple
food . . . manufactured from the produce of the breadfruit tree’ in (32) and (40);
ponapona ‘joints’ in (14); pulupulu ‘cotton’ (Botta 1831: 140); punipuni ‘to
lie, to tell lies’ in (26) and Botta (1831: 141); kariri ‘to be angry’ in (17);
taitai ‘to carry’ in (16); taŋitaŋi ‘to cry’ in (17); taputapu ‘tabooed, forbid-
den, sacred’ in (17) and (32); tūfititūfiti ‘to stretch’ in (14); vitiviti/wikiwiki
‘quick, quickly, fast’ in (13) and (19); waiwai ‘to sleep (?)’ in Choris (1812:
Section “Iles Sandwich,” 17); Wiwi ‘French people’ in (32); and workiworki
‘work’ in (18).

Reduplication also applied to intermissions and question words: ‘ae, ‘ae
‘Yes, yes’ in (32), ‘aita, ‘aita ‘No, no’ in (35), auē! auē! ‘Alas, alas’ in (33),
and pehea? pehea? ‘What? What?’ in (27). Speakers of MPP even redupli-
cated entire phrases, as evident especially in invitations and commands: Haere
mai, haere mai . . . ‘Come in! come in . . . !’ in (39), Haramai, haramai ‘Wel-
come, welcome’ in (1), He, pi mai/pi‘i mai . . . pi mai/pi‘i mai ‘Hey, come
here . . . come here!’ in (41), and ta‘ata ‘ino . . . ta‘ata ‘ino ‘bad men . . . bad
men’ in (4). The crowning examples are double reduplications in constructions
of sequential linking: Itiiti workiworki, itiiti kaikai ‘[If/When] very-little
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work, [then] very-little food’ and No toki, no toki, no porki, no porki. ‘[If]
really no hatchets, [then] really no pork’ in (18). By these attestations, redupli-
cation was a fairly productive, innovative morphological process that in MPP
extended even to words and phrases of European origin, but focused primarily
on single- or bimoraic words, as already suggested by Roberts (2003: 316) for
Pidgin Hawaiian.

Beyond reduplication, MPP exhibited little inflectional machinery compared
to even its Polynesian source languages, which already were structurally rather
analytic, unlike the synthetic or polysynthetic source languages of other non-
European pidgins. Much of the Pidgin’s grammatical appraisal therefore must
necessarily focus on its lexicon and syntax.

Lexically, MPP, too, was thoroughly Polynesian, as it drew on a large Eastern
Polynesian or even wider Polynesian lexical base common to Tahitian, Māori,
Marquesan, and Hawaiian. Out of almost 320 entries in the accompanying
vocabulary, the Pidgin shares more than 147 phonologically identical or close
equivalencies in all four Eastern Polynesian source languages, and 36 more with
at least three out of Tahitian, Māori, Marquesan, and Hawaiian. Some 40 entries
currently derive from only two source languages, and 91 words have only one
source, but include more than 30 foreign, non-Polynesian loans, ethnonyms
and place names (see Drechsel 2014). Better comparative data (including new
historical dictionaries) undoubtedly will further lower the number of remaining
single or dual equivalencies. Some of these single-source entries may yet prove
to be no more than variations of other, more commonly used terms such as
Marquesan-derived motaki ‘good’ in place of more common maita‘i.

If the currently accumulated vocabulary is a fairly representative inventory
of MPP’s lexicon at large, this analysis, although subject to revision with
new data becoming available, demonstrates unequivocally that much of the
vocabulary was intelligible to Tahitians, Māori, Marquesans, and Hawaiians
or at least among three of these groups of Eastern Polynesians as part of the
Pidgin’s speech community. Ultimately, only a rather small number of words
would have remained intelligible solely to two groups or possibly even a single
speech community without active second-language learning efforts by members
of another group.

In contrast, words of a non-Polynesian origin remained few in MPP: anda ‘to
go’ (< Spanish “anda” ‘he/she/it walks/goes’), he ‘hey’ (< French “hé”), kap-
itan ‘captain’ (< Spanish “capitán”), kaukau ‘to eat, food’ (< Chinese Pidgin
English “chow-chow,” if not derived from Hawaiian), mi ‘I’ (< English “me”),
mikanele ‘missionary’ (< English), milamila � milemile ‘to see, to look at’
(< Spanish “mirar”), moni ‘money’ (< English), naipa ‘knife’ (< English),
no ‘no’ (< English), padre ‘priest’ (< Spanish “padre”), pihi ‘fish’ (< English
“fish”), pikinini ‘child, small’ (< Portuguese “pequenino,” Spanish “pequeño,”
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used in reference to children of color and in a prejudicial, derogatory fashion),
pipi ‘beef, cattle’ (< English “beef”), porki ‘pork’ (< English), potato/poteito
‘potato’ (< English “potato” < Spanish “patata”), sabe/sawe ‘to know’
(< Spanish/Portuguese “saber”), tobako ‘tobacco’ (< English), vete ‘away,
free’ (< Spanish “vete” ‘[that] he/she bug off’ [subjunctive]), Wiwi ‘French
people’ (< reduplicated French “oui” ‘yes’), workiworki ‘work’ (< redupli-
cated English “work”), and iū (< English “you”). These “loanwords” applied
primarily to phenomena foreign to Pacific Islanders; still others served as the
ethnonyms and place names of newcomers such as Bikar ‘Bikar (Island)’
(< Marshallese place name), Ferani ‘French people’ (< French “France”
[?]), Iuropi ‘Europe, European’ (< English “Europe, European”), Peletane �
Peretane (< English “(Great) Britain”), and Pranse ‘French people’ (< French
“Français”), or occasionally as Europeans’ names of Pacific localities such as
Niu Tı̄rani ‘New Zealand’ (< English). However, the present list is still pro-
portionally much smaller than the inventory of almost 250 European entries
that Terry Crowley (1993: 156–161) has proposed for South Seas Jargon before
1860, and overlaps with it only for a few entries, significantly: ‘America(n)’,
‘Britain’, ‘French’, ‘missionary’, ’money’, ‘potato’, ‘tobacco’, and ‘work’. The
single borrowings above reflect a growing influence by the British and Ameri-
cans in the early colonial Pacific, but do not yet document their dominance, to
emerge only with a concurrent replacement of MPP’s lexicon with an expand-
ing English vocabulary during the second half of the nineteenth century (see
7.3 and 7.4 below).

Beyond our recognition of MPP’s Eastern Polynesian core or of a numerically
minimal number of non-Polynesian borrowings, the available lexicographical
data for MPP have so far not sustained earlier claims of any “promiscuous”
mixing originally reported by Ross Clark (1977: 31, 36; 1979: 33) for its south-
ern variety or South Seas Jargon. With most of the vocabulary originating in a
single, well-defined subfamily, MPP remained lexically far less mixed than, for
instance, Chinook Jargon (see various online dictionaries with accompanying
notes at www.rjholton.com/cj/dictnote.htm, 29 March 2012) or Mobilian Jargon
(Drechsel 1996b), which drew their lexical materials from multiple, even unre-
lated families of Native American languages. MPP developed a more heteroge-
neous lexicon only after extended contact with English (see 7.3 and 7.4 below).

At present, any other assessments of the etymological composition of the
MPP lexicon do not permit further lexicostatistical inferences and bear few
descriptive or methodological-theoretical benefits. For one reason, the available
Pidgin’s vocabulary does not constitute a cohesive body of lexicographical data
comparable to that made of a single speech community at a particular point
in time. Instead, they comprise entries from many diverse speech communities
over a period of more than a century, and by all indications do not reflect
the full range of actual variations that existed in the Pidgin’s lexicon at large.

www.rjholton.com/cj/dictnote.htm
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Nor are these lexicographical data sufficiently diversified at this time to permit
recognition of distinct vocabularies within their larger body, which would then
allow us to make comparisons among them for variations and possibly to
determine trends in changes. In contrast, modern field recordings and a large
historical vocabulary of Mobilian Jargon as compared to other historical data
permitted the demonstration of temporal-spatial variations in its lexicon (see
Drechsel 1996b; 1997: 34–51). At this time, we cannot even consider the current
set of some 320 MPP entries (Drechsel 2014) as a reliable measure of its true
size. Rather, we should probably expect the size of this lexicon to grow with
the reconstitution of additional historical attestations, perhaps as much as four
times if the vocabulary of other non-European pidgins lends any comparable
measure.

The available vocabulary of MPP (Drechsel 2014), however, exhibits con-
siderable diversity in its semantic domains, among which we can distinguish
at least the following:
� early colonial contact by Europeans and Americans in the eastern Pacific,

including the delineation of ethnic boundaries between Pacific Islanders and
newcomers and differences in their identity

� negotiation, trade, and occasional hostilities between colonists and eastern
Polynesians

� engagement by Pacific Islanders on European and American ships as inter-
preters, crew members, and passengers

� interactions by foreign beachcombers with Pacific Islanders as go-betweens
and negotiators; and

� early attempts by Europeans and Americans at converting eastern Polyne-
sians to Christianity.

While rather arbitrary, these semantic fields confirm the Pidgin’s multiple
usages and manifold sociolinguistic contexts. They are consistent with the
available extralinguistic sociohistorical evidence (see Chapter 8) except that, to
date, the accompanying vocabulary has not yet included reconstituted entries for
‘fur’/‘hide’, ‘sandalwood’, ‘trepang’/‘sea cucumber/slug’, ‘trade’, or ‘whale’.
What might first appear as a shortage in the Pidgin’s lexicon, however, need not
suggest a deficiency in the historical record; it is only that the accompanying
vocabulary does not constitute a fully representative lexical inventory. Early
observers could have omitted these words for no other reason than mere his-
torical accident. To expand their vocabulary, Pidgin speakers simply drew on
their first languages such as Hawaiian-derived hulu ‘feather, quill, plumage’ or
its reduplication, huluhulu, to refer to even more “exotic” items such as ‘fur’
(Pukui and Elbert 1986: 89–90).

Notwithstanding its incomplete nature, the accompanying vocabulary of
MPP is sufficiently rich to permit the identification of several grammatical
categories:
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� verbs, adjectives (alternatively interpretable as stative verbs), and adverbs
� nouns, including compounds in reference to new phenomena in early colonial

encounters, a few non-Polynesian loanwords, and the occasional use of the
definite article te or ke/ka, not limited to locative phrases, as maintained by
Roberts (1995a: 6, fn. 4) for Pidgin Hawaiian

� quantifiers such as iti ‘small, little, few’, itiiti ‘very small, very little, very
few’, karua/katoa ‘all, both’, li‘ili‘i ‘little, small’, nui ‘big, much, many,
very’, nuinui ‘very large, very great; very much, very many’, and nuinuinui
‘infinitesimally extensive’

� personal pronouns such as vau � wau ‘I’, ‘oe � koe ‘you’, ‘oia ala ‘he/she/it
there’, and ia ‘him’, plus corresponding possessive pronouns

� tense-aspect markers of mamua as a past-tense adverb and mamuli or
mahope as future-tense adverbs

� locatives such as i ‘to’, ki ‘on, with’, mai ‘here, towards the speaker, hither’,
maloko ‘within’ as well as other grammatical particles such as na ‘for’, and
nō ‘for, of’

� the negative ‘aima � ‘aina, ‘aipa, and ‘aita, ‘a‘ole and kāore
� question words such as ‘auhea ‘Where?’, ma hea ‘Where? Which way?’,

and pehea ‘What?’
� various interjections
� numerous ethnonyms and place names.
What remains missing from the above list, thus, no more reflects MPP’s intrinsic
lexical shortcomings than it echoes the piecemeal documentation of the Pidgin.

Syntactically, MPP displayed Pacific roots like its phonology, morphology,
and lexicon, but did so most visibly at the level of phrases rather than that
of sentences. By this measure, we should consider both shorter and longer
constructions, although two-word phrases are difficult to identify in the Pidgin
because of little or no structural contrast with corresponding vernacular forms,
which already are morphologically quite transparent.

Short, two-word expressions in MPP as part of longer texts or extralinguistic
cues comprised a verb and some modifier, as was the case for invitations and
commands. Alternatively, two-word phrases consisted of a noun plus a modifier
such as a verb or predicate. What to speakers of a Polynesian language was
a sequence of a noun, and a stative verb could then emerge as a noun and
a predicate with a zero copula to Europeans, eventually to pass as a noun
and an adjective in postnominal position, which Roberts (1995a: 6) already
described as “postnominal position of adjectives” and “zero-marked clause
embedding” or “clausal juxtaposition” for Pidgin Hawaiian. MPP also exhibited
the reverse order of a modifier and a noun, which speakers of Polynesian
languages interpreted as sequences of stative verbs and nouns following the
verb-initial word-order patterns of their languages, but which to Europeans
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would come across as a sequence of a modifier and modified part – some
instances are kore ‘useless’ or pai ana ‘good’ plus a noun in (14), phrases with
nuinui ‘very large, very great, very much, very many, extremely, very’ and
iti ‘small, little, few’ or itiiti ‘very small, very little, very few’ as prenominal
modifiers in (17), (18), and (31) above (see 5.3 and 6.4). Perhaps the most
illustrative example of this pattern is the already cited example by Nicholas in
New Zealand of 1814 or 1815 in (18):

Itiiti workiworki, itiiti kaikai.
‘[If/When] very-little work, [then] very-little food’.

The same flip-flop derivational analysis applies to nominal compounds with
a modifier in initial position. It furthermore extends to what a speaker of a
Polynesian language would understand as a sequence of a stative verb plus
a multifunctional word operating as either noun or verb and what an English
speaker would interpret as an infinitive construction in English, as illustrated
by two examples from (21) and (29) in 5.5 and 6.2:

Maita‘i palapala hanahana.
‘[It is] good to write [and] work’.

Maika‘i hanahana nui.
‘[It is] good to work a lot’./‘Much work is good’.

Characteristically, initial modifiers other than perhaps kore demonstrated fre-
quent use, which, however, did not preclude alternative, quite frequent post-
nominal occurrences. The distributional pattern of prenominal and postnominal
modifiers in MPP brings to mind the use of prenominal bon or bonne ‘good’
in French in contrast to other adjectives in postnominal position, which in
reality serves as no more than a superficial, partial structural analogy for com-
parison and does not suggest any superstrate influence from French in the
Pidgin.

The first examples exhibiting any true internal hierarchies of grammar and
requiring no fewer than three constituents appeared in Sydney Parkinson’s
recording of mortally ill Taiata, Tupai‘a’s adolescent servant, in Batavia as
early as 1770. They also appeared in Tahitian-inspired historical records by
Marion du Fresne’s lieutenants Jean Roux, Paul Chevillard de Montesson, and
Julien Crozet among Māori in New Zealand in 1772. Rather than exhibiting the
characteristic VSO word order of Polynesian languages, these constructions
already reveal an unmistakable SVO pattern, as is evident from the earliest
records of currently known MPP in (2) and (3) above (see 4.2 and 4.3):

Taio mate ‘ōhı̄.
‘Friend[s] die[s] [from] diarrhea/dysentery’.

Takuri mate Marion.
‘Takuri kill[ed] Marion’.
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The same word-order pattern is evident in several constructions attested later
in MPP’s history, as illustrated throughout Part II:

Vau haere mā‘a in (6)
‘I go [for] food/[a] meal/nourishment’./‘I go to eat’.

Tute ‘aipa mate te taio in (7)
‘[James] Cook [does/will] not kill the friend’.

‘Oe nohonoho padre o tahuna? in (10)
‘You live/reside [with the] padre[s] or priest[s]?’

‘Ino nuinui pū make kanaka in (11)
‘[He is] extremely bad/immoral, [and] gun[s] kill native people’./
‘[He is] bad/immoral, [and] many gun[s] kill native people’.

Vitiviti/wikiwiki ‘oe pi mai/pi‘i mai, ē kanaka in (13)
‘Quickly you bring [him] to me, oh Pacific Islander!’

Kore ika matemate Moehaŋa in (14)
‘Useless fish are hurting Moehanga’.

Opoti taitai pipi in (16)
‘Porter carries bead[s]’.

Pranse koti taio Turi in (25)
‘French cut [the] friend Turi’.

‘Ā, ka haole sabe/sawe li‘ili‘i . . . in (40)
‘Ah, the white man knows little . . . ’.

Other than a thoroughly analytic pattern, SVO appears to be more typical of
MPP than any other grammatical feature.

The cooccurrence of both prenominal and postnominal modifiers in MPP as
well as their different interpretations by speakers of Polynesian and European
languages evidently did not create a major communicative problem. Their dis-
tinct underlying word-order patterns – VSO versus SVO respectively – and
the grammatical differences in the functions of the Polynesian stative verbs
and those of European predicates or adjectives as their closest grammatical
counterparts permitted Polynesians and Europeans to arrive at similar interpre-
tations in MPP, while drawing on the different grammars of their first languages.
What speakers of Polynesian languages interpreted as the sequence of a sta-
tive verb and a noun would then emerge as an adjective preceding a noun to
Europeans; conversely, what speakers of a Polynesian language construed as
the sequence of a noun and a stative verb transpired as a noun and an adjec-
tive or predicate with a zero copula to Europeans. Paradoxically, grammatical
differences between Polynesian and European languages converged superfi-
cially in MPP without causing its speakers much if any mutual loss in mean-
ing or comprehension. This analysis reflects in part what Michael Silverstein
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(1972) proposed for Chinook Jargon in arguing that different underlying gram-
matical patterns of the speakers’ first languages were associated with the Pid-
gin’s surface structure. However, unlike grammatical variations among the first
languages of Chinook Jargon speakers, VSO and SVO were already within
the range of experience of speakers of Austronesian languages (Keesing 1988:
77–132). The occurrence of SVO in MPP thus did not depend on external
input such as contact with European visitors except as a sociolinguistic trig-
ger. Significantly, SVO in MPP was not exclusive to speakers of European
languages, but prevailed also among Polynesians, including Tahitians, Māori,
and Hawaiians. This fact precludes any rationalization in terms of a European
superstrate, specifically English word order as suggested by Clark (1977: 30;
1979: 26). Instead, it favors a universalist explanation, as already envisioned
by George Forster with his universal grammar, although in a fashion that he
did not predict.

Nonetheless, the historical record displays occasional exceptions to the SVO
word-order pattern. A few appear fortuitous and difficult to explain for lack
of any obvious models (such as the second example by Captain Esteban José
Martı́nez in (9) with the apparent order of SOV or the second example by
Captain Urey Lisiansky with the apparent sentence pattern of (V)OS in (12)
above (see 4.6 and 4.8)). One or the other example reflects superstrate influences
from English, as was apparently the case with Mr. Nicholas nuinui haŋareka
‘Mr. Nicholas fools/jokes very much’ in (18). Still others, by all indications,
reveal clearly identifiable substratum influences from Polynesian languages
and were hypercorrections towards these languages as a result of secondary
interference, as was evidently the case with data by Archibald Campbell in
1809 in (15), Jacobus Boelen in 1828 in (26), and John Slade in 1830 in (27). A
few single examples lack a manifest or previously expressed subject, as evident
in recordings by Lisiansky in (12), by Campbell in (15), by Slade in (27),
possibly by Melville for a “Wh”-question in (37), and by Herbert H. Gowen in
(45) and (46). Such zero-subject cases, however, raise fundamental questions of
grammatical analysis that must go unanswered because of insufficient historical
information. In the end, most of these variable instances did not appear until
the early nineteenth century, that is at least two decades after MPP had already
stabilized as a pidgin, and thus give a clear indication for depidginization rather
than the original variation of MPP. Significantly, the examples by Campbell,
Boelen, and Slade also constitute greater problems for etymological, semantic,
and syntactic analysis than regular Pidgin data inasmuch as they frequently
confound standards of two or more languages and have made identifications all
the more problematic.

Like a modifier leading its affected part, negation in MPP usually preceded
the word or phrase that it negated. Following the Polynesian convention, neg-
atives occurred in sentence-initial position, as already observed for the Pidgin
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Hawaiian negative ‘a‘ole in preverbal position (Roberts 1995a: 7). Whereas
many attestations for MPP also demonstrated this pattern, a few other con-
structions displayed negation in a preverbal position as consistently confirmed
by various constructions in Part II:

Pahı̄ maita‘i, miti ‘iriā ‘aima/‘aina mate in (5)
‘[The] ship [is] good, [hence the] sea [that-is-]angry [can] not kill [it]’.

Tute ‘aipa mate te taio in (7)
‘[James] Cook [does/will] not kill the friend’.

Tobi ‘a‘ole pi mai/pi‘i mai in (36)
‘Toby [did] not arrive here’.

Lana‘i maika‘i, Lahaina ‘a‘ole maika‘i in (45)
‘Lana‘i [is] good, Lahaina [is] not good’./‘Lāna‘i [is] better than Lāhainā’.

The occurrence of preverbal negation closer to the beginning and end of the
Pidgin’s attested history might raise the question of whether this syntactic fea-
ture was the result of the Pidgin’s development and decline. However, speakers
of the Pidgin applied negation not only to entire phrases or sentences but also
to single nouns, adjectives, and verbs within larger constructions, just as they
extended its use productively to the construction of antonyms, of which the
most widely used one probably was ‘a‘ole maita‘i and its variations for ‘not
good, bad’ (see, e.g., (41) and (45) in 6.6 and 6.12). The range and diversity
of negation in the Pidgin is also evident from the miscellaneous terms in use
for ‘no’ or ‘not’: Tahitian-derived ‘aima � ‘aina, ‘aipa, and ‘aita, Māori-
derived kāore and Hawaiian-derived ‘a‘ole, interspersed by single attestations
of Hawaiian- or Marshallese-derived ‘emo/emo, and English “no” (Drechsel
2014).

In comparison, the structure of questions in MPP remains more obscure.
On the one hand, the exemplary set of uniform questions by the British fur
trader James Colnett to his Tahitian server-sailor Matatore in (10) suggests no
fundamental structural differences from statements for questions that demand
a positive or negative answer. The same pattern emerges – or at least finds no
contradiction – in other reliable examples of documented yes–no questions of
MPP, foremost:

‘Aima poe iti nō te taio metua? in (7)
‘[Is there] not [a] pearl/bead [that-is-]little [for] the friend [who-is-] parental/ maternal?’

Taŋata Niu Tı̄rani taŋata kakino? in (23)
‘[Is the] New Zealander [a] bad man?’

Taŋata Māori ki te kaipuke? in (24)
‘[Are there] native people on/with the ship?’

Nuku Hiva motaki? in (37)
‘[Is] Nuku Hiva good?’
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This pattern is most obvious for answers with structurally corresponding, jux-
taposed questions for which the final question mark by the recorder remains
the only clue for any difference and suggests a distinct intonation, as illus-
trated by the English missionaries Daniel Tyerman and George Bennet in (23)
in 5.6. Because early observers did not offer further information on modula-
tion, any such differences in intonation, however, remain inaccessibly lost for
reconstitution.

If we also consider less certain or even dubious instances (such as the second
example by Lisiansky in (12) or instances by Campbell, Boelen, and Slade
in (15), (26), and (27) in Chapter 5), we would find considerable variations in
word order for questions just as for statements without any predictable order. In
(38) of 6.5, Melville, too, offered an example that with an inverse copular order
does not match the standard word-order pattern of questions proposed here, but
that in this case apparently reflected superstrate interference from English.

For so-called “Wh”-questions, the evidence has remained even scantier.
Melville provided a single reliable instance in (37):

‘Auhea pū‘ā‘ā, Tomo? – vai.
‘Where flee/go, Tom? – [to the] water’.

This example did not include any subject, unless one were to recognize Tomo
‘Tom’ as such. In (42) of 6.6, the French colonial official Max Radiguet provided
two other examples from the Marquesas:

Ma hea ‘i‘i moheu e?
‘Where [is the] strong thief?’

Ma hea i mo‘ehu hei, o Manu e?
‘Where/Which [is] [the] way to [the] right exile, oh Manu?’

These few instances suggest the following word order: “Wh” word + Verb or
a zero copula + Subject. If we are again to allow for problematic instances
such as “Heire awaya” ‘Where is she bound to?’ (Campbell 1816: 254) or
Hele ‘auhea ‘Goes where?’, any such regularity would seem lost and raises the
question of whether Campbell projected VSO of Polynesian languages onto
“Wh”-questions.

Beyond zero-marked clause embeddings, MPP did not ordinarily produce
complex constructions; but Pidgin speakers easily made up for this structural
deficiency by sequential linking or parataxis, that is by coordinating two phrases
or sentences to express a close semantic relationship such as a sequence of
action, a reason, a comparison, a condition or time, and a clarification:
� a sequence of action:

Haramai, (haramai,) haere (i) uta ā patu(patu) ake. in (1)
‘Welcome, (welcome,) go ashore, and be-(repeatedly-)struck/killed immediately’.
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� causation:

Hapa‘a kikino nui . . . nui, nui kaikai kanaka! in (40)
‘[The] Hapa‘a [are] miserable very, [because] very many [of them] eat people’.

� comparison, contrast, and exception by juxtaposition (conjoined compara-
tive):

Nuinui taŋata, nuinui fare, itiiti ika, itiiti poteito. in (14)
‘[There are] very-many men [and] very-many houses, [but] very-few fish [and] very-few
potatoes’.

� condition or time:

Itiiti workiworki, itiiti kaikai. in (18)
‘[If/When] very-little work, [then] very-little food’.

� a reason or clarification:

‘Ā, ka haole sabe/sawe li‘ili‘i, inei ‘ava tı̄ maita‘i in (40)
‘Ah, the white man knows little; [for] here [is] ti-root liquor [that-is-]good!’

Most examples of sequential linking evidently expressed causative relation-
ships, as documented primarily by John Savage in (14) in 4.9 and Melville in
(35) and (40) in 6.5. However, several instances conveyed simple sequences of
action without clear causative implications; many others suggest comparative,
contrastive-exceptional, and conditional or temporal relations. Significantly,
the first occurrences of sequential linking appeared already during Cook’s first
and second voyages to the Pacific in the late 1760s and early 1770s (see (1),
(4), and (5) in 4.2 and 4.4); but the crowning instance remains a case of double,
comparative-conditional sequential linking in the recent example of (45) in
6.12:

Lāna‘i maika‘i, Lahaina ‘a‘ole maika‘i. Hele maō, mahope pilikia.
‘Lāna‘i [is] good, Lahaina [is] not good. Go there, later trouble’./‘Lāna‘i [is] better than
Lahaina. If [we] go [any] farther, then [there will be] trouble’. (see Roberts 1995a: 32)

Among cases of sequential linking, comparisons by juxtaposition or so-called
conjoined comparatives enjoy a special position in that, as Albert J. Schütz
(personal communication, 20 August 2012) has reminded me, they reflect
grammatical characteristics of many languages of the South Pacific, including
Māori and Samoan (Stassen 2005).

There remain only a few, single instances interpretable as true subordinate
constructions: Nicholas’ last example, Mi tiketike/kitekite . . . taŋata tāhae ‘I
saw [that] . . . [the] man steals’ in (18) in 5.3 and Slade’s fifth example, Keoki
Malina ‘ōlelo iū mālama na po‘e molulo ‘George Marin says [that] you keep
some hog for people’ in (27) in 5.11. Nicholas presented his attestations with
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greater English influences than was apparently warranted (see the discussion
following (18) in 5.3). Moreover, Slade’s syntactic data prove inconsistent with
other major contemporaneous attestations of the Pidgin (see the discussion
following (27) in 5.11). Neither set of examples would then count as part of a
representative data set for MPP, a fact that raises further questions about the
accuracy of either source. If true grammatical subordination occurred in the
Pidgin, it did so most sparingly.

Ultimately, the historical documentation for MPP does not yield any gener-
alizations about longer, cohesive discourse. This limitation does not reflect on
the structure of the Pidgin per se, but rather is an indication of the fragmen-
tary nature of the Pidgin’s recordings, which do not include any continuous,
extended texts.

7.3 Linguistic variation

The preceding discussion has already left various hints for linguistic variation,
whose extent and nature remains a major concern for any description and
analysis of MPP – to the degree that we can determine it from the available
historical documentation. Were we to follow the macrolinguistic perspective
of Johann Reinhold Forster (1996 [1778]: 249), official naturalist on Cook’s
second voyage to the Pacific, “Tahitian” or MPP exhibited little variation; but
his son George already recognized that Māori spoke a more guttural variety
with a greater harshness, whence they had some difficulty in understanding
the European newcomers speaking “Tahitian” (Forster 2000 [1777]: 88, 120,
176). Initial reviews of historical attestations would also suggest but a limited
range of linguistic variations in MPP; yet a closer examination reveals bits
and pieces that actually reflect a broader range at work. Repeated reports of
Pacific Islanders adjusting their speech to that of Europeans and even adopting
their mistakes (Burney n.d. [1779]: 102; Cook 1784: II 250) indeed indicate a
latitude for grammatical variation beyond expectation.

At a phonological level, many variations in MPP simply reflected the lin-
guistic differences of the speakers’ first languages, as was especially the case
for words of Polynesian origin:
� t � k: matapō � makapō ‘blind’; mate � make ‘dead, to die, to kill’; matau

� makau ‘fishhook’; maita‘i � maika‘i ‘good’; ‘aitola � ‘aikola ‘indeed’;
lite � likelike ‘like (comparative), just as’; taŋata � tanata � kanaka
‘person, people, native person, native people’; motu � moku ‘ship’; tapa �
kapa ‘tapa’; and talo � kalo ‘taro’

� k � ‘: kino � ‘ino ‘bad, immoral’; kaikai � ‘ai ‘to eat, food’; puaka �
pua‘a ‘pig, hog’; and koe � ‘oe ‘you’

� f � h: fare � hale ‘house’
� n � ŋ: taŋata � tanata ‘person, people, native person, native people’
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� l � r: ali‘i � ari‘i ‘chief’; aloha � ‘arofa greeting; and fare � hale ‘house’
� v � w: vau � wau ‘I’; possibly vitiviti � witiwiti ‘quick, quickly, fast’; and

vai � wai ‘water’ (see Drechsel 2014).
William H. Wilson (personal communication, 29 April 2012) considers the
common occurrence of t in the MPP variety of the Hawaiian Islands (as
in maita‘i ‘good’ and mate ‘dead, killed, sick, ill; sickness, illness; to kill,
to die, to beat’) or even in Polynesian words in subsequent Hawai‘i Creole
English (as in tapa and ti leaf) as a linguistic reflection of the early influence
of the Tahitian language. Other alterations such as the voiced counterparts of
voiceless bilabial and alveodental stops and the occasional appearance of the
alveodental fricative s indicated a distinctive if minimal influence of European
borrowings. Speakers of Polynesian languages still pronounced any “intrusive”
consonants as their closest counterparts of /p/, /t/, and /k/ respectively, and
regularly inserted epenthetic vowels to break up consonant clusters, unless
they had earlier learned the phonological distinctions of a European language.
Conversely, Europeans and other foreigners expectedly exhibited a “coloring”
from their own languages in their articulations of MPP.

Historical documents give incidental indications for other phonological and
morphophonological variations. Phonologically most interesting is the velar
nasal ŋ in five words, some with alveodental variants, which Anderson and
Burney recorded on Kaua‘i, Hawaiian Islands, on Cook’s third voyage to the
Pacific in the late 1770s and which strongly suggest a Māori provenance for
these words rather than a Hawaiian-derived vocabulary (see (8) in 4.5). For
1812 to 1814, David Porter then again treated Pidgin verbs and nouns fol-
lowing English grammar by adding English “s”-endings for the third-person
singular present-tense verbal and plural nominal inflections in “Opotee, ti ties,
peepees, &c.” ‘Porter presents beads, &c.’, reconstituted above as Opoti taitai
pipi ‘Porter carries beads’ instead of Opoti taitais pipis (see (16) in 5.2).
Porter’s “s”-endings appear to be singular cases of English hypercorrections,
possibly inspired by the structural parallels in the word order of MPP and
English and excluded from the reconstitution in (16). In 1828, the Italian-born
French naturalist-surgeon Botta already confirmed the stops k and t, the bilabi-
als p and f as well as v and w, and the liquids l and r as variable sounds, and
also noticed variable articulations for h (Botta 1831: 140–141; Botta in Knowl-
ton 1984: 30). Phonologically most interesting remains Herman Melville’s
r-coloring of low central vowels in Polynesian words where there was none
in the speech by Pacific Islanders, as is evident in “arva” for ‘ava ‘kava’,
“Arware” for ‘Auhea ‘where’, “Happar” for Hapa‘a ‘Hapa‘a people’, “mor-
tarkee” for motaki ‘good’, and “puarkee” for puaka ‘pig’ among numerous
other instances, in fact in almost all of his examples (see (33) through (40)
except (38) in 6.5). Such r-coloring apparently characterized the MPP speech
of those who spoke English as their first language. It even applied to speakers
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of non-rhotic English dialects originating either from New York or New Eng-
land (as Melville did), and probably extended to speakers of r-less dialects
in England (such as James Burney, first lieutenant on Cook’s third voyage to
the Pacific, and the whaler Robert Jarman; see (8) and (28) in 4.5 and 5.12).
These English speakers apparently perceived words with a low central vowel
or even diphthongs beginning with a low central vowel as equivalent to a low
central vowel plus an “r,” as observed in hypercorrections by modern speakers
of non-rhotic English dialects with their characteristic broad Boston-like “a”
(see Labov 1972b).

Lexically, MPP likewise exhibited some variations, as is already evident from
multiple historical instances of lexical variation and replacement:
� five words of evidently Māori origin in (8), as indicated by their distinctive

velar nasal in the transcriptions by Anderson and Burney on Kaua‘i, Hawaiian
Islands, in 1778 (see 4.5)

� Spanish-derived anda ‘go[es]’, kapitan ‘captain’, padre ‘priest’, and vete
‘away, free’, plus Tahitian-derived teni noni/tini noni ‘small chief’ as an
apparent synonym of kapitan in (9) and (10), as documented as part of the
Nootka Sound Controversy in Mexico in 1789 and 1790 (see 4.6)

� a description of great semantic elasticity for the lexicon, including consider-
able variations in the interpretation of words in terms of both their meanings
and grammatical functions, as offered by Porter (1822: II.45–46) for the
Marquesas between 1812 and 1814 (see 5.2)

� a Māori-colored variety as recorded by the British military surgeon Savage
of Moehanga in 1805 (see (14) in 4.9) and by Nicholas in 1814 and 1815
(see (17) and (18) in 5.3)

� the attestation of Spanish-derived milemile � milamila (< Spanish mirar
‘to see, to look at’) and Portuguese-derived pikinini ‘child, small’ (< Por-
tuguese pequenino ‘child’) by Adelbert von Chamisso in (19), with pikinini
repeatedly confirmed in various other sources of the period (see 5.4)

� a Marquesan- or Māori-derived variety of koti ‘to cut’ in place of its Tahitian
counterpart ‘oti in (25), as recorded by Jules S. C. Dumont d’Urville in Tahiti
in the mid-1820s (see 5.8)

� examples by the American seaman-clerk John Slade with a few words of
East Uvean origin such as ‘aliki ‘chief’, ‘alofa ‘greeting’, and koe ‘you’ and
the single English loan iū ‘you’ in (27), when sailing to ‘Uvea Island and
Fiji in 1830 (see 5.11)

� a mixed jargon of Marquesan, Spanish, and English on Hiva ‘Oa, Marquesas,
in 1838, as reported by the French explorer Dumont d’Urville (1841–1846:
III.225; see 6.3)

� an apparently Hawaiianized vocabulary of MPP in Melville’s semi-
autobiographical novels of the Pacific Typee and Omoo, depicting the life of
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a beachcomber on Nuku Hiva (Marquesas) and the Society Islands respec-
tively and suggesting that he learned the Pidgin on board from a Hawaiian or
a crew member speaking Pidgin Hawaiian or possibly even on the Hawaiian
Islands after his visit to the South Pacific (see (32) through (40) in 6.5)

� the concurrent use of the synonyms maita‘i ‘good’ (< Eastern Polynesian)
and motaki ‘good’ (< Marquesan) in (41), as documented by Max Radiguet
for the Marquesas Islands from 1842 to 1845 (see 6.6).

A comprehensive account of MPP would unquestionably demonstrate addi-
tional instances of regular lexical variation and replacement.

A better assessment of MPP’s lexical variations emerges from a listing of
synonyms: mahope � muli ‘afterwards’, future marker; kariri � ‘iriā ‘angry’;
aku � vete ‘away’; ‘ino � (ka)kino � hewa ‘bad’; pipi � poe ‘bead’; ali‘i
te motu (?) � kapitan ‘captain’; ari‘i � ali‘i � ‘aliki � haka‘iki � pēhi �
raŋatira ‘chief’; haere mai � pi mai � pi‘i mai ‘to come’; ‘ai �
kaikai � kaukau ‘to eat’; kaua � mokomoko ‘fight, war’; ika � pihi ‘fish’;
‘ai � kaikai � kaukau � mā‘a ‘food’; na � nō ‘for’; Pranse � Ferani
� Wiwi ‘French people’; anda � haere � hele ‘to go’; maita‘i � maika‘i
� motaki � (ka)pai � pai ana ‘good’; ‘oia � ‘oia ala ‘he, she, it’; inei �
mai ‘here’; fare � hale ‘house’; mi � vau � wau ‘I’; ‘aitola/‘aikola � nō
‘indeed’; ‘ite � sabe/sawe ‘to know’; lite � likelike � like pū ‘like (compar-
ative), just as’; ‘aima � ‘aina � ‘aipa � ‘aita � ‘a‘ole � no ‘no’; ‘aima �
‘aina � ‘aipa � ‘aita � ‘a‘ole � emo/‘emo (?) � kāore ‘not’; ‘aita maita‘i �
‘a‘ole maita‘i � ‘a‘ole maika‘i � ‘a‘ole motaki ‘not good’; momi � poe
‘pearl’; po‘e � ta‘ata � tanata � kanaka ‘people’; manu � mea � taŋata
‘person’; molulo � pua‘a � puaka ‘pig, hog’; padre � tahuna ‘priest’;
‘ōlelo � naminami/namunamu ‘to say, to speak’; ‘ite � kitekite/tiketike �
milamila � milemile � nānā ‘to see’; kaipuke � motu � moku � pahı̄
‘ship’; moe(moe) � waiwai (?) ‘to sleep’; (i)ti � li‘ili‘i � pikini ‘small’;
haole � taŋata kē ‘stranger, foreigner’; koko � kūmara ‘sweet potato’;
lawe � pi mai � pi‘i mai ‘to take’; moheu � taŋata tāhae ‘thief’; loa �
nui � nuinui ‘very’; ‘auhea � ma hea ‘where’; haole � pākehā ‘white man’;
hanahana � workiworki ‘to work’; and iū � ‘oe � koe ‘you’ (see Drechsel
2014).

These synonymous alternations apply primarily (if not exclusively) to widely
used key vocabulary and reflect unmarked–marked distinctions, as illustrated
most clearly by such basic forms as ‘ino ‘bad’, ari‘i � ali‘i � ‘aliki ‘chief’,
pi mai � pi‘i mai ‘to come, to take’, kaikai ‘to eat; food’, haere ‘to go’,
maita‘i ‘good’, pua‘a � puaka ‘pig, hog’, motu � noku ‘ship’, nui ‘big,
much, many, very’, hanahana ‘to work’, ‘oe � koe ‘you’ and their socio-
linguistically or culturally marked variants. If unmarked maita‘i ‘good’
(< Eastern Polynesian) was the area-wide modifier to express positive qual-
ities, the use of motaki ‘good’ (< Marquesan) marked Marquesan identity
with a limited distribution and a clearly indexical function, as evident most
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clearly from Radiguet’s concurrent attestation of both modifiers next to each
other in (41). Counter to expectations, several European synonyms, other than
the rather dubious instance of iū ‘you’ by Slade in (27), were not recent
historical attestations. This finding excludes these samples from any consid-
eration of MPP’s recent relexification from European languages. Such syn-
onymous lexical variation in the Pidgin was therefore perfectly within accept-
able limits, for its speakers regularly drew on their own languages as primary
resources such that a speaker of Tahitian used a variety with a more dis-
tinct Tahitian lexicon than a Māori, Marquesan, or Hawaiian would, and vice
versa.

On the other hand, the historical record occasionally reveals the reverse phe-
nomenon of similar forms with otherwise different etymologies, although by
all indications they occurred less often. According to Chamisso (1856a [1835]:
228), his Micronesian travel companion Kadu, a resident of Ratak in the Mar-
shall Islands and originally a native of Woleai Atoll in the Western Carolines,
reportedly said “Emo Bigar!” ‘Kein Bigar!’, reconstitutable as Emo Bikar or
‘Emo Bikar! ‘Not/Absent Bikar [name of one of the Marshall Islands]’. In
this case, emo could derive from the Marshallese negative marker meaning
‘forbidden’, and possibly from the Hawaiian word for ‘waiting, delay; to wait,
to delay’ (see (20) in 5.4). Irrespective of what interpretation the speakers
and the audience chose, they would still have arrived at similar, convergent
interpretations of Kadu’s message.

Syntactically, MPP exhibited sentence patterns occasionally at variance or out-
right incompatible with what evidently was its predominant SVO word order.
In 1789, the Spanish captain Martı́nez thus quoted the Tahitian Matatore as
having uttered one sentence in (9) with the SOV word order, an obvious excep-
tion in need of some explanation (see 4.6). This variation is, perhaps, best
understood in terms of interference from Latin, which served as a model to the
Franciscan custodians of Matatore in their studies of Native American and other
exotic languages and which they apparently applied in recording Matatore’s
samples. In contrast, Lisiansky, commander of the Neva on the Krusenstern
expedition from 1803 through 1806, documented, for the Hawaiian Islands,
not only a characteristic sample with SVO order in (13), but also several
instances without much of an obvious word order in (12), which may simply
reflect the first stages of second-language learning. For 1809 to 1810, Campbell
reported constructions most of which exhibited a variable word order with a
clear preference for verb-initial constructions at large or a VSO pattern fol-
lowing, in particular, the grammars of Polynesian languages, but also revealed
indications for apparently fossilized versions of a singular article and aspect
marker (see (15) in 5.1). However, there remain serious doubts about Camp-
bell’s “Dialogues” as a representative historical document of MPP; rather, they
reflect data by a former MPP speaker who had hypercorrected his data toward
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Hawaiian in a second-language learning process of vernacular Hawaiian as
judged by the complexity of some of his constructions (including subordina-
tion) rather than standards of Pidgin Hawaiian. For 1814 and 1815, Nicholas
reported an instance of MPP with the adverb occurring between the subject
and verb, that is “Mr. Nicholas nuee nuee henerecka” for Mr. Nicholas nuinui
haŋareka ‘Mr. Nicholas fools/jokes very much’. In that example, nuinui appar-
ently functioned as an intrusive adverb similarly to English adverbs, and perhaps
reflects either interference from Nicholas’ first language or the influence from
English at large as indicated by other English loans (see (18) in 5.3).

Similarly to Campbell, Boelen, captain of a Dutch maritime and commer-
cial exploration of the eastern Pacific, reported in 1828 multiple examples of
MPP with a distinctly verb-initial pattern, including three instances with a word
order of VSO characteristic of Polynesian vernaculars (see (26) in 5.9). In 1830,
the American seaman-clerk Slade likewise documented a set of MPP expres-
sions most of which followed the verb-initial pattern of Polynesian languages.
Only a few of his sentences exhibit a word order of subject-verb, displaying
the grammatical standards of either MPP or English (see (27) in 5.11). Like
Campbell’s highly questionable attestations, Slade’s recordings are not beyond
doubt; but Boelen’s contemporary documents of the Pidgin do not reveal any
unusual inconsistencies in their linguistic recordings. Were we still to accept
Campbell’s and Slade’s records based on Boelen’s, they do not permit an expla-
nation in terms of a pre-pidgin jargon, considering that the Pidgin already had a
history of some sixty years or so and of half a century in the Hawaiian Islands.
These sociolinguistic circumstances permit only one reasonable explanation:
Campbell, Boelen, and Slade recorded some speakers of Hawaiian at an early
stage of learning MPP or perhaps a foreigner who had already acquired a bet-
ter understanding of Hawaiian than Pidgin speakers (such as a missionary).
Either type of speaker would have hypercorrected the Pidgin grammar to the
standards of the vernacular. Such comparatively recent word-order variations
therefore indicate second-language interference that occurred several decades
after pidginization; they were historically irrelevant to the development of MPP
in that it did not depend on their continued occurrence. In short, Cambell’s,
Boelen’s, and Slade’s data instead describe the reversal of pidginization,
namely, depidginization. Ignoring the attestations by Campbell, Boelen, and
Slade as part of MPP per se, a long-term, regional analysis, then, presents MPP
as a fairly stable Polynesian-based pidgin.

This assessment agrees with the earlier and latest suggestions by Roberts
(1995a, 1995b, 2013) of a rather stable Hawaiian Pidgin, but fundamentally
disagrees with her recent arguments for a highly variable Hawaiian Jargon
until the 1890s (Roberts 2003: 307–309; 2005: 51–128). In particular, Roberts
(2005: 112) reports a greater range in word-order variation between SVO
and VSO and in the occurrence of particular grammatical particles. Neither
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grammatical feature, however, constitutes a safe and sound argument for MPP
at large. Whereas we can simply associate much of the later documented VSO
word order variant with depidginization, attestations of variations in individual
particles neither appear sufficiently rich to reveal long-term developments or
trends for the entire century or longer, nor even constitute convincing primary
evidence for systemic variation. At this time, it is not even evident that Pid-
gin speakers recognized most of these particles as grammatically significant.
However, much of the discussion on variation in Pidgin Hawaiian has remained
short of historical depth. Significantly, Roberts has not acknowledged the ser-
vice by Hawaiian or other Polynesian sailors on European or American ships
since the late eighteenth century beyond an incidental reference to the maritime
fur trade; nor does she recognize any South Pacific origins of Pidgin Hawaiian,
as I have argued here. Much less does she explain her changes in interpretation
from a rather stable pidgin to a highly variable jargon and back.

7.4 Maritime Polynesian Pidgin and Pidgin English

The subject of linguistic variation in MPP inadvertently raises the question of
competing Pidgin English or English, its emergence in the Pacific, and its impact
on MPP. When and how did MPP come under the influence of the English
language, whether in reduced or standard form? In disagreement with her
own negative findings about Pidgin English (see Roberts 1995a: 46), Roberts
has recently accepted evidence for Pidgin English or, rather, Jargon English.
She believes that Hawaiian Jargon reflected but a small number of horizontal
interactions among non-native speakers before 1876, while Hawaiian or English
was the primary medium between Hawaiians and Europeans or Americans in
vertical relationships (Roberts 2005: 107).

Roberts’ model, however, does not hold up at closer inspection, in light of
the historical evidence. The distinction between horizontal and vertical interac-
tions raises serious doubts about its applicability to the sociolinguistics of the
Hawaiian Islands in any simplistic or reduced form through much of the nine-
teenth century, for the simple reason that diverse engagements over the decades
rendered native–newcomer relationships sociologically more complex in the
colonial Hawaiian Islands (see Thomas 2010) than reducible to horizontal and
vertical interactions. Surprisingly, Roberts did not even take into consideration
questions of stereotypical renditions, Europhone–Europhile hypercorrections,
or early observers’ poetic license such as the use of Pidgin English as a literary
medium. Had she done so, Pidgin English would lose some of its historical
significance in favor of Pidgin Hawaiian or MPP. Analogous arguments can be
made for other parts of the eastern Pacific.

On Cook’s first visit to the Pacific, Parkinson (1773: 182, fn.) reported “great
progress in the English tongue” by his two on-board Tahitian companions,
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Tupai‘a and especially his adolescent servant, Taiata, who on his deathbed
spoke MPP to the exclusion of English (see (2) in 4.2). On his second voyage
to the Pacific, Cook reported an example of MPP that apparently included
one instance of the negative “no,” which is probably a short form of Pidgin
‘ino ‘bad’ (see (4) in 4.4). If a Tahitian passenger by the name of Purea gave
any indication, he made first attempts at learning English in an extraordinary
instance; yet his success remained limited (Forster 2000 [1777]: 204), just as
Ahutoru on Louis-Antoine de Bougainville’s voyage had reportedly failed to
learn French earlier. Evidently, there was no real need or pressure for Pacific
Islanders to learn the newcomers’ languages, whether in reduced or standard
form. Indeed, the American sailor and fur trader Joseph Ingraham (1971 [1791]:
66–67) reported that in speaking Pidgin English, the Hawaiian servant-sailor
Opai was not intelligible to his own people or to Marquesans in the early 1790s.
The English beachcomber Edward Robarts (1974: 124) similarly reported little
use of English on the Marquesas at the end of the eighteenth century. The
Russian explorer Adam Johann von Krusenstern (1813: I.195) confirmed much
the same for the Hawaiian Islands a few years later.

On the other hand, Lisiansky (1814: 98, 128), captain of the accompanying
vessel Neva, believed English to be growing in the Hawaiian Islands day by
day – only to fail to substantiate his claim in any fashion. Some subordinate
constructions by Campbell are reminiscent of corresponding English construc-
tions, evoking secondary superstrate influences between 1806 and 1812, when
in fact English had not yet become established in the Hawaiian Islands; but
Campbell’s data have never remained beyond doubt for their accuracy. Another
contemporary, the Irish fur trader Ross Cox (1957 [1831]: 30, 45, 198), sim-
ilarly included suggestions of the use of “broken English” on board ships, in
the Hawaiian Islands, or elsewhere in the Pacific; however, he lent no linguistic
support except a brief utterance by Hawaiians in the Columbia River drainage in
northwestern North America: “Missi Keit [Mister Keith], we kill every man you
bid us” (Cox 1957 [1831]: 198). This example exhibited what apparently was
a partially Hawaiianized appellation with the characteristic consonant-vowel
pattern of Polynesian languages, which then switched to a fairly complex and
standard construction with grammatical subordination in the form of a relative
clause in English. The switch suggests a translation of the main part from MPP
or possibly Hawaiian rather than an actual historical recording. On another
occasion, Cox (1957 [1831]: 247) indeed thought even English to lose to “Bad
French and worse Indian [i.e. Chinook Jargon],” although that observation
applied to the Columbia River in northwestern North America area rather than
to the Pacific Islands. Yet one of the most perceptive observers of the period
was unquestionably the linguist Chamisso, whose summary observation on
English in the Hawaiian Islands later in the second decade of the nineteenth
century deserves repeating in full: “Many O-Waihians [Hawaiians] understand
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some English, but none of them is a competent master of the language, not even
those who have served on American ships, as very many have done” (Chamisso
1986: 313). The lack of information on the use of English as a lingua franca in
the Pacific of the early nineteenth century appears by itself to be indicative of
its minimal use.

Whereas originally MPP in New Zealand also drew predominantly on indige-
nous resources (as evident from the first reliable attestations by the Māori chief
Moehanga on a voyage to England in 1805; see (14) in 4.9), it already exhib-
ited some early signs of the linguistic changes to come. Nicholas’ attestations
of some ten years later incorporated the negative no, a first personal pronoun
mi ‘I’, loanwords for ‘pork’ and ‘work’, and perhaps even the intrusion of
the adverb nuinui ‘very much’ between the subject and the verb from English,
suggesting early instances of English relexification (see (18) in 5.3). The author
also had his characters often speak in Pidgin English supplemented by single
words of Māori or possibly other Polynesian languages or by short phrases of
Pidgin Māori (see Nicholas 1817: I.46, 64, 85, 88, 91, 107, 145, 166, 243, 274,
281, 287, 421–424; II.17, 33, 38, 40, 52, 104, 107, 116, 171, 172, 173, 222).
Moreover, Nicholas reported the use of Pidgin English or English by some
Māori chiefs and, in one instance, the wife of a Māori chief by the name of
Mrs. Goshore (Nicholas 1817: I.11, 12, 25, 136–137, 149, 210, 263; II.198).
Then again, examples of extended indirect speech (see, e.g., Nicholas 1817:
I.65; II.87) suggest that these and perhaps other examples of Pidgin English
similarly are no more than translations of Pidgin Māori or vernacular Māori.
In his ignorance of the Māori language, Nicholas (1817: I.56, 82, 119, 142,
263, 369; II.4, 6, 42, 189) still depended on explanations by interpreters such
as Savage’s very own companion Moehanga. Any reverse prevalence of Pidgin
English over Pidgin Māori would not bear out well with a characteristic list of
passengers with four-fifths consisting of Māori and other Pacific Islanders such
as Tahitians and with only one-fifth consisting of Europeans (Nicholas 1817:
I.371–373).

What lends even stronger support to an interpretation favoring MPP over
Pidgin English is the fact that, although the first is often difficult to sort out from
the latter in short quotations, Clark (1990: 103) has found Pidgin Māori “rarely
[to] extend beyond three or four words at a time.” In contrast, quotes in Pidgin
English could reach the length of entire paragraphs (Clark 1990: 104). In reality,
we would expect the very reverse relationship to apply to the historical record of
any Māori speakers absorbing (Pidgin) English into their “foreigner talk”: MPP
would have occurred in longer constructions, and Pidgin English or English
would have predominated in shorter utterances. Obviously, Nicholas could not
expect his European audience to recognize Pākehā Māori beyond single words
or short phrases, even if supplemented with translations; his readers would have
taken any extended quotes in another language, whether or not enriched with
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translations, as a major imposition. Inevitably, this sociolinguistic situation
then favored a translation of longer Māori or Pidgin Māori texts into Pidgin
English as the next best thing. While presumably still conveying some of the
local flavor, any such translation can therefore hardly stand as an unblemished
historical record.

This interpretation receives support from Nicholas’ contemporary, Richard
A. Cruise in his Journal of a Ten Months’ Residence in New Zealand of
1819, although his focus increasingly switches from Pidgin English to English.
Cruise (1824: 70, 84–85, 165) cited a few short samples of Pidgin English like
Nicholas; he then had Māori use a highly formal, standard English, as would
have been characteristic only of somebody with a secondary or college educa-
tion in England (Cruise 1824: 8–11, 13, 15–16, 20, 34, 37, 116, 121, 152, 154,
158, 178, 182, 187, 203, 222, 226, 236, 248, 249, 257, 258, 261, 264, 265).
In particular, a Māori by the name of Tetoro reportedly said: “when the ship
arrived, the canoes would crowd around her, but . . . if the natives saw sentinels
with arms at the gangways they would immediately go away” (Cruise 1824:
10–11). Elsewhere, Cruise (1824: 9, 34–35, 36, 50, 51, 67, 132, 160) explicitly
recognized that Tetoro, like most other Māori, evidently did not know much, if
any, English and that only a few Māori on board of ships learned to speak more
or less fluent English. In another instance, Cruise (1824: 258) cited a Māori chief
by the name of George, allegedly speaking “broken English,” again in stan-
dard English, and thus suggested another instance of discrepancy between the
description of Māori competence in English and linguistic reality. Most English
quotes of Māori by Cruise thus cannot qualify as accurate historical attestations
of what they spoke; rather, we must take these quotes as English translations of
Pidgin English, Pidgin Māori, or even vernacular Māori. Thus, the full extent
of English influences in Pidgin Māori remains elusive and in doubt.

This finding is consistent with Cruise’s observation that Christian mission-
aries had a minimal impact on the Māori even after a residence of six years
among them and that the English visitors depended on native interpreters in their
interactions with the native population (Cruise 1824: 55, 71, 78, 161). Some
five years later in 1824, two representatives of the London Missionary Soci-
ety, Daniel Tyerman and George Bennet (1832: II.249–251), confirmed their
continued use of Pidgin Māori in New Zealand with a single borrowing from
English: Niu Tı̄rani (< English “New Zealand”) in the compound Taŋata
Niu Tı̄rani ‘New Zealander, Māori’ (see (23) in 5.6), which John Savage,
however, had already attested for 1805 (see (14) in 4.9). Bennet’s concurrent
questions in English are obvious translations from MPP. It was inopportune
for the English visitors, concerned about avoiding any provocations, to speak
English in contact with Māori, who retained the upper hand or who might
even constitute an imminent danger to the missionaries’ safety. Tyerman and
Bennet (1832: I.11–12, 61; II.46) indeed reported but a few Pacific Islanders to
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have spoken some English; they included a Tahitian sailor, another old Tahitian
man, and Kaumuali‘i, paramount chief of Kaua‘i, Hawaiian Islands. In contrast,
Tyerman and Bennet (1832: I.30) curiously thought Pacific Islanders capable
of learning languages of South American Indians more easily and better than
European languages (including English), but did not offer any explanation for
the Islanders’ contacts with the South American continent, much less their
linguistic preference for these languages.

If the French explorer Dumont d’Urville (1830–1833: II.97, 146, 242) men-
tioned a mixture of Māori and English for New Zealand in 1827, such a claim
receives no confirmation in his own linguistic evidence for MPP (see (24) in
5.7) or other observations. Dumont d’Urville (1830–1833: I.99, II.200, fn.) only
identified two Māori expatriates: on the one hand, Moehanga, who had devel-
oped a special emotional relationship to England on his visit to that country
and who reportedly spoke English in contact with foreigners, and on the other,
a young disenfranchised Māori, who had grown up in an English-speaking
colony outside of New Zealand. Dumont d’Urville’s observations should prove
reliable, as they were made by a Frenchman without some of the Anglophile
biases of his English-speaking contemporaries; however, his remarks do not
apply to the entire community of Pidgin Māori speakers, who did not share the
same experiences as Moehanga or the displaced Māori of Sidney.

The Dutch merchant captain Boelen reported “verstaandbaar Engelsch”
(Boelen 1835–1836: III.35, 84, 108) or “intelligible” or “passable English” by
two Hawaiians (Boelen 1988: 18, 53, 65) in the Hawaiian Islands in 1828. The
same year, the perceptive Botta observed that Pidgin Hawaiian daily absorbed
English words, “which the islanders deform so as to render them almost beyond
recognition” (Botta in Knowlton 1984: 30). Unlike some earlier observers and
contemporaries, Botta did not think this linguistic phenomenon to be due to
any articulatory difficulties by Hawaiians, for most of those who learned to
speak English apparently did so with little difficulty (Botta in Knowlton 1984:
30). That English still underwent restructuring “almost beyond recognition”
indicates that it played a secondary or even tertiary role in the interactions
between Pacific Islanders and foreigners. By all available measures, incidental
references to English suggest occasional, still limited use; they give no indi-
cation that a Pidgin English had developed already. If it had, it was not yet
functioning as the primary or established lingua franca of the Pacific.

On a trading venture to ‘Uvea Island and Fiji in 1830, the American seaman-
clerk Slade (1844: 37–39, 42–44) used a variety of MPP in interactions with
his crew with an apparent borrowing from English: iū ‘you’ (< English “you”;
see (27) in 5.11). Slade did not offer any explanation for the linguistic variation
in his data; but the translations of a few MPP samples in Pidgin English rather
than English suggest as one source “a black man” who served as an interpreter
and orator and whom the author cited as speaking Pidgin English (Slade 1844:
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59, 76–77). These instances, then, illustrate a particular historical context for
the association of MPP with Pidgin English – specifically speakers of Pidgin
English who were also competent in non-European contact media and who
likely used one as a resource for the other. However, Slade’s examples also
illustrate how Pidgin English came to serve as a potential paradigm for the
translation of MPP by mere association with the latter.

In 1832, Jarman (1838: 134, 163, 181, 242) offered what apparently was an
English translation of native speech in either vernacular or reduced Tongan,
and also recognized Pidgin English on Rotuma, the source of which was sailors
and beachcombers. In contrast, the English whaler revealed no comparable
observations for English influences, whether real or imagined, in eastern Poly-
nesia at large or in MPP in particular. In 1835 and 1836, the literary sailor
Dana (1911 [1840]: 181–182) had an older Hawaiian, named Mr. Bingham
and said to have almost no knowledge of English, respond mostly in Pidgin
English in the San Diego region. Although Dana explicitly did not grant the
knowledge of any “broken” or pidginized English to Bingham, his quote has
frequently served as prime evidence of Pidgin English in the early nineteenth-
century Pacific to several creolists in a prime instance of cultural blinders (see,
e.g., Clark 1979: 29, Goodman 1985: 11, and Keesing 1988: 14). Significantly,
Dana’s samples of Pidgin English do not even match historical samples of later
Hawai‘i Pidgin and Creole English in any fashion, as already recognized by
Roberts (1998: 14). In other words, Dana’s attestations of Pidgin English dis-
agree with available historical data and would suggest a distinct Pidgin English
for Hawaiians in California. Such a proposition seems far-fetched in light of
Bingham’s Spanish-speaking sociolinguistic environment at a time when south-
ern California was still part of Alta California, a northern province of Mexico –
if anything, we should expect Bingham’s sample to have been linguistically
closer to Matatore’s some forty-five years earlier. Dana’s example from Mr.
Bingham therefore illustrates, perhaps more to the point than any previous
instance of translation, how the author employed Pidgin English to represent
speech in another language, in this case Hawaiian or possibly Pidgin Hawaiian.
In other words, Pidgin English was no more than a literary medium for Dana
to represent the Hawaiian’s speech in the closest possible English form and
thus cannot serve as an accurate historical rendition of what Bingham actually
said.

In 1838, the French explorer Dumont d’Urville (1841–1846: III.225)
reported a Marquesan sailor to have spoken a mixed Marquesan-Spanish-
English jargon with the French; yet he offered no supporting linguistic
documentation. For New Zealand in 1840 and 1841, the English pearl
trader Edward Lucett (1851: I.74, 75, 80, 85, 101, 103, 133) recog-
nized a “broken Maori” that embraced elements of “broken English,” and
included select English words and phrases: “dinner,” “supper,” “kyrak”
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[i.e. “Sky-larking” or indulging in hilarious or boisterous frolic], “makee carry,”
and “poys no goodee? Tam te poys’ proory eyes” [“Boys no good? Damn the
boys’ blurry eyes”]. If the speech of a M āori guide was representative for his
entire community, they “could make use of one or two English words, but did
not understand any sentence, and our intercourse was managed by signs, with a
word dropped now and then” (Lucett 1851: I.74); sporadically, English nouns
occurred in M āori constructions such as ( 31) in 6.4 above. For other occasions,
the English pearl trader described several incidents of M āori–English encoun-
ters in what obviously is an English translation rather than an actual rendition
in Pidgin M āori, Pidgin English, or a mixture of both (Lucett 1851: I.97, 101,
102, 111, 114–115, 134–135), a telling example of which is the following:

“Omai ti utn” (give me the payment) [Homai te/(i)ti utu ‘Give the/some payment’] was
eternally in their mouths. “Yes, I’ll give you payment,” said the owner of the canoe,
who was familiar with the language. “Here, give me some wood” (the natives were
discharging wood at the time from two large canoes) . . . (Lucett 1851: I.97–98)

If the owner of the canoe was familiar with the language, he would hardly
have said “Yes, I’ll give you payment” or “Here, give me some wood” in
response to Homai te/(i)ti utu; instead, the answer would have been one in
MPP, perhaps interspersed with occasional English vocabulary. For Tahiti or
other neighboring South Pacific islands of the early 1840s, Lucett similarly
cited an incident by “[o]ne of our divers who could talk a little English” and
who warned him in Pidgin English about an imminent attack by “Angatans”
or Easter Islanders (Lucett 1851: I.249–251). He also recognized Marquesan
Islanders who had sailed on whalers to speak “in perfectly intelligible English”
(Lucett 1851: II.195). Still, many of his Pidgin English incidents again raise the
question of translations because of multiple discrepancies with extralinguistic
historical information. Lucett relied regularly on native interpreters in contact
with Pacific Islanders (Lucett 1851: I.237, 250, 252, 255, 305; II.129), one of
whom apparently was a Hawaiian who understood no more than a few words of
English, although he had reportedly served on European or American whalers
since his childhood (Lucett 1851: I.325, 327).

A special case for the investigation of the influence of English in MPP con-
stitutes the semi-autobiographical novels Typee and Omoo by Melville (1968a
[1846], 1968b [1847]). Consistent with other ethnohistorical information, the
American beachcomber-novelist did not confirm many English influences in
MPP of the Marquesas in 1842. Influenced by his native English dialect of
northeastern North America, Melville, however, heard – and presumably used
in his own articulation of the Pidgin – r-coloring with the low central vowel and
possibly with diphthongs beginning with the low central vowel, as other Pidgin
speakers of similar linguistic backgrounds had done before him (see footnote
9 in Chapter 6). Barely more idiosyncratic would appear the writer’s incidental
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use of the plural “-s” ending as attested for “Wee-Wees” ‘French [people]’ or
Wiwi (< reduplicated French oui ‘yes’) and for “Peehee Lee Lees” ‘small fish’
(with the English plural “-s” marking the modifier rather than the preceding
noun) or pihi li‘ili‘i (see (32) and (33) in 6.5). That, in reverse, Melville failed
to interpret such constructions as a result of interference from his first language,
English, however, lends no more support to overall English influences in MPP
than the fact that he did not record any sentence-initial negative constructions
in accordance with Pidgin Hawaiian grammar.

Better evidence of English influence in MPP is the fairly regular use of
several loanwords from English, although still with a distinctive Polynesian
phonological-phonotactic structure, such as pihi ‘fish’, mikanele ‘mission-
ary’, and potato ‘potato’ (see (33), (35), (36), (38), and (40) in 6.5). Melville
may even have displayed incidental influence from English grammar in the
compound of pihi kanaka ‘fisherman’ (1968b [1847]: 214) with its order of
modifier and head, an apparent loan translation from English, and in a question
with an inverse copular order, which marked the predicate with syntactic promi-
nence and possibly even focus in an obvious expression of surprise by Melville
(see (38) above). In this case, indirect superstrate influences from English in
the American novelist’s MPP raise the problem of inadvertent convergence
with Polynesian grammatical patterns, whether directly or indirectly by way of
Pidgin English.

Whereas most Pacific Islanders still appear as speaking MPP in Melville’s
first semi-autobiographical novel Typee, the novelist had only a few native
characters speak in Pidgin English: Manu, a neutral intermediary and inter-
preter protected in his interactions with foreigners and known as a “tabooed
kanaka” (1968a [1846]: 74, 139, 140, 241), and another “tabooed kanaka” by
the name of “Karakoee” or Kealakaʻi (?), who had originally come from O‘ahu
(Hawaiian Islands) and who together with Manu would eventually help the
novelist escape from his Taipi captors (1968a [1846]: 249). In his sequel novel
Omoo, Melville (1968b [1847]) has Society Islanders of a year later speak
predominantly in Pidgin English – for no obvious linguistic or sociohistorical
reason. While Melville’s attestations of MPP turn out to be unexpectedly accu-
rate, as long as one keeps in mind the peculiarities of his English transcriptions
(Drechsel 2007a and 6.5 above), his sudden, major change in register to Pidgin
English raises fundamental questions as to its historical accuracy in these two
novels, especially Omoo: Are his written recordings of Pidgin English histor-
ically representative of any substantial speech community in the Pacific in the
mid-nineteenth century? How do these attestations of Pidgin English relate to
records of MPP linguistically, socially, or historically? How should readers
of these novels, who desire a historically more accurate picture of the place
and period, interpret most renditions of Pidgin English by indigenous Pacific
Islanders?
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Similar sociolinguistic and political conditions of Tahiti and the Marque-
sas in the 1840s would in fact not warrant a second, European-based medium
and specifically Pidgin English. Except for English missionaries, who had
established themselves in the Society Islands, Europeans were only about to
consolidate their power over the native population, and the principal colonial
power to emerge in the area was France rather than Great Britain or the United
States (Newbury 1980; Howe 1984: 109–151). In other words, there existed
no major sociolinguistic gap between the Marquesas and Tahiti to warrant a
radical, rapid switch from MPP to Pidgin English. Indeed, Melville’s attesta-
tions of MPP cast doubts on the quality of his recordings in Pidgin English,
interspersed with occasional Tahitian and other Polynesian “borrowings.” Upon
closer inspection, his attestations of Pidgin English themselves prove suspect as
accurate documentation of how Pacific Islanders communicated with newcom-
ers in Tahiti at the time, and suggest little more than stereotypical renditions of
native speech.

Melville gave some linguistic clues of his own that Pidgin English of Tahiti
may not have been so English after all. The pronunciation of various English
words actually revealed a distinct Polynesian consonant–vowel alternation with
an added final vowel: “piratee” [pairəti], “olee” [oli], “Tootee” [tuti] (for Cook’s
name), “shippy” [šipi], “manee” [mani] (for ‘man’), “ready” [ridi] (for ‘to
read’), and “goody” [gudi]. Pacific Islanders who reportedly spoke Pidgin
English also extended a Polynesian articulation to obvious foreign names such
as “Beretanee” or Beretania/Pelekane ‘Britain’ and distinctive loans such as
“mickonaree” or mikanele ‘missionary’. Not only did this Pidgin English and
MPP share Polynesianized loans from other languages, such as kaukau ‘to
eat, food’, mikanele ‘missionary’, pihi ‘fish’, and Wiwi ‘French people’, but
they also had several Polynesian words in common: ‘ā ‘ah’, ‘aita maita‘i ‘not
good, bad’, aloha ‘farewell’, ‘ava ‘kava’, haere (mai) ‘to come’, hanahana ‘to
make’, kaikai ‘to eat’, kalo ‘taro’, kanaka ‘Pacific Islander’, maita‘i ‘good’,
moemoe ‘to sleep’, nui ‘very’, ‘oe ‘you’, paepae ‘pile of stones, platform’,
pi mai/pi‘i mai ‘to come’, puaka ‘pig, hog’, tapa ‘tapa’, tapu ‘forbidden’,
and wahine ‘woman’. These very linguistic features in fact appear to be a
direct measure of influence from MPP on Pidgin English to the extent that we
can determine the latter to be historically real in light of the hypercorrected,
stereotypical interpretations of Europhone–Europhile historical documentation
not usually met with in non-European instances (Drechsel 2007b: 55–58; see
also 3.3).

Ultimately, these parallels do not resolve any fundamental sociolinguistic
differences that remain between MPP and Pidgin English in two neighboring
archipelagos with two closely related linguistic traditions, with similar colo-
nial histories, and with only one year separating Melville’s two accounts. In
other words, the close sociolinguistic-sociohistorical similarities between the
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Marquesas and Society Islands still demand an explanation for the supposed
radical switch from MPP to Pidgin English. If we take into consideration
broader sociolinguistic and sociohistorical issues, two possible explanations
emerge: (i) As suggested by some linguistic data, Melville’s attestations of
MPP in Typee actually referred to Pidgin Hawaiian rather than some related
variety in the Marquesas or the Society Islands, and the prime interlingual
medium in those islands was Pidgin English, as described in Omoo. This expla-
nation immediately runs afoul of the overall sociolinguistic history of French
Polynesia by the fact that, notwithstanding the influence of English-speaking
missionaries, these islands experienced less exposure to the English language
than the Hawaiian Islands, where Pidgin Hawaiian was still in use. Nor does this
argument match the available sociolinguistic-sociohistorical evidence for east-
ern Polynesia of the period. Even if we argued that Melville projected Pidgin
Hawaiian onto the scene of Typee (as considered in 6.5 above), his attestations
are fundamentally consistent with other contemporaneous historical accounts
of eastern Polynesia, and would differ in no more than comparatively minor
lexical variations between Hawaiian and Marquesan. This fact, then, leaves
only one other option for consideration: (ii) Taking extra literary license in
Omoo for dramatic effects, Melville put Pidgin English, spiked with some
Polynesian terms for dramatic effects and fictional embellishment, into his
characters’ mouths in place of MPP. After Typee with its abundance of MPP
terms and expressions, the American beachcomber-novelist had good reasons
to reduce the number of Polynesian words and phrases in Omoo. In anticipation
of a desire, whether real or imagined, by his English and American audiences
for fewer foreign terms and under pressure by his editor or publisher, Melville
apparently made his second semi-autobiographical novel easier reading with
stereotypical Anglophone–Anglophile translations in Pidgin English. Readers
of the two major semi-autobiographical novels who desire a historically more
accurate picture of the place and period should probably understand most of his
renditions of Pidgin English put in the mouths of Pacific Islanders as standing
for MPP, even if we now can no longer reconstruct the latter in these instances.

By substituting Pidgin English for MPP, Melville did not necessarily require
an understanding of the true structure and functions of the latter in relation
to their native languages. Such an appreciation indeed remains very much in
doubt for most of the nineteenth century. By inserting Pidgin English as sam-
ples of Pacific Islanders’ speech, Melville probably did not even recognize any
structural-functional analogy between MPP and Pidgin English in their rela-
tionships to their respective source languages, much less a mutual relationship
by means of relexification. It would have been sufficient for Melville simply
to espouse the belief, widely held at the time, that indigenous languages of the
Pacific were “primitive” like other non-European vernaculars, and he could best
represent them by Pidgin English for literary purposes, as already illustrated by
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numerous authors before him. If these arguments do not necessarily question
the existence of Pidgin English as such, they certainly raise serious doubts
about the authenticity of its attestations in Omoo, its geographic distribution,
and its sociohistorical significance in relation to other, non-European, contact
media. This conclusion therefore proves all the more ironic, as Charles Roberts
Anderson (1966 [1939]: 199) considered Omoo “perhaps the most strictly auto-
biographical of all Melville’s works” and thus presumably the most accurate by
historical and ethnographic standards (for an extended discussion, see Drechsel
2007b).

The above arguments about Melville’s two semi-autobiographical novels
Typee and Omoo endure also in light of subsequent historical documentation of
Pidgin English in relation to MPP. From 1842 to 1845, Max Radiguet, secretary
to staff headquarters of the French colonial expansion in the Pacific, recorded
tobako ‘tobacco’ and moni ‘money’ in reduced Marquesan (see (41) in 6.6).
Because the first language of Radiguet and his prime source was French, these
English loanwords are less suspect than if they had appeared in a document
by an English or American observer, although their ultimate source, too, was
probably English-speaking traders and sailors such as the Americans Joseph
Ingraham and David Porter on the Marquesas. Still, Radiguet gave no indication
for the wide spread of English in any form in the Marquesas or the Society
Islands when these archipelagos came under French administration.

Similarly, on the fast topsail schooner Wanderer on its way from Califor-
nia to the South Pacific in 1851, a crew of Pacific Islanders, among whom
were a Hawaiian guide and some Gilbert Islanders, apparently spoke Pidgin
English mixed with some Polynesian vocabulary or rather MPP with several
English words, when interacting with the ship’s officers. The captain of the
accompanying supply vessel, John Webster (1863: 23, 26–27, 35), presumably
witnessed a process by which a Polynesian medium was replaced by English,
albeit in reduced form. However, the Polynesian vocabulary, the predominance
of Pacific Islanders on the crew, and a dramatic rescue of the author’s main
source, a Gilbertese sailor-interpreter by the name of Timarare, suggest even
less of an Anglicized version than attested by the actual historical record: “Te
Manu (bird) he speakee me, he say me no mate, (drown). In my country manu
plenty speak to man” (Webster 1863: 23). This argument would be consistent
with the reinterpretation of Pidgin English in Dana’s Two Years before the
Mast (1911 [1840]), Melville’s second autobiographical novel Omoo (1968b
[1847]), and other contemporary writings in terms of MPP.

Whereas some historical references in the third quarter of the nineteenth
century (such as by Artemas Bishop) still recognized MPP, although in rather
vague terms, contemporaneous sources made Pacific Islanders speak Pidgin
English in the 1870s – a feature of perhaps as much a literary license as an
accurate historical record. For outlying areas such as Lāna‘i or on board an
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interisland vessel from Kō-‘ele on that island to Lahaina on Maui, the Anglican
missionary Herbert H. Gowen still found little English spoken and relied on
MPP as recently as 1887 (see (45) and (46) in 6.12).

On the surface, the historical attestations after Melville’s would suggest a
gradual replacement by relexification of MPP with Pidgin English in the second
half of the nineteenth century similarly to what John Reinecke (1969: 34–35,
87–92, 102, fn. 20, 109–110, 144, 194) described as hapa haole (‘half for-
eigner’) speech for the Hawaiian Islands. On the other hand, instances such as
Gowen’s also indicate the persistence of MPP together with any vernaculars
on outer islands and in rural areas. There are even linguistic hints that MPP
affected Melanesian Pidgin English in the second half of the nineteenth cen-
tury, as suggested by such obvious Polynesian loans as kaikai ‘to eat, food’,
kanaka ‘Pacific Islander’, mat(/e) ‘to kill, to die’, ta(m)bu ‘taboo, sacred’, and
tayo ‘friend’ (Baker 1993: 26–27, 47, 54). Ultimately, the available historical
documentation remains too little and too thin to support a conclusion of English
relexification on any large scale at this time. Many records of the period reflect
the same problems of earlier documents with an Anglophile–Anglophone bias
by presenting MPP as Pidgin English rather than for what it really was. Quite
possibly, this conclusion applies also to the Māori variety of MPP, for which
early historical documentation in English translation occasionally suggests an
earlier English relexification than for the other three varieties. By this reasoning,
even claims to any such large-scale replacement of Pidgin Māori appear sus-
pect in light of the sociolinguistic imbalance between the immigrant and native
population and the lack of political control by the English-speaking minority
over the Polynesian-speaking majority until the mid-nineteenth century.



8 History and social functions

8.1 Preliminaries

By extension, the subject of linguistic variations in MPP raises the question
of its extralinguistic contexts, as already suggested by incidental references to
the concurrent use of hand signs with the Pidgin. Although the first contacts
between early British explorers (such as Samuel Wallis and Philip Carteret)
and Polynesians of the eastern Pacific drew primarily on hand signs for initial
exchanges, James Cook, his crew, and those to follow in their footsteps (such
as Esteban José Martı́nez and Joseph Ingraham) reported the use of gestures
as a means of enhancing their first verbal exchanges in MPP similarly to
what Herman Melville was to document half a century later. Other sources
make incidental micro-sociolinguistic references to incomplete attempts by
Europeans at speaking Tahitian, which served as the target of much amusement
and mockery for Society Islanders in August 1773 (Forster 2000 [1777]: 162), to
contexts for teasing Māori escorts by Europeans in MPP (Nicholas 1817: II.32–
34), or even to songs in reduced Marquesan (Radiguet (1929 [1860]: 148, 192).

These micro-sociolinguistic references remained vague without specific
information or independent confirmation. In contrast, the systematic collection
of historical attestations in Part II has amassed a growing body of macro-
sociolinguistic data that permit a fairly methodical appraisal of the Pidgin’s
extralinguistic domains in addition to its grammatical pattern. The present
chapter pulls together sociohistorical information on MPP into an integrated
assessment, specifically a review of the Pidgin’s origin, expansion, and persis-
tence, its geographic and social distribution, as well as its uses and functions.
The following discussion, reflecting the limitations of social science, however,
remains less structured and cohesive than the preceding linguistic review.

8.2 Origin, expansion, and persistence

When in the late eighteenth century European explorers, primarily French
and British voyagers, sailed around Cape Horn into the Pacific and northwest
on their path to Asia or the northern Pacific, they inadvertently ran into the
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Society Islands. From a geopolitical perspective, Tahiti became an early trading
center at the heart of the Pacific, supplying European explorers with fresh
supplies, especially pork; however, it also inspired European imaginations
of the Pacific as paradise and utopia. According to contemporary historical
accounts, Society Islanders played an active role as entrepreneurs in their
encounters with foreigners rather than remaining passive recipients of European
advances (Newbury 1980; Tryon and Charpentier 2004: 87–93). Linguistically,
the Tahitians’ engagement with the newcomers resulted in a structurally reduced
contact medium, as first recorded probably by Louis-Antoine de Bougainville
on his voyage around the globe in search for the imaginary Southern Continent
(terra australis) in 1768 and then by Cook on his first voyage to the Pacific
in 1769. What lends support to such an interpretation is the very fact that
this medium, now known as MPP, was in use by the local elite, including
chiefs, priests, and other native leaders. Bougainville (1771: 224–226, 231–
232) manifestly expected more, as became evident from his poor opinion of
the linguistic skills of his Tahitian passenger Ahutoru. Even after two years
of residence in France, Ahutoru reportedly would not learn to speak French
beyond a few isolated words, although, as if in a linguistic vacuum, he otherwise
proved rather adept at engaging in Parisian life and culture. Did Ahutoru instead
expect to use Tahitian, whether in vernacular or reduced form, in Bougainville’s
company and with other Europeans?

The dominant influence of Tahitian on MPP extended beyond initial encoun-
ters between Society Islanders and Europeans. By all indications, some form
of reduced Tahitian was in use when, on Cook’s first voyage to the Pacific from
1768 until 1771, Tupai‘a, a Ra‘iatean chief-priest and navigator-interpreter,
communicated with Māori in New Zealand, reportedly with little difficulty
in spite of substantive linguistic differences (Banks 1962: I.401, 420; II.35;
Cook 1775: II. 271–275; Cook 1955: 169, 171, 182, 240, 242, 282). Tapai‘a’s
adolescent servant, Taiata, similarly revealed a distinctive Tahitian nuance by
the lexicon of his utterance (see (2) in 4.2 above). When Marc-Joseph Mar-
ion du Fresne explored New Zealand on behalf of France in 1772, his officers
employed Bougainville’s vocabulary of Tahitian, including several indisputable
MPP sentences with an SVO word order, in communication with Māori (see
(3) in 4.3 above). On his second visit to the Pacific in 1772 to 1775, Cook
recorded a few samples of MPP in which Society Islanders, including two
women of chiefly rank and his Ra‘iatean interpreter Ma‘i, addressed Euro-
peans. This recording lends evidence to the finding that the Pidgin was not just
a European contraption good for contact with Pacific Islanders, but that the
Islanders themselves used it and considered it an acceptable medium (see (4)
and (5) in 4.4). The early Tahitian dominance of MPP emerges most clearly
from the accounts by Cook’s naturalist Johann Reinhold Forster and his percep-
tive son George, who, according to their descriptions and actual linguistic data,
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recognized what amounts to an unmistakably Tahitian-based pidgin, notwith-
standing the younger Forster’s subscription to an interpretation in terms of
universal grammar (see (6) and (7) in 4.4). Most distinctive among Tahitian-
derived words used in interactions with Māori was George Forster’s use of
taio ‘friend’, which became a kind of greeting among Pacific Islanders of
the South Pacific (Forster 2000 [1777]: 143–144, 171, 443, fn. 2). The dom-
inant Tahitian influence is also evident in later attestations as offered by the
British fur trader James Colnett and the British missionary George Bennet (see
below).

Until historical research can uncover still earlier attestations, the currently
available data therefore trace MPP clearly to the Society Islands and assign a
key historical role to the Tahitians in the Pidgin’s emergence and spread. By
all indications, the Pidgin arose from an established Tahitian register of for-
eigner talk, used not only with Europeans but conceivably also with alloglossic
Pacific Islanders, who may in turn have had similar linguistic traditions. This
finding need not, however, favor a theory of foreigner-talk origin beyond an
initial stage of formation, inasmuch as any such Tahitian foreigner talk still
differed developmentally and typologically from MPP by greater structural
inconsistency and additional culture-specific strategies (see Mühlhäusler 1997:
102). Nor does this model ultimately imply a pre-European origin for MPP,
as eastern Polynesia was not linguistically diverse enough for pidginization to
occur without the contact with Europeans.

Based on the currently available evidence, MPP came to extend its range
across much of eastern Polynesia, from the Society Islands (including Tahiti)
to New Zealand, the Hawaiian Islands, and the Marquesas in roughly that
historical sequence, and possibly reached Easter Island (Rapanui) as well,
although documentation for the Pidgin on the latter island has remained nomi-
nal. Within eastern Polynesia MPP functioned with few communicative com-
plications or restrictions. Its wide use was the consequence of two major
factors: a common linguistic base of historically closely related languages
and the involvement of Pacific Islanders, primarily Tahitians and other Soci-
ety Islanders, in their active engagement as interpreters and sailors on board
of European and American ships throughout the region. Already on Cook’s
first voyage to the Pacific from 1768 until 1771, his Ra‘iatean navigator-
interpreter Tupai‘a encountered little difficulty in communicating with Māori
in New Zealand in spite of their substantive linguistic differences. French naval
officers had much the same experience a year later in their explorations of
Polynesia.

The linguistic findings from Cook’s second voyage to the Pacific from 1772 to
1775 (see (4) through (7) in 4.4), then, are consistent with the Forsters’ portrayal
of “Tahitian” as a general language for much of the South Pacific with little
“dialectal” variation and in terms of a universal grammar. Little changes with the
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assessment by George Forster (2000 [1777]: 88, 120, 174, 176, 274–275, 303)
that some linguistic differences between parties in contact could occasionally
result in confusion, as was the case with the variation of t and k in Tahitian,
dialectal differences of Rapanui from Tahitian, and the “guttural” pronunciation
of Māori. Systematic documentation for any early Māori variety of MPP beyond
(1), however, remained some time in coming, until unmistakable, detailed
linguistic data became available with Moehanga through the British military
surgeon John Savage in (14) in 1805 and with John Liddiard Nicholas in (17)
and (18) a decade later (see 4.9 and 5.3).

As Cook turned north on his way to northwestern North America on his
third voyage to the Pacific from 1776 to 1779 and accidentally came upon the
Hawaiian archipelago, specifically the island of Kaua‘i, his unofficial naturalist
William Anderson evidently used a Māori-influenced variety, as judged by
several words with a distinctly velar nasal of ŋ in single or variable occurrences
(see (8) in 4.5). Still, he reported no problems of mutual understanding or
communication when introducing cognates from Polynesian languages of the
South Pacific, principally from Māori and Tahitian, by way of a reduced form
of Tahitian into an emergent Pidgin Hawaiian. When addressing his Tahitian
servant-sailor Matatore, in captivity in Mexico in 1789, Colnett similarly used
MPP spiked with Tahitian, as indicated by the derivation for “Tenenony” or
teni/tini noni ‘small chief’ in two of four questions (see (10) in 4.6), which
also suggest Matatore to have been a prime source for Colnett’s Pidgin.

What, in contrast, the American fur trader Joseph Ingraham (1971 [1791]:
85–86) reported as misunderstandings in the use of MPP on O‘ahu in 1791were
likely due to the social circumstances of a major scuffle, including the refusal
by Hawaiians to cooperate with him and his crew, rather than the linguistic
limitations of MPP as such. Documentation for MPP by the Irish fur trader
Ross Cox still remains suggestive for the Hawaiian Islands in 1812, and the
Scot Archibald Campbell recorded an extended but questionable set of MPP
sentences for the Hawaiian Islands between 1819 and 1820 (see (15) in 5.1). A
few years later the poet-linguist Adelbert von Chamisso, however, bore out ear-
lier observations on the Pidgin’s existence in the Hawaiian Islands with a fairly
detailed linguistic account. Moreover, he described how Kadu, a Micronesian
from Ratak (Marshall Islands) born and raised on Woleai Atoll (Western Caro-
lines), found little difficulty in communicating with fellow passengers on board
or with Hawaiians on shore (see (20) in 5.4).

Only on the Marquesas in 1791 did Ingraham and his crew apparently
encounter considerable difficulty in interacting with Marquesans beyond iso-
lated words, which suggests that MPP had not yet become established among
these Pacific Islanders at the time or at least among those Marquesans who had
by then had little or no contact with Europeans or Americans, as recognized
by Ingraham and his supercargo, Ebenezer Dorr. The Pidgin may in fact have
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emerged in the Marquesas only toward the end of the eighteenth century after
the arrival of a native Hawaiian named Sam, Tama, or Tom, who had sailed on
American ships between Boston, South America, northwestern North America,
and China as part of the fur trade. He likely spoke MPP and came to serve as
interpreter for the English beachcomber Edward Robarts (1974: 46–47). First
indisputable evidence of the Pidgin on the Marquesas did not become available
until 1812 to 1814, as indicated by the American naval officer David Porter in
(16).

MPP also became a major medium used by missionaries, as attested by the
missionary wife Lucia Ruggles Holman in the Hawaiian Islands in 1820 (see
(21) in 5.5) and the English missionaries Daniel Tyerman and George Bennet
on Tahiti in 1821 (see (22) in 5.6). In 1824, Bennet understood an exchange by a
Māori chief in Pidgin Māori on the basis of his knowledge of reduced “Tahitian”
or the Tahitian variety of the Pidgin. He answered accordingly, citing Tahitian-
derived pua‘a for ‘pig’ (see the discussion following (23) in 5.6), which lends
internal linguistic support to the notion that the Tahitian and Māori varieties
of MPP were mutually intelligible and part of a single speech community.
MPP, moreover, came into use as a prime tool of overt colonial control at
about the same time. In 1827, the French naval officer and explorer Jules
S. C. Dumont d’Urville (1830–33: II.72–73, 81–83, 97–98, 146, 147, 241–
242; see (24) in 5.7) documented the use of MPP by Māori and himself on and
immediately off board around New Zealand.

All along, MPP continued in the role of a trade medium. In 1828, Jacobus
Boelen, captain of a Dutch maritime and commercial expedition in the eastern
Pacific, confirmed usage of the Pidgin in the Hawaiian Islands except that
several of his samples exhibited a clear verb-initial pattern, including three
sentences with a VSO rather than SVO word order (see (26) in 5.9). In the
same year, the Italian-born French naturalist-surgeon Paul-Émile Botta not only
recognized a reduced Polynesian medium in the Hawaiian Islands as distinct
from unintelligible vernacular Hawaiian but also confirmed the geographic
range of MPP across much of the Pacific by speaking it with Tahitians and
“New Zealanders” or Māori with only a “few modifications.” Botta, however,
could not verify its use with Marquesans or Tongans, who reportedly spoke it
as well (Botta 1831: 142).

Historical attestations for MPP for the following decades present a similar
picture of endurance until the mid-nineteenth century. In 1830, the American
seaman-clerk John Slade (1844: 37–39, 42–44) reported the use of “the Kan-
nacker tongue” with Hawaiian and perhaps other eastern Polynesians among
his crew on ‘Uvea Island (“Wallis Island”) near Fiji (see (27) in 5.11), but evi-
dently not in communication with Uveans. In 1832, the English whaler Robert
Jarman (1838: 124–125) confirmed Botta’s earlier observation of a reduced
Polynesian in use in the Hawaiian Islands, Tahiti, and New Zealand, which was
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“particularly easy to learn” so that “almost all [crew members] acquired a smat-
tering of it.” In 1834, the English traveler Edward Markham (1963: 53–54, 65–
66) evidently attested the use of MPP in northern New Zealand between Māori
of both genders and European whalers. In 1838, Dumont d’Urville (1841–
1846: III.225) referred to a jargon mixed with Marquesan Spanish, and English
on the Marquesas. While voyaging across the South Pacific in the 1840s, the
English pearl trader Edward Lucett made use of “broken Maori” with Māori
(see (30) and (31) in 6.4), and apparently used “the Kanaka language” in contact
with Pacific Islanders in the Society Islands, the Tuamotus, and the Marquesas
(Lucett 1851: II.195, 295–296), although he did not recognize the two media
as part of a single one. In 1842, the American novelist Herman Melville doc-
umented MPP on Nuku Hiva and the neighboring Society Islands (see (32) to
(40) in 6.5), as did Max Radiguet, secretary to staff headquarters of the French
colonial expansion in the Pacific, in the form of a reduced form of Marquesan
for 1842 through 1845 by drawing on a French artillery officer by the name of
Monsieur Rohr.

After the mid-1840s, most historical attestations of MPP focused on the
Hawaiian Islands, which may reflect a historical development as much as an
inadvertent concentration by the current research on this archipelago rather
than the South Pacific. An American sailor by the name of James F. Munger
(1852: 22, 38, 63–64, 67) on a whaler in the Pacific and the Arctic therefore
leads us to believe that MPP was alive and well in and around the Hawaiian
Islands in October 1851. In the same year, a Gilbertese by the name of Timarare
reportedly spoke MPP with several English words or Pidgin English enhanced
by some Polynesian vocabulary on the topsail schooner Wanderer sailing from
California via the Hawaiian Islands to the South Pacific, as observed by the
captain of the accompanying supply ship, John Webster (1863: 23, 26–27, 35).
Similarly to Richard Henry Dana in his Two Years before the Mast (1911 [1840])
and Melville in his second autobiographical novel Omoo (1968b [1847]), the
captain may inadvertently have Anglicized the historical record, as suggested
by the presence of an incidental Polynesian vocabulary, the large crew of Pacific
Islanders, and the fact that the main source, a Gilbertese sailor-interpreter, had
just gone through a dramatic rescue effort. In 1854, the author of the Hawaiian
Phrase Book, Artemas Bishop (1854: iii), still recognized MPP in the Hawaiian
Islands, even if only as a linguistic aberration reportedly deficient of grammar
or aesthetics. In 1872, the French naval officer Pierre Loti (1880: 136, 415–416,
867, 879) also learned Beach or Pidgin Tahitian during his amorous encounters
with young Tahitian women in Pape‘ete and used it with little difficulty on a
subsequent visit to Honolulu. As recently as 1887, the Anglican missionary
Herbert H. Gowen (1892: 132) recorded MPP on Lāna‘i as well as on an
interisland vessel to and from Maui in the Hawaiian Islands (see (45) and (46)
in 6.12).
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8.3 Geographic and social distributions

Although in principle the Pidgin’s use on board of ships set few obvious
geographic boundaries, MPP did not extend across the entire Pacific or even
Polynesia at large, as judged by the historical record. Speakers of the Pidgin
apparently encountered limits to its regular use beyond New Zealand, the
Societies, the Marquesas, and the Hawaiian Islands.

Bougainville (1771: 237, 247) already noted that on two occasions, the Tahi-
tian passenger Ahutoru attempted to speak “Tahitian” with Pacific Islanders of
the Sāmoa archipelago and New Hebrides (now Vanuatu), but failed to under-
stand them or make them understand him. The original journal by Bougainville
(Taillemite 1977: I.335, 346; Dunmore 2002: 82, 93) confirms Ahutoru’s inabil-
ity to communicate with Samoans, even if it does not include any comparable
statement about Vanuatuans. Still, if Ahutoru could not interact linguistically
with Samoans, he would have encountered even greater communicative bar-
riers with the linguistically more distant Vanuatuans. As a crew member on
Cook’s first voyage to the Pacific, Sydney Parkinson (1773: 182, fn.) reported
the use of MPP as far west as Batavia, Dutch East Indies (now Jakarta, Indone-
sia), it was evidently limited to interactions between European and Tahitian
crew members and did not extend to residents of Java. Cook and his crew,
however, employed “Tahitian” on Tonga (“the Friendly Islands”) on their
second voyage only to encounter difficulties in its use in spite of its cor-
respondences to Eastern Polynesian languages (Forster 2000 [1777]: 242).
Nonetheless, Chamisso (1856b [1835]: 61, 62; 1986: 255) maintained that the
common language of the eastern South Pacific or presumably MPP extended to
Tonga, without offering any linguistic support for his claim. Other implicit or
explicit references to MPP’s extension to Tonga by James Burney (n.d. [1779]:
115), by Botta (1831: 142), and most recently by Sarah J. Roberts (2013:
119) equally lack linguistic documentation, and apparently present no more
than vague claims copied from earlier observers such as Cook, Forster, and
Chamisso.

Incidental suggestions of Fijians or other western Pacific Islanders using
MPP fare no better than vague references to Tongans speaking MPP. The
English beachcomber Edward Robarts already rejected claims by his fellow
countryman George Bruce, a resident among the Māori, that “broken Māori”
was intelligible to Fijians in the early 1800s (Robarts 1974: 189–191). In
1830, Slade (1844: 46, 50, 52–53, 60, 65, 66, 76, 77–78, 83, 87, 96) could not
successfully employ MPP on Fiji or ‘Uvea Island (“Wallis Island”); he required
local interpreters for interlingual communication instead. In 1850, the French
naval officer and settler Louis-Théodore Bérard similarly recorded what at first
sight appeared to be MPP on New Caledonia, including nearby ‘Uvea Atoll
(“Ouvéa”; see (43) in 6.7), but then he did not understand Māori during his
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visit to New Zealand in early 1851, which raises major questions about the
nature of his linguistic data and the Pidgin’s expansion into the western Pacific.
Instead, it probably was part of a Polynesian-Melanesian contact medium,
which the Australian trader Andrew Cheyne (1971: 98) had already documented
on neighboring Lifu almost a decade earlier and which remained unintelligible
to speakers of MPP.

Conversely, there were no more than a few western Pacific Islanders who
spoke the Pidgin. One was Kadu, a Micronesian from Ratak (Marshall Islands)
and originally Woleai Atoll (Western Carolines), who sailed on Otto von Kotze-
bue’s expedition between 1815 and 1818 and who learned MPP on board and
in use with Hawaiians on shore (Chamisso 1856a [1835]: 226–227, 264–265,
268; Choris 1812: Section “Iles Marianes,” 3–4; see (20) in 5.4). Another was
Timarare or in short Tim, a native of Banaba, Gilbert Islands (now Kiribati),
who in 1851 sailed on the fast topsail schooner Wanderer from California via
the Hawaiian Islands to the South Pacific and apparently spoke the Pidgin with
some questionable influences from English with a crew consisting largely of
Pacific Islanders (Webster 1863: 23, 26–27, 35).

When we encounter occasional historical attestations of MPP outside of
eastern Polynesia (as most notably in the cases of Matatore in Mexico and
Moehanga on his voyage to England), these instances by all indications
remained exceptions outside of the Pidgin’s established geographic range rather
than attestations for its recurrent use in these locations. Any such historical
documentation did not indicate MPP’s use on any regular basis on the Pacific
coast of the Americas except southern California, specifically San Diego, as
attested by Dana (1911 [1840]: 180) in terms of Hawaiian as “a sort of com-
promise, a mixed language” by Hawaiian crewmen on shore as well as on
board for 1835 and 1836 (see (29) in 6.2). As already suggested by Cox
(1957 [1831]: 44–45, 198) in 1812, the other major exception might have been
Hawaiian communities in northwestern North America, for which any direct
linguistic evidence of MPP has, however, remained elusive until today and
for which Chinook Jargon probably remained too serious a competitor in the
area. To differentiate established speech communities or zones from areas of
periodic visits, the accompanying vocabulary (Drechsel 2014) lists any entries
from such attestations outside of eastern Polynesia under the heading of loca-
tion as “recorded in southern California,” “recorded in Mexico,” “recorded in
England,” etc. as distinct from entries within the Pidgin’s customary geographic
range.

The geographic distribution of MPP bears directly on the social organization
of its speech community in that linguistic differences ranging from minute
dialectal ones to mutually unintelligible, unrelated languages reflected social
distinctions notwithstanding any equalizing effects brought about by the Pidgin.
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Socially, the Pidgin’s speakers and audience did not divide solely in terms of
European or American foreigners on the one hand and Pacific Islanders on the
other. Among the visitors who learned MPP, the main actors were: explorers
primarily from France, Great Britain, and the United States; crew members,
scientists, and occasional passengers of diverse nationalities; beachcombers,
traders, and whalers of various European or American origins; plus missionaries
and other colonists predominantly from France, Great Britain, and the United
States. Significantly, crews often spoke multiple languages on board rather
than a single vernacular, a fact that added to MPP’s appeal in interactions with
Pacific Islanders on board.

Beyond obvious linguistic divisions among themselves, Eastern Polynesians
disclosed considerable internal social differences, including social stratifica-
tion. To infer that MPP was the preferred medium of Pacific Islanders of lower
social rank would, however, miss the mark. On the contrary, the Pidgin speech
community included not only commoners, but also community leaders. Prime
examples were: Tupai‘a, a chief and priest of Ra‘iātea (Society Islands) and a
navigator-interpreter on Cook’s first voyage to the Pacific (Banks 1962: I.401,
406, 420; Cook 1775: II.119, 120, 129, 146, 152, 171, 189, 203, 204); the
Tahitian chief Potatau (as attested by George Forster in (7) in 4.4); Moehanga,
a Māori man “of some consequence” as recorded by Savage in (14) in 4.9;
perhaps Kamehameha I in the Hawaiian Islands, as suggested by a few primary
sources (Campbell 1816: 127; Cox 1957 [1831: 29]) and also by the fact that
his former personal physician John Elliot de Castro eventually taught MPP to
Chamisso (1856a [1835]: 157–158; see Schütz 1994: 25); and Māori chiefs
(Nicholas 1817: I.216, 243), whose acquaintance Tyerman and Bennet, repre-
sentatives of the London Missionary Society, made by speaking the Pidgin (see
(23) in 5.6).

By all available indications, the Pidgin reflected few other social restrictions.
Cook and his crew on his second voyage to the Pacific recorded women as
speaking the MPP, of which two instances evidently applied to two women
of chiefly rank (see (4) in 4.4) and the other example gives no indication
as to social status except advanced age and presumably the recognition that
comes with it (see (7) in 4.4). Similarly, Nicholas (1817: I.280) recorded
Māori mothers speaking MPP in 1814 and 1815. Still others such as Markham
(1963: 53–54, 65–66) documented the Pidgin’s use by Māori women with their
foreign husbands and with the crew on whalers in northern New Zealand in
1834, as did apparently Lucett (1851: II.295–296) in the case of young but
unidentified Polynesian women in the early 1840s. Between 1842 and 1845,
Max Radiguet (1929 [1860]: 11–12, 34, 182) also reported women speaking the
Pidgin on Nuku Hiva (Marquesas), although at times sparingly and with blank
expressions. Similarly, the prime source of Pidgin Tahitian for Loti (1880: 136,
415–416, 879) in 1872 was young women engaged in prostitution. In addition,
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MPP included other young speakers such as Tupai‘a’s adolescent servant Taiata
as recorded by Parkinson (1773: 182, fn.), Cook’s youthful interpreter Mahine
from Porapora (“Bora Bora”/Society Islands) as recorded by George Forster
in (7) in 4.4, and a young boy of unspecified age but old enough to have
already sailed to northwestern North America, as documented by Ingraham
(1971 [1791]: 167).

Aside from the accumulated linguistic data for MPP and its use by a socially
diverse population, the repeated documentation of Pacific Islanders using MPP
perhaps provides the strongest historical evidence that it was linguistically and
socially real. The Pidgin was not simply an occasional or temporary linguistic
makeshift medium for and by foreigners at one of their early stages of learn-
ing an Eastern Polynesian language as a second language, only to be shortly
replaced by the local vernacular as ultimate linguistic target in a classic bilingual
model. Instead, speakers of vernacular Polynesian languages had themselves
come to recognize and adopt MPP as foreigner talk, and used it as an accept-
able, perhaps even preferable, way of interacting linguistically with foreigners.
Pacific Islanders thus acknowledged a clear grammatical distinction between
the Pidgin and endogenous speech, the latter of which served as the root of the
former but remained distinct, with its more complex grammar. Supporting doc-
umentation already comes from Tupai‘a’s adolescent servant Taiata as recorded
by Parkinson in (2), Ma‘i on Cook’s second voyage to the Pacific (Beaglehole
in Cook 1961: 281, fn. 3; see (5) in 4.4), the observations by Cook and Ander-
son of Tahitians deliberately using a “corrupted” form of their language with
foreigners during the explorer’s second voyage (Cook 1784: II.250), Botta’s
explicit sociolinguistic distinction of the Pidgin from the vernacular in 1828,
and Pierre Loti’s unequivocal contrast of Beach Tahitian with vernacular Tahi-
tian by his reference to “petit nègre,” a French pidgin of West Africa. However,
the best evidence for MPP as a distinct linguistic entity consists of the fairly
detailed attestations by the Māori chief Moehanga, even though recorded by
an Englishman, and the evident confidence of his conversations in the Pidgin
in 1805 (see (14) in 4.9).

Although a direct manifestation of the geographic dimension, regional differ-
ences within MPP ultimately remain poorly understood beyond basic dialectal
or lexical differences. The historical documents are uncommonly silent about
the social status of any regional or stylistic variation, or about borrowings
from one variety to another. One might expect the Tahitian variety as appar-
ently the oldest one to have enjoyed some special status; but the currently
available historical information permits no such conclusion at this time. If
the Pidgin’s geographic dimensions reflect socioeconomic and political reali-
ties in any direct fashion, they were a prime linguistic measure of the eastern
Polynesians’ central role in the early colonial history, often underestimated or
overlooked in conventional history.
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8.4 Uses and functions

The geographic and social distributions of MPP ultimately raise questions about
its practical applications and its contexts of use. Functionally, the Pidgin oper-
ated as the prime interlingual medium between European voyagers of French
and British provenance in their explorations of the eastern Pacific, especially
the Society Islands, then New Zealand, and eventually the Hawaiian Islands, in
their search for a sea route through the Arctic Ocean or the Northwest Passage,
and in their westward expansion of the fur trade during the second half of the
eighteenth century. Americans shortly followed in the Europeans’ footsteps,
when the still young United States expanded beyond the Great Lakes and the
Mississippi River into western North America with the Louisiana Purchase of
1803. In their explorations of the Northwest Coast and California, Americans
continued relying on ships as primary means of coast-to-coast transportation,
sailing around Cape Horn and via the Hawaiian Islands, until the establishment
of transcontinental railway connections in the late 1860s (Wolf 1982: 158–194).

As a premier regional lingua franca, MPP did not preclude its use by inter-
preters as frequently presumed; it also served as a major medium of translation
by those mediating between islanders and newcomers, as repeatedly attested
in historical records. An early example is Bougainville’s Tahitian passenger
Ahutoru when he interacted with the French explorer and his crew (Bougainville
1772: 334–335, 447) and possibly when he approached Samoans and Vanuatu-
ans, albeit unsuccessfully. Until he fell ill, Ahutoru also served in that function
on the follow-up expedition to the South Pacific by the French explorer Marion
du Fresne (Le Dez 1985 [1772]: 334). Cook’s prime source on his first expedi-
tion to the Pacific was Tupai‘a, a chief and priest of Ra‘iātea (Society Islands),
who proved an unusually successful interpreter among the Māori (Banks 1962:
I.401, 406, 420; Cook 1775: II.119, 120, 129, 146, 152, 171, 189, 203, 204)
and who used the Pidgin at least in contact with the British and possibly with
the Māori as well. As Tupai‘a’s servant, Taiata may have operated in a similar
role (Parkinson 1773: 182, fn.). On his second voyage to the Pacific, Cook
employed Ma‘i from Ra‘iātea as a major interpreter and spokesman, who like-
wise used reduced Tahitian as a medium with the British (Beaglehole in Cook
1961: 281, fn. 3; see (5) in 4.4) and likely with alloglossic islanders beyond
the Society Islands. Cook, moreover, relied on the marine-interpreter Samuel
Gibson, reputedly better versed in “Tahitian” or MPP than the rest of the crew
(Forster 2000 [1777]: 88, 120, 176); but George Forster (2000 [1777]: 387) was
convinced that his father, Johann Reinhold Forster, as the expedition’s natural-
ist was the most competent in the language, which qualified him to accompany
Cook to shore in the Society Islands. Because the elder Forster’s description
and linguistic data clearly identify MPP (see (6) in 4.4 in particular), we can
conclude with reasonable certainty that in his interactions with Pacific Islanders
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Gibson, too, used reduced Tahitian rather than a vernacular. In addition, Cook
drew on a second native interpreter, Mahine from Porapora (“Bora Bora”), who
likewise spoke MPP in interactions with Europeans (see (7) in 4.4), although
he did not exhibit as many linguistic skills as Tupai‘a (Forster 2000 [1777]:
274–275). On his way home to neighboring Huahine (Society Islands), Ma‘i
then served as major interpreter on Cook’s third voyage to the Pacific, even
though he intermittently left the British explorer in confusion, intentionally or
not (Cook 1967: lxxxvii–lxxxviii, cix–cxii, 186–241).

Pacific Islanders evidently continued using MPP for interpreting. In the
Marquesas at the end of the eighteenth century, Robarts (1974: 46–47) drew
on a native Hawaiian by the name of Sam, Tama, or – reinterpreted – Tom as
translator, who had sailed on American ships between Boston, South America,
northwestern North America, and China as part of the fur trade. Robarts report-
edly acquired sufficient fluency to hold basic conversations with Marquesans,
to uncover a plot by Marquesan crew members to rob their ship, to understand
Tahitians and Māori in spite of their linguistic differences, and to become an
interpreter in his own right (Robarts 1974: 68, 70, 86, 141–142, 190–191, 282).
Similarly, from 1812 to 1814 the American David Porter drew on an English-
man by the name of Wilson as an interpreter, who by all indications spoke MPP
rather than vernacular Marquesan (Porter 1822: II.17–18, 28, 45–46, 84, 91,
95).

As Pacific Islanders came to travel with Europeans and Americans or even
became crew members on their ships to replace those who had jumped ship in
the Pacific Islands, MPP secondly became a major medium on board European
and American ships sailing with Polynesian passengers or crew members in
the eastern Pacific as well as on shore in contact with the native population,
especially in harbors and surrounding areas. First indications for the Pidgin’s
use on board already came from interpreters and navigators from the Society
Islands on early European explorations such as Ahutoru with Louis-Antoine
de Bougainville and with Marc-Joseph Marion du Fresne or Tupai‘a and his
servant Taiata, Ma‘i, and Mahine with James Cook. Other prime examples are
the by-now familiar Tahitian servant-sailor Matatore in the service of Colnett
around 1790 (see (9) and (10) in 4.6) and “a little [Hawaiian] boy” old enough
to have sailed to northwestern North America according to Ingraham in 1791
(1971 [1791]: 167). The best evidence, however, consists of several actual
attestations of MPP by the Māori chief Moehanga accompanying the British
military surgeon John Savage on a voyage from New Zealand to England in
1805 in (14) in 4.9. The Māori variety evidently served also as a medium aboard
ships with any substantial native crews in New Zealand in the early nineteenth
century (see Nicholas 1817: I.371–373 and Cruise 1824: 173, 300).

Strongly suggestive evidence for the use of MPP on and immediately off
board similarly derives from the observations and the linguistic evidence by
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Dumont d’Urville (1830–1833: II.72–73, 81–83, 97–98, 146, 241–242; see
(24) in 5.7) for Europeans’ interactions with Māori as late as 1827. At O‘ahu
in 1812, Cox took on twenty-six volunteer Hawaiians, ten as crew members in
replacement of “indifferent sailors” and sixteen in the service of the Pacific Fur
Company (Cox 1957 [1831]: 44–45). By all indications, Cox’s prime medium
with these Hawaiians similarly was MPP. The same kind of Hawaiian-based
medium apparently was in use on the king’s and other Hawaiian ships, manned
by crews consisting in part of native Hawaiians and in part of Europeans
or Americans and sailing as far as Canton (Chamisso 1856b [1835]: 246).
According to the perceptive Chamisso (1856a [1835]: 268; 1856b [1835]: 255),
Hawaiian crews usually could not speak English, although many had sailed
on American ships and could understand some English. In another instance,
Chamisso described how Kadu, a resident of Ratak in the Marshall Islands and
originally a native of Woleai Atoll, Western Carolines, quickly adopted this
medium in use on board the Rurik between 1815 and 1818 and with Hawaiians
on shore, as also confirmed by Kotzebue’s painter Louis Choris (Chamisso
1856a [1835]: 226–227, 268; Choris 1812: Section “Iles Marianes,” 3–4; see
(20) in 5.4). Further if indirect suggestions for on-board use come even from
European or American passengers who first learned the Pidgin on ships such
as Chamisso, from a passenger and former pearl trader of English-Portuguese
ancestry by the name of John Elliot de Castro on board the Rurik in 1816,
from the missionary wife Lucia Ruggles Holman on board the Thaddeus in
1820, and possibly even from the American novelist Herman Melville, whose
distinctively Hawaiian-colored version of MPP may reflect the early influence
of a Hawaiian source on the writer’s way to Nuku Hiva in the early 1840s.

There are other more or less explicit references for the use of MPP by
Pacific Islanders on European and American ships in the Pacific. Less con-
spicuous examples are those by Slade in 1830, Jarman in 1832, and references
by Markham to European whalers off the shore of northern New Zealand in
1834 and their use of MPP with Polynesian crews. More prominent sources
are the literary sailor Dana in the Pacific hide and tallow trade, and on the
beach of southern California in 1835 and 1836, Dumont d’Urville (1841–1846:
III.225) and his crew in the Marquesas in 1838, the American sailor James F.
Munger (1852: 39, 63–64) in reference to Hawaiian sailors on an American
whaler in the Pacific and Arctic in 1851, and on an interisland vessel between
Lāna‘i and Maui, Hawaiian Islands, as recently as 1887 (see (45) in 6.12).
Like Chamisso’s Kadu, the Gilbertese Timarare was another non-Polynesian
Pacific Islander who apparently adopted MPP, although reportedly with some
English replacements, on the fast topsail schooner Wanderer in 1851, as sug-
gested by Webster (1863: 23). Indicative of the Pidgin’s maritime functions is
also the statement by the French naturalist-surgeon Botta (1831: 142–143), who
already in 1828 recognized the use of MPP on O‘ahu limited to interactions with
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foreigners in Honolulu and – by implication – to its harbor area and immediate
surroundings rather than rural areas. This interpretation matches Loti’s descrip-
tion of the Tahitian variety as “Beach Tahitian” in 1872 (1880: 415–416, 879).
Among the foreigners who learned MPP, the best examples were beachcombers
– foremost Dana and Melville, but quite possibly also Robarts and Jean Cabri
before them – who were on the front of culture contact with Pacific Islanders.

Significantly, MPP came to operate as a prime medium of trade with Pacific
Islanders of eastern Polynesia. Europeans traded with Polynesians and other
Pacific Islanders for the replenishment of basic provisions that inevitably ran
out on long voyages – mainly clean water, fresh food (fruit, vegetables, staples,
and meat, especially pork), and various resources with which to repair damages
to their ships and other equipment from often rough passages (as around Cape
Horn). They soon drew also on islanders as interpreters, go-betweens, pilots,
and replacements for crew members who had jumped ship (see Chappell 1997).
As the North American fur trade expanded into the trans-Mississippi West and
as the Hawaiian Islands came to assume the role of a major entrepôt between
northwestern North America and Asia, especially China (Bradley 1942: 1–120;
Howay 1930; Spoehr 1986, 1988), MPP likewise became an important means
of communication between fur traders and islanders in the northcentral Pacific
in maritime contexts, as indicated by Colnett, Ingraham, Robarts’ Hawaiian
interpreter by the name of Sam, Tama, or Tom on the Marquesas, apparently
also Cox, and Dana from at least the mid-1780s through the 1830s. Similarly,
the Pidgin evidently played a significant role in whaling and sealing, which
drew on native people as crew members throughout the eastern Pacific, as
suggested by Dumont d’Urville (1830–1833: II.81–83; see (24) in 5.7), Jarman
(1838: 124–125), and Munger (1852: 63–64) throughout the first half of the
nineteenth century.

In contrast, historical documentation of linguistic attestations and their socio-
historical contexts indicate that MPP played a less important role in the trade
of sandalwood, trepang (bêche de mer or sea slug/cucumber), or pearls than
in the fur trade, whaling or sealing, notwithstanding two entries for “pearl”
in the vocabulary with only incidental references to these contexts. Indirect,
suggestive references to the Pidgin’s use in the pearl trade still originate from
Archibald Campbell’s third to last example in (15) of 1809 or 1810 in 5.1, the
reference by Chamisso (1856a [1835]: 157–158) to having learned the first ele-
ments of Pidgin Hawaiian on board the Russian ship Rurik from a former pearl
trader on O‘ahu by the name of John Elliot de Castro, Slade (1844: 37–39, 42–
44) on his trading venture for tortoise shells, trepang, pearls, and sandalwood
on ‘Uvea Island and Fiji in 1830 after a less-than-successful whaling expedition
to the North Pacific, and the accounts of Lucett (1851: II.195, 295–296) in New
Zealand in the early 1840s. However, the economic functions of MPP were
not always clearly identifiable, for some Pacific Islanders served in multiple
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functions, which suggests that the Pidgin never remained restricted to a single
sociolinguistic context. We might find a Polynesian sailor ship out from his
home island to western North America on a fur-trading vessel only to return
on a whaling ship and then to serve on another ship involved in the trade of
sandalwood or pearls in the South Pacific, as economic circumstances changed
and as fur gave way to sandalwood, whaling, or still other business endeavors
(see Bradley 1942: 53–120, 214–238). By the account of Loti (1880: 415–416,
879), “Beach Tahitian” or Pidgin Tahitian figured significantly in the exchange
of goods by foreign sailors for sexual favors from native women – transactions
that were not limited to Tahiti, but undoubtedly occurred elsewhere in the east-
ern Pacific. Loti’s observations, then, point to the need to document analogous
encounters between foreign men and native women on other Pacific islands.

MPP served in other, non-economic functions, foremost as an initial medium
of contact for Christian missionaries with Pacific Islanders. In 1820, Lucia Rug-
gles Holman, a missionary wife, offered perhaps the first irrefutable evidence
for the use of MPP by missionaries in the Hawaiian Islands (see (21) in 5.5).
The Pidgin was also the major medium between Tyerman and Bennet of the
London Missionary Society on the one hand and Tahitians on the other a few
years later (see (22) in 5.6). In 1824, Bennet understood an exchange by a Māori
chief in Pidgin Māori on the basis of his knowledge of reduced “Tahitian”; he
answered accordingly, citing Tahitian-derived pua‘a for ‘pig’ (see (23) in 5.6)
instead of Māori-derived poaka. As recently as 1887, the Anglican missionary
Herbert H. Gowen encountered MPP on board an interisland vessel between
Lāna‘i and Maui and on shore on Lāna‘i (see (45) and (46) in 6.12). The Pidgin
ultimately was no more than a stepping-stone for most missionaries in their
attempts at recording and learning Polynesian vernaculars. As a result, they
left comparatively few documentary traces of the Pidgin, which quite possi-
bly played a greater role in early missionary endeavors than the few known
historical attestations indicate.

Ultimately, MPP fulfilled functions of colonization beyond those of explo-
ration, trade, and religious conversion in the form of explicit military or naval
operations. A suggestion for a connection would already come from the chatty
conversations by the Māori chief Moehanga with his friend Savage on their
voyage to England in 1805 (see (14) in 4.9). Such indications also transpire
from activities by the US navy in the Marquesas under the command of Captain
David Porter (1822: II.28, 45–46, 84, 91, 95, 107; see (16) in 5.2) from 1812
to 1814. Perhaps the most overt example of a naval connection with MPP was
Max Radiguet (1929 [1860]: 11–12, 32, 34, 161, fn. 1, 177, 182, 220) as sec-
retary to the staff headquarters of the French colonial expansion in the Pacific
on the frigate La Reine Blanche from 1842 until 1845. Drawing on an officer
friend for linguistic-ethnographic information, he documented the Pidgin’s use
on Nuku Hiva in a naval context, including its representational institutions such
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as a Catholic mission and a colonial court. Another illustrative case of MPP’s
colonial connections again is its description by Loti (1880: 415–416, 879) as
“Beach Tahitian” in Tahiti in 1872.

One domain of use that has been conspicuously absent in the attestations of
MPP examined thus far is the classic context of plantations, although Roberts
(1995a: 27–43; 2005: 58–125) already documented such for Pidgin Hawaiian
in the late nineteenth and into the early twentieth centuries. The absence of
such documentation does not indicate an absence of the Pidgin on plantations
elsewhere in the eastern Pacific; rather, it points to the need for the examination
of additional, local records such as already examined by Roberts in the form of
period newspapers and court records for the Hawaiian Islands. If the Hawaiian
Islands are a representative example for the eastern Pacific at large, we must in
fact continue assuming that MPP was also in use on plantations in the South
Pacific, where existent, and served as the linguistic springboard for European
and American settlers as well as immigrant laborers; but this hypothesis will
first require in-depth historical research with local records of other Pacific
Islands. If Roberts’ data for Pidgin Hawaiian provide an indication, such recent
records may also prove richer than early attestations.



9 Conclusions: linguistic, sociohistorical, and
theoretical implications

Historical-sociolinguistic research on MPP first illustrates its nature as a large
jigsaw puzzle – small pieces here and there to fit together into a big picture.
There remain obvious gaps of information, while other data do not match
fully. The documentation by James Cook and his crew members has mostly
proved disappointing for sociolinguistic information in light of its overall his-
torical significance, scope, and wealth. Linguistic data for the Pidgin have
also remained comparatively meager for the Marquesas, if we claim Herman
Melville’s attestations in his semi-autobiographical novels of the Pacific to rep-
resent a Hawaiianized variety instead. Reliable documentation has altogether
been missing for Rapanui (Easter Island). We would even expect more and better
data in historical documentation for the Society Islands, the suggested original
home of MPP, than presented here. What the Māori Moehanga illustrated in his
chatterbox-like conversations for New Zealand of the early nineteenth century
has so far met no replication – fairly systematic recordings by Pacific Islanders
beyond isolated attestations recorded by Europeans – for different periods or for
other Pacific archipelagos; historical attestations for other Pacific Islands have
often remained limited and vague. Then again, the linguistically richest sources
of data on MPP, Melville’s Typee and Omoo, include but little extralinguistic
information. Those linguistic records that coordinate with extralinguistic data
rarely include much micro-sociolinguistic information, which suggests that
most observers of the period lacked sufficient sensitivity to discern minute
sociolinguistic differences. Attestations of MPP also appear to fizzle out for
the second half of the nineteenth century, although it survived in the Hawaiian
Islands into the early twentieth century (Roberts 1995a: 27–45; 2005: 58–125)
and in Tahiti in the form of Parau Tinitō as recently as the 1970s (William H.
Wilson, personal communication, 14 June 2002).

Notwithstanding these seemingly insurmountable shortcomings, philo-
logical-ethnohistorical research on the early colonial Pacific offers quantita-
tively and qualitatively much richer data for MPP than for Pidgin English at
the same time, and draws on several historical beacons:
� the observations by Johann Reinhold Forster, official naturalist on James

Cook’s second voyage to the Pacific and apparently the first to recognize a
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general Polynesian-based lingua franca extending across much of the South
Pacific, and his son George, who proposed universal principles for under-
standing it

� James Colnett, British fur trader who, in spite of prejudices against Pacific
Islanders, left us an exemplary paradigm of questions in MPP

� Moehanga, a Māori chief, and his British friend John Savage, who early
documented a fairly rich body of the Māori variety of MPP on their voyage
to England

� Adelbert von Chamisso, who, as a trained linguist, left us an observant
description of MPP

� Paul-Émile Botta, naturalist-surgeon, who offered a perceptive inventory of
phonological distinctions and a description of sociolinguistic variations

� Herman Melville, whose semi-autobiographical novels Typee and Omoo
provide a comparatively rich inventory of MPP, although some questions
remain about the origin of his data

� Ralph Kuykendall, historian of the Hawaiian Islands, who already recognized
Colnett’s questions as a historical-linguistic problem, even if he did not have
methodological or conceptual-theoretical means to resolve it

� John E. Reinecke, Ross Clark, Derek Bickerton, William H. Wilson, and
Sarah J. Roberts with original studies of Pidgin Hawaiian, Polynesian-based
South Seas Jargon, and Pidgin Māori, presented here as part of regional MPP.

There undoubtedly are others yet to step forth from the shadow of history.
For a balance, we should welcome more exemplary native sources such as
Moehanga’s for other Pacific archipelagos and eras.

There remains the nagging question of why historical research has not pro-
duced a broader, richer set of attestations for MPP. The answer actually is fairly
straightforward: First, most early observers, as exemplified by the Forsters’,
Chamisso’s, and Kuykendall’s interpretations, lacked the conceptual tools to
recognize MPP as distinct from Central Eastern Polynesian languages. These
languages exhibited considerable structural transparency regarding their fairly
analytic morphosyntactic pattern, which made them structurally less different
from the Pidgin than synthetic or polysynthetic languages. In addition, as Poly-
nesian languages, they displayed comparatively little linguistic diversity, thus
fewer structural contrasts among themselves in comparison to areas of high
linguistic diversity. Had MPP existed in an area with great linguistic diversity
and in an environment of languages with less morphological transparency (like
Chinook Jargon in northwestern North America), it would have been more eas-
ily identifiable by mere linguistic contrast. The Pidgin would accordingly have
attracted greater attention from earlier observers for its obvious sociolinguis-
tic advantages and might even have flaunted a name that speakers apparently
failed to record for the regional unit. Secondly, when Europeans and Americans
finally came to recognize MPP as structurally and functionally distinct from
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lexically related vernaculars, they evidently presented it as no more than a lin-
guistic aberration. In short, MPP mirrored European attitudes towards Pidgin
English instead of reflecting what it really was – a useful regional medium for
interlingual communication in the eastern Pacific.

Although this study cannot make any claims to an exhaustive coverage,
it demonstrates the feasibility of a combined philological-ethnohistorical
approach in the Pacific. It does so by drawing on multiple sources and on
a systematic scale, but – unlike my earlier study of another non-European pid-
gin, Mobilian Jargon (Drechsel 1996b, 1997) – without any access to fieldwork
as a resource for the descriptive-analytical confirmation of historical data.
Although early documents by themselves do not constitute reliable sources
for historical-sociolinguistic research as outlined here, they accumulate to a
sufficiently diverse database in combination, which reveals distinct structural
patterns, contrasted and confirmed by philological reconstitution with com-
parative data from the Pidgin’s source languages. Such a systematic body of
internal and external data discloses significant structural consistency, leaving
little doubt about the accuracy of most historical attestations and permitting a
composite portrait of early language contact in the eastern Pacific. Similarly,
historical attestations exhibit extralinguistic patterns, although primarily at a
macro-sociolinguistic level and likewise in need of reinterpretation – through
an explicit ethnohistory of speaking. Extralinguistic cues not only lend a frame-
work for a social history of MPP but also have in turn helped resolve philological
puzzles such as specific problems of linguistic analysis of its own or the ques-
tion of the extent to which Pidgin English was used in early colonial contacts
of the eastern Pacific.

Many attestations of MPP display fairly simple, short constructions, which
may be as much a feature of the limited recordings by early observers as part of
the very structural pattern of the Pidgin. Numerous other instances, however,
indicate that speakers could produce more complex constructions consisting
of multiple arguments and even sequentially linked clauses (parataxis). The
available evidence of longer constructions justifies further searches for suitable
documentation and its philological restoration, raising hopes for the discovery
of some currently elusive historical documents that describe the Pidgin from
other angles and in greater detail than presented here. What inconsistencies
remain at this time either raise questions about the documentation’s accu-
racy in isolated occurrences (such as Archibald Campbell’s and John Slade’s
attestations) or suggest possible linguistic variations still in need of an expla-
nation (as in the case of Esteban José Martı́nez’s recording of a construction
with a word order of SOV). Those instances that leave questions of philolog-
ical or other historical restoration unresolved appear clearly identified above
as such. By no measure do these questionable items, however, undermine
or abrogate the research design, namely a historical-sociolinguistic study of
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MPP by philological-ethnohistorical reconstitution. Instead, the overall analy-
sis presents a fairly consistent historical-sociolinguistic case study. It confirms
expectations for a representative body of systematic philological and sociohis-
torical data, and also gives inspiration for future research on this and similar
cases. Although suggestive in selected aspects, the available data are sufficient
in both quality and quantity to offer a truly alternative perspective of how
eastern Polynesians interacted with alloglossic European, American, and other
visitors to the Pacific in early colonial times.

A central issue in the historical study of MPP remains the nature and range
of its linguistic variation and, with it, its extralinguistic contexts. In spirit, this
book has espoused a minimally defined variationist approach to account for or
at least to recognize variable data, even if it cannot meet the standards of mod-
ern variationist sociolinguistic analyses with statistically relevant quantities
of data. This approach permits an explicit recognition of historical interrela-
tionships between what were open rather than closed linguistic systems, such
as between MPP and hapa haole varieties with a substantial body of Pidgin
English components. Such a variationist perspective also makes it possible
to incorporate extralinguistic sociohistorical factors in linguistic analysis at
some systematic level, thus to approach MPP as a “cultural production and
cultural product” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 49) rather than as a purely linguistic
phenomenon.

Notwithstanding any remaining hurdles with historical-sociolinguistic
resources, further philological-ethnohistorical research should continue
addressing three fundamental issues from multiple, diverse historical sources:
(i) the full geographic range of the Pidgin and the extent of its linguistic varia-
tion, social distribution, and functional environments; (ii) the Pidgin’s changes
over time, including its origin as a manifestation of early colonial contact in the
Pacific at one end of the historical spectrum; and (iii) its eventual replacement
by Pidgin English and French at the other end.

Of special interest remains the function of European and American ships
in the spread and persistence of MPP. Additional historical-sociolinguistic
research can give us a better appreciation of the interplays between language
use and history, as is evident for European explorations, trade, whaling and
sealing, missionizing, and plantations in the eastern Pacific. It should also clar-
ify the colonial role of Spaniards in the eastern Pacific (including the Society
and Hawaiian Islands) as well as the question of how far MPP extended into
the western Pacific, that is western Polynesia and Micronesia, and – with it –
how much linguistic variation it permitted without challenging its integrity as
a linguistic system. Another issue concerns the precise linguistic and sociohis-
torical relationship of Pidgin Tahitian to Parau Tinitō as spoken by Chinese
immigrants in the twentieth century – a question not addressed above for lack
of data on the latter.
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A better understanding of the interplay of MPP with its source languages
will ultimately help us determine its precise historical role in the diffusion of
Polynesian linguistic elements in speakers’ non-Polynesian target languages
and its role in the development of the infrastructure for subsequent contact
languages, including varieties of Pidgin and Creole English. The subject of
variation concerns not solely that across space, but also that over time, calling
for an understanding of the full extent of spatial-historical changes from the
MPP’s formation, stabilization, expansion, and eventual decline. As Roberts
has already demonstrated for the Hawaiian Islands, these questions highlight
the need for systematic research with a focus on local historical sources (news-
papers, court records, diaries, perhaps church records, etc.), but remain beyond
the scope of this book.

The available historical evidence documents MPP as a regional indigenous
medium based on Eastern Polynesian languages and extending across much
of the eastern Pacific from New Zealand to the Societies, the Marquesas, and
the Hawaiian Islands, from the early European explorations in the 1760s until
some 120 years later. These varieties constituted a unified, areal linguistic
system by virtue of highly similar phonologies, a widely shared basic lexi-
con, and fundamentally the same grammar, as well as by the close historical
linguistic relationship of their Central Eastern Polynesian source languages,
namely Māori, Tahitian, Marquesan, and Hawaiian. In addition, speakers of
MPP, both indigenous and foreign, were in regular contact with each other as
part of a network of European and American explorations, maritime trading,
and early colonization. This portrayal matches closely what Clark (1977: 27–
37; 1979: 24–35; 1990: 100–103) and Roberts (1995a; 1995b; 2005: 51–128;
2013) have already described as a Polynesian-based South Seas Jargon, Pidgin
Māori (Pākehā Māori), or Pidgin Hawaiian (‘ōlelo pa‘i ‘ai). The only dif-
ference is that MPP extended across a considerably greater geographic range
than any of its local varieties and included Pidgin Tahitian (“Beach Tahitian”,
Parau Tinitō) and Pidgin Marquesan. Moreover, I present MPP as a stable pid-
gin with a correspondingly longer life history rather than as a highly variable
jargon. Counter to what Clark (1977: 31, 36; 1979: 33) suggested for its early
southern variety or South Seas Jargon and despite my own variationist lean-
ings, MPP has not demonstrated any “promiscuous” or “macaronic” mixing so
far, whether one wishes to focus exclusively on the lexicon or consider gram-
mar as well. My analysis accordingly differs also from the recent assessment
by Roberts (2003: 307–309; 2005: 51–128) of Pidgin Hawaiian as a variable
jargon – a position that she apparently has since abandoned for an interpreta-
tion in terms of a stable pidgin (Roberts 2013) without, however, offering an
explanation.

MPP emerged as a foreigner-talk variety of Tahitian that native Society
Islanders adopted in contact with French and British explorers of the eastern
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Pacific, foremost Bougainville and Cook, in the late 1760s, and that then spread
with European explorers and colonists of still other nations following in the
Europeans’ footsteps, primarily the recently emerged United States. Polynesian
interpreters and pilots as well as foreign visitors exported the Tahitian-based
“foreigner talk” to New Zealand, the Hawaiian Islands, and the Marquesas,
which in each case led to the Pidgin’s adaptation to local linguistic stan-
dards. MPP, however, did not remain a temporary, makeshift linguistic com-
promise for and by foreigners at one of their early stages of second-language
learning, only to be shortly replaced by the local vernacular, much less by
a European language. Instead, speakers of vernacular Polynesian languages
themselves adopted and used it as an acceptable, even preferable, means of
interaction with strangers in clear distinction from grammatically more com-
plex endogenous speech varieties. Repeated documentation of the Pidgin’s use
by Eastern Polynesians rather than foreigners provides the strongest historical
evidence that it was linguistically and socially acceptable and real to Pacific
Islanders. If eastern Polynesians had refused to use “foreigner-talk” varieties
of their languages with Europeans and Americans, MPP likely would never
have come about so early or in this form, if at all (see Part II, especially
Chapter 4).

By its linguistic pattern, MPP remained predominantly Polynesian in its
phonology, morphology (in the form of reduplications), lexicon, and even
syntax, although it exhibited universal tendencies in its phonotactic pattern
of open syllables and its basic SVO word order in contrast to the verb-initial
structure of Polynesian vernaculars. The Pidgin, however, remained structurally
reduced in comparison to its primary source languages, and its speakers relied
on sequential linking in place of true complex constructions. As a regional
medium, MPP displayed a greater range of linguistic variation among their
local varieties in any part of the Pacific than within any local variety by itself,
at the phonological, lexical, and syntactic levels (with, e.g., t � k, unmarked
maita‘i � marked motaki ‘good’, and SVO � sporadic VSO). However, when
considered in light of its broad geographic range across much of the eastern
Pacific, MPP still exhibited a minimal amount of overall linguistic variation
because of the close, common historical roots of their source languages as part
of the Eastern Polynesian subfamily. What evidence has become available about
syntactic variation is principally of two kinds: (i) the alternation of prenominal
and postnominal modifiers and (ii) word-order variation at the sentence level,
both of which reflect substrate influences from Polynesian languages to varying
degrees.

Frequently used nominal modifiers in MPP (such as itiiti ‘very small, very
little, very few’, kore ‘useless’, nuinui ‘very large, very great, very much,
very many, extremely, very’, and pai ana ‘good’) reflect a grammatical pattern
typologically consistent with the SVO word order in contrast to postnominal
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modifiers correlating typologically with the VSO word order. Based on their
historical origin, such prenominals in the Pidgin derived from verb-initial con-
structions, and postnominals from zero-marked clause embedding or clausal
juxtaposition, both of which we find in Polynesian languages. The cooccur-
rence of prenominal and postnominal modifiers in MPP as well as their different
interpretations by speakers of Polynesian and European languages not only as
VSO, corresponding to Polynesian stative verbs, but also as SVO, correspond-
ing to European predicates, permitted both kinds of speaker to arrive at similar
understandings in MPP (see Chapter 7).

This explanation in part emulates the analysis proposed by Michael Silver-
stein (1972) for Chinook Jargon regarding different underlying grammatical
patterns of the speakers’ first languages emerging in similar form on the pid-
gin’s surface structure and the application of this model by Roger M. Keesing
(1988: 89–91, 102) to the Pacific in explaining the similarities between Melane-
sian Pidgin and its lexifier, English. In contrast to what Silverstein proposed for
alloglossic speakers of Chinook Jargon and their different underlying structures
depending on their first languages but similarly to Keesing (1988: 91), I recog-
nize that VSO and SVO in MPP were well within the range of experience to
speakers of Austronesian languages. Indeed, Polynesian languages displayed
both VSO and SVO patterns, the latter in focused constructions (Keesing 1988:
77–132; Lynch 1998: 152–159). Accordingly, the SVO word order in MPP
cannot presume any influence from English, French, or any other European
language onto the Pidgin. In other words, the present analysis does not depend
on external linguistic input (such as borrowings or other linguistic transfers)
from European visitors except as a possible trigger that led Polynesians to draw
on their own SVO resources in early colonial language contact. The predom-
inant word order in the Pidgin, too, rebuffs any one-sided rationalization in
terms of either Polynesian substrate or European superstrate influences. Not
only would Eastern Polynesians likely have preferred VSO to SVO for their
grammatical model, had it been in use exclusively among Pacific Islanders,
but also European newcomers did not exert sufficient political influence or
power to impose their linguistic standards on Pacific Islanders in early colonial
times.

The best choice in explaining the SVO word order in MPP remains a com-
bination of Polynesian substrate influences and universals, specifically of the
implicational kind. Although such a rationalization has some shortcomings
of its own, including a synchronic rather than a diachronic developmental
perspective, as well as problems of identification or empirical verification
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 108–112), it is austere and without major internal glitches,
and thus theoretically preferable, as already recognized by George Forster (2000
[1777]: 242) over two centuries ago. In this particular case, the first speakers
of MPP, by all indications Tahitians, reverted to SVO as a less marked, default
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form when encountering speakers of strange languages with other word-order
patterns, whether or not SVO. They originally did so for a lack of agreement
about grammatical standards rather than to yield to foreigners. At the time of
first contact, Tahitians obviously did not have any understanding of French or
English grammar; Europeans might as well have spoken languages with very
different sentence patterns, and MPP likely would still have emerged with the
same SVO pattern, as long as Polynesians called the initial shots and Euro-
peans were at their mercy in early encounters. That the visitors’ languages,
French and English, exhibited the same word order as their unmarked form
therefore proved an accident of history and the result of a limited number
of possible word-order combinations rather than any intended common-core
model. This explanation thus disagrees fundamentally with the interpretation
that the grammar of South Seas Jargon, a southern variety of the MPP, has an
English superstrate word order, as suggested by Clark (1977: 30; 1979: 26).
Instead, it confirms the finding by Keesing (1988: 13) that Clark “radically
underestimates the importance of substrate grammars in shaping the emerging
pidgin.”1

Any underlying grammatical differences that remained between Polynesians
and Europeans suspended each other for basically indisputable interpretations
and a fairly stable pidgin grammar ultimately at variance with Silverstein’s
highly variable interpretation of Chinook Jargon. Notwithstanding major gram-
matical differences among the speakers’ first languages, MPP developed and
maintained considerable grammatical stability, as is evident from its reduced

1 Alternatively, if we could show that Maritime Polynesian Pidgin had originated before the Euro-
peans’ arrival in the eastern Pacific and as part of a long-term indigenous linguistic convergence
area (Sprachbund), we would expect its speakers to have drawn on commonly shared areal
patterns and to have developed a VSO word order in the Pidgin’s formation. This projected word
order would therefore have consisted of widespread substrate features rather than linguistic uni-
versals, retrieved only in contact with speakers of typologically very different languages such
as Europeans, as was the case for, e.g., Chinook Jargon with its variable SVO and VSO word
orders (with the latter reflecting the substrate influence of many Native American languages
of northwestern North America), Delaware Jargon with its pattern of sentence-initial negatives
(characteristic of Algonquian, Siouan, and Iroquoian languages of eastern North America), and
Mobilian Jargon with OSV (originating from the morphosyntactic patterns of Muskogean and
possibly other Gulf languages). These three Native American pidgins evidently arose from
well-established linguistic convergence areas in northwestern, northeastern, and southeastern
North America respectively, and constitute fairly strong cases for pre-European pidginization,
supported by extralinguistic evidence for long-term area-wide trade and regional political asso-
ciations in the form of complex or paramount chiefdoms (see Hymes 1980: 405–418; Thomason
1980; 1983; Drechsel 1984; 1996a; 1997: 274–294). However, as the interpretation of Chi-
nook Jargon grammar by Silverstein (1972) in terms of a variable word order, including SVO,
illustrates as well, any dependence on substratum influences declines – and any reliance on
universals correspondingly increases – with ever more diverse linguistic resources within the
pidgin’s area of distribution. In other words, major Native American pidgins lend further, com-
plementary support to the argument for the colonial origin of Maritime Polynesian Pidgin, if this
comparative-typological line of argumentation necessarily remains rather contrived.
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linguistic variability, its extended history of no less than a century, and its
increased sociohistorical significance. This conclusion indeed distinguishes
MPP radically from earlier, variable conceptions of Polynesian-based South
Seas Jargon (see 1.1). In other words, speakers of MPP did not continuously
reinvent their medium with a highly variable jargon of individualized responses,
including a mixed vocabulary, holophrastic or two-word makeshift expressions,
a grammar governed by pragmatics and substratum influences, an unstable lin-
guistic structure, poorly defined contexts, rather precarious functions, or an
inconsistent transmission between speakers or generations (Mühlhäusler 1997:
128–138). Instead, the currently available historical data present a quite regular,
qualitatively distinct sociolinguistic pattern in contrast to its related vernacu-
lars. Significantly, philological-ethnohistorical research also has continuously
pushed back the Pidgin’s date of origin to Cook’s and probably Bougainville’s
explorations of the Pacific. Although we must assume that the Pidgin likewise
emerged from a pre-pidgin jargon, the evidence for such a Maritime Polynesian
Jargon has remained obscure until today.

From a regional perspective, the historical documentation for MPP does not
reveal any major syntactic variations (such as verb-initial constructions) until
rather late in the historical documentation and thus not as part of the original
Pidgin grammar. Instead, the few unquestionable instances of such variable
data, arising from a comparison of documentations by Archibald Campbell,
Jacobus Boelen, and John Slade, suggest interlinguistic influences from Poly-
nesian vernaculars in the form of either native Polynesian speakers at early
stages of learning the Pidgin or else foreigners with some expertise in Polyne-
sian vernaculars (such as missionaries) hypercorrecting the Pidgin to vernacular
standards. Speakers at either end of the pidgin spectrum exemplified the process
of depidginization, that is “[a] renewed vigorous influence from its original lex-
ifier language, involving the restructuring and/or replacement of earlier lexicon
and grammar in favor of patterns from the superimposed ‘target’ language”
(Mühlhäusler 1997: 211), rather than part of the original pidginization process.
Such a process recalls analogous variations in word order for a few instances
of Melanesian Pidgin of the New Hebrides (now Vanuatu) in the early 1890s
(Keesing 1988: 132; see 7.3 above).

In accordance with its interpretation as a pidgin, MPP exhibited few if any
sociohistorical restrictions in use within eastern Polynesia, where it encountered
no major communicative hurdles in spite of any remaining linguistic differences
among the island groups of the eastern Pacific. By all available indications,
the Pidgin operated as a major contact medium in early encounters between
Pacific Islanders and foreigners; it also served as an interlingual medium on
board European and American ships with a growing number of Polynesians
serving as pilots, interpreters, sailors to replace European or American crew
who had jumped ship, as catechists, and in still other roles. MPP occasionally
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extended its range beyond the boundaries of its home territory by ship to the
shores of North America, Mexico, possibly South America, Southeast Asia,
plus Europe during early colonial periods. Other prime attested contexts for
use were: the foreigners’ trade for the on-board replenishment of basic provi-
sions from Pacific Islands; beachcombing; the maritime fur trade in the north
Pacific (with the Hawaiian Islands serving as a major way station between
northwestern North America and Asia); whaling and sealing; the trade of san-
dalwood, trepang, and pearls; amorous encounters between colonists and native
women; first attempts by European and American missionaries at converting
the native population to Christianity; military or naval operations by colonial
powers; and even the engagement of Pacific Islanders for work on the first plan-
tations in the Pacific. At this time, it is not clear to what extent MPP operated as
an interlingual medium with Pacific Islanders beyond eastern Polynesia, either
on board European or American ships or on shore, as might have been the case
in the western Pacific or by early Polynesian communities in western North
America. Nor does the historical evidence indicate how speakers of MPP inter-
acted with those of other non-European Pacific pidgins such as those of Tonga,
‘Uvea Island, New Caledonia, or neighboring islands, much less speakers of
Chinook Jargon of northwestern North America or Eskimo Jargon of Alaska,
with whom they came in contact as well.

The historical-sociolinguistic data about geographic and social distribution
as well as its uses and functions suggest that MPP was widespread among
islanders of the eastern Pacific by the end of the eighteenth century and through
the first half of the nineteenth century. Whereas some long-term foreign res-
idents (such as missionaries) successfully learned Hawaiian (leading to the
Pidgin’s inadvertent depidginization), all Hawaiians acquired competency in
Pidgin Hawaiian (‘ōlelo pa‘i ‘ai) at some level – indeed, children of the period
used it in contacts with foreigners and then adopted a partially English-relexified
version, especially for new items, as a peer-group language “to comply with
the ban on the use of Hawaiian in school” (Wilson, personal communica-
tion, 29 April 2012). Developing into hapa haole speech of the Hawaiian
Islands or its equivalent forms elsewhere in the eastern Pacific, MPP under-
went gradual and partial relexification under the influence of European tongues,
foremost English, by the mid-nineteenth century. Much of what we surmise
for the Hawaiian Islands apparently applied also in the Societies and New
Zealand, although under slightly variable sociolinguistic conditions. However,
better comparative evidence will first have to determine what happened in the
Marquesas.

Ultimately, MPP’s decline later in the nineteenth century remains partially
shrouded in history, obscured by frequent stereotypical renditions as or trans-
lations into Pidgin English or English. At no known point in time did MPP
per se, however, undergo any structural-functional expansion despite its broad
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functional range and a favorable sociolinguistic environment when Polynesian
women used it in interactions with foreign men on or off board or when children
came into play and adopted it as well. The Pidgin, then, did not develop into
an expanded pidgin similarly to modern Tok Pisin of Papua New Guinea or
undergo creolization by acquiring a community of native speakers and, with it,
greater grammatical complexity. MPP apparently remained a reduced medium
and a second language throughout its entire history, but persisted in niches
well into the second half of the nineteenth and even into the early twentieth
century. Only much later, by the end of the nineteenth century or even in the
early twentieth century, would an Anglicized variety eventually creolize in the
Hawaiian Islands.

By the standards of pidgin and creole studies, MPP meets all conditions
of a true pidgin – a “partially targeted second language learning and second
language creation, developing from simpler to more complex systems as com-
municative requirements become more demanding” (Mühlhäusler 1997: 6)
with social norms of acceptability, but without a community of native speakers.
Significantly, the accumulated linguistic and sociohistorical evidence clearly
points to a widely recognized, established medium between Pacific Islanders
of the eastern Pacific and foreigners, even if the available historical attestations
give no indication for a distinct regional name of its own. MPP does extraor-
dinarily well in meeting the structural-functional criteria of pidgins as spelled
out by Mühlhäusler (1997: 138–163) and Siegel (2008: 11–42). It furthermore
lends support to a multi-causal model of origin by recognizing substratum,
superstratum, and universal influences following the so-called complementary
hypothesis (Baker and Corne 1986; Hancock 1986; and especially Mufwene
1986) in the absence of agreed grammatical standards among the preceding
jargon speakers.

MPP closely matches other pidgins in the following structural features: a
fairly uniform lexicon and quite a stable grammar with established linguistic
and social norms independent of the speakers’ first languages in a recognized
speech community of their own or what Keith Whinnom (1971: 104–107)
suitably termed “tertiary hybridization.” Not only did the Pidgin adhere to a
small inventory of distinctive sounds, open syllables and a pattern of alternating
consonant-vowel, and a preference for bisyllabic over longer words, but also,
like other pidgins, it exhibited a lack of inflectional morphology (with number,
tense and aspect expressed by distinct, independent forms) and easy categorial
shifts of words from one word class to another (“categorial multifunctional-
ity”), a convention upon which speakers could draw in Polynesian languages
as well as in English. MPP emulated other pidgins in expressing possibilities,
contingencies, and similar functions by sentence-external qualifiers of propo-
sitions, as illustrated by initial tense-aspect markers or negatives. The Pidgin
additionally agreed with what we know about pidgins in general by infrequently
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displaying any distinction of number, usually limited to the singular and plural
and expressed by quantifiers or numerals. Grammatical words such as prepo-
sitions in MPP were few as in other pidgins. Ultimately, MPP fully mirrored
other pidgins with its reliance on syntax, specifically word order and the most
widespread pattern of SVO, as primary organizing principle. Like other typical
pidgins, however, MPP displayed little derivational depth in the form of gram-
matical operations, characteristic of their source or target languages; it made
up for a lack of embedding and complex constructions by sequentially link-
ing sentences to express continuous action, causative relationships, conditions,
atemporal relationships, comparisons, contrasts and exceptions, clarifications,
and grammatical subordinations. Moreover, MPP emulated other pidgins in
allowing but limited stylistic flexibility.

For sociocultural functions, MPP agrees with well-known, “classic” trade
languages (Mühlhäusler 1997: 76–78) by mostly operating in a conventional
context of colonial explorations, trade, and early settlements, which link to its
origin during European voyaging in the second half of the eighteenth century.
Significantly, the Pidgin displayed an economic dependency by Europeans
and Americans on the close cooperation by Pacific Islanders during the early
colonial period, but appeared to retain considerable sociolinguistic flexibility
with few or no restrictions imposed by the newcomers on it. In spite of its
use by early Christian missionaries in the Pacific, the Pidgin did not, however,
come to assume any known role in any millenarian religious movement, quite
unlike pidgins in cargo cults in Papua New Guinea. Nor did MPP apparently
take on any other extraordinary function, such as was evidently the case for
Native American speakers of Delaware and Mobilian Jargons in the form of a
sociocultural buffer since the early nineteenth century.

MPP specifically offers comparative data for the early colonial stages of
a pidgin and a non-European instance, in both of which pidgin and creole
studies have been largely deficient. That a non-European case, even though of
colonial origin, lends support to a multiple causation, including substratum,
superstratum, and universal influences (the “complementary hypothesis”), per-
haps comes as no surprise. However, it remains significant for the fact that this
finding draws on a non-European instance with a longitudinal foundation. In
contrast to European-based cases, MPP also refocuses attention onto Pacific
Islanders as key players of the early colonial scenery rather than as passive
by-standers, “beneficiaries,” or victims of European and American colonial-
ism. All sociolinguistic arguments for MPP point to a substantially greater role
by eastern Polynesians – foremost Tahitians, but also Māori and Hawaiians –
in early colonial contact with Europeans than conventional linguistics, social
science, or history have attributed to them. What speaks for such an alter-
native interpretation is the fact that ethnocentric, often racist, Europeans and
Americans willy-nilly accepted the social, economic, and political realities by
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recognizing the importance of eastern Polynesians, which left little choice to
the foreigners but to adopt the islanders’ interlingual medium in the eastern
Pacific for at least 120 years. MPP indeed proves a major, fairly direct linguis-
tic measure of eastern Polynesians’ historical significance in the early colonial
history of the Pacific.

Appreciating the central role of Pacific Islanders in the history of MPP,
notwithstanding any universal developmental tendencies, carries major impli-
cations for our understanding of its origin. For one, MPP diverged from famil-
iar pidgins of the Pacific by the fact that for its primary sources it drew
on non-European languages (like some other non-European instances). For
another implication, the Pidgin differed from better-known non-European-
based instances such as Police/Hiri Motu of Papua New Guinea (Dutton and
Voorhoeve 1974; Dutton 1985) and Chinook Jargon of northwestern North
America (Hymes 1980: 405–418; Thomason 1983) in that currently we can-
not raise any sociolinguistic arguments for a pre-European origin. The eastern
Pacific simply lacked sufficient linguistic diversity and long-term regional trade
or political associations for pidginization to have occurred before contact with
Europeans. In other words, MPP illustrates a case in which Europeans and
Americans upon their arrival in the Pacific could not draw upon already exist-
ing sociolinguistic networks except perhaps for a foreigner-talk version of
Tahitian. Foreign visitors, therefore, had to make use of what eastern Polyne-
sians offered them as a means of communication, as they were not in a political
position to impose their own sociolinguistic infrastructure until about a century
later.

These sociohistorical findings about MPP have major implications for our
broader understanding of pidgin and creole origin (Mühlhäusler 1997: 93–126;
Siegel 2008: 11–42). For one, I have placed great emphasis on seafaring and the
role of sailors, but do not draw on the nautical-jargon theory, as it fails to address
major linguistic disparities between nautical English and MPP as well as the
role of non-European and Polynesian crews on board European and American
ships (Mühlhäusler 1997: 94–96). This study has also taken into consideration
Tahitian foreigner talk as the initial foundation of MPP, but ultimately it does not
build upon foreigner-talk or similar theories. Although foreigner-talk varieties
resemble early stages of second-language learning for their morphological
simplicity (Siegel 2008: 26–27), they neglect cultural conventions, especially
those of Society Islanders, natural tendencies towards input simplification, and
later stages in language development (Mühlhäusler 1997: 96–102). Nor does the
historical evidence for MPP leave any room for common-core theories for the
already stated fundamental problems of communicative relevance, an entirely
static model, the need for presuming a bilingual competency for the Pidgin’s
grammar, or growing counterevidence (Mühlhäusler 1997: 113–114). Much
less do my arguments for MPP, although by all indications of colonial origin,
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yield to any Eurocentric model of pidginization for failing to give recognition
to the indigenous population as historical actors in colonial encounters rather
than as inactive recipients (Mühlhäusler 1997: 73–74, 102–108; Versteegh
2008: 158–167).

On the other hand, MPP cannot fully accommodate what Jeff Siegel (2008:
31–40) offers as an alternative model of pidginization from the perspective of
second-language learning, drawing on universal grammar, constructivist theo-
ries with a focus on communicative functions, and speech-production models,
whose output speakers supplemented with linguistic mixing and leveling. At
first sight, the primary case example upon which Siegel (2008: 11–18) draws,
namely Pidgin Fijian, exhibits striking structural similarities to MPP in its
overall word order and even in some specific grammatical features (such as
the negative in initial position). Given the common historical ancestry of the
Polynesian language family and Fijian, this finding comes as no surprise, and
we might even conjecture some common history for MPP and Pidgin Fijian,
although there is no indication that one was mutually intelligible to speakers
of the other because of significant lexical differences. At closer examination,
Siegel’s model cannot account for what, in terms of their grammars, Poly-
nesians with verb-initial sentence patterns would have interpreted quite dif-
ferently in early colonial contacts with Europeans, speaking SVO languages,
without losing the essence of the message in their exchanges. As Keesing
(1988: 89–91, 96, 102) has already suggested for Melanesian Pidgin, this
kind of sociolinguistic situation requires a multi-level model as suggested by
Silverstein (1972) for Chinook Jargon with different underlying patterns and as
used also in this book in modified form, taking into account obvious differences
between northwestern North America and the eastern Pacific. A Silversteinian
model reflects the speakers’ first languages, but permits convergent surface
structures and minimal crosslinguistic understanding. While allowing for lin-
guistic compromises across linguistic boundaries, such an interpretation also
reintroduces the significance of non-European languages in language contact
and pidginization, and gives greater recognition to their speakers as historical
actors.

Arguments for MPP as a regional interlingual medium between Polynesians
and European or American foreigners suggest other, wider implications for
the eastern Pacific. Significantly, local varieties could not have survived in
an environment of limited linguistic heterogeneity or in isolation as long as
they did; MPP thrived only on linguistic diversity and, by implication, in
geographically wide-ranging areas (see, e.g., Thomason and Kaufman 1988).
Pidgin Hawaiian by itself would likely not have endured as long in the Hawaiian
Islands without the broader sociolinguistic infrastructure of MPP; similarly,
other varieties such as Pidgin Tahitian, Pidgin Marquesan, and Pidgin Māori in
turn fed for support on Pidgin Hawaiian as well as on each other. The primary
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vehicle for the Pidgin’s spread in the eastern Pacific and beyond was European
and American ships, especially those embracing Pacific Islanders of eastern
Polynesian provenance among their crews, well into the late nineteenth century.
When European and American newcomers could speak one variety of the Pidgin
on board and also use it throughout much of the eastern Pacific with only minor
modifications, Pacific Islanders as a result were subject to less pressure to accept
European languages. Alternatively, had European colonization concentrated
only on one archipelago within Polynesia, we might not in fact expect the
Pidgin to have arisen, and language contact would have remained principally
bilingual in nature.

The present model of language contact between Pacific Islanders and early
colonial Europeans is very much at odds with some historians’ recent ideas on
the subject: European runaways among the Māori of New Zealand, so-called
Pākehā Māori, supposedly learned to speak like locals according to Trevor
Bentley (1999: 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 49, 78, 91, 95, 115, 133, 140, 166, 171–172).
Similarly, foreign beachcombers on various Pacific islands reportedly acquired
proficiency in other Polynesian languages in a period of only a few months to a
year (Campbell 1998: 30, 48, 54, 62, 74, 99; Milcairns 2006: 129). Following
Bentley (1999: 10), the Pākehā Māori allegedly differed from beachcombers
and interlopers on other Pacific Islands by “the extent to which they integrated
with and depended upon Maori for their livelihoods,” including their linguistic
skills. While by all indications some European runaways indeed integrated fully
with the Māori, many other Pākehā did not do so by Bentley’s own suggestions
(see Bentley 1999: 32, 33, 49, 55, 60, 89, 90, 117–118, 123, 149, 162, 169, 191),
whence there remain serious doubts about their fluency in vernacular Māori.
Regrettably, such conflicting sociolinguistic indications or a lack of supporting
linguistic documentation did not prevent Susanne Williams Milcairns (2006:
15) from explicitly promoting Bentley’s distinction by excluding the Pākehā
Māori from her recent survey of beachcombers, renegades, and castaways in
the Pacific on the same tenuous grounds.

In reality, the evidence of Pidgin Māori in particular and MPP at large pro-
vides a substantial amount of historical documentation to the contrary and only
for a limited integration of Europeans or Americans in native Māori or other
eastern Polynesian society. Documentation of the Pidgin indicates strongly that
even the most open-minded, empathetic, and committed European adoptees of
the Māori could not fully learn their hosts’ language within a year, thus rais-
ing major questions about Bentley’s claims to European fluency in Māori and,
by extension, Milcairns’ unfounded distinction between European Māori and
European beachcombers on other Pacific islands. From a sociolinguistic per-
spective, Pidgin Māori indeed differed little in structure or function from the
reduced Polynesian forms spoken by beachcombers, renegades, and castaways
on other islands of eastern Polynesia.
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On the one hand, the findings about MPP have broader sociohistorical impli-
cations and relate directly to its multiple early, intimate links to the maritime
fur trade of northwestern North America in the Hawaiian Islands. However
surprising in light of the transitional nature of the fur trade and its exogenous
sources aside from the local monk seal, such a link is consistent with results
from earlier historical research by Kuykendall (1923, 1924), F. W. Howay
(1930), and Harold W. Bradley (1942: 1–120), who already recognized the fur
trade in the Hawaiian Islands as a significant historical process, since reinter-
preted by Eric Wolf (1982: 158–194) as part of a hemispheric or global trade
phenomenon. At the center was the prime fur-trading corporation of Canada,
the Hudson’s Bay Company with headquarters in London, which maintained
a major variety store in downtown Honolulu from 1829 until 1861, importing
timber, salmon, agricultural produce, and various manufactured goods to the
Hawaiian Islands, while managing the shipment of fur from North America
to Asia via the Hawaiian Islands (Spoehr 1986; 1988). Still, the maritime fur
trade has apparently fallen into oblivion with historians of the Hawaiian Islands
other than for a few exemplary studies (Naughton 1983; Koppel 1995; Chappell
1997; Barman 2004; and Barman and Watson 2006). The maritime fur trade
barely receives any attention in the exemplary ethnohistorical study of O‘ahu
in the early nineteenth century, Anahulu, by Marshall Sahlins (1992: 3, 37–38),
when it was the driving force of the emergent economy of the Hawaiian Islands.
Nor, surprisingly, did it attract any consideration in the sociohistorical review
of Pidgin Hawaiian by Roberts (1995a).

In recognizing the impact of the maritime fur trade in the Pacific and the
example of the Hudson’s Bay Company store in Honolulu, we would expect the
direction of linguistic and cultural influences to point from northwestern North
America to the Islands. That such American influences have remained elusive
until today lends further support to the significance of the Hawaiian Islands as
a major way station in the Pacific and of Hawaiians and other Pacific Islanders
in interethnic interactions of the period. The linguistic evidence, then, lends
indisputable support to the notion that, against claims to stereotypical westward
expansion, the relationship between western North America and the Hawaiian
Islands was not unidirectional from east to west, but had in many respects been
reciprocal. The Hawaiian Islands served as entrepôt for the early explorations
of western North America by the British and Americans; in addition, Hawaiians
and other Pacific Islanders engaged regularly as field hands on the continent
on behalf of foreign masters, jumped ship in pursuit of fur in the Northwest
or subsequently in search of gold in California, and associated intimately with
the native population of western North America (Barman and Watson 2006:
1–218), which linguistically resulted in Hawaiian or Pidgin Hawaiian loans in
Chinook Jargon and Eskimo Jargon (Drechsel and Makuakāne 1982).
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What from a macroeconomic perspective constituted the maritime fur trade
for the Hawaiian Islands in the early colonial period was whaling and seal-
ing as well as the trade of sandalwood, trepang, and pearls for other Pacific
archipelagos at later periods. Quite aside from the fact that historically many
of these economic endeavors were often complementary for those pursu-
ing any one enterprise, these various forms of trade shared with each other
the fact that they drew on local resources, except the exogenous fur, and
relied on native peoples in key roles for the exploitation and transportation
of these resources. From a socioeconomic perspective, these different forms
of trade were therefore comparable in that they created similar sociolinguis-
tic situations of economic dependency by colonial newcomers on the Pacific
Islanders, which corresponded directly to the continued endurance of MPP
into the second half of the nineteenth century. Sociolinguistically, it made little
difference whether the product was fur, whale oil, sandalwood, trepang, or
pearls.

The discussion of MPP must inevitably return to the question of its rela-
tionship to Pidgin English, so dear to Europhile creolists and other linguists
skeptical about the applicability of concepts from pidgin and creole studies to
non-European languages – what in fact has largely proved a linguistic phantom
in the Pacific through the first half of the nineteenth century. Early evidence
of MPP confirms no more than isolated borrowed words from English, and
other attestations of English or Pidgin English influences remain scarce and
unreliable, if not altogether absent, through the mid-nineteenth century. The
sources examined for this book reveal fewer references to Pidgin English than
to MPP, if any, and no more than sporadic supporting examples. Moreover,
many of these examples actually prove to be translations of either MPP or an
indigenous language or stereotypical renditions of native speech, as is evident
from linguistic or extralinguistic clues within the available texts (see 7.4). That
most Pidgin English entries did not appear until the second half of the nine-
teenth century or still later is historically significant, as it is indicative of MPP’s
very own viability and historical persistence.

In the eastern Pacific, English came to assume the role of a major interlingual
medium only when Pacific Islanders lost control over most of their resources,
land, and destiny with native governments and landlords and when instead
Europeans or Americans assumed power in the hemisphere in the second half
of the nineteenth century. The gradual replacement of MPP with European lan-
guages, reduced or non-reduced, has echoed the sociopolitical circumstances
fairly closely except that language did not always follow the flip-flop behav-
ior of politics. A gradual relexification of MPP with Pidgin English after the
mid-nineteenth century suggests accompanying sociolectal variations similar
to those attested in other speech continua, including a basilect, a mesolect, and
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an acrolect. There were also different ranges within the continuum correlat-
ing with different social positions such that a long-term trader likely spoke a
range of varieties closer to the original version than a recent immigrant. In
most instances, the sociolinguistic change-over apparently culminated with the
take-over of local political affairs by colonists. The case of Pidgin Hawai-
ian switching to Pidgin English evidently linked closely to the concomitant
changes in political power climaxing in the overthrow of Queen Lili‘uokalani
by American businessmen and the United States in the Hawaiian Islands at the
end of the nineteenth century. Analogous linguistic-political correlations simi-
larly applied to New Zealand, the Society Islands, and the Marquesas, although
most linguistic and political changes, including uprisings, developed gradually
rather than in any sudden manner (see Thomas 2010).

Claims for the early use of Pidgin English in the Pacific, then, must find
substantiation in better, indisputable historical documentation on a systematic
scale; any changes from MPP toward Pidgin English, to the extent that they
mirrored social realities, also should better demonstrate the relationships to
the Polynesians’ social, economic, or political positions in the eastern Pacific.
Whereas some records suggest a gradual relexification of MPP with Pidgin
English during the second half of the nineteenth century, this process still
requires a more systematic description and analysis by variationist means
such as distributional data and implicational scaling, as successfully applied to
modern creole continua. Then again, creolists must still address the issues of
stereotypical renditions and translations of native speech in historical records.
Until research on Pidgin English addresses these fundamental problems about
its sociohistorical roots and context, any understanding of relexification from
MPP to Pidgin English necessarily remains tenuous. When there exists at best
limited historical evidence in support of Pidgin English, any projection back in
time without any historical substantiation smacks of blatant presentism.

Currently, the available evidence for MPP and Pacific Pidgin English would,
however, suggest that they could hardly have competed in similar functions in
the same larger speech community and at the same time. Instead, we expect
MPP as the first established regional interlingual medium to have remained
a major sociolinguistic impediment for the spread of Pidgin English through
the mid-nineteenth century, as indeed indicated by the historical record. Even
once established as a new medium in the community, English, in either reduced
or full-fledged form, still did not necessarily become the exclusive or even
primary interlingual medium of the eastern Pacific in the late nineteenth cen-
tury; it was only one among many other means by which native and foreign
residents interacted in crosscultural contacts at the time. From a sociolinguistic
perspective, Europeans and Americans still considered the option of learn-
ing indigenous languages, albeit mostly in incomplete, reduced forms, during
the early contacts. Even when established as colonial powers, Europeans and
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Americans very often continued relying on MPP in order to communicate with
the native population effectively, as they could not expect all native islanders to
adopt European languages in either pidginized or fully developed form. When
Europeans and Americans eventually made major inroads into local Pacific
societies after the mid-nineteenth century, MPP lost out, however, against
English or French – only to survive a few more decades in communication
with non-European immigrants.
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